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Videotex is one of the recent developments combining advances in computers, telecom—

munications technology, and consumer electronics. The ambition of videotex is no less

than to upgrade today‘s mass communication media into computerized mass information
utilities.

It might seem that videotex is suffering from an identity crisis; indeed, there are

numerous closely related developments, such as electronic mail, on»line information ser-

vices, and home computing, to name only a few. But in spite of the lack of a clean

academic definition, a number of well«established systems (such as Prestel, Telidon,

. Bildschirmtcxt, and Télétel) are operational and under development in many countries,
backed by technical expertise and sizeable investtnents from business interests. Underly-

ing these systems, there is a considerable amount of accumulated lelowledge, experi-
ence, and open research problems, most of which are highly teclmical and videotex—

Specific. However, so far- there are few publications attempting to explain systematically
these issues and to relate them to the traditional disciplines of computer networks, com-

munications, and database technology. This may be caused, at least partly,- by the encr-

mous rate of change witnessed by videotex, and the ensuing danger of rapid obsoles-

cence of any book on the subject. However, these very same reasons Call for such an

undertaking in order to clarify the basic concepts behind the maze of systems,

approaches, standards, proposals, and counter-proposals flooding the desks'cf videotex

managers, designers, engineers, and students.
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xvi ' " Preface

The emphasis of this book is thus on the technical aspects of television-based video—
tex. The subject matter is divided into five parts. Part I provideS an introduction to video~
tex and background material about similar systems and computer networks. Parts II, III, ‘
and IV are the core of the book, and they loosely follow the architectural layers ofthe ISO
Open Systems Interconnection model (described in Chapter 3). Part II treats ISO. layers 1
through 5, here collectively called the communicationslevel. The subjects involved are
the physical media used to transmit and deliver videotex information, the underlying pro-
tocols, and the communication structure of videotex networks. Part III is concerned with

the presentation level (ISO layer 6), treating in detail the image-coding options in current
use, their impact on tenninal design, and the related problems of. national and interna-
tional standardization. Part IV——the application level—deals with databases for videotex
and teletext, gateways, sendCe computers, and service providers‘ equipment. The three
chapters of Part V touch upon themes important for the future- of videotex: alternative

methods of interfacing with the user, telesoftware (seen as the key to distributed process-
ing in videotex) and methods of perfonnanoe evaluation.

Readers familiar with the basic notions involving computers, communications, and
databases, or having some experience in videotex, should have no difficulty in following
the text. (Chapter 15 is a possible exception.) Most concepts used in the text are defined
or explained, although not necessarily at their first occurrence.

A few words are in order on what the book is not about. The limitations imposed
by our book’s scope and extent have excluded the treatment of a number of areas closely
related and vitally important to videotex technology. Some of these areas are: social
impact, legal and regulatory issues, financial and marketing aSpects, field trial and user
penetration statistics, the dynamics of service provider activity, and the esthetic and
psychological aspects of page creation. For an in-depth treatment of these (and other)
issues the reader is referred to a reoent book by Tydeman et al- (1982) and'to the care
fully prepared and informative Videotex Report Series published by Butler Cox &
Partners Ltd. in London.
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Preface xvii

figures 5.1 and 7.4, and Plates 1, 2, and 3 were provided by Dr. W. of

Zenith Corporation; Plates 4, 5, 8 by CCE'IT Rennes; Figure 7-2 by W. C. Treurniet and
Figure 7.? by S. Shlien, both of the Government of Canada Depart]:th of Communica-

' tions (DOC); and Figure 9.10 by Bell-Northern" Research. Plate 7 is reproduced courtesy
of the Doc. Copyright permissions for materials included in Chapters 6, 10, 12 and 13
are acknowledged to IEEE, Press Pordépie, and DOC. _ _

The specific sequences in all lists of people, countries, systems, etc., in this book
should be considered as arbitrary in terms of relative significance. The word “he” used

in a nonspecific sense should be interpreted throughout the text as “she or he.”

Jan Gecsei
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I The purpose of the chaptets in Part I is twofold. Chapters 1 and 2 give a “first pass"
assessment of the nature, stt‘uctme, terminology, and applicability of videotcx systcms‘

Chapters 2 and 3 provide background information on related topics, such as complemen-

tary videotex—ljke information systems, computer networks, and the Open Systems Inter-
connection reference model.
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1.1 'ms REALM OF woeorsx

Costs of mass~produced digital devices declined in the mid-19705 to the critical level at

which forms of this technology came within the reach of the average oonsmner. Digital

watches and pocket calculators (a “mass-computation medium”) were among the first
manifestations of this new situation. '

Videotex, a new digital mass-communication medium based on a blend of televi—

sion, communications, and computer technologies, is another development driven by the
same cost trend. Just as calculators continue to evolve towards models with more come

plex features and towards home computers, so is videotex moving rapidly from its initial

wope (as a simple means of information retrieval for use in the home), to incorporate

advanced applications known so far only in systems designed for specialized users.

Therefore, it is becoming increasingly difficult to ask—.or rather to answer—the ques—
tion: What is videotex'? _

Numerous authors have offered definitions ranging from crisp, factual technical

description to almost philosophical statements (that in etfect amount to a refusal to
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4 Background Part I

define) in which they argue that the technology is not yet mature and stable enough to
support a durable definition. '

To illustrate the first type of definition, we include three formal definitions of
videotex: .

1. Videotex consists of “systems for the widespread dissemination of textual and
graphic information by wholly electronic means for display on low-cost terminals
(often suitably equipped television receivers) under the selective control of the
recipient, using control prooedrnes easily understood by untrained users” (see
Tyler, 1919, in the reference section at the back of the book);
“Videotex is a medium for transmitting text and simple graphics. The usual

display is a color TV receiver. The information is digitally encoded for transmis-
sion. The information is organized into pages" (see Ciciora et al., 1979). ‘

. “Videotex is the generic name used for electronic systems that use a modified TV
set 'to display conmuter—based information. Interactive systems using, typically, the
TV set and the telephone line, are called telephonebased or interactive videotex.
Broadcast services are called broadcast videotex (teletext)’ ’ (see Winsbury, 1979).

As an example of the more cautious approach to definition we quote Plummer
(1979): '

“Given this prenatal Stage in the evolution of the field, we think it most appropri-
ate to consider teletcxt and videotex as a phenomenon—mot just technologies.’ ' He goes
on to define seven basic dimerrsions of the “phenomenon”: technology, system design,
content, users, service providers, economics of system operation, and regulatory and
policy environment. _ - '

The early date of this observation does little harm to its timeliness. On the con—
trary: today, when the potential for new applications and technology alternatives is more
fully appreciated, and with the emergence of parallel home informatiOn systems,

' videotex becomes increasingly harder to characterize than it was in 1979.
Instead of trying to draw a sharp boundary between videotex and the rest of the

world, it is more realistic to imagine videotex as a fuzzy set represented by a number of
concentric circles, as in Figure 1.1. Besides serving as illustration and reference, defini-
tions 1-3 above reflect well what is at the hard core of the set: low-cost and simple-to-
use information services for the general public, employing the television as display. The
degree of membership in the fuzzy set (or “videotcx—ness”) is highest in the center and
decreases towards the periphery as videotex blends into similar and related systems and
applications (present and planned for the future).

The fuzziness of the set has been accentuated by the advent of gateways that
enable links to be made between videotex and virtually any information or computing
service. It might, after all, be less frustrating and more useful to think of videotex in an
application~independent manner, as, for example, a new communication medium,
value-added television, value-added telephone, or simply a_ milestone on the way
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Gene‘amed “mason was

information
retrieval

TV set as

C°mPu ting for an, wired new“

 
Figure 1.1 Videotex as a may set: ‘ ‘videotexmess” decreases mm the potiphet'y.‘

towards creating the nation.” One can even hear descriptions of fideotex as “the
cheap computer network,” “friendly time-sharing with pictures,” or “just another
temtinal.”

However, the above observations apply mostly to two~way videOtex, which tends

to corwerge with other forms of data prooessing. Teletext, due to its unique one~way
transmission scheme, is less prone to such loss _of identity.

As a communication channel, videotex can be roughly characterized in terms of
the size of the audience and the time to disseminate htformation (see Tanabe, 1981).
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6 Background Part I
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Figure 1.2 Comparison of oomunication media.

This is shown in Figure 1.2, in which several conununication media are plotted, Interac-
tive videotex fills a gap, as indicated.

From a technical point of view, videotcx is a special case of computer networks. It
is not a brand-new procedure based on some glamorous breakthrough; its originality is
rather in its combination of existing technologies. Perhaps the most unique aspect of
videotex is that the display characteristics available on television sets (namely colOr
capabilities and limited resolution) are fully taken into account and anchored in a number
of presentation standards. I

A seldom-mentioned but important consequence of the fact that videotex is largely
aimed at the general public and at computer~naive professionals is the prospect (or hope)
of planting into the minds of these people practical notions “of information technology,
disguised as additional functions of the familiar television technology. This strategy, if it
works, can lead to tremendous user penetration, proportional to the number of TV sets in
use (about 160 million in the US. in 1982). Predictions for the percentage of US. TV
households subscribing to some form of videotex service in 1990 vary between 5% and
90%. A similar strategy aims at gradually supplementing every telephone set in France
with an electronic directory terminal. It is such psychological strategy factors, and not
the various particularities of coding, display, and pOSsibIe services, that distinguish '
videotex from similar information systems.

The prospective user of an information network such. as The Source has to make a
major decision in becoming a subscriber. In order to make this decision to subscribe, he
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Chap. 1 Introduction I 7

has to be wefl-infonned about the benefits of the available services, and will probably be
sufficiently motivated to subscribe (and buy a ternu'nal or home computer) only if the
offered applications match his needs. With videotex, the decision is less dramatic; it is
rather like adding a cable converter or a remote control unit to one’s television, or buy-
ing a more expensive model with new built~in features. This is esyecially the case with
teleteXt, which requires neither the additional manipulation of a telephone nor an ongo-
ing charge.

1.2 compousms AND TERMINOLOGY

A typical two~way videotex system (if such a thing exists) is Outlined in Figure 1.3. It
has four (groups of) main physical components: '

0 user terminals

0 computers

0 service~provider terminals and systems

a communication networks to interconnect with other components.

User terminal

Communication

network I network
(telephone) 

AM: Access machine (service computer)DE: Database

EC: External computer
SPT: Service-provider terminal
PSN: Packet switching network

Figure 1.3 'I‘ypical two-way videotex system.
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8 T Background Part |

Roughly speaking, these components are. administered andfor owned by the fol-
lowing organizational entities: users (service consumers), who are often the owners of
terminal equipment; videotex system operators, who run some of the service computers;
Service providers, who supply and maintain the contents of databaSes and other applica-
tions; and common carriers, who operate the communication networks. 'I'heactual situa»
tion is often more complex than this. For example, some computers are owned and
operated by independent (“third-party” or “external”) organizations, and can also be
used for purposes other than videotex. (This would be true in the case of a department
store’s inventory computer that can process teleshopping transactions initiated by
videotex users.) Further, communication netv'vorks are often under the mixed jurisdiction
of the system operators and the carriers.

From a fimctional point of view, a basic videotex system can be Seen either as a
data retrieval system or as a communication medium among users and sertrice providers.
Experience shows that, on the whole, the latter View is more appropriate because of the
increasing importance of transactional applications and user—trmser messaging, and
because the largest demand in database applications is for fast~changiug, “hot” data
pages, and not for seldom— or never-updated encyclopedic information.

User Ternunats

As already mentioned, most user terminals are ordinary TV sets upgraded with addi-
tional components: a decoder (controller) and a keypad or keyboard. The controller
serves to receive pages of digitally encoded data (text or graphics) and to generate a syn
thetic image to be displayed on the screen. The user interacts with the system (e.g., to
select an appropriate page) via commands entered through the keypad. Most transac—
tional applications require the use of alphanumeric keyboards. '

Computers

The computers found in centemporary systems are used in a great variety of ways.
Among them, access machines (also called service computers) are of central importance.
An access machine can best be seen as an intelligent interface placed between users and
the rest of the network. Its main functions are handling of dialogs with users and

supervising ulteractions. with other computers. Access machines are usually owned and
operated by the videotex operator. They may contain lecal databates and other applica-
tions, as well as control functions, such as password verification and billing, that enable
them to operate in stand—alone mode (typical for smaller systems).

Application computers are machines dedicated to particular applications (databaso,
banking, etc). Frequently these applications are designed, owned, and operated by
enterprises independent of videotex. In such came they are called enema! cooputers.
There is much current interest in interfacing with extemal computers through gateways.

Other types of computers in a videotex network may he dedicated to system control and
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Part 1 Background 9

monitoring, service. provider support, gateways, or traffic concentration. More details0n

network components are found in Chapter 6.

Service-Provider Tenninais

These terminals serve mainly for the editing of informationpages to be attached to

videotex databases. The equipment varies in functionality from simple text-editing inte1~
ligent terminals to image composition and filing facilities often implemented as stands

alone computer systems.

Service providers (also called information providers) can be divided into two large
groups. In the first are those individuals or firms marketing their own information and
services (e.g., a travel agency advertising various package tours.) The second group con«
sists of specialiZed information brokers acting as middlemen between clients and the
database.

Communication Networks

Virtually all types of links and networks can be. employed to build a videotex system. A

fundamental distinction can be made according to whether the network delivering infor~

mation to the users is a one~way or a ova-way system. In omway systems, also called
broadcast videotex, or teietext, the data base is continuously and cyclically transmitted

and available to all users, much like radio or television programs. Selected pages are

captured (‘igrabbed”) by the decoder, locally stored, and presented on the display. The
user has the impressiou of interacting with the system (by issuing commands); however,
the interaction is on the same level as the selection of a TV channel—that is, it does not

exceed the limits of the user’s local equipment. Hence the term pseudo~interactive is

often used to describe this type of system. Television transmission (over the air or cable)

is the typical communication medium.

In two-my systems, also termed interactive videotex or viewdata, the user’s com-

mands are actually forwarded to the service computer. There, the desired information is
retrieved and sent back to the terminal.

Terminology

It is important to remember some idiosyncrasies of terminology. First, videorex generally
(and in this book) has two connotations: it is uSed as a generic term for both one~way and

two-way TV—based systems, and also as a specific term fer two»way systems. This dour-
ble usage is unfortunate, but the specific meaning is usually clear from the context. The
term viewdata is commonly used for two-way videotex in Bumps.

A second idiosyncraSy of terminology involves the words teietaxt and relatex.
Teletex, although dangerously close in spelling to teletext, is definitely different from it,
and involves an enhanced form of text communication (and is a succesor of telex). We

should also mention videography as a general term covering all digital techniques for text
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and image transmission. A related term is the French téléman'que (fi-om the words tét‘é«
communications and informatique), often used even in English for videotex—like systems.

In addition to being referred to by the above generic terms, particular systems and
implementations also have brand names. Here are a few examples, including mostly
European names that are often used with definitional connotation (that is, to denote par-
ticular transmission or coding schemes): .

Antiope: Image coding system used in teleteitt and viewdata in France; also used to
designate the French teletext service

Didbn: French system for broadcast of teleteitt and other data over the TV channel
Télétel: Interactive videotex system in France '

Prestel: British interactive videotex system, sometimes also designating the image

coding scheme uSed in the UK.

Ceefax, Oracle: Teletext systems in the United Kingdom
Teiidon: Image coding scheme used in both teletext and viewdata in Canada
Bildschirmtext: Interactive videotex system in West Germany

Captain: Interactive videotex in Japan.

1.3 TELETEXT AND VIEWDATA

Broadcast and interactive videoth offer differing and complementary system charac~
teristics and application'potential. The major areas of difference are the database size,
the number of simultaneously active users, and the transactional capabilities.

As in other broadcast systems, the number of terminals that can simultaneously
receive teletext is virtually However, the amount of data that can be included
in a broadcast cycle is severely limited by the average time a user can be expected to
wait for a selected page. For example, in typical teletex transmission (in the vertical
blanking interval of a TV signal) the page rate is about 4 pages/sec. Then, in order to
keep the average waiting time at 15 see, only 4 X 30 = 120 pages can be included in the
cycle. This limit can be substantially increased by using faster media (full—field TV or
fully digital transmission), or by giving up the requirement of (pseudo) interactivity. In
the latter case the user indicates a page (or page set) selection and then allows his termi-
nal to continue automatically capturing subsequently (e.g., overnight) the information
for later display. _

- The situation in interactive systems is quite the opposite. Since every active user
must be connected to the access machine and every page request must be serviced by the
database, there are limits imposed by the number of physical ports (phone line tennina—
tions) and the number of requests serviceable per unit time. Supposing, for example, one
disk access per page request and 33 mslaccess, we obtain a retrieval rate of approxi-
mately 30 pages/sec (if the database is stored on a single disk drive). If the average
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Figure 1.4 Application areas of interactive, pseudointeractive (standard teletext), ofi—line broadcast, and
hybrid videotex. - - -

thinking time between two requests from a user is 15 sec, this leaves space for 30 X 15
= 450 active users. Although the above calculation is oversimplified, it illustrates the
point that faster, hierarchical, or duplicated mass memories are necessary in order to
satisfy substantially more users.

Proposals have been made of hybrid systems that combine the advantages of
broadcast and interactiVe approaches by cyclically transmitting a small set of highly
demanded pages and accessing interactively the remainder of the database. However, to
date, no quantitative results are available on the armed behavior of such systems (see
Figure 1.4).

Only two—way systems can serve for applications requiring true interaction
between users and the service computers. Teleshopping and telebanldng are well-known

examples.
There are a number of additional differences between teletext and viewdata.

Teletext is appealing because it leads to simpler overall system designs and less expen—
sive service computers than viewdata. Viewdata requires the additional availability of a
telephone line or some other two~way medium. This may be annoying, given long
retrievalsessions that would tie up the phone.
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1.4 svownon

It would malte little sense to try to retrace here the evolution of videotex; the catalog of
significant events and systems would be far too long and somewhat displaced. Instead,
we are concerned in this section with a few important developments such as the key con-
tributioris to the state of the art from different countries and the differences between the
videotex atmosphere in Europe and North America. -

The idea of videotex first surfaced in England; its inventor, Sam Fedida, demon—
strated the concept of viewdata as early as 1974. Nationwide public service of Prestel
began in 191’9. The system now operates a database of more than 200,000 pages. Prestel
is the largest viewdata system in operation today, with some 21,000 terminals; the ratio
of business versus residential users is about 85:15. There are about 900 information pro-
viders (see Hooper, 1932). Teletext can be traced back to attempts in the early 19705 to
provide captioning of television programs for the deaf. Ceefax and Oracle, two teletext
systems operated by BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation) and [BA (Independent
Broadcasting Authority), respectively, have been operatiOnal sinCe 1978. In 1982 there
were about 550,000 teletext terminals in the UK.

based mostly on Prestel technology. These countries include West Germany, Sweden,
Switzerland, Austria, Denmark, the Netherlands, Finland, Norway, and Italy.

Canada became involved in videotex in the mid 19703. The Canadian federal
government’s Department of Communications financed the development of a geometric
coding system called Telidon, and several Telidon~based field trials.

The common feature of videotex evolution in Europe, Canada, and Japan-is contin-
ued government support and coordination. The resulting policies, systems, and coding
standards are being planned on a nationwide and, more recently, on-a Europewide scale.
The leading roles in implementing these policies in [hectic and Japan are played by the
national postal telephone and telegraph administrations (PIT) in each country. The
Department of Connnunications and the Canadian telephone companies play. a similar
role in Canada. CEPT (Conference Européenne des Postes et Telecommunications) plays
the leading role in coordinating videotex activities in Europe. _

The situation is quite different in the United States, where the initiatiVe is in the
hands ofprivate enterprise. There is a minimal interference or support from the govern-
ment and a lack of coordinated national policy or standards. This has resulted in a much
wider range of system solutions and. applications than has resulted elsewhere. The U.S.
scene is actually a testbed for virtually all. known coding techniques and transmission
methods.
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While the prevalent application of videotex in Europe was originally towards data
retrieval, the trend in the U.S. was right from the beginning towards exploratory interac—

tive applications, both horne- and business-oriented. Many of these systems are basod on
cable.

Key Contributions

Each country in the forefront of videotex research has contributed to the state of the art
by original ideas and achievements, most of Which are discussed later in the book. Here
is a partial list.

United Kingdom: The idea and first implementations of videotex; fixed format syn-
chronous transmission with serial attributes; comparatively less emphasis on

image-coding issues than on extending available services

France: Asynchronous teletext transmission; conception of teletext as a general

data transmission medium; parallel coding of atlrlbutes

West Germany: Access to external computers through gateWays

Japan: Point-by-point (photographic) transmission of complicated characters; effi-

cient coding methods

United States: Cable-based systems; emphasis on variety of experience and natural

selection under free competition; first coding standard proposal incorporating dif-

ferent coding options (mosaic, geometric, photographic)

Canada: Introduction of the geometric coding method

Austria: Systematic use of telesoftware and intelligent terminals for increased sys»

temfunctionality.
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2.1 VIDEOTEX APPLICATIONS

Videotex in the United Kingdom was originally aimed at generalnpmpose data retrieval
for the home market. After a few years of experience it is gradually being realized that
the main application area might be neither-data retrieval nor the residential market, but
rather, interactive services and retrieval of highly volatile information for the business
sector. An almost complete reversal such as this one can be interpreted as good or bad
news. To the optimist it is a demonstration of the viability and flexibility of the concept:
videotex is certainly good if it can accommodate such a wide span of applications. To
the skeptic (sometimes defined as an experienced Optimist) it is an indication that
videotex is an illdefined, unstable, experimental idea that will soon disappear amidst
competing systems. To the opportunist it may be the signal to act—to attempt to influ»
ence the course of videotex history in his favor.

Diversity

The list of actual and possible applications of videotex is endless, for several reasons.
First, as we have already seen, videotex is suffering from a crisis of identity; as it stands
now, it is a fuzzy and changing set of related services and facilities, each with its own

14
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real and potential applications. Second, system Operators and service providers (cape-
cially in the United States) seem to be directing their attention towards innovative appli-
cations, which are hard to predict and to fit into predetermined classification schemes.

' The reaction of customers is equally unpredictable; often the capacity of people to learn
new and complex systems is underestimated. Third, with the emergence of gateways,
virtually any computer system and application can be made accessible to videoteit’lusers.

. To illustrate the arrival rate and diversity of new applications, we include a list of

services that were newly announced in the November 9, 1981, issue of VideoPrint, a

twice-monthly newsletter covering trends in home information, videotex and teletext
systems.

1. “First Hand,” a videotex trial operated by a Minneapolis bank and using

AntiopeJTélétel technology was announced. The prime orientation of the system was
transaction procassing, with data retrieval taking second place. Applications included:

a home banking

e book ordering

0 news, weather, analysis

. teleshopping in a department store chain

. software packages, e.g., accounting

I games

. shopping guide, catalogs

- specialized information for famrers (market forecasts, commodity prices).

2. A new version of Electronic Yellow Pages (designed especially for videotex)

was added to the Mercury Telidon field trial’s database.

3. ARCNET, a local computer network to link up to 235 TRS—80 home microcom»

puters by high-speed coaxial cable, was announced. Besides standard computer
resourcesharing applications (file transfers, word processing), the system was consid~
ered as a starting point for a tweway local network. -

4. The British Telecom decided to complement the existing Prestel message ser—

vice with a separate electronic mail system supplied by Dialcom, Inc. (a firm serving

about 30,000 electronic mail users). The new system was to be linked to Prestel via the

Prestel Gateway computer.

5. According to Prestel management, a number of European countries proposed to
interconnect their national videotex systems in 1982183, using gateways.

6. Rediffusion Computers, a UK. firm, announCed the sale of 46 videotex corn-

pnters and associated temiinals to the Soviet Union for use along the new Siberian Gas
Pipeline. The system was to be used according to VideoPrint for a “complete mainte-

nance and logistics report and control system.”
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A Gross Classification

In spite of this diversity of services, it might still be useful to attempt a gross classifica~
tion of application and customer areas, illustrated with a few typical examples. More
details ofsome applications are given later in the book with the descriptions of particular
systems: -

Services offered by videotex and similar systems can be classified according to
three criteria:

a public versus private
- residential versus business

I retrieval versus transaction orientation.

The first of these concerns the accessibility of a service. Public services are available to
virtually anyone, whereas access to private services is Access limitation has two
basic forms: either certain areas of otherwise public databases are accessible only to
members of a closed user group, or the whole system (computer, communications, etc.)
is in private hands (typically, a company or institution). Hence, the name private, or in—
house, videotex systems is used in the latter case.

_ Applications aimed at the home market are exemplified by general-prow infor-
mation retrieval (entertainment, yellow pages, news), teleshopping, and games. Stock
price quotations and other financial news are oriented towards business uSe.

Sendces available through videotex can be roughly divided into retrievalpriented
and transaction-oriented services. The former are centered around the heavy use of data—
bases requiring relatively modest amounts of computing. Transaction-oriented services
typically involve some kind of “side effect”~—for example, ordering a theawr ticket or
making a fund transfer with a c 't card. These services often involve large databases,
too, but they are specialized, and their purpose is not to provide direct information to the
user, but rather to support the transaction in question (e.g., a bank databaSe). Another
type of transactional service involves various forms of user~to—user communications (real
time or store~aud~fomard).

Some applications clearly fall into one of these categories, whereas others are not
very easy to classify. In general, one ought not to get pushed too far by the urge to clas—
sify; otherwise, one might endup with only one application per category!

Application Areas

Following is an illustrative list of major application areas, implemented or realistically
proposed, and their main characteristics.

Information retrieval. Examples include catalogs, library references, stock quo-
tations, news, and entertainment programs. The databases are usually page-oriented,
maintained expressly for videotex in dedicated computers. These applications create
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Chap. 2 Applications and Complementary Systems 17

much heavier traffic in the downstream than in the upstream direction. Data retrieval is

the prime application of teletext. ‘

Commercial transamions. Some uses are teleshopping, banking in the home,

paying bills, and reserving tickets. Downstream-and upstream trafic are more evenly
distributed. Applications can run on videotex service computers, but run more often on
the service provider’s own installation connected to videotex through gateways.

Advertising and interest matching. Examples include jobs, real estate, and
dating services. The simplest form of advertising resembles data retrieval, displaying
pages of advertisements. The idea can be pushed further by giving the user the oppormn-
ity to respond to the advertiser through use of a response page. Another enhancement is
the establishment of two databases, one for “wanted” items, another for “available”

items. The system can automatically search through these files and find the best match
for a given ad._ RelatiOnal databases seem to be well-suited for such applications.

Messaging and electronic mail. Again, such applications can be connected to
videotex 'by gateways, or they may be implemcnted in a service computer. Usar termi-
nals must be equipped with keyboards. Some ten-editing facility must be available
either in the terminal or elsewhere in the network. Sufficient storage capacity for mail—

boxes is required in the computers.

_ Teleconferencing. This can take different forms: video, audio, televtniting, or
typewritten real-time communication among members of a group of subscribers. The
main differences between these forms is in the bandwidth and tenninal requirements. All

four forms require, however, advanced communication facilities to connect arbitrary
u8er subsets. -

Education and computer-aided instmction- (CAI). The potential of videotext
in this area is particularly important, since it enables one to reach large numbers of pety
ple who may live in remote locations and have no other way to access the educational
material interactively. In such applications provisions must be made for frequent interac~
tions and enhanced graphic-display capabilities.

Computer games._ Videotex enables one to extend the range of popular TV
games towards more complex types played against the service computer or towards
gIOIJp games as a variation of teleconferencing. However, there is a difference between
games graphics and standard videotex graphics. The former utilizes special circuits
intended to display rapidly moving game objects. Many games rely on telesoftware for

rapid interactions with the user.

Access to general computing facilities and computer networks, This gives
the sophisticated user accesa to all the power and special capabilities of large computers
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and databanks (there were about 950 public databauks in the U.S. in 1981). Limited
computing and personal filing capability may be unplernented in the videotex acCess
machine or in the terminal iteself.

Telesoftware. Microprocessors commonly contained in viewdata and teletext
decoders can be used to execute programs downloaded from the service computer. This
allows tighter interaction with the user, may offload the application computer and the
telecommunication circuits, and may pro 'de for a broad class of services that would
otherwise be impossible to realize.

Remote monitoring and meter reading. The digital path between a household
and a central computer can be used with little extra cost for automatic burglar and fire
alarms and for energy management (e.g., programmed heating and utility—meter
reading). - .

Almost all applications would significantly benefit from having alphanumeric key-
boards attached to user terminals; certain transactions, such as CAI or general comput-
ing, are unthinkable without such keyboards. This fact is reflected in contemporary
terminal designs, which either include keyboards or at least provide for their optional
connection.

. Some of the above application areas and their implications for system design will
be taken up in later chapters. In particular, alternatives to the tree-structured databases,
database distribution and cooperation, the issue of standards for efficient access to exter-
nal computers through gateways, and ways to improve the user interface to new applica-
tions and telesoftware will be discussed at length. .

2.2 COMPLEMENTARY SYSTEMS

The market for mass-infonnation services has stimulated systems that are inmany ways
similar to videotex. It is often a matter of opinion whether or not these systems fall under
the heading of videotex.

For example, networks such as The Source are regularly mentioned in specialized
publications (e.g., Intemational Videorex Teletext News). In this section we will briefly
explore the periphery of the fuzzy set in Figure 1.1. The systems to be mentioned, which
may or may not be considered to be oomp'e‘titiVe to videotex (see Woolfe, 1980), are
mostly interactive, and they differ from videotex mainly because they do not use TV—lilte
displays. All applications mentioned are within the reach of videotex through gateways.

Home Computer and Home Terminal Networks

These networks, usually accessible by telephone, offer a broad range of services to own-
ers of home (personal) computers (according to the Yankee Group, there were about 4
million in use in the U.S. by the end of 1982) and ordinary alphanumeric tomiinals. The
services have a mixture of features provided by the netwrirk operator (e.g., personal
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filing, messaging) and those acquired from external sources (UPI wire service). The net-
works typically offer friendly, simple interfaces.

The Source. This is a nationwide information utility network available by local
call from about 300 American cities through the Telenet and Tymnet data networks. In
November, 1982, it had 23,000 subscribers (International Videotex Teletext News, Nov.
1982). The Source, available since 1979, is the first network of its kind. Its directory of
services (Source Digest, 1981) lists more than 700 entries. They fall into the following
main service categories:

a Communication services, for example:

electronic mail

Chat, a program for written dialogues in real time
bulletin board

- Information services, for example:

business news

catalog shopping

government and politics
home and leisure

education

science and technology

travel

0 Creating and computing, for example:

filing

programs Erom libraries

programming.

In 1982, the entry fee to the network was $100. The hourly rate was $2.75 during
off-business hours and weekends.

MicroNet. This network is similar to The Source; it runs on a general time-

sharing system CornpuServe. It offers

0 general programming

. NficroQuote, a stock price index

. file editing

. software exchange from a central library

- community bulletin board
- electronic mail
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The system was opened in 1979. The entry fee in 1982 was $9.00, and the hourly rate
was $5.00.

Electronic Mail and Teletext

Users of a computer-based mail system can send each other digitally encoded textual,
and possibly graphic messages. Since much of teday’s mail is generated and consumed
by computers, electronic mail'can save potentially large amounts of work and paper '
(possibly with increased security). National electronic mail systems are planned or
operational in several countries. Their purpose is to replace parts of manual delivery sys-
tems. Videotex systems can be connected to electronic mail computers via gateways.

Text transmission necessary for electronic mail and similar applicatiOns can be
handled by reletex, which is described in a set of new international standards. Besides
basic terminalsto-terminal cOmmunications (such as in the earlier telex), teletex provides

options for facsimile transmission, graphic characters, and storage of messages in the
network.

Office Automation

The backbone of the electronic office is a system of oonununicating terminals and proc—

essors. 0f the many functions these systems can carry out, the most typical are word
processing, memo and document filingldistribution, form editing, form filing, messag-
ing, and internal directory service. It is advantageous if the traditional data-processing
functions of the enterprise (order entry, warehouse management, personnel) are
integrated, or at least linked, with the office automation system.

Although not ideally suited for that purpose, private videotex systems offer attrac-
tive solutions to office automation problems. Following Rouilly (1981), here are some

pros and cons of this approach:

1. The terminals are low in cost. Mass—produced videoteit terminals are less expen~

sive-than those designed especially for office automation. The main drawback is lower
image resolution, which is partly balanced by better color capability.

2. Videotex terminals cannot be used for sophisticated editing and word process

ing. However, these functions are not needed at every work station and can be supplied
by the installation of a few special-purpose processors. The needs of the majority of
employees can be satisfied by the display quality offered by videotex,

3. Videotex is immediately available from a number of sources as turnkey systems.
Some companies offer enhanced functions on their videotex installations, such as memo
transmission and distribution, messaging, and telephone directory.

4. There is no need for additional conununication infrastructure. The company‘ s.

telephone network is immediately useable, as long as it has reserve capacity sufficient
for the additional load. Unless special modems are used, a telephone connection carmot
be used simultaneously for voice and data. ' ‘
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5. There is easy access to other (public or private) videotex systems and external

computers. This also offers the possibility of working at home.

“me-Sharing and On-Line Data Retrieval

Tirnessharing companies offer programming, computing and file services on large c0m~

puter systems. On—line databases offer access to large and specialized databanks (e.g.,
for bibliographical reference, news items, and legal or medical infonnation). Once

again, these services are good candidates for connection to videotex users through
gateways.

Computer-Aided Instruction

These systems resemble videotex in that the educational material is frequently organized

in pages and sequencing is often based on multiple choices. Videotex, therefore, seems

to be a suitable medium for CAI implementations. However, typical applications may

require finer resolution displays than television can provide and closer interaction

(involving program execution in terminals) than is usual in videotex. One possibility is to

use a dedicated videotex system or an intelligent terminal (or concentrator) into which
the entire CAI course is downloaded from a central databank.

Private and Videotex-Derivative Systems

GOVernment—sponsored development of national videotex networks (Prestel, Télétel)

have stimulated a great deal of interest in the world of business data precessing. Many

inherent features of viewdata have been found attractive and enterprises have discovered

the potential of using videotex for business applications (as well as for office automa-

tion). Today business users form an important and growing segment of the total cus-

tomer pepulation. In fact, there were about 100 private videotex systems in the UK. by

early 1983.

As mentioned previously, there are two large groups of business users of videotex

technology: those who subSCribe to the services of public systems, and those who prefer

to install their own in—house systems. The difference between the-two groups is similar to

the difference between customers of general time-sharing services and owuers of data—

processing systems.

In return for the benefit of lower initial investment and fast availability, users of

existing systems (like Prestel) have to fit their applications within the rigid limits of the

host system. On the other hand, private videotex systems can be made to incorporate oth—

erwise unattainable functional and performance features. These include, for example:
nonstandard database structures and retrieval commands suited for specific application

(e.g., Optel, the Open University’s viewdata system); higher than normal transmission

rates (9.6 kbfs in Topic, the London Stock Exchange system); and terminals with non-
standard geometric options or which are capable of displaying 40 or 80 characters on a

row. Many applications require specific additional functions: tenninal~to~terminal

messaging, personal filing, and corporate directories are standard components of
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22 Background Part |

videotex—based office automation installations. There is a tendency to integrate such
private systems with the existing data~prooessing equipment of the enterprise. -

Some large computer manufacturers such as IBM and Digital Eduipment seem to
recognizo this by developing their own versions of videotex. For example, IBM‘s proto-
type system described by Grimm (1982) is based on an IBM Series} 1 computer. The basic
system is similar (for the user) to Prestel; however, the main emphasis is not on main-
taining large videotex databases, but rather on the conversion of data from other sources
(not uniquely IBM) into videotex format. This conversiori can be done in batch or real-

Thmugh a process of adaptation to the needs of applications, many private
videotex systems have become quite dissimilar to their public cousins and ancestors.
Some of the remaining attributes and factors that warrant use of the term “videotex” in
describing these derivative systems are:

- the use of terminals fabricated for videotex

- presentation level compatibility with videotex
o the use of telephone networks (public or in-house)
o access to public videotex and external computers via gateways
. access to parts of a private database from a public systern
. the fact that private systems are often designed by videotex vendors (e.g., the

French company Steria), and that the software is derived in an evolutionary way
from videotex software '

. the fact that the spirit of the primate application is akin to the original idea of
videotex: inexpensive access by many nonspecialized people to relatively simple
services (with the obvious qualification that what is considered complex now will
be “simple” in a few years’ time).
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3.1 COMPUTER NETWORKS

Since videotex systems are a form of computer network, we shall give a short introduc~
tion to this latter area. For a comprehensive treatment of the subject see Tanenbaum
(1981) and Martin (1981). Computer nemarks and distributed systems are relattxi terms
designating systems in which information processing is done on multiple, remote, mutu~
ally interconnected, and cooperating computers and other equipment. These systems
came about as a result of developments in hardware fabrication technologies (economi—
sally enabling many computers and intelligent peripherals to be included in a system),
and in telecomnquCations (especially data networks which enable computers to be inter—
connected efficiently). Resource sharing and other advantages inherent in computer net
works often provide better, more economical solutions to the ever~increasing
computing needs of society that are more flexible than those possible with centralized or
separate computers.

Although hundreds of computer networks are in everyday use and will undoubtedly
grow in size and sophistication, there is still no universally accepted criterion to deter—
mine just where the boundary between centralized and distributed systems is. Without
going into details, we shall mention two criteria useful in getting some appreciation for
the field and in locating the position of videotex appropriately in the space of computet
networks. The first criterion is the tightness of coupling between participating comput-

23
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ers. Tightly (or closely) coupled systems typically communicate through a shared main
memory to which both computers have access. The units of exchanged information are,
small (e.g., a memory wordor record), interactions are frequent (say, 100 40,000 per
second) and the time to exchange information units is comparable to the instruction exe-
cution time. The communication medium is the processor bus and the physical distance
between nodes is small (cg, they may; lie within a room). According to some views,
such tightly coupled nniltiprocessots do not even fall into the category of networks.

The features of a loosely coupled system are quite oppositez' interactions are. infre—
quent (say 0.l#10 per minute), transmission delays are long (IHIO seconds) and the
units of exchanged irlfonnation (usually called messages) are in the order of hundreds or
thousands of bytes. There is no common memory betWeen systems, and the transmission
media are telecommunication links and networks. The physical span of such loosely cou-
pled networks may be thousands of miles. Clearly there are a great variety of intermedi-
ate fonns between the above two extremes;- one well-known example is the local area
network.

The second criterion helpful in classifying distributed systems is the nature of what
is really distributed in the system and what remains centralized. In particular, the distri-
bution may involve data, processing, control, or any combination of the three. Martin’s
view (1981) is more detailed, distinguishing six distributable elements: application proc-

ple of data distribution. A transaction~onented system in which a unit of work (transac-
tion, job) is passed between several computers, each specialized in a partial activity
(compilation, data retrieval, etc.) exemplifies distributed processing. Finally, we speak
of distributed control in systems in which operating system functions, such as coordina-
tion of events, resource allocation, data movement, and so on, are also distributed.
Much theoretical and practical research is centered on these issues.

centralized computer.

Computer nonworking, as most things in life, has its advantages and dangers (the
latter being sometimes underestimated). Among the mostmfien-cited advantages are
increased availability and reliability, better cost effectiveness, and increased capabilities
for communication between .people. The disadvantages stern mostly from the fact that
networks are inherently more complex and harder to de51gn (and to use properly) than -
are centralized systems. Also, maintenance of security is more difficult than it would be
if data, communications, and computation were all contained in one room.

With regard to videotex, these emerging and rapidly evolving networks appear at
the present to involve mostly data distribution. Access to-complernentary, partial, and
external databases is of great current interest, and mechanisms for demandtbased
automatic migration of data pages between computers are being designed. There is less
distribution of prooessing and control in videote , although some processing functions
for a transaction (such as access Verification, maintaining of “user contexts” or keywurd
dictionary lockup) may be executed in access machines (concentrators) rather than in
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main database computers. Also, the use of external computers involves transfer (not

necessarily distribution) of control and processing._ At any rate, presently known
videotex configurations do not yet relyon the sophisticated and theoretically interesting
features of distributed control that are in the spotlight of the current literature on distrib—
uted systems; the emphasis is rather on compatibility, efficiency, and user interface
problems. Insofar as videotex becomes in the future a generalized computer utility, this
situation may rapidly change, however (especially given the eventual impact of
telesoftware and intelligent terminals, discussed-in Chapter 14).

3.2 THE 05! REFERENCE MODEL

All forms of distributed computing imply complex cooperation between tbeparticipating
node computers and between the computers and communication media. This in turn
leads to the necessity of standards. Without appropriate standard ways of interworking,
each instance of a distributed system would be a rigid, unchangeable, and isolated
construct with little Space left for upgrading, component replacement, expansion, and
linkage with other similar systems. This fact has been realized by many major manufac-
turers, who reacted to the new need by introducing their own standards; examples are

, DEC’s DECNEI", IBM’s SNA (System Network Architecture), and Honeywell’s DSA

(Distributed System Architecture). Although these standards are conceptually similar,
they are sumciently different to prevent easy interworking between, say, a DECNET-
and an SNA—based system. The need for a common, product~ and supplier—independent
standard has been recognized byinternational standards bodies, such as ISO and CCIIIT.

In 1979, ISO proposed the so-called reference model for Open Systems Intercon—
nection (081). The model is not a standard in the usual sense or the word; it is rather a
“metastandard,” describing the general structure and relationships in a proposed system

of standards whose goal, when implemented and adhered to, is to enhance interworking
within distributed systems. The word “open” is intended to indicate openness to growth
and cooperation in future systems.

The reference model has generated a great deal of interest in the computer and
teleconnnunications communities, and many excellent works exist on the subject (c.g.,

Zimmerman, 1980). The following is a short account of its principal philosophy and
recommendations.

The essence of the philosophy behind the 081 model is the recognition that inter—
working between nodes of distributed systems may take place at different levels and that
the interactions on each of these levels are quite independent of those on other levels.

This philosophy in turn partly follows from the fact that human designers think of com-
plex systems, such as computers, in hierarchical teIrns, tryingto divide them into sub-
systems (levels, layers) and to deal with each as separately as possible. The motivation is
to reduce to manageable proportions the complexity of subsystems. '

The model defines seven layers on which interworking can take place, as shown in

Figure 3.1. Each column shows the layers in a node (typically, in one location). We note
that not all layers have to be present in all systems and that there is nothing absolute
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System 1
Node 1Layer

 

 
  

Application
(as. program)

Physical connectiOn 

P‘DU: Protocol data unit
PCI: Protocol control information
SDU: Service data unit

 
, Real connection

-—~—-—— Virtual connection

Figure 3.1 [SD Open Systems Interconnection reference model.

Part I

about the number of layers: Seven is essentially a compromise betwoen too few layers
(each of which would be too complex) and too many layers (which would necessitate
definitions of many interfaces and standards). Meaningful-communication takes place
between peer entities (processes), which are equally numbered layers in two nodes- This
communication is carded out according to a set of rules, interaction sequences, and data
formats, collectively called protocols. ISO is proposing Services and protocols for each
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layer; some of these protocols are already defined, others are being studied by different
study groups (see below). ,

The layers and approximate protocol functions in Figure 3.1 are the following:

1. The physical layer defines the physical and electrical characteristics of the
transmission medium and provides for the transfer of a bit stream between systems.

2. The link layer provides for error-free transmission of information records over a
communication link (line), as well as a certain amount of flow control to prevent
one node from flooding another with information faster than it can be received.

3. The network layer controls transmission and routing of messages through cornmu—
nication networks.

4. The transport layer provides end-to-end communication between two peer proc~
esses. The term “end~to~end” indicates that the peer processes appear to talk to

each other directly. Lower level protocols often span only parts of the path
between two nodes, as drawn in Figure 3.2.

5. The session layer coordinates logon, option negotiation, application selection, and
other information exchange (e.g., “your turn”) necessary to establish and conduct
correctly a dialog Ween two applications (sometimes even despite the presen0e
of errors in layer 4).

6. The presentation layer determines the way in which information (characters and
other data structures) are interpreted by the output (e.g., display) devices, includ-

ing data compression and encryption.

7. The application layer determines the contents (meaning) of the dialog between the
user and the selected application program.

The OSI model should be regarded as a broad guideline for system design and not
as a straitjacket into which all systems must fit. The strictly hierarchical relationship is
questionable in some cases and the identity of some levels may be ambiguous. For exam-
ple, the rules defining the keypad commands in Prestel—like systems appear to belong to
both levels 5 and 7. It would also be difficult to assign to a level an eventual telesoftware
standard.

Communication between peer entities (shown by broken lines in Figure 3.1) does
not take place directly in each layer; the only physical (real) transmission is on level 1,
and all other functions up to the application are built up in successive layers, each rely~
ing on the services of the next lower level, and adding some functional elements (e.g.,
error detection, retransmission, and concatenation of received records into longer mes

sages) and providing this new service to the next higher level. Therefore, horizontal con»
nections in the diagram, each governed by an appropriate protocol, are sometimes called
virtual commmlications. .

Communication between adjacent layers of a given node is in terms of information
blocks called Protocol Data Units (PDU). A typical PDU has two components: Protocol
Control Information (PCI), used for the protocol services in a given layer, and Service
Data Unit (SDU), which is the (uninterpreted) information sent to the next higher level,
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23 Background Part |

where it is treated as a PDU and the appropriate PCI is removed and processed. The
process is reversed in the downwards direction, as also shown in Figure 3.1.

Standardizing the Protocols .

Following the generally positive reSponse to the OSI reference model, ISO is now in the
process of specifying standard services and protocols for each layer. Most of this work is
currently concentrated around layers 4 and 5. Existing international standards such as
X21, HDLC, and X25 (for packet switching networks as described in Chapter 6) are

appropriate for levels 1— 3. .
On the transport level, there is a newly emerging protocol (ISO, 1982), defining

five classes of end-to—end services. Class 0 is the basic teletex service; classes 1 —4 intro

ducc further functions, such as error recovery and multiplexing, and their combinations.
A session level protocol is also being studied by ISO and CCI'IT. Functions to be

provided include session establishmenmermination, option negotiation, token control
(e.g., controlling whose turn it is to transmit), and checkpoints. Further services also

‘ under evaluation include virtual terminal and virtual 'file access, using the above func-

tions and probably placed in layers 64'.

3.3 VlDEOTEX-lN OS! PERSPECTIVE

Since videotex networks are typically very large, spanning large geographical areas and
including all levels identified by the 051 model, and since interworking between systems "
on national and international scales is a desirable objective, standardization is of great

importance. There is quite hectic activity in the international videotex standardization
arenas and although most of the newer efforts claim to fit the OSI framework, it is,
unfortunately, not likely that a unique set of protocols will be agreed upon. .In this sec—
tion we present a typical videotex system, indicate its correspondence with the 031
model, and list some existing and emerging videotex—specific standards.

Figure 3.2 shows 'a somewhat simplified viewdata system consisting of user tenni—
nals connected to an access machine (AM) through the public telephone network, with the

AM linked to a remote database via a packet switching data network (PSN). Service-

provider temrinals are linked to the database through the PSN. The brackets under the .
diagram indicate the approximate span of some protocols that could be found in this sys-
tem. Lower~level protocols control individual transmission lines connecting to and within
the data network; the presentation— and application—level protocol‘s control extends (in
this example) from the terminal to the database However, this may not always be the
case—~for example, in the Bildschirmtext gateway (discussed in Chapter 1 1).

As mentioned'above, lower protocol layers are fairly well established and are not
videotex—specific. They consist (for the PSN) of the CCITI‘ X25 standard and provide
for reliable transmission of messages between the database and terminal (user or senfice

provider). Note that in this case two instances of X25 (AM-PSN and PSNeDB) are
present. For transmission over the telephone Ironwork these layers are defined by the
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Presentation. application 6,7 '
End-mend protocols

UT: User terminal l__J: Span of protocol
DB: Database PSN: Packet switching network
AM: Access machine SPT: Senfioerprovider terminalEC : External computer

Figure” Somcprotocolsanddteirspausinatypicalvideotexsystem. lntltisexamplearenievalsession
involving a distant database is considered; the session is set up and controlled by AM. Thenansport and session
protocolsarenotend-to-endbere,whereastbeymaybeincthersyatems. ‘

parameters of modems, the asynchronous transmission, and the dialing conventions
uscd. However, the corresponding levels in one-way systems are quite different, as'
exemplified by the France—Canada~CBS proposal (discussed in Chapter 5). At the session
level, a protocol proposal published recently by AT&T (Bell, 1981) consists essentially
of control codes for selecting prescntation~level coding options. In other systems the
session level consists of logcn and logoff procedures, the rest belonging to the applica—
tion layer. Level-6 standards are very important for videotex since they determine,
among other things, the way in w 'ch pages to be displayed on color TV screens are to
be encoded and stored. Pertinent standards are the CCI'IT 8.100, the North American
PLPS (essentially AT&T’s Presentation-Level Protocol), and the CEPT European propo~
sal. These and other protocols are dealt with (and refeIenCed) in Chapter 8. Finally, the
application level includes in most systems data retrieval from tree—ch databases;
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the protocol proper is inherent in the syntax and semantics of the user commands and
their relation to the database. These are the subject of the F.300 recommendation by

OCITI‘. Other, mestly transactiOnal, applications, such as teleshopping or banking, are
rapidly gaining importance, and corresponding protocols are being proposed.

Architel Protocols

The direction of French Telecomrmmications initiated in 1982 the development of a set

of OSI—cctnpatible protocols, aiming at assuring compatibility between different
telematie and other public information services (Télétel, teletex, facsimile, Electrtmic
Directory, electronic mail, and others).

Architel (1982) covers 081 layers 4—6. The uanSport protocol is identical to
Classes 0 and 2 of the ISO transport protocol (See above). Class 0 provides for a simple
end-to—end connection without multiplexing or error recovery. Class 2 includes multi—
plexing and optional flowcontrol.

The session protocol is aligned with the preliminary versions of the ISO protocol.
Services (provided to the presentation layer) include coanection establishment and tenni-
nation, as. well as control of data transfers. Two kinds ofconnections are supported, suit-
able for interactive (conversational) and document transfer sessions, respectively. The
former type is suitable for interactive database access and data collection. SeVeral kinds
of tokens (e.g., data, synchronization, and terminatiOn) are used as means of controlling
the protocol’s actions; possession of a token means essentially the right to execute an
action (e.g., send a data message).

The Architel presentation protocol is concerned with the ways in which informa-
tion is displayed to the user and in which the user can respond to this information. The
display screen (along with some supporting data structures) is considered as a “common
space” shared by the application program and the user (peer application-level entities),
and through which they interact. For this reason, the protocol is also called virtual terna-
nal protocol.

The virtual terminal is a data structure whose main components are:

1. Parameters of the tennt‘nat: These include its resolution, color capabilities,
whether it is capable of data collection, and many other facts. These parameteIS
(the. “tenninal profile") are transmitted during session establishment to inform. the
peer presentation entity about-the terminal’s capabilities and to find out whether
presentation~levelcooperation can take place. This is generally called “option
negotiation."

2. Main data structure: This consists of the document to be presented. Its com-

ponents are:

(a) Parameters of the document: These include, for example, the size of the page,
number of lines on the page, and number of characters on the line.

(b) Pagds): These consist of Marlow: (rectangular areas serving to display or to
collect information), each having its contents and attributes (e.g., color) and
belonging to a class (mosaic, geometric, photographic), A page may also have
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a program associated with it, to coutrol, for example, the sequence in which
windows are to be displayed.

3‘ Congolememmy data structures:

(a) Cursors: Show the position on the screen of the current page, current window,
and current character; they can be controlled independently of each other.

(b) Color tables and dot patterns: Define certain details of the interpretation of
received displayable information. _

(c) Dialog. controller: A finitenstate machine controlling the sequence of data

transfers, using the session level services.

(d) Working memory: Holds variables for the above structures.

From this brief review it should be clear that “presentatioa protoco ” may have

many meanings and scopes. For example, the protocols and standards to be discussed in
detail in Chapters 3’ and .8 cover only a small (but important) subset of the virtual teImi-
na] protocol (essentially, the point covered under Page(s) above).
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Introduction

Videotex data can be transmitted from its origin to the user’s terminal by virtually all
available data communication media. Many of these are hidden inside communication
networks and have no noticeable influence on the videctex service. For example, long
haul lines in telephone networks may be implemented as microwave, coaxial, or satellite
links; however, this implementation has little influence on the end-to—end characteristics
of phone circuits.

Chapter 4 deals with those transmission media and systems whose parameters have
a rather direct impact on the operational characteristics of the videotex service supported:
the media and systems used for the delivery of infonnation to the user temiiuals. The
pn'ncipal physical media we consider are the public telephone network, television broad-
cast, coaxial cable-based systems, and fiber optics. Chapter 5 is entirely devoted to
teletext, describing its technical foundations, implementations, and some standardization
issues. Chapter 6 provides an overview of videotex network topologies.

Classiflcatlon

Delivery systems can be classified according to four criteria:

- whether dedicated physical paths are provided to each user terminal, or physical
channels may be shared by many logical paths 3
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. whether they can transmit information in one or two directions

. whether individual users can be addressed—Athat is, whether information can be
Sent selectively to users or user groups as opposed to being broadcast to anyone
who may be listening

a rate of data transmission.

In order to prevent confusion, it must be emphasized that the functional charac-
teristics of a given delivery system generally depend not only on its physical nature but
also 0n the higher—level protocol procedures used in the system. For example, a one-way
cable system may or may not incorporate addressability. '

There are three broad classes of delivery systems in use today: dedicated two~way,
such as telephone; shared one-way, such as TV broadcast (off-air or cable); and shared
two-way, such as two-way cable systems. Systems based on one«way delivery are often
identified as teletext. ‘

In shared two-way systems, the conflicts due to simultaneous upstream transwis—
sion by several users must be resolved. The methods available are basically those used in
local area computer networks.

Finally, we must point out that a particular videotex system may rely on several
delivery media—wfor example, one-way cable and telephone. Such systerns are some

I times called hybrid.

Delivery Protocols

We are interested here mainly in the fashion in which videotex information is delivered
to the user’s terminal, and not in the way this information is interpreted by the terminal
and used by an application. This is a useful, although possibly ambiguous distinction
(e.g., in teletext, page numbers have to be analyzed before it is determined whether a
page is useful at a given time; this processing may be thought of either as part of the
interpretation taking place in the terminal, or as part of the delivery process). Without
going into details, we can say that in terms of the 081 model, the separation between
delivery and interpretation functions is semewherc around the session layer. In this part
of the book we are thus concerned with the protocol functions associated with layers

1H5, treating them occasionally as a single cananunicatiorts level that executes the
delivery protoools. .

This low-resolution view of 081 is justifiable for Several reasons. First, due to the

particularities of present videotex, some layers (such as the transport layer) are sorne~
times missing and other layers are hard to identify. Second, many systems were not
designed with 051 in mind, and the attempt to translate their notions and terminology
into the terms of the seven OSI layers would result in more confusion than clarity. How"
ever, this situation is changing as a result of the mounting pressure for standardization.
An attempt to define a complete teletext system in 031 terms is found in Sablatash and
Fitzgerald (1982).
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Delivery protoools have the following functions (illustrated in Figure 4.1):

Bit and byte synchronization: This assures the correct reception of a series of
bits through the medium and the appropriate recognition of character bounda-

ries. These operations affect the clock and bit~counter circuits in the receiving
equipment.

Error protection: Deleting or correcting errors that may occur during transmission.

Data idemification and continuity checking: This can involve, for example, proc»

essing of line, page, and magazine numbers in teletext.

User addressing: Here belong processing of user addresses, closed user group
identifiers, and channel numbers (in systems such as Didon). These functions are

applicable in systems with shared addressable media. _

User comm! handling: Certain aspects of this are executed locally by the termi-

nal in one-way systems and distantly in two~way systems.
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4

Delivery Media

4.1 THE TELEPHONE NETWORK

The public telephone system is the best-established and most extensive communication
network we know. There are some 300 million telephones in the world, 6 million in New
York City alarms, and practically every household in North America has access to a tele-
phone. In principle at least, every phone in the world can be connected with every other.
The cost of locally using a phone is well within the reach of the average person in the
industrialized world.

The telephone network can be thought of approximately as a hierarchy of
exchanges (switching offices), concentrators, and toll offices, interconnected by corn-
munication lines of different capacity. Generally the characteristics of these lines depend
on their position in the hierarchy: at higher levels, links have higher bandwidth, are mul-
tiplexed, and span longer distances. Subscribers’ phones are connected to local
exchanges (lowest—level exchanges) through dedicated two-wire circuits called local
loops.

The original purpose of the telephone system was, of course, communication of
analog speech signals, and not transmission of digital data. Consequently, the bmdnddth
of a typical switched voice-grade circuit is about 3000 Hz (frequency range from 300 to
3400 Hz). However, this limited bandwidth applies only to end—to—end circuits in the net-
work, that is, from phone to phone. Individual parts of the system can often carry much
higher data rates. The end-to—end bandwidth is artificially limited in order to exploit
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handling in terminal

Figure 4.1 Delivery protocol functions in difierent media.

 
better (i .e., to multiplex) the long-haul circuits. Thus, for instance, the local loop itself
has a bandwidth of almost 1 MHZ, and could therefore easily carry a digital voice circuit

of 64st. But the extension of such circuits throughout the network would require

expensive upgrading of the whole system. And since videotex, in order to be viable,

must be cheap, those videotex systems that rely on the telephone network for delivery

use it as it is. Howewr, there is a trend toward the digitalization of the telephone net—

work, as will be discussed later.

Modems

The most common way to use the switched telephone network for digital transmission is

through devices called modems. The function of modems is to transform binary signals
into a form suitable for transmission within the available bandwidth. Since the

bandwidth does not extend down to 0 Hz, the circuit would not transmit well the dc lev-

els corresponding to binary 0’s and 1’s. Instead, most modems employ a frequency

modulation technique with four distinct frequencies used to carry 0’s and 1‘s in both
directions.

Low speed modems, such as those typically used for videotex, work in asynchro-

nous mode. That is, each eight-bit character is bracketed between a start bit and a stop

bit used to re-synchronizo the bit-clock of the receiving modern. Thus, individual charac:
ters can be followed by pauses of any length.

Modems are available for a range of standardized transmission rates from 75 his to

9600 bis. Speeds up to 1200 his (approximately 120 charts) through switched circuits are

attainable with relatively inexpensive modems; higher rates require specially designed
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modems, coding tcchniques, and, eventually, conditioned andior dedicated (leased)
lines. We point out that when the switched network is used, the physical circuits
involved in the connection may be different from one call to another (except for the local
loop). _

Again for obvious economic reasons, low cost modems are a must for videotex.
Fortunately, 1200 his is an acceptable speed for most picture-coding teChniques, with the
exception of photographic coding. (This is no surprise: in effect, iniagecoding methods
for videotex were originally conceived with this limited bandwidth in mind!) At that
rate, transmitting a full alphanumeric page takes less than 10 Seconds, about 0.5 5 per
line, which is decidedly higher than the reading speed of an average person. About a
minute is needed to build up a photographic image on the screen; this is decreased to 15 s
at 4800 his, a quite acceptable delay.

Data Rates

In two-way videotex a reverse channel must exist to transmit user commands to the ser—
vice computer. The bandwidth required for this is much less than it is in the forward
direction; in most systems 75 his is used (150 his in certain trials in Canada). A CCI'TT
recommendation (v.23) exists for the communication between computers and user
terminals. This recommendation in effect specifies full duplex asynchronous communi-
cation at 1200l'r'5 his in the forward and reverse directions, respectively. Most existing

systems use modems complying with v.23. The provision for full duplex communication
is important, however: it permits a command to be sent before a page transmission is
completed in order, for example, to shorten the Waiting time for the next selection, or to
block the transmission if the page is of no interest to the user.

The 1200!?5 his system is sufficient for data retrieval applications in which the
user input is generated by typing and sending a few characters. But in other cir—
cumstances (such as local editing of messages in an intelligent terminal and sending of
the entire message at once), rates of 1200 his may be needed in both directions. This is
completely within the possibilities of the switched telephone network, and suitable
modems are currently available.

Higher transmission rates are required for photographic and quasiphotographic
image coding. For example, Captain uses 3600 his, and the British Telecom is experi-
menting with 6800 his for its Picture Prestel service (not yet publicly available).

Some form of flow control must be used in order to prevent overflowing of the
receiver’s buffers. In Telidon, control character DC3 is used to request the service com~

puter to stop transmission, and DC1 is used to resume transmission.
There is much discussion of the merits and drawbacks of the telephone as a

videotex delivery vehicle (see Link Research Memoranda, 1980). One of the original
motivations behind Prestel was to improve the utilization of the network in off-peak
hours (evening). Although this rationale is entirely valid for home applications (the ini~
tially targeted marketplace), it is almost entirely invalid for business applications, most
of which coincide with peak telephone traffic. The main arguments about the suitabljlity
of the telephone as a videotex delivery vehicle are summarized below.
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Advantages:

. It is a well-established system with very high penetration

. It has ports (user entry points)

. It has switching and addressing capability

It covers large geographical areas

It offers full duplex two—way connnunication

It has computerized functions similar to those required for videotex: automatic user

identification, billing, programmable access restrictions, and facility to broadcast
some messages.

ewawwe
Disadvantages:

l. Ithasalowdatarate

2. It was not designed for the bursty traffic of videotexw—i.e., long user sessions may
be costly '

3. It prevents normal use of the telephone (although proposals exist for use of a single
telephone line for simultaneous voice and data transmission).

4.2 lNTEGFlATED SERVICES DIGITAL NETWORKS (ISBN)

Although many of today’s public communication and mass media services are based on

analog transmission technologies (telephone, radio, television), digital transmission is
making fast and steady progress. The main reasons for this are that digital information is
easier to protect against distortion and errors, and that computer technology can be
readily applied to build and control sophisticated data networks. On a different level, the

need for cooperation of distant computers has led to computer netwnrks in which there is
little place left for analog infonnation.

Digital Carriers

All infonnation serViCes reaching the public, including television, can be coded and
transmitted in digital form. Pulse coded modulation (PCM) transducers, called codecs,

are currently available to digitally encode acoustic information, and a growing number
of long-distanCe links carry telephone traffic in digital form. In the U.S., there are nearly
160 million km Iof T~carrier links (1.5 bes) and about 250,000 digitized local loops
installed. Figure 4.2 shows some commonly nSed digital data rates and carriers. Bell Sys-
tem plans a switched digital capability over the public switched network, and a large
number of digital exchanges and toll offices are already installed and working in most
Western countries. Cable companies are introducing into the customers’ homes very
large bandwidth connections (up to 500 MHz), which, though presently used mostly for
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 .—_. _ _

Multiples of 1.2 bes:

2-4 grade lines
1-2 Used over voice»

4-3 with modems
9.6

19.2
 

Multiples of 56 Kbls (= PCM voice channel):
56

112
224

1.544 bes (#24 X 56)
6.312 { 4 X Tl)

44.736 ( 'l XTZ)
281 ( 6 XTB).._.,..—.-.__  

Figure 4.2. Datarates commonly used in the US.

television, are excellent carriers of digital information. In addition, public data networks
and computer networks are already in current use.

Service Integration

The idea of ISDN (see Dorros, 198]) is to unify this emerging infrastructure into a pub—
lic, digital, end~to-end telecornrnunications network providing a wide range of applic_a~
tions through standardized interfaces, ISDNs are not yet common, nor is it clear what all
the servicas carried will be like. What is clear is that even traditional services could be
provided more economically and flexibly through a single unified digital medium than
through separate and mixed media and networks (such as telephOne, cable, and telex).

ISDN planners submit that the new network is relatively independent (say, up to
the transport layer) of its future applications. The commodity offered to customers
would be units of digital channel capacity. Each customer will “consume” as much
capacity as needed. Channel capacity would be delivered through standardized inter-
faces. Some interface capacities currently planned by the Bell System are:

c 1.544 Mbis for large business customers

e 144 kbls for small business customers (sufficient for simultaneous voice and data)

a 80 kbfs for residential customers.

Cable systems (discussed in section 4.3) usually divide their bandwidth into 6-Ml-Iz
slots; these can be used to carry digital traffic to a number of homes.

The obvious implication for videotex is that ISDN can serve as a convenient
delivery system that is tailored to the real needs of the application in question, and not
vice versa. .

Although truly nationwide ISBN is still perhaps 10 years away, significant local
implementations are being realized. One of them is the IDAproject of the Manitoba
Telephone Company, described in Chapter 6. Another major project is the ISDN service
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to be introduced in London in 1983. Users will have access to a 64kbfs voice channel

(useable also for data transmission) and an independent 8 kbfs data channel. Both of
these will provide highly enhanced telephone and videotex services (see Childs, 1981).
Another development is the recently announced Local Area Data Transport (Handler,
1982), which is in essence an X.25~based packet—switching network accessible through
the local telephone 100p. -

4.3 CABLE SYSTEMS

The growing popularity and penetration of television in the 1950’s brought about an
increasing demand for more channels and better reception. Reception problems were
observed in both rural and urban areas: in the former, due to the distance'from the

transmitters; in the latter, because of multipath reception and because there were many
sources of noise. Comnnmity antenna television systems (CATW—cr simply cable
TV—offered a solution to such problems. Today a considerable fraction of television
earners in North America is serviced by cable. In Canada about 60% of all households
have the cable installed, and the service is easily available (the cables passing nearby) to

another 20%. In the U.S., cable penetration is about 28% and is rapidly In

-Western Europe cable penetration varies widely between countries. According to Ball
(1981) the leader is Belgium, with 75%. West Gennany, France, and the U.K. have
35%, 1%, and 14% penetrations, respectively.

It was soon realized that video programming is not the only kind of information
that can be carried (and sold) to customers through cable. Data can be superimposed onto
the TV signal, as will be described later in this chapter. Additional possibilities are
offered for full field data transmission on unused television channels. The next step is to
consider the cable as a broadband, ISBN-type transmission medium with certain parts of

the frequency spectrum allocated to purely digital (usually packet-based) data services
that have nothing to do with the TV signal. Since packets can be addressed, individual
sub~channels can be established for communicating with selected users or user groups.

Finally, the system can be made interactive by incorporating reverse channels firom the
users to the cable head; the result is two-way CATV. Such systems are in actual opera—

tion, offering a variety of informational and other services and approaching what might
be called “local” ISDNs.

Physical Structure

Current cable television systems uSe coaxial cable as a transmission medium. The topolw
ogy is usually a three-level tree structure, as shown in Figure 4.3. The root of the tree is
the head-end, or hub, which feeds the main trunk with the appropriate signals. This trunk.
is the backbone of the distribution system. Amplifiers must be inserted every
0.5—1.0 km in order to counter signal attenuation. Some of these amplifiers, called trunk

bridgers, serve also as branching points for distribution feeders; each such feeder can
serve 300—500 subscribers. Feeders consist physically of the same kind of coaxial cable
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Hub

Trunk [5000-20,000 subscribersllrurlk)

Bridger amplifier (up to 30-35 in series)

Tap (up to 10 per distribution amplifier)

Subscriber (4f‘lap, up to SUOIbridger)

Distribution feeder

Distribution amplifier

5

g

E

;
Figure 4.3 Su'ucture of a typical CATV system.

and amplifiers as the main trunk. Individual users are connected to the feeder in branch—
ing devices called directional couplers or taps (4—8 users per coupler).

About 30% of cables installed in Canada are aerial cables; the remaining 20% are

installed underground. The cost of installation of one km of cable is between $5000 and

$10,000, depending on the factors such as the cable's bandwidth and whether the cable
is above ground or buried.

The geographical span and the number of subscribers of such CATV systems is-
limited by the maximum number of amplifiers that can work in tandem in order to'keep
signal distortion to a reasonable level; a typical number 1330—35. These limitations can
be partly relieved by using multiple hubs; this amounts to a star—like topology.
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MWay Operation

Recent interest in interactive cable—based services (and in the potential revenues for

operators and service providers) has motivated research into methods of upgrading exist-
ing CATV systems towards two»way operation. Presently there are about 400 cable
operators in Canada. About 10% of the systems are “two~way compatible”—that is,
they have physical provisions for the additional equipment required. But there are very

few truly operational two~way systems. Examples of such systems are Cablesystems
Engineering’s system in London, Canada (see Allora—Abbomli, 1979), and Cox’s Indax
system (see Gates and Tjaden, 1982). Some of these systems will be described later.

' Conversion to two-way operation fortunately does not always require replacement
of the cable or addition of another one; the same medium can conduct signals both

ways. This effect is achieved by splitting the cable’s bandwidth and using cue part for
downstream, and the other for upstream communication. The main physical change that

has to be made is to upgrade the amplifiers for bidirectional operation. The new devices
consist essentially of two amplifiers with diplex filters, one used for each direction of
transmission.

In addition to requiring physical modifications, upgrading to two«way traffic
causes a number of further potential problems. The most important one may be the accu-
mulation of noise from upstream traffic; in effect, a single faulty user terminal generat-
ing inappropriate signals or frequencies can jam the whole system. One solution is to cut
off the noisy branch at the trunk bridger. This can be done by'remotely controlling the

bridgers by appropriate messages from the head end. Newer two-way designs incorporate
a generaliZed remote control and monitoring facility, applicable to individual user termi—

nals as well. Such a facility is used to implement functions such as stafistics-gafllefing,

pay television, burglar and fire alarms, and disconnection of the terminal if a bill is not
paid on time.

Splittth the Bandwidth

Modem coaxial cables u'aDSmit signals in a frequency range of up to 500 MHz. The use-

ful part of this range is from SMHZ up. This is an enormous bandwidth, corresponding
to more than 100,000 analog voice circuits. In one-way CATV, the bandwidth is allo—
cated to as many as 60 television channels, spaced at 6MHz intervals and for the most

part unused.

In two-way systems the split between the upstream and downstream bands is typi-

cally at 501Vle (but sometimes at 150MHz). The upper part of the Spectrum is used for
downstIeam transmission (thus including the complete VHF television and FM bands).

Upstream transmission is between S and 35 MHz. Although the above split is not fixed '
by any formal convention, it is used as a de facto standard by all North American sys-

tems. HOWever, except for the allocation of TV channels and FM broadcast bands, there
is no further consensus on the subject of subdivision and multiplexing methods for the
above two main hands. This absence of standards is similar to the situation in ISDN. A
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set of conventions to facilitate future interwoddng of digitized'parts of CATV systems

was proposed by O‘Brien (1981).

Transmission Techniques

Advanced services offered on one-way and twcway CATV rely on digital communica-

tion techniques. There follows a brief list of issues that must be addressed in such system
design. Since these issues are not videotex—specific, we do not treat them in detail here
(see Tanenbaum, 1981). '

Addressability. It should be remembered That addressability is applicable even

in oneway systems. Addressability permits control information or messages to be sent

Selectively to individual terminals. A common application is in pay TV, in which
microprocessorsconIIolled terminals receive authorization and supplementary informa-
tion to descramble selected TV signals. Another form of addressability is applied to cut

off noisy branches in bridgers in two-way systems.

Multiplexing. Two basic techniques are used to split and share the bandwidth of

a cable: FDM (frequency division multiplexing) and TDM (time division multiplexing).
The former is used for analog TV signals, and allots 6«MHZ intervals per channel. TDM

' is applicable only to digital traffic and is at the base of the packet-Witching technology
commonly used in data networks. Most systems use elements of' both FDM and TDM:

for example, assigning a ,6-MHz slot for digital trafl'ic and subdividing the slot into a

number of sub-channels, each carrying perhaps a 64—kbis digital bit stream, which itself
can be packctized.

Modulation. Analog and digital signals to be transmitted must be modulated

onto carrier waves whose frequency is determined by the underlying FDM scheme. The

functioning is somewhat similar to that of modems described earlier.

Access conflicts. Since two»way cable is a shared medium, provisions must be

made to allocate to each user separate bandwidth (in the fonn of dedicated frequency or

time intervals) in the upstream direction. Altet‘natively, if a common upstream channel is
used, access conflicts must bc'deteotable and resolvable. One commonly used method is

the “carrier sense multiple access/collision detectiorr” (CSMA/CD). Its underlying prin-

ciple is that each transmitter tries to transmit its message in an empty time slot. If a con
flict (simultaneous transmission) occurs, the transmitters will repeat their messages after

a random delay. Another class of procedures is based on polling. Generally the same

methods as those used in 10cal area computer networks are applicable here.

Characterisfics of Cable-Based Videotex Delivery systems

The characteristics of such delivery systems are:

c high bandwidth

- a “box” (cable converter) that resembles avideotex keypad
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n in the case of one—way CATV, useability for interactive services, e.g., in combina-

tion with telephone ' -

a possible upgrading to two—way of most existing systems (90% of which are one-
my)

- limited geographical extent

- no switching capability at presth

- possibility of connecting local cable systems into large networks by using satellite
links.

4.4 FIBER OPTICS

There is much discussion about the potential of fiber optics as a replacement for coaxial
cable or microwave links. We briefly mention this technology because of its potential as

a delivery medium for videotex.

Fiber optics are fabricated from highly transparent glass material capable of func-
tioning as optical waveguides. The carrier of information is light that is generated by a
light—emitting diode or a diode laser. Analog or digital signals are amplimde-modulated

onto the light wave. A photodiode is usually employed at the receiving end to convert the

incoming light intensity into an electricalsignal. Fibers are packaged into cables, each
containing a variable number (1:24) of fibers.

At present it is not clear whethermand whim—fiber optics will become a viable
alternative to cable (see Meta, 1981). The situation is analogous to that involving the

replacement of mechanical disks in computers by new electronic memories, such as
magnetic bubbles or charge-coupled devices. Disks represent a well-entrenched technol-

ogy, and experience shows that in order to be replaced by newer, exploratory technolo-
gies, these technologies have to be significantly superior in terms of both cost and

performance. Marginal disadvantages are not likely to win out against inertia resulting
from investment in well-proves technologiesfi So far, fiber optics technology has been

unable to demonstrate an overall superiority over cables. Therefore, it is no surprise that
cable companies are hesitating to move ahead "with large-scale replacement. A more

detailed analysis would involve the following facts:

1. The bandwidth of the fiber optics medium itself (like that of the coaxial cable)

is much higher than that of the coupling equipment (amplifiers, modulators, taps).

2. A single fiber today can carry five to six TV channels (as opposed to 54 in

modern cables). However, the distance required between amplifiers is much larger with
fibers (10520 km) than with cable (0.5—1 km). Digital transmission rates of more than

1 bes (over a single fiber) have been demonstrated in field test operations in Japan and

Germany.

3. The major reason for the limited bandwidth of entire analog transmission 3st

terns is the nonlinearity of the light source. Thus, present technology is better suited for

digital transmission (in which signal distortion is not critical).

4. The cost of production of fibers is deereasing, whereas cables require materials
such as copper and aluminum, whose cost cannot but increase in the future.
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5. Cun'cnt Cost—effective uses of fiber optics in the 11.8. include medium—distance

links having few or no repeaters and no taps (branching). A typical example is the link
between a satellite receiver station and the cable head-end. At the preSent stage, applica»
tion for cable trunks and distribution feeders would be uneconomical due to the high cost.

of branching contacters (taps). One foreseeable application is in “mini-ISDN” systems
(see Mini-Hub, 1981) for the distribution of video and digital services in high-rise apart—
ment buildings (in which each customer would have a direct connection with a local
head-end in the building).

Fiber optic links are used or planned in several countries (U.S., Japan, France) as
high~speed trunk lines in telephone networks. They seem to be gaining ground mainly in
short— and medium-distance applications (e.g., within a large city) not requiring
repeaters.

Fiber optics cables are being used in project ELIE. This is an ISDN~type system
being tried in Manitoba, Canada (see Chang, 1982).

4.5 DATA TRANSMISSION OVER THE TV VIDEO SIGNAL (DOV)

The idea of piggybackin'g digital information on (analog) television and even FM radio
signals is not new. A number of schemes have been devised to take advantage of unused
portions of the frequency Spectrum of the video signal. One proposal used a “flashing
dOt” displayed in the comer of the TV screen. These light signals were deteoted by a
photodiode and used to drive a teletype.

DOV techniques in use today are based on difl‘erent principles. Transmission takes

place during the unused rim intervals of the TV signal, and the received informatiOn is
usually displayed in readable or graphical form on the screen. The unused times occur
normally during the vertical blanking interval (VBI) between successive fields of picture
information; an extension of the method, called full-field transmissiori, transmits only

data (no picture information), while keeping the infrastructure of synchronizing (sync)
pulses. The VBI technology originates in attempts to provide captioning and subtitling of
TV programs. Since DOV is an important videotex—specific delivery method useable in
both over—the—air and cable transmission, we will discuss it in considerable detail.

Principles of TV Transnfission

There are three main standards used for color TV transmission: NTSC, PAL, and

SECAM (Figure 4.4). For the following explanation, neither specification of the particu~
lar standard nor the presence of colors is essential. The TV picture is drawn on the inner
face of the picture tube by an electron beam that sweeps across the picture area in a
sequence of horizontal scan lines controlled by horizontal sync pulses. The intensity of-
the beam as it hits a given point determines the luminosity of that point. This intensity
information is basically what is transmitted in analog form by a (black and white) TV
signal. When the last scan line is completed, the beam returns to the top of the screen
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Bit rates-used
bes

USA 5.73 (5844]
Canada (and many
Japan. others) 

Western Europe
except 6.9 (U.K.)
France 

Eastern Europe
and 6.2 (Didon)

France

 
*Can be 5, 5.5. or6 MHz

Figure 4.4 Comparison of TV standards and teletext bit rates.

and scanning starts anew. If this process is repeated quickly enough, the viewer has the

impression of seeing the whole image at once; the effect of movement is achieved by

slight changes in subsequent images, as in the projection of films.

In order to obtain better picture quality a full TV image (frame) is composed of a

sequence of two interlacedfields. This allows a doubling of the rate at winch images are

presented, and thereby significantly reduces objectionable flicker. If we think of the lines
of a frame as consecufiVcly numbered, then the two fields will contain even—numbered

and odd-numbered lines, respectively. However, the lines in each field are usually num-

bered separately; we adopt this convention here as well. Figure 4.5 illustrates the com-

position of'a field.

The exact timing of the movement. of the beam across the screen (that is, the times

of horizomal and vertical retraces) is controlled by synchronizing pulses. While the beam

is returning to start a new line or field, its intensity must be sent to the blanking (black,

invisible) level. Hence the term VBI. Note that although horizontal retraces are also

blanked, they are too short to carry very much data.

Data over Video

Strictly speaking, transmission of picture information is suppressed during the vertical
retrace interval and also during the interval in which the first few scan lines appear in

each field. These scan lines are normally nor disPIayed on the visible area of the screen,
but they can be seen as a black bar between two frames when the washer is out of verti-
cal synchronization. Data bits are modulated onto some of these invisible lines. The

term VBI denotes collectively all lines that do not carry picture information.

Two remarks are appropriate at this point. First, the sequence of horizontal sync

pulses is not interrupted through the vertical beam retrace. The first few lines of the VBI

are used for the vertical sync pulse (which in reality consists of a sequence of pulses);
only the subsequent lines are available for data. Figure 4.6 indicates the timing of a typi—
cal ficld. Second, the abovc~mentioned blank lines between fields are not to be confused

with the socalled cverscan lines, which do carry picture infermation, but are usually
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Horizontal
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Figure” CompositionofaTVfield. Afi'amnoonsistsofuvointeslacedfields.

also invisible. The purpose of these overseen lines is to assure full coverage of the screen
by the image in spite of variations and aging of the TV sets.

A seinewhat simplified form of a TV signal between two horizontal sync pulses is
illustrated in Figure 4.7 (note that a line carrying data is called a data line). In most sys—
tems a snaightforward coding is used, with two signal levels corresponding to 0 and 1,
respectively .

Image transmission: lines 22462 VBI
- Usable for data in am field transmission 

 

VBI: lines 1-21

Vertical sync pulse
Lines 1-9

EHorizontal sync pulse .
Fixed assignments: lines 10—12: Unuseable17-19: Transmission control

21: Captioning

Free lines: lO—Zl
Video signal

Figure 4.6 Simplified timing diagram ofan NTSC field. VBI lines 13*16 and 20 are potentially available for
damoansmissiomidata lines).
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_ Video signal '

Video WI,
4———-——Active portion of TV line —————b-

Horizontal sync
Data bits

DataHmWT
Flguredfl Timingofvideolines anddataljnes.

In full-field transmission all available lines are data lines and no picture whatso—

ever is transmitted. This approach is particularly feasible in cable—based systems that
have large channel capacity that is typically only partly used. These conditions make it
possible to dedicate one or more entire channels to data transmission. In countries where
TV is broadcast mostly over the air, the VBI technique is preferable since it permits -
simultaneous transmission of picture and data. Of course, if everything else is kept con—
stant, the resulting effective data rate is proportional to the number of data lines in the
signal.

Data-Line Assignment

The number and assignment of data lines in the VBI is subject to informal conventions
and varies in different countries and different systems. There is no internationally

adopted standard in this matter. This does not represent a problem for decoder design
because the proper data lines are usually recognized by examining the waveforms and
not by counting the scan lines.

Some lines of the VBI are occupied for purposes other than data transmission, such
as controlling the quality of the TV signal (compensation for color variations), channel
and program source identification, and transmission of test patterns (gray scale and color
values). The remaining data lines can be used for prograrn~related data (such as subtitling
and captioning), teletext data (to be displayed on the screen), and independent applica
tions, such as broadcast facsimile, not tied to the program or screen. '

In NTSC, the VBI consists of the first 21 lines of each field (25 lines in PAL).
According to current Canadian regulations, lines 15, 16, 20, and 21 are available for
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data; line 21 is reserved for closed captioning. The UK. teletext originally uscd lines 17

and 18 (this was later extended to four lines), and, in a CBS trial in 1979 involving the
UK. and Antiope technologies, lines 13 and 16 were used.

In certain television receivers, electron beam blanking depends on the TV signal’s

being at black level. If data were inserted in these lines, dotted diagonal lines would
faintly appear across the screen. More modem receivers electronically blank the electron
beam during VBI time. As older roceivers are retired from service, more VBI lines will
become available for teletext.

Transmission Rates

The instantaneous bit rate, B, is the speed (in Mo’s) at _which hits are transmitted during
the periods when data are sent. It is determined by a number of system parameters:

1. The video bandwidth W (MHZ) of the transmission medium (including the receiv—
ing equipment). If two signal levels are used for coding, the maximum obtainable

rateistimam = 2W. For North America, this yieldsBm = 2 X 4MI-Iz = SMHZ.
(Note that without the restriction to two signal levels, a channel can carry an arbi-

trarily high bit rate as long as the signal~to-noise ratio is high enough.)

2. Acceptable error rates. The observed bit error rates in a given system increase as
the transmission rate approaches the above limit. Although various theoretical
models exist for this dependence, they do not entirely cover practical situations,
and error statistics must be determined empirically, usually in field trials. These

tests can also cover the influence of the technology of the receiving equipment.

3. Error detection and correction methods used (see below).

4. Evaluation of the psychological effect of various error types (such as loss of char
acter, displaced lines, mixup in page numbers) on the user.

5. The value of B should be a multiple of the TV line frequency.

Within the above constraints, the bit rate should obviously be maximized. Practi~

cally used values of B are between 0.8 W and 1.4 W. The UK. teletext rate is 6.9 bes

(too large for NTSC). In North America. numerous tests were and are being conducted at
various rates between 3 and 6 MHZ. The bit rate recommended in the France-Canada-

CBS joint standard proposal (discussed in the next chapter) is 5.72 ths.

The efectt've bit rate, F, is the average number of bits transmitted over an
extended period of time. F is given. by

F :8 X (fraction of the data lines in the TV signal)

X (portion of the TV line carrying data bits).

For example in the U.K. teletext,

F = 6.9 x (21312.5) x 0.81= 35.7kb/s.
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Further parameters related to the effective bit rate are the effective character rate
(Fifi) and the useful character rate, U. The latter is the average rate of useful characters,
which are those characters remaining after overhead information in a data line (such as

addressing and error control) is discounted. (Evidently, the designation “useful” is sub-

ject to interpretation: is a display attribute character overhead or useful?) From U, the
line and page rates are easily obtained. In UK. teletext (40 characters per display row,
24 rows per page, 40 useful characters out of 45 per data line, 2 data lines per field), the
page rate works out to 4.13 pagesrs. Thus the average waiting time in a 160~page tele-
text cycle is about 20 seconds. '

Transmission rates for full field operation are calculated similarly. Taking 300,
instead of 2, lines in each field will give some 600 pagesfs. Rates attainable in NTSC are

slightly reduced due to the smaller bandwidth of NTSC.
The following rule of thumb can be used both in Europe and U.S.: for each scan

line devoted to teletext in a TV frame, the transmission rate is one page per second.

Error Handling in DOV

A number of DOV system characteristics enter into consideration in the design of suit-
able error strategies. First, the basic system is one~way. Therefore the forward data flow
cannot be interrupted for retransurission of erroneous packets of infonnatiou. Although
much (but not all) information is cyclically retransmitted, the cycle time is too long to be

relied upon systematically for error correction. As a result, forward error correction tech-
niques are used.

Further considerations touch upon error probabilities and statistics, which are

investigated in numerous field tests and other experiments. The principal parameters
having influence on the occurrence of errors are the transmitter power, conditions of TV
reception (especially in urban areas, in which waves reflected from buildings, hills, etc,
cause the received signal to be the vector sum of a multiplicity of signals arriving over
many paths), bit transmission rates, and the implementation of the receiving equipment.
One important finding from a European field test (see Blineau, 1980) is that most errors
are single bit errors and not bursts.

There is a fundamental difference between European television reception and

North AmenCan television reception. In most European countries there are but two or

three programs transmitted over hundreds of repeaters. Nearly everyone can receive at
least one good signal for each program. In addition, television receivers are substantially
more expensive. Thus, the proportionate cost of a quality antenna is less. Furthermore,
most European stations are UHF. Since UHF wavelengths are shorter than VHF
wavelengths, UHF antennas are less expensive, have higher gain, and are more effective
in discriminating against ghosts (faint shifted images appearing on the screen due-to mul-
tipath propagation). In the U.S., the situation is opposite in almost every respect. There
are over 1000 stations in the U.S., and almost no repeaters; nearly everyone is certain to

receive at least one poor signal. Most transmitters are VHF, requiring larger, more
expensive, less directional, and lower—gain antennas. Because color receivers are so
inexpensive, a quality antenna installation may exceed the cost of the receiver. Thus,
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Americans are accustomed to purchasing a color receiver with “rabbit ears” and expect-
ing perfect reception. '

Furthermore, U.S. rules on ignition and electrical motor brush noise are much less

stringent than are European rules. One need only have a teenage daughter with a hair

drier to know that errors caused by motor noise destroy more than one bit. Watching the
television Screen with this kind of interference yields broad bands of bursty noise.

A particularly troublesome case is that of close-in ghosts. These are caused by

reflections from structure's Very close to the transmitting antenna. The result is not a

Separate ghost image, but rather a blurring or smearing of the image. This dcfocusing of

the picture is undesirable but by no means catastrophic. The picture is usually perfectly
watchable. However, the consoquences for teletext data could be disastrous. This.

phenomenon of close-in ghosts is a Serious but mostly unappreciated threat to the for»
tunes of teletext in the us. The tln'eat is so severe that the EIA Teletext Committee

formed a task force to study possible solutions to the problem. ‘
_ Different types of errors and their consequences are more or less tolerable by the

user. Each coding system has specific points of Vulnerability have to be carefully
protected against error. More sophisticated coding schemes, such as Telidon, are gen-

erally more wflnerable than are simpler ones; as a consequence, all data sent in broadcast

Telidon are covered by an error-cerrecfing code, whereas only the address part of the

UK. teletext is protected by such a code.

Technical Criteria Used to Assess Reception Quality

In order to assess the perfonnance of a given teletext system installation, some easily

testable criteria must be established. One such criterion is the bit error probability and

related measures of burstiness. However, such error statistics do. not give a direct indica-

tion of the subjective quality of reception. A given error level may yield quite different

results with different coding schemes and error strategies- Specialized equipment is also

required for such measurements.

Croll (1977) describes a set of simple criteria suitableforjudging teletext reception

(and encompassing the entire system from the transmitter to the receiver’s screen). They

are (in order of decreasing stringency):

o no errors received in 10 seconds of transmission

0 no visible errors in each of three consecutive new acquisitions of one page

a no errors remaining after two writes of one page (each character of a page is error—

free in at least one of two consecutive receptions)

- about half of the characters correct for each new acquisition of one page.

It is suggested by Croll that complying with the second or third criterion should yield

acceptable reception quality.

Eye height. Another method commonly used to judge the quality of received

teletext signals is the so-called eye height test. As will be discussed in Chapter 9, the
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waveform obtained after demodulation of data line is more or less deteriorated, as shown
in Figure 4.8(a). This deterioration is due to factors such as intersymbol interference and
noise. Intersymbol interference is the smearing of one logic signal into the time space
occupied by another. Principal causes of such interference are bandwidth limitations and

multipath propagation. An important parameter that has impact on the occurrence of
decoding errors is the difference, It, between the lowest receiVed value for a l and the

highest received value for a 0 (over some period of time). ' -
The value of h (as a percentage of the distance between the 0 and 1 reference

values) can be measured directly by displaying the received signal. That is, waveforms
in individual-bit periods are displayed superimposed on a screen, creating the typical

1 0 l 0 l 0

‘ ‘ l ‘ l | l Transmitted

 

 
Level 0

4———-—«—1 bit intervaJ—————-~—+-

{b}

Figure 4.8 (a) Deterioration of received signal; {b} display ofeye and determination of eye height h.
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eye-shaped pattern shown in Figure 4.8(b). The value of h is read in the middle of bit
intervals. Under normal receiving conditions the eye height is about 60—80%, but most

receivers are capable of handling values as low as 25% Without too many errors. Note
that other attributes of the eye, such as eye width and shape, are also significant (for
more details, see Lucky and Saltz, 1968).

Error Detection and Correction

Current DOV systems use combinations of various error correction and detection tech*
niques. See Peterson and Weldon (1972) for a comprehensive treatment of error—correct-
ing codes. Vertical parity checks (one parity bit per character) permit the detection of an
odd number of errors in each individual character. A combination of vertical parity and
horizontal (longitudinal) parity (or checksum) enables the correction of any single error
in a data block. The commonly used (8,4) Hamming encoding provides for the automatic
correction of any single error and for detection of all multipleth errors in groups of four
bits. Hamming codes have high redundancy and they are therefore used mostly on sensi-
tive information, such as addressing and packet sequencing.

Figure 4.9 shows a block of 7-bit characters, each accompanied by a vertical parity
bit. Appended to the end of the blook is a longitudinal parity character, C. Parity bit ,9; is
generated by the transmitter in such a way that the number of 1’s in the transmitted group
of eight bits is, say, odd (even parity systems are also used). For example, if the charac-
ter to be transmitted is 0110001, p,- will be 0. At the receiving end, the parity is recalcu-
lated from the received character bits and checked against the received pi; if the two are
different, the character is considered to be erroneous (although it may be that only ,0,- is
in error). If the two bits are equal, the character is considered to be correct (although it
may contain an even number of errors that cannot be detected by simple parity checks).
However, two (four, six, etc.) errors in a character are generally much less likely than is
a single error; this is why parity checks work well most of the time.

Bits in the parity character are generated in a similar way as above, one for each
line in the data block shown in Figure 4.9. If a single error occurs in the data block, it
can not only be detected, but also corrected. This correction is done by inverting the bit
at the intersection of the column (character) and line in which the error is detected. A

potential problem with longitudinal parity, capacially in larger data blocks (e.g., of 1024
characters) is the increased probability of multiple errors in a line. Solutions include
inserting parity words at shorter intervals (e.g., after every 32 characters) or using multi-
ple check bits, called collectively checksnms, at the end of the block. As a direct exte -
sion of the parity method, it check bits for a line might represent the sum modulo 2." of a
line (it = l for even parity). '

Hamming codes. Another form of multiple parity checks used for error ccm‘ec—
tion is found in Hamming codes. In the variant commonly used to protect control infor—
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Vertical parity bits

Horizontal
. parity (1 bit)

or checksum

 
:1 characters Parityr or checksurn

charactefls)

Figure 4.9 Horizontal and vertical parity and checksums.

mation in DOV systems, and called the (8,4) Hamming code, four check bits are used to

protoct four data bits in each byte. The parity checks apply to different groups of data

bits in such a way that each possible Outcome of the parity checks singles out a unique
data bit which must be in error (assuming that only one error occurred in the transmission

of the whole byte). Figure 4.10(a) shows a Hammingencoded byte; d andp are data and
parity bits respectively. Groups of data bits used to generate parity bits are also shown.

The same groups, including the parity bit, are, at reception, subject to separate parity
tests A, B, C, and D. Note thatpfi is the ordinary parity involving all hits; it is used to
discriminate the case in which only one error is present. One can see, for example, that
bit (is contributes to the fonnation of panties pg, .04, and P6; therefore, if d5 is received
with error, parity checks A, C, and D will fail. Figure 4.10(b) summarizes all possible
cases and the corrective actions to be taken (for example, inversion of the data bit in
question).

General Data Format in DOV

Figure 4.11 illustrates the general format of a data line transmitted in DOV. In the termi-

nology of the Open Systems Interconnection mode], the data line is cemposed of two
parts: Delivery Protocol Control Information (DPCI) and Delivery Service Data Unit
(DSDU). Also shown in the figure are somerelated terms used in teletext jargon.

DSDU signifies information that is transferred to the higher (presentation and
application) level protocols. DPCI groups all control infonnation needed for the correct

functioning of the delivery protocol. The bit and character synchronization sequences
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Figure 4.10 (a) Generation ofparitybitspo,p2,p4,p5fromdatabitsd1, d3, d5, d-fin (3,4) I-Iannnjngoode;
.(b) error correction in (3,4) Hamming code.

invariably occur at the beginning of the data line; they usually consist of fixed bit pat»
terns serving to establish bit and character synchronism. '8 denotes collectively all error
detection and correction bits that actually may be spread out over the whole line. The
other elements of DPCI may change from one system to’another; they will be illustrated
by the examples in the next chapter. - '
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Teletext (or broadcast, one-way videotex) is commonly defined as a “digital data broad~

casting service that is primarily intended to display text or pictorial material recon~
structed from coded data on the screens of suitably equipped TV sets" (Money, 1979).

The underlying assumption is that coded data are received via DOV (data over video)
techniques—which is true in almost all operatit'mal systems. Moreover, there is a size»
able infrastructure of technology (decoder chip sets) and standards supporting DOV. On

the other hand, certain digital services to be delivered over ISDN imply purer digital
data broadcast—that is, without the supporting syncluonization structure of the TV sig~

nal. There is no reason why such services should not also be called teletext.

5.1 HISTORY: SYNCHRONOUS VERSUS ASYNCHRONOUS SYSTEMS

The first versions of VBI text transmission were developed around 1972—19?3, in Bri-

tain, as an outgrowth of earlier efforts in captioning TV programs. Initially there were

two competing VBI systems, called Oracle and Ceefax, operated by [BA and BBC,_

respectively. In 1974 the two systems were reconciled in the form of a teletext standard,
which was further updated to its present form in 1976. Public teletext service began in

the UK. in 1974. In November 1982 there were more than 550,000 decoders in use in
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the UK. (Intemational Videotex Telem: News, Nov. 1982). Most color receivers now
sold or leased in the UK. incorporate. teleteitt.

Synchronous Transmission

The hallmark of the British system is its synchronous method of tranSmission (also called

fixed or defined format). As discussed in more detail in Chapters 7 and 9, the essence of
this method is the doubly defined relationship between the position of a character on a
TVsline (with respectto the line sync pulses), its place in the display memory, and its

position in the row being displayed on the screen. Consequently:

1. One TV data line always carries the contents of one display row.

2. Control characters to-set display attributes, such as color, are treated “se'rially”—~
that is, they are stored in the display memory and they occupy the place of a

displayablc character.

. Decoders for synchronous transmission are relatively simple and cheap.

4. It is claimed, but not definitely demonstrated,'that synchronous transmission has
better error resilience than does asynchronous transmission. The argument is that

the line sync pulses act as a barrier through which the effect of most errors cannot

propagate. This is demonstrated by noting that a television picture is locked in
position on the television screen even when it is so snowy as to be unwatchable.
The U.K.’s defined format system attempts to take advantage of this fact by lock—
ing teletext to the rigid frame provided by the sync pulses. The typical error affects
only one character position and cannot shift subsequent lines horizontally. 0n the
other hand, certain types of multipath, in conjunction with fixed format transmis-
sion, may result in repetitive error patterns that synchronous broadcast cannot get
rid of.

La)

Since all characters in defined format systems occupy a position on the screen,

there is no hazard that noise will convert a displayed character into a nOndisplayed char~

acter, or vice versa. If this conversion takes place in the asynchronous approach, a char—
acter is either inserted or deleted from the displayed row, displacing the remainder of the

row to the right or left. Upon next correct reception of that row, the remainder of the row
pops into position, thereby calling attention to the problem. The defined format approach
avoids the possibility of this type of error.

Figures 5.1(a) and 5.1(b) demonstrate a hazard that exists in viewdata (which is
essentially an asynchronous transmissiori system). The first photograph is of a viewdata
frame being correctly transmitted while transmission of the following frame was being
interrupted by one noise burst. Asynchronous transmission uses Carriage RennnfLine
Feed (CRJLF) codes at the ends of lines containing less than forty characters. To avoid
penalizing lines that have forty characters, the decoder counts forty characters and
locally performs the CRILF functiOn. This works very well and increases transmission
efficiency in a noise-free environment. However, a noise burst can introduce extraneous
results that propagate until the next time CRILF is employed. The defined-format

’5 .r
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Figure 5.1 (a), (b) Effect of errors in asynchronous transmission.

syncronous transmission scheme avoids this by using the television horizontal synchroni-
zation pulses as automatic positioning devices for the image on the screen. Errors are
constrained to fixed boundaries and are thus not allowed to prepagate.

As already mentioned, the UK. teletext works with a fixed bit rate of 6.9 W8.

Here lies the main disadvantage of the systemwnarnely, that it cannot be directly
applied with the NTSC standard and in other situations requiring reduced data rates.
(Although, as pointed out previously, the theoretical value for B m in NTSC is 8 bes,
in practice even 6.9 W5 is too high, and lower rates, such as 5.72 ms, must be used.)
Any change of the data rate would result in a modification of display (and display
memory) formats. The URI. system can be used in North America in either of two ways:

I . By reducing the number of characters from 40 to, say, 32 per row

2. By “gearing”—that is, transmitting only a (fixed) portion of a row on each TV
line (see below).

Asynchronous Transmission: The Didon Concept

Whereas in the UK. teletext has been an outgrth of TV captioning, the evolution in
France has been characterised by a wider approach. The initial idea was to establish a

data broadcast network analogous to the Transpac packet switching network. The design
goals as described by Blineau (1980) were:

a to establish a packet network

a to provide a large number of independent channels

- to have the channels transparent (i .e., capable of transmitting all characters)

- to be able to change dynamically the capacity of the channels according to need
a to use an existing transmission medium.
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Due to its capability to transmit data and video'sirnultaneously, and its potential for
using the same methodology in cable and satellite transmission, television broadcast was
the obvious choice satisfying this last goal. The network that resulted is named Didon,
and teletext (there called Antiope) is only one-—-and the first-flof its applicaticms. Other
applications will come gradually with the evolution of terminal technology (printers, fac-
simile machines, and secondary memories to store large amounts of data off-line). An
interesting possibility is to use a Didon channel for digitized sound signals to accompany
teletext pages.

In Didon—Antiope, TV data lines and the display format are uncoupled, hence the
term asynchronous. Every TV line carries a data packet. Page and line delimiters and
any other interpretation-oriented information are coded explicitly at arbitrary places in
the sequence of packets. The advantages of asynchronous transmission stem from its
easy adaptability to different transmission rates and TV standards. Its main disadva
tages are increased overhead for format control characters and more complex decoder
design. This is partly due to the “paralle ” handling of display attributes which is com-
mon in asynchronous systems and which amounts to keeping displayable and control
characters in separate memories. While they add some flexibility to display coding, it is
important to realize that parallel attributes are not a logical . necessity inherent in
variable-format transmission!

There is an mifortunate rivalry between the proponents of the two teletext transmis-
sion methods, their concomittant prescntation systems (Prestel and Antiope), and their
derivatives (the enhanced U..K. teletext proposal and the France—CanadaCBS standard
submission). This split is also very visible and disturbing in terms of the evolution of

5.2 U.K. TELETEXT

The diSplay format presontly used in the UK. (See Money, 1979) contains 24 rows of 40
characters each. More precisely, the first row (the “header,” or row 0) carries only 32
characters because the corresponding data line contains eight bytes of supplementary
control information. The two line formats are illustrated in Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b). All
bytes except for bit and byte synchronization and data are (8,4) Hamming—encoded,
resulting in four information bits per byte. Actual page numbers Selected by the user
range between 0 and 799, and are a cencatenation of the magazine number (0*?, but
usually referred to as 1~8) and the page number (0—99). One might ask why the two are
treated differently (i.e., why the magazine number appears in each row, whereas page
numbers appear only in the header). The reason is that although the rows of a page are
nonnally transmitted in sequence, in some situations it is desirable to interleave rows
from several pages. More specifically, pages having the same number (modulo 100) but
different magazine numbers can be interleaved (e.g., 25, 125, 725). This can
decrease the apparent access time to a page and increasc the time interval between the
reception of two successive rows, which is particularly important in full-field transmis«
sion (in which a sustained high data rate would tend to strain the hardware capabilities of
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Bit sync Magazine (0- 'Ir') 3 bits

Row no. (1-23) 5 bits
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Units Teens Minutes Home Control
0-9 0-9 0-69 0-23 status bits (8)
 I__l

Page no. Time

(b)

Figure 5.2 UK. teleth data lines: (21) rows 1—23; (b) row 0.

decoders). 011 a different level, magazine numbers are used to distinguish between vari—

ous sources of data (service providers, transmitters) andfor various types of information
content.

The time code is used for various purposes, such as for display on the screen, for

access of “time coded” pages (transmitted at precise times), or simply as an extension

of page numbers (in which case it loses its significance as an expression of time).

The header contains 11 control bits (eight in bytes 12 and 13, and three in spare

bits in the time code). The bits are used to control the following functi0ns:

:- subtitle

o newsflash (in which the page is displayed in “boxed” mode—that is, is inserted in
a window into the current TV program)
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a page erase (to clear the screen)

. suppression of header row display (in situations in which such display might be
disturbing, such as in graphic pages)

0 update (to remove a newsflash)

. interruption of page sequence (to signal to the decoder that pages are transmitted in
other than sequential order)

. inhibition of display
a row interleave mode.

Enhanced U.K. Teletext

Because of its fixed format, the teletext system currently used in the UK. is unsuitable
for NTSC. To overcome this and other shortcomings (e.g., limitations stemming from

serial attribute coding), engineers in the British Telecom have designed an enhanced
teletext system. A detailed description of it is left for Chapter 8 because the system
involves a number of presentation-level issues'that we have not yet diSCussed.

The essential features of this system can be summarized as follows (see CCIZR,
1981; Chambers, 1980):

1. It consists of five layers of coding, each including additional features. The firs

level corresponds to the basic teletext service in presont use. '

2. The layers (unrelated to 081 layers) were canceived with an eye to hardware

implementation. A family of compatible decoders is envisaged; lower-level decoders
would be able to interpret higher-level feauires by applying the best possible approxima»
tion (e.g., substitution in first~1evel decoders of nonaccented characters for accented

ones, which are present only from the second layer up).

3. Provision is made for gearing. This would serve as a way to achieve 40

charactersfrow in NTSC while keeping the fixed transmission format.

Gearing

Gearing is a technique that permits fixed-format teletext transmission in NTSC, while
keeping 40' characters per row. As already mentioned, the problem is the reduced
bandwidth of NTSC that is practically insufficient for the 6.9 Mbls rate usod in the UK.
Therefore, it would seem that either the fixed format, or the 40 charactersirow require
ment must be abandoned in NTSC—based teletext. The solution lies in a slight redefini~

tion of what is called “fixed format": in gearing, fixed fonnat (ices not mean one

display row, but rather a fixed part of a display row, per data line. The principle is illus~_
trated in Figure 5.3. In this example, four rows are transmitted in five data lines in such a
way that the first four lines, L1~L4, carry the first 32 characters of each row, and line
L5 carries the remaining 4 X 8 = 32 characters; then the process is repeated for the fol~

lowing four rows. Alternatively, the 32 character positions of all 20 rows can be
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1 32 40

Display rows
46 characters each

 

Data lines
32 characters each

‘I
l

n:a»Ioa. InII

figure 5.3 Ptitwiple of gearing.

transmitted first, and then the remainders. In any case, this amounts to a reduction of the

data rate by a factor of (a + 32)f(a + 40), where a is the number of oVerhead characters

(addressing) in each line (See Crowdrer and Hobbs, 1979, for detailed calculations).

Other gearing ratios, e.g., 30:10 (instead of 32:8), are evidently feasible; the choice
depends on the desired data rate. The implication of all this for the teletext decoder is a
slight modification of the display memory addressing mechanism.

At least two methods of gearing have been demonstrated and manufacmred in

small quantities by Zenith Radio Corporation. One method has been used in the Virtext
and Virdata series of products (see Ciciora. 1981) and the other in the officially proposed
adaptation of UK. teletext for the North American market. In both caSes modest external

circuitry has permitted the Mullard integrated circuit chip set to be used.

5.3 DIDOMAN'HOPE

The display format in Didon-Antiope (see Noirel, 1979, and Storey, et 31., 1980a) is
independent of the data line format, as shown in Figure 5.4. (8,4) Hamming encoding is

used for all control information except for the control character sequences identifying the
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L_.__l
New row

01 P389
delimiter

L_.__..._J L____.___l
Bit sync Channel no.0-999

Character Sequence
sync no.

Packet length

New page

delimiter l ETX 50H- l l I
L__.___._—_.J

Page no. (0-999)

 

New row

delimiter CR LF Us

L_____lL______|
Row no. Supplementary characters
(0-99) in row 0

Figure 5.4 Didon data line format,

beginnings of pages and lines. These sequences can occur anywhere in the data steam.
Recommended data packet sizes are 32 bytes in France (bit rate 6.2 Mbrs) and 20 bytes
in North America (4.3 bes). A large number (1000) of independent data channels can
be specified; in teletext applications their function is similar to that of magazine numbers
in the UK. teletext. Since channels are generally multiplexed, a packet sequence
number is used (independently within each channel) to check that no data packet has
been lost. Didon’s basic asynchronous scheme is used as a starting point for broadcast
Telidon and for the joint teletext standard proposal of France, Canada, and CBS.

5.4 THE FRANCE-CANADA~CBS STANDARD PROPOSAL (FCSP)

In an effort to harmonize teletext developments on an international scale experts from
France, Canada, and CBS (U.SA.) produced, in 1981, a teletext tranSmission system to
be outlined below. Detailed specifications of FCSP (and also of the UK. and Japan
teletext systems) are found in CCIR (1981). The proposal was submitted to different
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standardization and regulatory bodies, such as CCIR and FCC. In Canada the FCSP is
known as Broadcast Specification BS—14 and is the de facto Canadian standard; its U.S.
version is called the North American Broadcast Teletext Specification.

Technically, PCS? is an outgron of the teletext system used in Canadian field
trials and of Didon. Its main features are

c conception of the transmission medium as a number of independent one~way data
channels (from Didon)

. asynchronous, multi-standard VBI and full—field Operation

- sophisticated page addressing mechanism equally usable for short magazine-
oriented and large tree—oriented databaSes; page addressing and channel numbering
are combinable in a variety of ways to achieve interleaving and optimized access

to groups of pages

a coriformity with the 081 model.

.I?

081 Layers

The slightly simplified data formats recognized at the different architectural levels of
FCSP (as interpreted in Sablatash and Fitzgerald, 1982) are illustrated in Figure 5.5. The
following parameters and functions are defined in the various layers.

Physical layer. Parameters and functions include:

0 data timing, method of modulation, amplitude, and waveforms

a bit rates (provisional): for NTSC 5.“!2 Mia/s (364 times horizontal line rate), a rate
at which modern 300—Ml-Iz to SOD-MHZ cable systems have no difficulty, but at

which older 12~channe1 systems have serious levels of distortion and interference;
for SECAM 6.2 bes (397 times the line rate)

a data line consisting of 288 bits in N'I‘SC and 320 bits in SECAM

useability of any available lines in the TV signal

useability of the first 16 bits in each data line for bit synchronization (BS) (alter—
nating 1's and 0‘s). '

Link layer. Parameters and functions include:

byte framing; a sychronizing sequence CS, of 111001 11, following after BS
error correction, using Vertical parity and longitudinal parity check bits contained
in the suffix SUF; all control infonnation in headers, addresses, etc. are Hamming
encoded.

Network layer. Parameters and functions include:

o reception of data packets from the link layer; a channel (packet) number CH
(0—4095), a continuity index CI (0—15), and a packet structure indicator PS, in
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figure 5.5 FCSP {tn-mat hiemtchy in 081 context. Symbols are explained in the text.

- packet prefix; CI used to check the proper sequence of packets within channels, PS
indicating the beginning of a dam group

0 demultiplexing of packets by channel number and sending of drain blocks to the
next layer.
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Transport layer. Paramoters and functions include:

o concatenation of data blocks (max. 255) from a selected channel into data groups;

processing is controlled by the data group header, Specifying the group type TG
(e.g., teletext, facsimile, etc.), continuity within type, group size, etc.

Session layer. Parameters and functions include:

0 reception of records (one per data group) of given type TR; a record is composed of
a record header and of pIeSentation data to be sent to the next higher layer (to be
displayed); the data corresponds to database pages

. specification by the record header of the record (page) number (3- or 9~digit
addresses are possible) and further parameters—cg, whether the page is cycli-
cally retransmitted or not (captioning), boxing, concealed presentatiOn, end-of-
cycle marker, and updated version of a page; 3-digit addresses represent a page or

record number, 9-di-git addresses represent a documuent and page (within docu-
ment) number. .

Presentation and application layers. These layers are theoretically not

teletext~specific because it is highly desirable that they be identical with those used in
'other delivery systems. Presentation promools, treated later in the book, generally

should conform with CCI'IT recommendations 5.100 and F.300. However, as we shall
see shortly, certain asPects of the application layer do have repercussions for the lower

layers.

Finally, we note that there is no true operational experience with FCSP; it will be

especially interesting to see the effect of its relatively high overhead (need for control
information, headers, etc., in all layers) on the overall transmission efficiency.

Channel Numbers, Page Numbers, and Multiplexing

Data transmitted in early teletext systems were organized as cyclic sequences called

magazines, each consisting of a few tens or hundreds of pages. Magazines are dis-
tinguished by numbers, which are either implicit in the first digit of the page number and
thus invisible to the user (as in the U.K. teletext), or selected by an explicit command

(as in Didon—Antiope, where the magazine number is in effect the channel number). In
both cases the magazine numbers can also be used to multiplex (interleave) data over the
communication medium. The field trial version of broadcast Telidon uses a numbering

technique similar to that of UK. teletext.
FCSP must reconcile additional requirements with respect to database structures

and multiplexing. First, it is desirable that one-way andtwo~way videotex services be
compatible not only at the presentation level, but also, as much as possible, at the appli-
cation level. Although this is_ not achievable for interactive applications, it is feasible in
data retrieval. High page rates in full-field operation enable the transmission of larger,
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treestructured databasas and give the user (the impression of) interaction similar to that

in a two—way environment (see also Section 10.4, on teletext databases). Second, more

sophisticated image coding and data formatting methods—in particular, geometric
coding—require more processing time in the terminal than is available between the
reception of two packets. Therefore either the code for an entire page must be buffered
in the terminal (1 —2 kB), or interleaving must be used at the packet or data block level

to reduce the effective rate of information transfer into the presentation portion of the ter—

minal. (Of course, other functions of the temrinal, such as detection of packet numbers,

must work at real time speed.) ' -
The channel numbering mechanism provided in FCSP is to be used both for the

purpose of interleaving and for service or magazine identification. But the situation is
further complicated by the fact that n'ee-stIuCnHed databases are not easy to partition into

“magazines” (channels) of related pages. How is a large tree to be broadcast at all, and

how is it to be partitioned over the channels in such a way that relatedpages (e.g., a Sub-

tree) are kept in One channel, and interleaving is still provided at the packet level?
Coherent solutions to these problems involw: a further factor: the user interface. In par-

ticular, does the user see magazine numbers as logically separate from the page

numbers? If so, appropriate commands must be provided and standardized, which is not

yet done.

I From this example we see that protocol layers cannot always be completely

separated in practice: the user command interfaco (application layer) has direct implica-
tions for the functions of session and network layers.

5.5 STANDARDIZATION'lN TELETEXT

So far, no single teletext system has been adopted as the international standard. The

description of three major systems currently under discussion is found in CCI'I'I‘, 1981.
One reason why a separate teletext standard is hard to agree upon is the realization that

the presentation (and certain parts of the application) layers of an eventual standard
should be compatible with the corresponding standards for interactive videotex. Since it

is impossible completely to separate out presentatidn coding issues from lower layers,
development of a standard will probably have to wait until some solution is found to the

current debate on presentation coding.

In the U.S., the FranceCanadaCBS proposal (FCSP) and the enhanced U.K.
teletext were examined by the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) as two

major candidates for a U.S. standard. In October, 1981, the long~awaited FCC ruling on
the issue was in effect a non-decision, implying that it is up to the market to decide

which proposal is preferable. It may be a wise ruling, given that neither of the two con-

tending systems has been fully implemented and tested in practice.

Nutrienan public service and field trial systems are operational in many countries.

These implementations are based mostly on Antiope and the U.K. teletext (in Europe). In

North America a great variety of systems and bit rates aroused by different organizations.

In addition to Ifidon—Antiope and the UK. teletext, Canadian field trials use a system
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called Broadcast Telidon (see Storey et al.,__1980b), a predecessor of FCSP. Broadcast

Telidon is also used by the WETA TV station in Washington, DC. Another system simi~
lar, but not identical, to the enhanced U.K. teletext is used in the Virtext and Virdata ser»
vices in the US. (see Ciciora, 198 la).

5.6 SHORT SUMMARY OF TELETEXT EVOLUTION

Evolution in teletext seems to have proceeded along the following directions:

from fixed (synchronous) format transmission towards asynchronous systems

in which the units of transmitted information (packets) are independent of the

application -

from magazine-oriented (smallcycle databases) towardsmultipurpose, mnltiser—

vice systems; DOV is becoming a generalized oneway shared medium, useable
simultaneously by many information sources and destinations; examples of such
services are teletext, telesoftware, captiorring and broadcast facsimile; Didon was
the first to apply this approach

towards independence from the underlying TV standard and the number of lines
available for data transmission

towards inclusion of all modes of presentation and compatibility between one—way

and two-way operation

towsrds creation of a hierarchy of presentation codings (as in the enhanced UK.

teletext proposal), the first level containing the “lowest form of life,“ higher levs
els including advanced features such as graphics and high—resolution still 'picunes,
lower~1eve1 decoders (the cheapest) presenting “fallback” screens when receiving

higher level codes.
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We have seen in Chapter 3 that a typical videotex system is a distributed computer net
work involving three types of physical components: user and service~provider terminals,
communication links and networks, and various computers supporting applications, ser»
vice providers, system control, and gateway functions.

So far in Part II we have dealt with means and systems to deliver videotex informa-
tion to user terminals. Now, to complete the treatment of the communications level, we

shall discuss the layout of entire videotex networks, with emphasis on the topology of
the communication subsystems involved. We do not discuss standards extensively here;

the main concern of this chapter is the physical, and not the logical, structure of videotex
systems. .

In addition to delivery nets, videotex networks may include transmission com-
ponents for communication between

a access machines and other computers (external or internal to the videotex system)

a serviceprovider terminals and service computers

0 different service (eventually system control) cOmputers
. user terminals.

Telecommunication facilities employed for the above functions include dedicated

digital links, circuit-sudtclung networks (public telephone and digital), packet-Summing

7‘1
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networks (PSN), and possibly satellite transmission. Because of their importance for
videotex, we shall first briefly smmnarlze the evolution and principles of PSN.

6.1 PACKET SWITCHING NETWORKS

Public Networks

The telecommunications industry reacted to increasing demands for data cormnunica—

tions by offering leased digital circuits and by establishing public data newer-its (See
Halsey et 31., 1909). The term public implies that just as with the telephone network,
there are no restrictions upon access to the offered transmission services; whoever is
willing to pay can use the network.

Distinction should be made between computer networks (such as videotex) and

data networks. The latter are merely data carriers, whereas the former are complete sys-

tems that include various applicationsand computer-based services.

A- well~lmown example of a public data network is the telex system and its
modernized successor, the teletex. Data networks designed for communication between

computers require much higher data rates, shorter call setup times, and lower error rates
than telex can provide. _

. Data networks 'fall into two large groups: circuit switching networks and packet
switching networks. Circuit switching is a technique similar to that used in telephone net

works. The underlying principle is that following an initial call, a physical path is estab~
lished between the caller and the receiver, and lasts-until the end of the data dialog.

Included in the notion of physical path are the time and frequency intervals used to carry
data over multiplexed trunks (the circuit behaves as if it were a real electrical connection
with a characteristic bandwidth and delay). The important thing to note is that charges

are paid for connection time, and not for the amount of data transmitted just as, in the
case of a telephone call, one does not pay for'the number of words spoken but for the call
time. This is in contrast with the tarifl' structure of leased circuits, which are billed on a

per-month basis, independently of actual connection time.
Since data transmission in most applications is remarkably bursty (as for example

in retrieval from videotex databases, in which a few characters of user commands are

followed first by a few seconds of page transmission, and then by perhaps a 30-second

thinking period), even circuit switching is fundamentally uneconomical. A different kind
of connection is needed—one for which the user would pay for the amount of data
transmitted—in effect, “for the number of words spoken” but not for the periods of

silence. The solution lies in the technique of packet switching.

Packet Switching

The basic principle is simple: the sender (computer, tenninal) A, accumulates a certain
quantity of data in a buffer, appends to it a header containing the receiver‘s (B’s)
address, and transmits the resulting information packet to the PSN. The network, using
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Chap. 6 Tepclogy cf Videotex Networks 73

the address as routing information, will forward the packet through its nodes until it

reaches the receiving computer or terminal. Figures 6.1(a) and 6.1(b) illustrate the differ»

ence between the two classes of networks. In packet switching two packets, p, and p2,

Sent by A may be forwarded inside the netWork through entirely different paths and with

diiferent delays. Internally, packets are treated as distinct messages passed from node to
node; usually there is no dedicated circuit from A to B,"___

There are tluee different c urncation Services typically offered by PSNs:
daiagram, tempormy virtual circuit, and permanent virtual circuit. Datagrams can be
likened to a mail service: individual packets (datagmrns) are transmitted independently
through the network, and they may arrive out of order (in a diiferent sequence than sent)

or may be lost. Since datagram service is intended to be a low-overhead and inexpensive
service, error correction is usually not included: it is up to the receiver to detcCt errors

andrequest retransmission if necessary. '

- Virtual circuits, on the other hand, sin'mlate a perfect channel; all packets are (sup-

posed to be) delivered error-free and in correct sequence. Permanent virtual circuits
resemble full duplex leased lines; no call or addressing is necessary because the

receiver‘s address is associated permanently with the circuit at setup time. (The charging

structure is a fixed fee plus a per-packet charge.) Temporary virtual circuits are estate

lished by virtual calls (similar to telephone calls); afier circuit setup, packets do not need

 

Node

 
  

0

Dedicated
path

(a)

 
(b)

Egan 6.1 (a) Circait—snfitchhag netwcrk; {b} packet-switclfing network. Packets ,9; and p2 may go by dif-
fermtpaths andmay arrivecutoforderindalagram senrice. -
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to carry their destination address, even though they may travel from source to destination
by different paths. A circuit can be cleared at the request of either participant.

In addition to sequencing and error correction, virtual circuits provide forflow con-
trol; the network can instruct the sender to stop or restart transmitting packets to prevent
congestion and loss of packets that cannot be accepted faSt enough.

Applications of PSN

None of the above two types of service is superior to the other in the sense that there are
applications for which one service is more suitable than the other. For example in
videotex, when a user signs on for a data retrieval session from a remote database, 3. mm
porary virtual circuit is the optimal means of corrmmnication. The best way to carry out
frequent transactions between an access machine and an external computer might be
through'permanent virtual circuits (as in the Bildschirrntext network). When a service -
provider wants to update a database page, he might use a single datagram (with addi~
tional error protection) to avoid the overhead for circuit setup. The user~toiuser message
ing envisioned in some videot‘ex systems is another suitable application of datagrams. In
situations in _which the reliability inherent in datagrams or PSN-provided virtual circuits
is not sufficient (circuits can occasionally be broken due to network malfunctions), the
sender and receiver can build their own “virtual circuit," incorporating-features best
suiting their needs. (This is essentially done in the new ISO transport protocol.)

Access to PSN

It is of prime importance to have standardized procedures for accessing network Services.
Most PSNs comply with CCITT Recommendation X25 covering the rules for the corn-
muuication between a PSN and a subscriber.

X25 is structured into three layers, correSponding to the first three layers of the
081 model. The physical layer is defined by Recommendation X21, which covers
electrical characteristics and bit signaling sequences for synchronous cornrmmication
between terminals and data networks. The link 1eVel is essentially defined by a procedure
called HDLC (High—level Data Link Control), standardized by ISO. It provides for a full
duplex transmission of err-entree" blocks of information and for flow control. The main
function of the network level of X.25 is to establish and control virtual circuits and to
multiplex them onto a single HDLC link. All information is formatted into packets; dif~
ferent packets such as Data Packets, Call Packets, etc. are distinguished by codes in
packet headers.

Two clarificatious are appropriate at this point. First, although X25 specifies vir«
tual circuits, it is not an end-toend protocol (see Figure 6.2). When terminal A wishes to
be connected with B, two virtual circuits are in effect established: betweenA and the net
work node N 1, and between node N2 and B. However, this is largely unseen to the users
A and B.

Second, formatting and analyzing packets requires programmable intelligence in
the terminals. In order to enable older “dumb” termimls (e.g., tieletypes) to be attached
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VCl : X25 Internal network VC1: X25protocol

  
  

End-toend protocols

Figure 6.2 Virtual circuits (VC) in a packet-switching network and the span of end-to—end (transport)
protocols.

to PSN, CCITT devised another set of recommendations—X3, X28, and X.29—-which

define interfaces to a PAD (packet assemblytdisassembly) function implemented in some
network nodes. For more details see Tanenbaum (1981). Many PSNs are in current use
all over the world; some of the largest are Telcnet and Tymnet in the U.S., Datapac in
Canada, Datex-P in West Germany, Transpac in France, and Euronet, a network linking
most Western European countries. Haber (1981) discusses the possibility of using
Euronet for interworking between videotex and other data Services.

It is desirable that data be exchangeable between PSNs. Such interworking is not
simple, either technically or politically. There are minor differences even between

X.25-con1patible networks (such as in maximum packet size, address assignments, and
flow control parameters), not to speak of difficulties encountered in PSNs offering
datagtarns and virtual circuits. Interfacing betwveen networks is accomplished by gate-
ways (different from videotex gateways) implemented either as dedicated computers or
as softvvarc modules residing in some nodes of the networks involved.

6.2 ELEMENTS OF VIDEOTEX NETWORKS

Existing and planned videotex systems employ many combinations of available means of

communication, and it is hard to fit them into a classification scheme. An illuminating
analysis of networks is found in a number of reports published by Butler Cox & Partners
(1982). The following two (not necessarily independent) criteria can be helpful in distant
guishing between various classes of networks: (1) the degree of “system distribution,”
measured by the number of levels of concentration found bctWeen terminals and service

computers, and which roughly correlates with the size, perfonnance, and maturity of the
network, and (2) the ways in which user~oriented data is distributed and moved around
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between computers. First we willshow a number of typical although somewhat simpified
network “archetypes” (see also Ball et 31., 1980), followed by examples of ‘real net-
works. Data distribution, gateways, and compatibility issues will be discussed further in
Cbapterll.

AccessMachines

The access machine (AM) is a key element present in practically all viewdata systems- It
can be defined as the first point, on the way from standard user terminals into the net
work, at which processing power and storage are found. A wide range of names has been
used for AM, including videotex exchange, server, enquiry center, service computer,
videotex center, concentrator, and retrieval center. This variety reflects quite well the

variety of roles that AMs have in various systems.

Here is a representative list of the functions (in the order of increasing complexity)
of AMs: -

Communication. Functions include:

a line control and user tenninal handling, echoing, and error detection

0 local buffering and concentration

o gateway functions, such as displaying lists of available serviCes and external com~
puteIS, providing automatic logon to these services, and providing dialog contol
with external service computers. '

Application. Functions include:

. user assistance—e.g.,,in the form of “Help” commands

a service provider support

0 partial database (to save communication cost and time, a subtiet of frequently used
pages can be loaded and stored in the AM; the subset can be staticv—loaded by
operator commands, or dynamic—cg, a set of the currently most popular pages)

- mailboxes for user-to-user messaging

a personal computing and telesoftware, applications that require frequent user
interactions and that thus can be executed advantageously in AM.

System management and control. Functions include:

a user identification, access control, and statistics

0 monitorng of network Status.

In actual implementations the fiinctionality and power of AMs vary according to the
capabilities of the rest of the system. At one extreme the AM may be the only computer in
the system (e.g., in smaller stand-alone trial and private systems) and would then carry all
vital functions. At the other extreme (typically in largecornmerical networks) AMs may
be limited to communication and gateway functions, the remaining tasks being taken over
by other computers.
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Specialized applications, such as database retrieval, banking, and teleshopping,
are typically supported by dedicated computers. These fall into two classes, in the first of

which services are designed and managed by the videotex operator (these can be logi-
cally considered as an extension of access machines). The second, and more important,
class is constituted by external computers, which run already existing applications that -
are in principle independent of videotex. Incompatiblities between these applications
and videotex formats and commands are resolved by gateway software residing partly in
the extemal computcr, partly in the access machine (see Chapter 11).

6.3 NETWORK TYPES

Centralized and Replicated Databases

The network in Figure 6.3 is centered around a single access machine whose main func~

tions usually include, along with all other tasks of system management and terminal han~
dling, supporting the database. It is obviously the simplest possible configuration and is
relatively easy to implement. Such a system is typically used for experimental field-trial
purposes or as a private system, and is generally uSed in situations in Which the number

of active users does not exceed a few hundred peOple within the reach of the local tele-
phone network. Disadvantages include limited capacity, the eventual necessity of long-
distance calls, and vulnerability to failures. Imponantly, similar centralized configura-
tions frequently recur as local subsystems of larger networks that serve a cluster of users.

This is an example par excellence of the fact that a system is a subsystem (and vice
versa).

A certain improvement can be realized by separating the terminal buffering and
1ine~hand1ing functions from the main computer, as show in Figure 6.4. The fi‘ont—end
computers are physically close to the main computer; if they were remote, they would
become, in effect, concentrators.

 
SP’I': Service-provider terminal Remark: These symbols will be
UT: User terminal used in most of the figures
TN: Telephone network throughout this chapter;
DB: Database additional symbols are introduced
AM: Access machine in later figures as they are used.

Figure 6.3 Simple, centralised system'suhsystem.
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FE: Front and

Figure 6.4 Centralized system with front end.

A brute-force solution to the limitations of centralized systems is sketched in figure
6.5. Here, each of a number of access machines with identical (replicated) databases
serves a local group of customers. However, database updating is done in a dedicated
computer that maintains a master database and to which all service provider terminals
are connected. The replicated databases are kept in step through identical, periodic
updates. This type of system has been demonstrated to be workable on a nationwide
scale (e.g., the initial Prestel implementation). Its clear disadvantage is the wasteful
usage of storage and computer hardware; in addition, updating cannot be practically

 
MDB: Master database

Figure 6.5 Replicate-d databases.
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done in exact synchronism, which leads to temporary inconsistencies and potential prob—
lems with rapidly changing items of Mon-nation.

Inclusion of Packet Switching Networks

A more generalized network that overcomes some of the above difficulties and provides
extended (and extensible) services involves long-distance data communications through
PSN (see Figure 6.6). local groups of users are served by access machines. Large ser~
vice computers specialized for videotex (and operated under videotex management), as
well as external computers, can be accessed via PSN through gateways. This type of net-
work is found, with some variations, in many large systems; examples are
Bildschirmtext, the French Télétel, and the Panda network planned for Prestel. In the
latter, dedicated links between distant databases and MS Will be used, in addition to
PSN, to improve transmissioa speed and reliability. The contems of partial databases
will dynamically change according to local demand. The overall objective of this
arrangement is to the combined storage and transmission costs.

 
EC: External computer
PDB: Partial database
PSN: Packet switching network
AC: Application computer withlfideotex database

Figure 6.6 Distributed system with one level of concentration (in AME) and with access to external
computers.

BRISTOL PULI inu‘liIIC.

BOLUAMD llBRARY
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In a sense, the network in Figure 6.6 is' a general fiamework that can accomodate

probable future evolutionary forms of videotex presently under much discussion. In one
conjecture, future home information systems will be merely a collection of independently
owned and managed services. In that case, AMs w0uld contain only sitnple, transparent
gateway functions (e.g., directory of available services), or might vanish altogether. At
the other extreme, a signifiCant part of the whole network would appear as an integrated
and cenually'managed distinct videotex system in which the identity ofthe computer from
which a user is receiving service might be hidden to The network arrangement in Fig»
ure 6.6 can clearly accommodate a number cf intermediate oases between these two
extremes. ' '

The AMs in the preceding network unplement one level of Concentration. A more
general scheme'(5ee BOsman, 1980), such as the one illustrated in Figure 63?, includes
an additional level of concentrators whose primary role is, again, to ofiload the AMs,
and which later might become more sophisticated and eventually bec'ome another layer
of AMS.

From the standpoint of database design, the tendency seems to point towards mul-
tilevel hierarchies of databases with one or more master databases and a network of

AMs, each holding a partial database. Very little is lmown at the present about typical
access patterns of individual users, and almost nothing about the collective accessing
behavior of larger user populations. Only after such data (e.g. ,- on the nature of the
“working Set” and its evolution in time) are obtained, can the design of distributed data-
bases with so many degrees of freedorn be

 
C: Concentratcr

figure 6.? System with two levels of comentratioo.
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Hybrid Networks

In order to simplify the issues, the only transmission networks included in our preceding
network diagrams were the public telephone network and the PSN. Other means of one-

and two-way communications can be and are actually used in many combinatiOns. Fig—

ure 6.8 illustrates an example of such a combined or hybrid network. An esPecially
attractive solution is to combine cable delivery systems (which arehigb-capacity local
networks) with satellite transmission, which has a large geographic span. In this way
large amounts of teletextdata can be distributed nationwide.

Another possibility is to link one-way cable systems or DOV transmission with the

telephone in order to combine the advantages of both. This can be done in two ways. The
telephone can be used as a feedback path (e.g., for page requests); the demanded infor-

mation is then included by the head end in the broadcast cycle. Alternatively, the most
frequently used pages can be automatically included in the broadcast cycle while the oth-
ers are retrieved from the database and sent over the telephone to individual users on

demand. Examples of hybrid systems are Diode, a French system described by Berger
and Noirel (1981), INDAX (see below), and Touch~Tone Teletext (see Robinson and
Loveless, 1979). .-

 
 
 

lllllllllllllllllll lfi—l llllllllllllllllllll
Teletext through satauite

llllllllllllllllllll[[lllllllll4-—-—-——+

Teletext A
TV

transmitter

 

 

 
HE: Head end

Figure 6.8 Example of combining transmission media.
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6.4 NETWORK EXAMPLES

Following are a few representative implementations of videotex neutrorks.

Frasier Advanced Network Design Architecture (PANDA) I

PANDA is the new network that is to replace Prestel‘ 5 current system of replicated data— -
bases. The replacement process is planned for a period of about four years (1982~ 1986).
It has three types of component nodes (in addition to external Computers), each based on
a local network of processors (see Childs, 1981). Their names and functions are

Prestel Administration Center (PAC): This will carry out billing, administration,

statistics, and Service—provider registration. -

Prestei Im‘ormation Center (PIC): In their totality (1 or 2) the PICS will contain a
master database, together with the update (mice-provider) functions.

Prestel User Center (PUG): This is an access point (access machine) for the users.

Each PUC will hold a partial database of the most frequently requested pages. If a
page is not found in the PUC, then it will be brought in from PIC, eventually
replacing a seldom-used page. In effect, each PUC, together with the PIC, can be
regarded as a two-level demand-staging memory hierarchy.

The resulting network is illustrated in Figure 6.9. Note that the most heavily used
links between PICS and PUCs can be backed up by dedicated circuits.

 
Dedicated circuits

PUC: Preste] user center
PAC: Prestel accounting center
PIC: Preslel information center

Figure 6.9 PANDA network.
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Blldschlrmtext Network

The network to be used in the BTX public service to begin in 1983 is being designed by
IBM Corporation (sec Grieble, 1982). It retains from the trial network the notions of

BTX—centcr and access to external computers through gateways. It can be seen as a
three—level hierarchy of databases (see Figure 6.10). Level 1 contains the central facility.
It consists of two [BM 4341 processors holding the master database (up to 2 million
pages), all user data, and a global mailb0x. Level 2 is the database level of BTX—centers.

Each center is a multicomputer composed of up to eight IBM Systemll processors con—
nected by a high-speed bus. Two of these processors hold partial databases. The plans
call for 10 BTX«centers by 1984. Level 3 is the lower level of FIX-centers, occupied by
the remaining six System;f 1 processors, called customer computers (CC) (which are
access machines), two of which may be remote instead of being located on the common
bus. Each CC has its own partial database and local mailbox and can accommodate up to
96 user ports. Service provider terminals are connected through the telephone network or
by dedicated lines, and external computers are connected through an X25 network. The
ptnpose of remote 0C5 is to reduce the telephone traffic.

Management of data. The databases in the three levels form a demand~staging
hierarchy. Pages are moved automatically between the levels according to demand; if a
page asked for by a user is not found in his CC, a request is made to the second or, even-
tually, the first-level database. When it is found, its copy is staged (sent) to the appropri-
ate CC, rcplacing there a seldom—used page. About 50,000 and 100,000 pages are stored
in levels 3 and 2, respectively. It is expected that 95% of all requests will be satisfied
from level 3, and 98% from either level 3 or 2. Thus only 2% of all page requests vn'll
reach the central facility.

When a page is updated (in level 3), all of its copies are cancelled and the updated
copy is sent to level 1, thus assuring that when demanded again, the proper version will
be obtained. All this is done in a way transparent to the user. User data and messages
(mailboxes) are handled in a similar way.

The Vész Field Trial

This extensive field trial, supported by the French Goverrmient and realized by the Min-
istry of Post and Telecommunications, aims to test the technical concepts behind Télétel
(the French interactive videotex) and its acceptance by the providers and consumers of
services. The trial has been running since 1981 in three cities near Paris: Vélizy, Ver-
sailles, and Val«de—Biévre; hence the acronym 3V often used to designate it. In January
1982, there were nearly 3000 user terminals (mostly in homes), with 150 services avail=
able. Many of the services are transactional, running on external computers. One of these
is a messaging service that includes mailboxes for all Subscribers. Most terminals are

based on TV sets and all of them are equipped with a Small alphanumerical keyboard
augmented by a number of keys for dedicated functions (see Section 10.3).
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User data Master dafabase
Global mailbox 2 comes

2 X IBM 434l Level 1
Central facility

Le'Vel 2
Partial databasa

BTX centar Local mailbe

10 in 19§4

H[fish-spew bus

Customer
computers (CC) —-—-I-- .
6 per BTX center Level 3
96 portsJ'CC Partial databaseUCC

max. 2 0C distal-1i

Figure 6.10 Bildsclfirmtextcomxmrdal network.
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61, G2, G3: Service groups

Figure 6.11 Télétel 3V

System structure. The overall network structure is illustrated in Figure 6.11. It
consists-of a central facility (see Figure 6.12), user terminals, service~provider terminals
connected thrcugh the telephdne network or Transpac, and external computers working
either through Transpac or dedicated lines; the latter are generally used for smaller dis-
tances.

Applications (here called Services) fall functionally into two large groups: database
and transactional. The forum conform with the Télétel page-oriented database format.
All other services are transactional. From the network point of view services are classi-
fied into three groups: G 1, running on the central facility (these are database services),
G 2, and G 3. The latter two applications are those running on external computers,
linked through dedicated lines (in the case of G 2) or Transpac (in the case of G 3). (See
Télétel, 1980).

The central facility is a multicomputer complex composed of seven processors
communicating through dedicated 38 kbls HDLC links. The connnunication function is

assured by two Datanet 7103 processors that are also charged with the control of two
access lines to the Transpac packet switching network (each capable of carrying up to
twenty 2400 his virtual circuits) and 25 dedicated lines to external computers.

User terminals and GI services are handled by three identical Honeywell—Bull
Mini 6 computers (access machines), each carrying a copy of the master database. Each
processor has 100 ports; thus the system can support up to 300 active users at any time.
In addition, these access machines handle the dialogs with external services. Two Mini 6
computers serve for system management (statistics, billing, reconfiguration) and
serviceprovider support (master database, updates).
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3X100ports T IT

User satellites (3) Message switches [2)

Figure 6.12 Teletel 3V Ccmral Facility.

Connection to external services. In Teletel, as in Presto] and Bildschirmtext,

great emphasis is placed on the access to services running on external computers. As dis—
cussed in the section on gateways (see Chapter 11), these services may or may not have
been designed with serving videotex terminals in mind. In the former case (see Teletel,
1979), connection to extemal servides takes place on three protocol levels, as shown in
Figure 6.13.

Network level: The interface is X25 (for G 3 services); standard software packages
for this function exist for a variety of computers.

Télétel dialog level: The establishment and closing of a logical connection with a
service is done by the access machine en behalf of the requesting terminal. The
message exchange accomplishing this and some other control functions (reinitiali—
zation, test, modification of the permissible number of users, etc.) constitutes this
protocol level.

Tenninal dialog: When the logical connection is established and initialized, a dia-
log between the terminal and the remote service takes place while the access
machine remains essentially transparent. For this dialog to' be meaningful, it must
be carried out in conformity to the Antiope presentation standard.

3)? support
Master database
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ill

 
  

 
Teletel

interface
Application

program
 

 

051 1‘3

'I‘eletel dialog

 
  Terminal dialog with application

051 6—?

Figure 6.13 Protocols in Télétel external service oomm‘ion.

There are several alternatives for the implementation of the above three protoool
functions:

1. All three functions may be implemented in the external computer. If the applica»
I tion is not designed initially for this, then the necessary modifications may turn out to be
quite complex and costly (see interface A in Figure 6.13).

2. The X25 interface may be in a simple fronth processor (see interface B).

3. A complex front-end computer may take charge of the network and TEIetel dias
logs (see interface C). In effect, once the decision is made to include a front-end com

puter, it can offload the external computer by taking over further frmctioris, such as
conversion into videotex format, handling of error messages, and processing of user dia»
logs (see interface C’).

When interfacing to existing external applications is required without the possin-
ity of changing them, all necessary interfacing is done in the access machine, which
appears to the external computer as one of its terminals.

8V trial statistics. The following statistiCal data were made public, after eight
months of functioning, in February, 1982: -

- terminals: .

domestic 190

schools, service providers, public places "I55

0 services (approx):

local (G 1) 150

distant (G2, G 3) 40

0 calls:

mean number ofcallsltemiinaltweek 2

mean session time (min) 14

mean number of services consultcdfsession 3.5
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Captain Network Architecture

The netwdrk planned for the commercial version of the Japanese videotex service Cap-
tain has two levels of concentration (see Harashima and Kobayashi, 1981), as shown in
Figure 6.14. On the first level are simple multiplexers that concentrate the telephone
traffic from a group of users. The multiplexers connect to access machines through 64-
kbis lines. The Captain version of the access machine has no database; its functions, in
addition to the usual line and terminal handling, include

a formatting of data from databases

. character generation (since information from databases comes in coded form); this
function is to be moved later to user terminals

. billing and statistics

. access to external computers.

Similarly-to all other major national networks, databases and other applications run
on computers of two types: Captain file centers (under videotex management) and exter-
nal computers.

iNDAX interactive Cable Network

INDAX is a set of local area CATV~based two-way networks for residential applications,
developed by Cox Cable Communications in the US. (see Gates and Tjadcn, 1982).
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Tandem T! l 6

Up to 40 2-way channels @ 28 Kb/s

Cable

Amplifier

 
Figure 6.15 MAX system diagram

Individual local mm are linked through a PSN with remote external service-

provider compute1’s(e.g., The Source, banking, and teleshopping computers).
The access machines used in the looal networks (cable head-ends illustrated in Fig-.

are 6.15) are Tandem Tll6 processors; their number can be between two and 16, accord

ing to need. These machines control all local databases and transactional applications, as
well as two~way cormnnnications with users.

Some interesting data on the utilization of the cable's 400 MHz band are available.

Most of this bandwidth is used for standard TV channels. Downstream and upstream
data are transmitted in the 108e~132 MHz and 17—29 MHz bands respectively. Mthin
these bands are placed a number of data channels, each occupying 300 kHz; the bit rate

in each is 28kbfs. This allows for up to 40 two-way data channels (each employing a
pair of upstream and downstream channels), which are available throughout the network:

Downstream traffic is by addIessed packets (messages). A CSMNCD scheme (see

Chapter 4) is used to resolve access conflicts in the shared upstream channels. Address
able control messages are used for frequency reassignment or for cutting off noisy parts
of the cable network.
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This type of network is capable of combining in an integrated fashion one-way and
two-way delivery as done in IINDAX for data retrieval applications. Highly demanded
pages are included in a teletex‘t—like broadcast cycle, whereas personalized or rarely used
pages are transmitted on demand. Data channels are dynamically assigned to either type
of traffic.

The JDA Trial

IDA is the name'of a field trial sponsored by the Manitoba Telephone System in Canada
(see Coyne, 1981). It involves Omnitel, a CATV-based network. The two-way cable
serves as an ISBN-type medium that delivers to the participating homes a wide variety of
services: standard and pay TV, digital telephone, data, remote metering, and alarm ser-
vices. Here again, most of the bandwidth is consumed by analog TV. Digital traffic for
up to 2,000 (100 in the actual trial) homes is carried on 16 1.5 bes channels. These

 
CABLE NETWORK

NDC: Network and distribution control
lDT: lntennediate distribution terminal
RVDM: Remote Video and Data Multiplexer
STU: Subscriber Terminal Unit

Figure 6.16 IDA trial network.
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effectively form a packet switching subnetwork. The network topology is illustrated in
Figure 6.16. It contains two levels of concentration, represented by IDT (Intermediate
Distribution Terminals) and RVDM (Remote Video and Data Multiplexer) units. The
main functions of DDT are traffic control and multiplexing. RVDMS contain a number of

display memories and display generators for videotex, to be shared among 12 sub-

scribers. This permits a substantial lowering of the terminal costs. Homes are equipped
with microprocessor-based Subscriber Terminal Units, which control all sensors and
other devices.
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The three chapters in Part 1]] deal with [nesentation-level issues. Since these issues are
highly videotex-specific (and somewhat controversial), they are also of central interest for
our purposes. First, in Chapter 7, we discuss the underlying coding principles, such as the
available options and the meaning of attributes. Chapter 8 is about real-life systems and
standards, and Chapter 9 is devoted entirely to the structure and function of terminals.

Although in many places we go into considerable detail, our main goal remains
throughout to explain principles, and not to copy technical manuals. Thus, coding exam-
ples are given with simplified, symbolic versions of the actual codes.

It should be emphasized that in the broader context of the OSI architecture, the
issues covered in Part 111 correspond only to a subset of 081 presentation level (virtual
tenninal) protocols, which were also discussed in Chapter 3.
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7.1 THE TELEVISION SET AS DISPLAY

One of the fundamental premises of videotex is the use of the home television as a

diSplay terminal. This of course does not exclude the use of other display technologies.
Nevertheless, the methods of presenting videotex information have been shaped to a
large extent by the capabilities and limitations of standard TV sets. It is unfortunate that
these capabilities do not completely coVer those of standard business video display units
(VDU). Life would be easier for standardmakers and system designers if the two could

easily be made compatible.

The Display Area

When a page of videotex information is being displayed, it is essential that the whole
page (afar-motion area) be entirely contained in the visible area of the screen, which is

. called the display area. Because of variations and aging of TV sets, it is impossible to
align precisely the page boundary with the display area; a safety margin, called the_
border area, must be introduced around the information area. This can be considered a

kind of “underscan,” in the sense that it is the opposite to overseen, which is aimed at

assuxing that the display area be completely covered with scan lines. These notions are
illustrated in Figure 7.1. The net effect of overseen, underscan, and VBI (vertical blanle

95
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v31 [in (black bar) '
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Display am
[full screen)

Information area

Border area

Figure 7.1 Areas of the television display.

ing interval) lines is the reduction of the number of TV lines available for page. display.
Practically no more than about 440 (out of 525) lines are left in NTSC, and 550 (out of
625) lines in PAL and SECAM.

Vertical and Horizontal Resolution

We define a pixel (picture element) as a dot in the image that can be distinguished from
neighboring pixels by its color and intensity. The resolution (defmition) of a display de«
vice (measured in pixels or pixelsz'cm) is the maximum number of pixels the device is

capable of displaying in each of the horizontal and vertical directions. From the preced»
ing it follows that the vertical resolution of TV—based videotex display is around

400—440 pixels in NTSC.

The issue of flicker in a television image is a complex one. Flicker is a subjective

phenornenon that increases in objectionableness with increasing brightness image size,
Space between scan lines, and reduction of refresh rate. Large bright areas will flicker
more than small or dim areas. Thus; for example, flicker in the upper-case letter E may

be objectionable if the letter is bright and the long upper and lower strokes of the letter
do not have equal representation in both even and odd interlaced fields. (This leads some

to estimate conservatively the vertical resolutiOn as no more than 200~220 pixels.) If the
center horizontal stroke is shorter, it will display less flicker and the elements of the vert—

ical bar will show essentially little flicker. By leareful application of these principles (and
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of character rounding), vertical resolution can be greater than half the number of scan
lines. -

, The horizontal resolution is limited by the bandwidth of the video signal. In partic-

ular, the number of pixels displayablc on a horizontal line is equal to the maximum
number of times the elecnron beam can be switched on and off while sweeping the line.

This number can be obtained by multiplying the upper limit of the bandwidth (around
4 MHZ in North America) by the time the beam takes to cross the information area (about

80% of the scan line cycle—that is, about 50 us). 'The scan line cycle is lr'(nf mg ),
wherenf is thenumberofTVfrantespeISecondandng thenumberoflineSperframe.
The results for NTSC and PAL scan line cycles are very nearly the same: about 64 us.

All this works out to a horizontal resolution of 4X106 >_< SXIO'5 = 200 pixels. This
value can be compared to the resolution of standard VDUs, which is usually 512 X 512,
and of high-resolution graphic terminals (e.g., 4096 X 4096).

Unfortunately, even the above-derived low resolution of the TV set cannot be

taken for granted. Flatt, at the upper limit of the bandwidth, the signal modulating the
electron beam can only be a sine wave (and not a square wave); therefore the pixels will
not be drawn as sharp dots, but as somewhat fuzzy areas. Second, the video bandwidth

as indicated by various TV standards relates to the transmission, and there is no guaran»
tee that all TV sets will actually amplify all frequencies within this bandwidth. In this

respect, the RF tuner is cepecially susceptible to misalignment and aging, which invarifi
ably causes deterioration of the frequency response. Therefore, when the TV set is used

for videotex, it is desirable to bypass the ulcer; this can be done in newer types of sets
having either integrated videotexrteletext decoders or external sockets for the composite
video or RGB signal. See Plates 1 and 2 for the display improvement obtained when the
RGB input is used. (RGB stands for Red, Green, and Blue, the component colors of a

color TV image. The three signals carrying the color intensities are referred to collec~
lively as the “RGB signal”) .

One might be led to think that the resolution of a TV set can be increased by purely
electronic means (i.e., by increasing the number of scan lines and widening the

bandwidth or by decreasing the Scan rate). Unfortunately this is not the case, because

the definition is also built into certain fabrication parameters of picture tubes, such as the
granularity of the active display surface and the diameter of the electron beam. The

luminescent material that converts the energy of the beam into light consists not of a con-
tinuous layer, but rather of individual dots of phosphor (or triplets of dots for the three
basic colors in color television). .The spacing of these dotsis normally about 0.7 mm, and

this sets an upper limit to the attainable resolution. To go beyond this limit requires use
of finer—grain picture tubes, which are more difficult to fabricate. Such CRTs are

currently used in high‘resolution color graphic systems, but presently are much too

expensive for standard TV sets. However, display technology is moving fast, and high
resolution digital TV (1125 lines) may become a commercial reality in a few years (see-
Fink, 1981).

- This will, of course, require a separate transmission medium, such as specially
allccated Cable TV frequencies or Direct Broadcast Satellites. High-resolution digital
TV cannot be displayed on the conventional television receivers presently installed in
homes. -
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Character Cells

Given their limited resolution, how can TV diSplays best be utilized to represent textual
information? A common approach is to divide up the information area into a grid of rec-
tangular cells (see the mosaic option below), each capable of carrying one character
symbol with the necessary surrounding Space. The basic parameters to be determined are
the minimum character dimensions (in pixels) necessary to acomrnodate all character

shapes found in Latin~based alphabets and the spacing requirements between characters
and rows. In particular, provision must be made for the following character features:

0 uppen’lower case

- variations in vertical space occnpied ('e.g., k and 3 may extend upwards and down-
wards reSpectively, from a central position)

«- accents and diacritics, such as ’, ” , ‘, etc.

o underlining.

The cell size must be sufficient for'all these geometric features. A certain margin

must be allowed for esthetic appearance, legibility', and receiver bandwidth deterioration.
Experiments and accumulated experience show that the minimum necessary char

acter size is'S pixels wide and ’5’ pixels high. This siZe already 'compromises
legibility and the precision of diacritics (compmmise of the latter is no problem, how
ever, in English). -

In an extensive study on character design and legibility, Treurniet (1981) presents
the following conclusions:

1. legibility of the basic 5 X 7 character is greatly increased if descenders (such as
in the characters g and y) are allowed to protrude one line below the body of characters,
and if one line is left for diacritics. The basic character size then becomes 5 X 9 pixels;

2. Interth and inter-character space should be about 2 pixels; however, both can

be reduced to 1 pixel in order to accommodate 20 rows by 40 characters in NTSC. Each
character then oocupies a cell of 6 X 10 pixels (including space).

Several character sets were designed for use in Telidon, based on this study. One
of them, the Bronsard 3 set, is shown in detail in Figure 7.2. No character rounding is
used. -

In other videotex systems, a number of cell sizes in practical use range from 6 X 8
(in Prestel) to 8 X 10 (in Télétel). Horizontal and vertical spacing varies between 1 and 3
lines. _

Character Rounding

A technique called character roundng is employed in some character generators in order
to improve the appearanCe of displayed characters. It makes use of the fact that a row of
pixels is composed of two scan lines from alternate fields. Normally the two lines are
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'iiilis-"ljriiLi.'-:.- ..iii?£11!le._. 
Figure 7.2 Details ofBronsard 3 character set.

identical. With rounding, neighboring pixel lines are compared in a special circuit and, if
“diagonal” contours are detected, the intervening scan lines will display dots shifted by
one half of a pixel. This principle is illustrated in Figure 7.3. Figures ?.4(a) and 7.4(b)
are photographs of the two fields of a character—rounded display to highlight the differ-
ences. Figure ?.4(c) shows the combined rounded display.

Number of Characters Per How

We have seen that this is primarily determined by the bandwidth of the video part of the
TV rcceiver. Figure ?.5 shows approximately how many character cells can be contained
in a row with given resolution and character width. The row length of major European
and North American systems (U.K. teletext, Prestel, Antiope, Telidon) is usually 40
characters, and Occasionally 32 characters in the US.

From the point of view of video bandwidth, the European systems might squeeze
more than 40 characters into a row. One reason why this does not in fact occur is the

fixed format design of the UK. teletext, in which one data line carries data bits for only

Pixel line
= 2 scan

lines

 
Without rounding With rounding

Figure 7.3 Principle of character rounding.
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Figure 7.4 (a), (b) Two fields of a character-rounded display; (c) Combined rounded display.

Part III
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Charactersfrow

  
Bandwidth (MHZ)

200 250 300 Pixels (bits),"row

NTSC PAL SECAM

_ Figure'7.5 Numberofdislalayablechmcterspermw asafunctionofvideo bandnridtliandchamcterwidthc
(in pixels]. Assumptions: SOuSISCan line, bit rate= bandwidth. Another factor, the picmre tube’s
granularity, is not taken into account

one row of 40 characters. At eight bits per character and 52 its available on each data
line for transmission, a rate of 6.9 bes results~a value just within the possibilities of

the PAL‘s 5.5 MHz bandwidth. Except for presentation compatibility, this has, of

course, no significance in asynchronous teletext like Didcn, or in inteiactiVe systems.

Number of flows Per Page

Taking 10 pixels (20 scan lines) as the minimum necessary character height (with space),

it is seen that 625~1ine systems can display about 24—26 lines of characters, 525—line

systems only about 20 rows. Since the information content of a page should be maxim-

ized, European systems centimcnly use 24 rows, although the North Americans favor 20
(or 16). This is a major source of incompatibility. It should be noted that with 6 x 8 cell

size, one can achieve 24 rows even in NTSC; the resulting quality is acceptable, but the

quality of diacritical marks in non~Eng1ish alphabets would suffer.
Recent results reported by Ciciora (1981b) indicate that there are practical ways to

achieve 24 rows even in the 525~1ine standard. The author’s one main arguments, sup-

ported by practical demonstrations are '

1. Due to decreasing hardware costs, increasing numbers of TV sets will have
built—in videotex decoders. Such sets, when switched to videotex mode, will feature
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compressed rasters (Vertical, or both vertical and horizontal), thus eliminating the 1055 of
scan lines due to overscan. This yields more than sufficient space for 24 rows at 10
linesfrow.

2. With set«top decoders in which scan compression is impossible, 24 rows can be
displayed by using 6 X 8 cells. These were obtained simply by removing two “judi«
ciously” selected scan lines from a 6 X 10 font, and by applying character rounding. An
alternative method, using 8.5 lines per row (8 and 9 in alternate fields), yields very satis-
factory displays even of accented characters and with RF connection to the set. A teletext
system in Chicago (Field Electronic Publishing) actually uses the 6 x 8—pixel, 24—row
format.

The above results are important because they indicate that there are ways to avoid
the accumulation of incompatibilities due to the difference between the 625 and 525
line-based systems.

7.2 IMAGE-CODING OPTFONS

We have seen that videotex employs ways of transmission fundamentally different from
- ordinary television. Transmission is digital; pages to be displayed are generally stored in

computer memories, and transmission rates can be quite slow. To transwit the digitized
version of a video signal—e.g., using PCM (pulse~ccde modulation)—one would need a
92 bes channel. At that rate, one frame would require some 3 Mb of storage, about 400

times more than a typical Telidon page. Thus, in order to save memory and bandwidth,

new and more economical ways of representing text and image information have had to
be developed. TheSe issues are centered around the presentation layer of the OSI refer-
ence model.

There are three main coding options in use in today’s videotex systems:

a mosaic (or character~based)
_ . geometric

. photographic.

Many documents use the terms alpha—mosaic and alpha-geometric (and even alpha»
DRCS). Here we will use the above, less redundant terminology. -

Mosaic Coding

This method is taken from conventional VDU technology, with extensions to handle

graphic shapes and colors. Three modes of mosaic coding can be distinguished:
alphanumeric, graphic, and DRCS (Dynamically Redefinable Character Sets). The
diplay area in all modes is thought of as a fixed matrix of cells, each cell being a matrix
of pixels. A cell can display a msaic character; the shapes and origins of these charac-
ters are different in the three options. All cell shapes displayable by a receiving terminal
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are regrouped in alphabets and stored in the terminal’s memory as binary dot matrices of
the same dimensions as the cell. Since the number of characters stored in the terminal at

any given moment (a few hundred) is much less than the number of all possible cell
designs (230 with 8 X 10 cells), coding of mosaics is comparatively very economical.

Alphanumeric alphabets are based on ISO standard 646 and its extensions to spe-
cial symbols and national alphabets. Its North American version is the familiar ASCII
code. '

Graphic alphabets are used to create simple pictures and diagrams. Cells are
divided up into six elements (three lines by two columns), which gives 64 possible
black~and-white cell designs (see Figure 7.6(a)). There are various modalities for these
standard mOSaic graphics, called Separated, smoothed, and line graphics. See Figures
7.6(b), (c) and ((1). Various graphic alphabets will also be found in Figure 8.5. _

DRCS, a significant improvement of the mosaic option, is realized by permitting
the downloading of the dot patterns of a new alphabet from the service computer, instead

of permanently storing all displayable characters in the terminal‘s read-only memory.
This permits an application to use any desired symbols (such as Greek letters or the
silhouettes of spaceships often seen in animated TV games). Proponents of DRCS some
times argue that the flexibility inherent in the method makes the geometric option
unnecessary. The argument is substantiated by the fact that Captain, the Japanese
videctext, relies heavily on a multiple-cell—size DRCS coding scheme.

Once the characters are loaded in the terminal, they can be considered as merely

another alphabet. The penalty for this flexibility is of course the transmission overhead
due to downloading. It would take about seven seconds to transmit 96 symbols with
8 X 10 cell size at 1200bls. This overhead is prorated over the total number of uses of

the dowuloaded symbols. If they are used many times, the efficiency approaches that of
the other mosaic modes; if used only once, the efficiency becomes similar to that of pho—

tographic transmission (see below), with the difference that in the basic DRCS technique
only the character shapes are transmitted (1 bitldot), whereas in photographic coding
every pixel has its color defined independently. It also has to be realized that the
representation of DRCS shapes in a database is tenninal~dependent; a DRCS coded for
8 X 10 cell size cannot be directly used with a terminal having 10 X 12 size cells.

The above two inconveniences of DRCS (absence of color and dependence on cell

size) are alleviated through specifications for a CEPT terminal (see Section 8.2) in which

provisions are made for 15 possible cell sizes, from 16 x 24 to 4 x 5 dots. The number

ml- II

a
Figure 7.6 Examples of mosaic graphic characters: (a) standard; (b) separated; (c) Simon-led; (d) line.
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of different do: colors is 1, 2, 4, or 16. Multiple cell sizes and color modes can be used
in the same frame.

Geometric Coding

In the geometric option, images to be displayed are described in terms of the “drawing
instructions" of an image description language. The instructions correspond to certain
geometric elements found in many drawings, namely, points, lines, polygons, and arcs.
This approach has its roots in many graphical languages used iu’computer graphics sys~
terns and was adapted to the needs and possibilities of videotcx.

Geometric coding can convey relatively complex images more efficiently than can
mosaics; the price to pay is in terms of complexity and increased display memory
requirements in the terminal, and the time required to draw the image. The confrontation
of the two approaches is one of the hot issues being discussed in videotex-circles. We
will return to this point later.

Photographic Coding

This option is applied generally in cases in which the other methods would fail to
represent the objects in sufficient detail. The photographic method is the closost of the
three options to digital television. However, only still images are transmitted by this
method. Since the transmission speed is lower than that required for direct diSplay at the
nominal scan rate, the pictures must first be stored in a display memory. _

. The main problem with the photographic option is conveying the enormous
amount of information that is contained in a (still) color TV frame.- Taking 300 pixels

per line and 500 lines gives 150,000 pixels; 3 bytes per pixel to encode the luminance
and two chrominance signals yields 0.45 MB. This is a great deal to store in the database
and in the terminal, even ignoring the fact that at 1200 his such apicture would take
almost an hour to transrnit. Nevertheless, modern coding methods permit reduction of

this quantity bya factor of as much as 32 (with-only moderate deterioration of picture
Walk?)-

There are two large classes of pertinent coding schemes: point-by—por‘nt coding and
transform coding. In the first, information on pixels is transmitted in scanning order,
much as in (digital) television. Transform coding subjects the source image first to a
Fourier, Hadamard, or other transformation, yielding a number of coefficients from
which the image can be reconstructed on reception. This requires computational power
at both ends, but yields better Coding efficiency (in terms of number of bits transmitted)
than do point-by-point methods. Note that besides coding efficiency, transform coding
has a number of related appealing characteristics, such as insensitivity to noise in
transmission and recovery from blurring. (See Rbsenfeld, 1907; see also Shlien ct al.,
1981, for a review and extensive bibliography on these techniques.)

A particularly interesting feature of certain transforms is that they permit the send-
ing of images with “gross information first": that is, the image appears rapidly in its
crude outlines, to which subsequent information adds more detail. This “progressive”
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effect is achieved by suitably ordering the coefficients for transmission (e.g., low-
frequency components first). This is clearly of time~saving importance in videotex,
because crude approximations may be sufficient to permit users to reject the rest. Fig-
ures 7.7(a), 7.7(b), and 7.7(c) show an example obtained by the “singular value decom—
position” method (Shlien et a1., 1981). Note, however, that progressive transmission can
be achieved by other means, too. For example, Knowlton’s method (1980) for the coding
of digitiZed gray scale images treats the image in a hierarchical fashion. . First, it calls
for transmission of the overall average intensity (gray) value for the entire image. Then
the image is cut into two halves, and the average for one half is transmitted. The value

sun 1 Rah

 
(c)

Figure 7.7 {a}, (b), (c) Sequence ofprogressive recourse-actions of a picture.
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Figure 7.8 Efficiency and complexity of image coding options (qualitative).

for the other half can be calculated from this and the overall average. The process of
halving is repeated until full detail is obtained.

Whatever method is used for encoding the image, the resulting bit stream may be

compressed for storage andfor transmission by well-known techniques, such as run-
length 01' Huffman coding.

With the exception of mosaics, none of the three options is sufficient as a unique
means of coding in any practical system. First-generation systems (such as Presz and
Antiope) are based on mosaic coding; later versions include DRCS. On the other hand,
newer standards (PLPS, CEPT) rely on all options and provide unified coding schemes
and tables for this purpose. The following sections of this chapter describe such coding
schemes in detail, stating their functional capabilities and impact on terminal design.
Figure 7.8 relates qualitatively the mosaic, geometric, and photographic options in terms
of language level, complexity of encodingIdecoding, and required display storage capa~
city per typical page. Plates 3—8 are photographs of sample displays created by various
coding options.

Note that geometric graphics are fundamentally different from mosaic or photo-
graphic graphics. In the latter two cases, there is a relationship between bytes of code
and picture area that is direct and independent of picture content. The amount of code
required for geometric graphics is related to image complexity. For example, a contour
map of the state of Colorado would require many fewer bytes than would a map of the
Great Lakes.
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7.3 CODE TABLES AND CODE EXTENSION

Structure of Code Tables

Mosaic characters come in sets, called alphabets, which are defined in code tables. Cer—

tain alphabets have been standardized and used for text transmission for quite some time;
others (e.g., mosaic graphic sets) are specifically videotex«oxiented. In effect, not only
alphabets but also the structure of code tables are standardized to a certain extent. Figure
7.9 shows the now generally accepted ISO 7-bit table with standard ASCII characters.
 

I

nun—an §E§§§E§fl Hflfllfll

5"93mm53
a...h...u..._I...an...In...N...Is.U: m r.

q113%"!"cm:
T! "I

3511‘33
I

“am1'0

fllflflflfllflflfl lllfllfllfllflfll
,: I

“)1fl
1 m .p
0UI

1m“not!HE

 Illllfllllflfl
“E I

Figure 7.9 ISO 646-based code table with 00 control set (001. 0—1) and 00 graphic set (ASCII).
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The ASCII alphabet is the North American version of the international standard alphabet
(see ISO 646, 1982). National versions of ISO 646 may differ in 13 character positions
shown shaded in Figure 7.9. Seven bits are used because storage and transmission are
universally performed in bytes, with one bit reserved for parity. The table defines the
meaning of each of the 128 codewords (or codes) of the form b7, b6, . . . , b]. It is organ-
ised into eight columns and 16 rows. The three most significant bits (19-, through b5)
Specify the column, the other four bits (b4 through by) the row number. A position in the
table will be designated by a shorthand notation—e.g., 49 is the codeword at the inter-
section of the fourth column and ninth row (100 1001). Its signification in ASCII is “I.”
Bits are usually transmitted in the order b1, b2, . . . , 397, p; (p is the parity bit).

The code table has two parts. Columns 2 to 7 contain 96 displayoble characters;
the first two columns regroup 32 control codes. The two groups of codewords are named
G-set (graphic) and C—set respectively. Control codes control the transmission and for-
matting of diSplayable characters. Transmission control codes (crosshatched in Figure
3.9) are used at lower levels of the OSI hierarchy and should not normally be used at the
presentation level. Formatting codes will be explained later.

Alphabets other than ASCII can be defined by means of (Ir—sets in alternative
tables. Examples are the so-called supplementary alphanumeric set, and various sets of
mosaic graphic characters. The former is a complement to the basic ASCll table, defin-
ing some special symbols and diacritical signs to be combined with other characters (see
Figure 2.10).

It is important to note that code tables generally define the meaning, but not the
precise dot pattern (font), of the characters. This (as well as the cell dimensiOns) is an
implementation detail local to the terminal, and there is no need for standardization,
except in the case of DRCS, for which the downloaded dot patterns must match the cell
size used.

Code Extension Standard

All information to be disPlayed on videotex terminals must be coded for transmission
(and storage) "as a sequence of 'i- or 8-bit characters. This is true regardless of the speed,
communication medium, and option.

We have seen how the meaning of these characters is defined in code tables. The
basic ASCII table is sufficient for simple text transmission applications, but certainly not
for the full range of options, alphabets, and attributes inherent in videotex. How can all
these additional data be incorporated into a reasonable coding scheme? A brute-force
solution would, of course, be to use a new code structure with sufficient number of bits,
say 14 (two Tabit codewords). But in addition to being Wasteful, such a scheme would be
incompatible with other ASCII—based services such as telex, database retrieval, and word
processing.

The ISO devised another solution, called code extension (described in ISO 2022,

1982); note that it is not a videotex—specific procedure. It is based on the above—described
code table, and extends the capability of labit codes by temporarily changing their
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Figure 7.10 Supplementary graphic set.

meaning. The principle is similar to the method by which computer systems address very
large virtual memories (e.g., 16 million words) with much less address bits than would

normally be required by the address space (say, 12 instead of 24 bits). The trick is to

recognize that although the total number of required code meanings (virmal addreSSes) is
very large, typically only limited subsets are used during relatively long periods of time.
Therefore it is more economical (if not done too frequently) to change the currently valid
subsets (such as memory segments or alphabets) by means of a few additional codes, and
then use fewer bits for further specification within the subset.
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This code extension scheme for a 7~bit environment is shown in Flgure 7.11. The

tenninal is supposed to interpret all received codewords with reference to an Era—use
(current) 128character table. The in~use C~set and the in-use Gset are subsets of tins
table. Certain characters (or sequences) from the in-use C—set are used to replace the in-
use table or its individual elements. This replacement. can be temporary (extending for
one character Only) or lacking (extending until further replacement is invoked by a can-

trol sequence). '
There are four G—sets, GO, Gl, G2, and G3 ,' which can be invoked as the in—use set

by single control characters. GO and G] can be invoked in a locking manner by SI (Shift
In, 0! 15) and SO (Shift Out, 0!14), respectively. (32 and G3 are invoked temporarily by
control characters SS2 and SS3. (The 1982 version of ISO 2022 also provides for locldng
invocation of G2 and G3 .)

Besides these four “immediately” invocable G—sets, a whole repertory of .furthcr

Control

 

repertory (to be used as CO)

ESE Central
212, repertory (to he used as Cl)

C] (F) '

In-use table

552 SS3

EEJIBJFJ $9,219.63 ESQZIIMFJ EELLZHMF)
Mariam Begonias) 313;; 2114,03 “ESC_,2J'IS,(F)

Graphic
repertory

Figure 7.11 Principle of code extension.
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Gwsets may be defined; any of theso can replace any one of the (JO-GB sets

threc«character control sequences also shown 11 Figure 7.11. The graphic repertories and

the default assignments of Gil—GS can vary between applications. In most videotex sys-

tems GO and C0 are as shown in Figure 7.9. G1 designates mosaic or geometric graphic

sets, and G2 the supplementary graphic set. Alphabets used in some particular systems
can be found in Chapter 8. The above control sequenccs always begin with ESC (Ill 1),

followed by a character defining which of the four G—sets is to be replaced; the last char-
acter, (F), defines a set from the library (graphic repertory). This character is subject to a

gradual standardization by means of a registrationprocedure by ISO. The intention is to

assign unique characters for every future G~set. As a result, a very large number of

interpretations can be given to the codewords.
The extension of control sets is handled in a similar fashion. However, the in-use C-

set (called C0) is practically never replaced in a locking manner (although provision for

this is made through the ESC, 2J1, (F) sequence). All extensions are invoked temporarily

from a CI-Set (by ESC, followed by a control character, (C), from C1). Codewords of

Cl-sets are placed in columns 4 and S ofthe code table in order to avoid confusion with the

CO—set. Position 5! 1 1 in some C l-Sets is reserved for CSI (Control Sequence Introducer) to
be used for purposes analogous to ESC in CD (as described in-a related standard, ISO 6429,

1982). - '

The C1 set can be replaced by any set from an extended control repertory by means
of the sequence ESC, 212, (F), where (F) designates the selected set. The character (F) is

subject to gradual standardization by ISO.
The OO~ and (BO-sets in the ASCII code table are the default current sets. ISO 2022

does not prescribe the ways in which the additional graphic and control sets should be

used. This is done in other, videotex—related standards and systems, as discussed in this

chapter and Chapter 8.
The ISO 2022 standard also covers the extension of 8-bit codes. The method is

similar to the one just described, except that the in-use table has 256 positions permitting
two G—sets and both C—sets to be used simultaneously. The eighth bit is used to distin-

guish between the two sets. There are minor variations in the ways in which this code

extension scheme is applied in various videotex coding systems.

Control Set Functions

00 functions (except those reserved for transmission control (see Figure 2.9) are stand—
ardized for videotex in CCI'IT Recommendation S. 100 (1980). Since C0 is also used by

other related text trananiSSion services with which videotex should be compatible to the

maximum possible extent, the interpretation of these controls is essentially the same as

elsewhere. They include the following (note that “active position” means the cursor):

o format effector controls, such as

APB (active position backwards)

APF (aetion position forwards)
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q

APD (active position down: line feed)

APU (active position up)

APR (active position return to the beginning of row: carriage return)

API-I (active position home) '

CS (clear screen)

SP (spate)

CAN (cancel row, interrupt)

US (cursor positioning, reset of some attributes)

0 code extensiOn controls, such as

ESC (to change the meaning of subsequent characterisD

SO, SI, SS2, 383 (to invoke graphic sets (30—03).

Control functions in Cl-sets are videotestpecific and their detailed assignment differs in

various systems. In the European approach (see CEPT, 1981) two Cl-sets are used for

the control of parallel and serial display functions and attributes. North Americans do not
distinguish explicitly between the two kinds of attributes. Their standard PLPS (1982)

employs a single Cl-sot fulfilling some (but not all) attribute controls, cursor controls

(steadyiflash), text editing, formatting, etc.

7.4 CODING OF DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES

Unlike the display of simple alphanumeric text on VDUs, videotex information can be
displayed with a number of color, shape, and other variations. These variations, or

attributes, include among others

- color of the characters

a color of background -

0 size of characters (double height, double width, or both)

0 blinking or steady characters
. characters underlined Or not

0 display field concealed orrevealed

0 display field protected or not (writeable by user)

a display intensity.

Further attributes, such as orientation of objects and texture, are applicable in the

geometric option. The above list contains only typical mosaic attributes and is by no

means exhaustive. Note that the question of what an “attribute” is, is relative; an object
(mosaic character) can be seen as nothing but a collection of attributes, including shape.

Attributes affect not only the appearance of individual shapes (mosaic characters or
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geometric figures) but also the background against which the shapes are displayed. The
display process is generally controlled by control characters from C—sets; some of these
characters control attributes and their modalities. The span of control may extend to

- individual characters or shapes (as to color, size, whether underlined, etc.)
a an entire row, or field of the display
o the full screen or information area.

It is convenient to imagine the visible display area as composed of three layers. 0n
the “deepest” level is a standard TV picture on the full screen. The next level is the

information area background (see Figure 7.1), followed on the “top” by the information
area foreground (diaplay shapes). Different attributes can control the three layers
independently. Thus in order to see a TV program, one must set all layers to transparent
state. Similarly, “boxes” (e.g., with text) that overlay the TV image can be created.

Handling of Control Codes in the Terminal

The manner in which attributes are represented and manipulated is closely related to the
internal architecture of the terminal controller. A component that must be present in any
terminal design is the display mentory (DM). Logically DM appears under the same for
mat as the (Replay area—that is, as a matrix of, for example, 40 X 24 cells. Its basic
function is to accumulate and hold all data for the currently displayed page; it can also be
thought of as a buffer, necessary to smooth the disparity between the data reception and
display rates. The second important component is the diSplay generator, which serves to
create the RGB signals that drive the display tube. Refer to Chapter 9 for more details.

While graphic (displayable) characters as received by the terminal are innnediately
loaded into DM, characters from the C0 and Cl sets can be active (‘ ‘executed’ ’) at two dif—
ferent times: on reception or on display generation. C0 codes (e.g., cursor controls, ESC
sequences) and attribute controls are examples of the two cases, reapectively. The former
serve to control and modify the process of leading DM; the latter control characters must
be stored in the terminal for use by the display generator.

The following discussion is focused on an issue that has raised heated controversies

in the past: the treatment of attributes in the mosaic option. The essence of the problem is
that at the moment of display generation, the complete set of attribute values must be
known for each character being displayed. The problem is to determine where these
attribute bits would come from.

Fortunately, attributes do not have to be coded and transmitted explicitly for every
character. Advantage can be taken of the fact that attribute values typically do not
change very often; thereme one transmits (as control characters) only the new attribute
values when changes ocmrr. This, along with the use of default values, can bring down to -
a reasonable level the Overhead due to atuibuteS. _

For historiczrl reasons, two approaches have been worked out for the handling and
storing of attrributes in DM, as illustrated in Figure 7.12. In the first approach (Figure
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Attribute register [setiaD

  
 
 

 

Disclay memory

 

 
[RPM Displaygenerator

(a)

C: Attribute controls
D: Displayable characters
(20: Control codes executed at reception tin-Le

02.5., cursor controls)

Attribute register (parallel)

Input Display 'generator

CD Character memory

(b)

Figure 7.12 {a} Conceptual handling of serial attribmes. Display memon holds D and C characters;
(b) conceptual handling ofparallel attributes. Attribute register moves with cursor.

7.12(a)) DM has only eight bits cell, the mitfimum necessary to hold the coded form
of a character; consequently attribute controls (C) must be mixed with displayable char-
acters (D). On display, DM is read line by line and the central charactcts are (conceptu-
ally) fed to an "attribute register" which contains the current values of all attributes and
supplies them to the generatOr. (The attribute register is usuallylincorporatcd into the
generator.) The net effect of all this is that an attribute value will propagate along a line
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until a new value is defined or the end of the line is reached; at this point all attributes

are reset to default values. This method of treating the attributes is said to be serial. It

was originated in the UK. teletext and was carried over to Pmstel.
In the second solution (Figure 7.12(b)) DM has two components—the character

memory CM and the attribute memory AM that explicitly stores the attributes for each

cell (typically 8* 16 bitslcell). Since attributes are transmitted only on change, the latest
values received are again conceptually fed into an attribute register and written to AM in

parallel with the contents of CM as the cursor proceeds across the lines. This is the
source of the term parallel attribute handling. In this mode the attribute register is con-
sidered to be attached to the cursor and writes its contents whenever a diSplayable char-

acter is placed into CM. Parallel attributes were introduced by AntioPe.

It is crucial to note that insofar as the DM is filled sequentially line by line (no ex-

plicit cursor controls are used to move it-arbitrarily across DM), the serial and parallel
modes give practically the same results (the difference is that a serial attribute requires

an extra character space). This is because theserial order of seaming DM by the disPlay
generator imitates exactly the cursor movement 0n writing DM, and thus the Sequence of

readings from AM. This situation is radically altered with random movements of the cur-
sor; the serial and parallel modes then behave quite differently. It took many years of dis-
cussion and controversy until the discovery was made that the two modes could be

reconciled into a single unified system~the CEPT standard.

Serial Attributes in Fixed-Format Teletext

In a serial attribute system, such as that illustrated in Figure 7.12(a), some cells must be

occupied by attribute control characters that are not themselves displayable. As a default,
either a blank (current background color) or a repetition of the last non~control character

'may be displayed in these cells. The blank is Suitable for text applications in which
attributes, such as underlining, typically change between (but not in the middle of)

words. In mosaic graphics, on the other hand, a blank occurring between two adjacent

areas of different color might be disturbing; in such cases the previous mosaic character

should be repeated. This is achieved by a “hold graphics” control. The main problem
with this approach is that attributes are spacing,—that is, they advance the cursor.

Therefore, certain display patterns are impossible to create. For example, two adjacent
letters cannot have diiferent color. Figure 7.13 is a simple example of the use of serial
attributes.

It is often claimed that these restrictions are not serious and that they are

outweighed by the advantages of the system, namely its simplicity and minimized
memory requirements. The simplicity stems from the fact that on reception, both control-

and displayable characters receive the same treatment: they are sequentially loaded into
the memory. Simplicity becomes even more pronounced when data are arriving through
synchronous VBI transmission (in which one TV data line carries the equivalent of one
di5play line), as sketched in Figure 7.14. Note that this scheme does not permit random
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cursor movements. However, this is an inherent quality of synchronous transmission and

not of serial attributes; Prestel, for example, can use cursor controls.

Although serial attributes permit neat terminal designs that do not require a

microprocessor and that use minimal memory, these advantages tend to erode with

decreasing hardware costs and with the tendency towards intelligent and multifunctional
terminals. This is not to say that serial attributes are inferior to parallel ones, however.

Applicability ofAttributes

Roughly speaking, parallel attributes are advantageous for drawing graphical shapes with
mosaic graphics involving cursor movements in directions other than horizontal. For
example, a diagonal line over blue background and consisting of alternating groups of
three red and three yellow squares, such as in Figure 115(3), would be drawn by using

the following sequence of symbolic codes (see Section 7.3 for meaning of the codes):

I CS

0 set backgron color (full screen) = blue
I I

a set foreground color = red

. WMC (Write Mosaic Character)

. APD

o APF

. WMC

I

o APF

I

a set foreground color = yellow
I

- APP

- WMC, etc.

s

To do the same with serial attributes would require setting the foreground 0010: before

every WMC code.
Serial attributes enable one to pre-set the attribute structure of a page before the

characters are actually written. This can be applied, for example, to set up a box on the

screen into which text will be loaded later. Subsequently the colors of foreground and

background may be changed, or the box may be made to flash without rewriting its con-
tent, which cannot be done with parallel attributes. This is illustrated in the following
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Home position

  
 

Green window

Blue

 
(b)

Figure 7.15 (:1) Use of parallel attributes; (b) use of serial attributes.

simple example (see Figure.7.15(b)). On a blue screen, the word “HM-IA” has to be
written in a green window. Here is the resulting code:

a CS

a set background color (full screen) 2 blue
- API-I

o APD

o APD

. set forground color = red (spacing)

. set background color = green (spacing) [red and green colors are now setup to the
end of line, remaining invisible until diSplayable characters are written]

a APF

. (mite H
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0 write A

3 write H

0 write A [HAHA displayed in red letters in green box]
0 pause

I

. set foreground color = black

- set flashing [HAHA displayed in black, flashing in green box].

Note that other, more general, ways of predefining the attribute structure can be ima~
gincd than propagating attributes line—wise (for example, by use of cursor movements).
The iJIlPmant distinction to make is to specify whether AM can or cannot be loaded
independently of loading DM.

Reconcilan Serial and Parallel Attributes

For some time it was thought that the two approaches to attribute handling were entirely
incompatible, and that the only way to reconcile them was to accept both as separate
options in a standard; this was done in CCITT Recommendation 8.100. However, deeper
analysis and recent efforts to produce a unified European videotex standard have demon-
strated that the two schemes are less different than one might have gathered, given the
intensity of disoussions among their-preponents.

The lacy element of the new insight is the shift of emphasis from whether or not a
separate AM (attribute memory) should exist in the terminal, to the way the AM is
loaded with attribute values. It has been recognized that-the additional cost of 1 0r 2 kB
of AM is becoming of little significance; the main problem is how to avoid explicit
transmission of all attributes oath each character. To recapitulate, this can be done by
extending the span of each attribute control until the next change of that attribute is
received. However, there are two modes for doing this.

1. The cursor (active position) is imagined to carry a register with all current attrib-
ute values. Whenever a displayable character (including space) arrives, it is deposited
into the CM and the attribute values are copied from the cursor into the identical position
of AM. Attributes are not copied during cursor diaplacements (APP, APl-I, etc.) This is
precisely what is happening when parallel attribute controls are used.

2. Attribute controls are imagined to write a mker at the AM address pointed to
by the cursor. The new attribute value is copied (rowwise) into all subsequent positions
in AM until a previous marker (for that attribute) or the end of the row is encountered

Such action is invoked by serial attribute control characters. Displayable characters are
noitten without affecting attributes. Note that, granted a separate AM, serial attributes
need no longer necessarily be spacing (they are spacing in the CEPT standard for compa-
tibility with Prestel).

A short reflection shows that there is no reason why both kinds of attribute contrdls
could not be used in building up a display frame. All that matters is to load appropriately
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the attribute memory prior to the display process. Since a given loCation in AM can be
addressed Several times and by both serial and parallel attribute controls (contained in
two separate Cl—sets), a natural rule has been adopted, that says in essence that the latest
attribute control takes precedence, whether received in serial or parallel mode. This prin—
ciple is the basis of the so—called “timedependent unified alpharnosaic system”
(TDUAM) used in the CEPT European presentation standard (see Section 8.2). There the
terminal’s display memory is visualized as composed of three 40-by—24 planes: character
memory, attribute memory, and marker memory. Smaller memories for full screen and
line attributes are also included.

In the marker memory (MM) every attribute (or other display function) may be
marked by a flag. A flag in a given position indicates a change in the value of that atttib~
me, a new value starting at the flag position and continuing to the right.

The rules for TDUAM can be summarized as follows:

1. The terminal at any time is in serial or parallel mode, depending on the most
recently invoked Cl-sct.

2. All attribute values, regardless of the mode in which they are received, are stored
in AM. .

3. A marker is written in MM whenever a newly stored attribute value is different
from the value in the preceding (left adjacent) position.

4. Writing of attributes and characters in either serial or parallel mode is as described
above (page 119).

5. Markers cannot exist behveen two positions that have the same attribute value
(e.g., as a consequence of writing a series of characters in parallel mode, all
overwritten markers are deleted).

6. Full row attributes overwrite all attributes and delete all markets.

The working of theSe rules is illustrated by the example in Figure ’i'. 16.

Stack Mode:

The above conceptual model of a display memory can be economically implemented by
. a stack architecture, as described by Childs (1981). The architecture is centered around
the idea of storing, in a stack of the same size as CM, only the attribute changes that
occur while scanning CM. Preliminary analysis shows that this capacity (1 kB) is largely
sufficient for all changes occurring even in the most complicated frames. The eighth bit
in each position of CM is reserved to indicate whether there is any attribute change at
that character position. If there is one, access is made to the stack for details on the
required changes. This information can include any number of bytes; a special indicator
delimits the last byte describing a given change. (Note that a marker memory may still -
be needed to build up correctly the contents of the stack!) Figure 7.117(2).) shows schemat-
ically this memory architecture, including memories for full screen andline attributes;
the stack organization is illustrated in Figure 7.11%). Since the order of characters in the
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CS

SM Blue Yellow Green I
APR This is a marker.
Blue
APB (l)
T, D, U, A, M
Yellow
L S

grime E Background color

 
Blue Yellow Green

APB {8}
Blue

Yellow
b, I, 8

SM
APB (2)
Red

 
Blue Yellow

SM: Serial mode (spacing attributes)
PM: Parallel mode (non-spacing atlributes}
APF (n): Cursor forward 5 positions
APB {:1}: Omar backward 11 positions

   
PM
APR
APF (4)
M, h, I, s, b
G. o, o, D

Symbolic oodes

APR: Carriage return
1:: Blank

Figure 7.16 Example of display under 'I'DUAM {only foregrtxmd colors manipulated).

generally different from the order in which they are stored in DM, additional processing
power (a microprocessor) and working memory are necessary in the decoder. For exam-
ple, one must keep track of the addresses of all serial attribute markers and the current
position of the cursor, in order to be able to insert (rapidly) a new attribute change into
the correct place in the stack. If this processing cannot keep up with the rate of incoming
data, extensive bufiering may become necessary.
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SA
D

RA: Row attributes
SA: Full screen attributes
CM: Character memory
S: Stack

(a)
k,

S

Red foreground

Blink on

Blink off

Blue foreground
Double width
Black background

End of descdptiOn of)
the change indicator

 
Attribute changej

indicator

(b)

Figure 7.17 (a) Stack architecture of display memory; (1:) stack use example.

Note that parallel attributes are inherent in geometric and photographic coding. Indi-
vidual pixels have no shape and are defined only by their attributes in the display men-my.
In geometric coding attributes are set either by explicit controls (until the next change) or
by drawing instruction opcode variations (valid for the instruction in question).

Coding of Colors and Gray Scales

The method used to represent colors in videotex derives from the way in which the colors
are generated on the screen of a color TV set. A color picture is the superposition of
three separate pictures, each in one of the basic colors: Red, Green, and Blue. These
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Basic color:

Figure 7.18 Combinations of the three basic colors: red, green, and blue.

colors have the property that any other (composite) color can be obtained by superposing
the basic colors at appropriate intensities. The picture tube has three electron guns pro-

ducing beams that can be modulated independently. The beams create the component
pictures by hitting phosphor dots of appropriate color on the screen.

In all major videotex systems in use, colors are coded with three hits, each causing
a basic color to be turned fully on (1) or off (0). (Sometimes two intensity levels are

available, the brighter used to highlight Selected parts of the image.) The resulting eight
combinations are shown in Figure 7.18. DiSplays geneaated by videotex are generally
considered to cover an underlying TV image. To uncover parts of this image, a ninth
“color,” or mode, called transparent, can be used for applications such as captioning
and newsflashes. Transparent mode is set by an independent control code. While this

repertory of colors is sufficient for mosaic and perhaps geometric disPIays, it becomes

too crude if used with photographic displays of, say, portraits 01' landscapes.
A fuller range of colors can be obtained by pennitting more intensity levels to

represent each basic color. Four bits per color will result in a color resolution practically
equivalent to TV pictures. Newer systems have provisions for such extended color sets,

in the form of color tables. This makes possible any degree of color definition without

the need to transmit all necessary bits when snatching between colors. A number of

predefined color bit configurations is loaded into the table by special commands; after
that is done, only the row number of the desired color has to be transmitted.

Color impression depends roughly on the ratio of the basic RGB intensities; bright

ness is given by their absolute value. Thus it is easy to obtain different levels of gray as
points on the continuum between black and white. This is achieved by keeping the three

color intensities equal and changing their absolute values simultaneously. An indepen:
dent control bit is Used to set color or monochrome mode; in the latter case the RGB bits

in Figure 7.18 are interpreted as gray-level informatiou.
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8.1 MAJOR PRESENTATION SYSTEMS: AN OVERVIEW

Mosaic Systems: Prestei' and Antlope

The first major presentation systems to be used and standardized on a national scale were

Prestel in the U.K. and Antiope in France. Pilot trials with both systems began in 1978;
public service started in 1980 in England, and in 1982 in France.

Although numerous theoretical and experimental enhancements, including DRCS
and the photographic option, were reported (see Iarnbett, 1980; Clarke, 1980), the hard

core of both systems is made up of three mosaic alphabets—~00 (standard
alphanumeric). GI (mosaic graphic), and G2 (supplementary alphanumeric)—a10ng
with the C0 and one Cl-Set (display and attribute controls). The GO»and GZ~sets show

only minor variations in the two systems. These three graphic sets are shown in Figures
7.9, 85(3), and 7.10, respectively. Columns 4 and 5 in Figure 8.5(a) apply only to
Prestel.

The main differences between the two systems are:

a serial (and spacing) in Praetel versus parallel attributes in Antiope, resulting in 8
Vetsus 16 bitsfcharacter in display memories

0 24 rows in Prestel versus (25 of which only 24 are used) in Antiope

124
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- minor differences in some character attributes (e.g., double-height characters ,_

extend upwards in Prestel, downwards in Antiope)

o Gl-set in Prestel invoked through a C1 control and not by SO as specified in ISO

2022. (carried own to the CEPT standard for compatibility).

Experience shows that the basic mosaic system seems to'i'vvork well in most appli—
catiOns.

Picture Presto!

It has been recognized by the British Telecom that some applications require better resolu»

tion than it is possible to obtain with mosaic graphics. As a result, an experimental service
feature called Picture Prestel has been develoPed, permitting the insertion ofphotograph»

cally coded images on the screen. Due to constraints on transmission time and storage
capacities (both in the database and terminal), the maximum size ofphotographic pictures
has been chosen to be one ninth of the display area. Even so, and with advanced coding

methods, at 1200 his it takes about one minute to transmit an image in full detail. In this

context it is interesting to mention British plans to upgrade their telephone network to pro—
vide ISDN~like 64-kb’s channels to the user’s premises. This will make practical the

transmission of full still TV frames, as well as image cernmunication between users.
It is a distinctive disadvantage of mosaic-based systems that extra diSplay memory

must be installed in the terminals (241:3 in Picture Prestel); in effect, there is a whole

subsystem dedicated to the photographic option. On the other hand, in systems with bit

plane memories, the display mommy is already paid for. The cost increment for a photo-
graphic option with the resolution of the existing bit plane is the cost of the processing
circuits and software. This can be negligible for the simpler, more straightforward

approaches.
In Picture Prestel (which is still in the experimental stage), emphasis has been

placed on the development of coding methods to reduce transmission requirements. Two
such methods have been demonstrated. The first is based on point-by-point transmission

encoded in DPCM (differential pulse code modulation). The second is a progressive

transform coding (see Nicol and Penn, 1979). Transform coding permits rapid transmis
sion of a low resolution version of the image (as if with large pixel size); subsequent

biformation refines the details until full resolution is achieved. In this .way the user can

quickly interrupt the data stream when he decides that he has seen enough information.

Captain

The Japanese videotex system Captain (see Harashitna and Kobayashi, 1981) has been
developed to work in an environment quite different from that of the Western countries,
all of which use variants of the Latin alphabet. The Japanese written language uses three

kinds of alphabets: katakana, hiragana, and kanji. There are about 120 characters in the
two former, each character phonetically representing a syllable. Kanji characters are ide~

ographic (conveying whole words and notions), have complicated shapes, and. impor-
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FigureSJ ScreenorganizmioninCaptain

tantly, number around 3000 in daily use. In addition to these alphabets the presentation
coding system must cater to Latin alphanumerics, as well as to mosaic-like graphics.

As a result, Captain uses a combination of the photographic and mosaic
approaches. The display is a matrix of 248 X204 pixels, backed in the terminal by a bit
plane diaplay memory of l biti’pixel, giving a capacity of 50.6 kb. Superimposed on the
pixel smicture is a matrix of 31 X 17 cells (called subblocks) each dimensioned at 8 X 12
pixels, as shown in Figure 8.1. "I'heterminal contains an additiorial attribute memory, in
which attributes such as color, blinking, and concealing are stored on a per—cell basis-
Various characters, drawings, and graphic elements are defined in three sizes comprising

1, 2, or 4 cells. Figure 82 illustrates the different possibilities. In the trial system (which
has been in operation since 1979) the shapes of all these elemems are transmitted photo—
graphically and loaded into the display memory. This method is being -modified for the
commercial service (to begin in 1983) in the following ways. All characters will be
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Figure 8.2 Patterns displayable in Captain
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stoned and transmitted in coded form; photographic transmission is retained only for

drawings and diagrams. This will require the inclusion of a large (about 1 Mb) character
memory in the terminals. Data transmission is by packets, some packets carrying dot pat-
terns, others atn-ibute values, page header information, or entire rows of dots or charac-
ter codes. The following provisions are made in order to cope with excessive amounts of
data normally required in this mode of operation.

1. Transmission rate over phone lines is 3200 bis; it will be upgraded to 4800 his in
1983.

2. Data compression techniques, such-as run~1ength coding (coding of long sequences
of identical bits by transmitting the length of the sequence rather than the sequence

itself—cg, (12X0), (50X 1) instead of000000000000111...l) are heavily used.

3. Cells can be individually addressed; empty areas do not take up transmission time.

4. New images can be formed through modification of old ones.

The resulting transmission times are reported to be behaveen 3 and 10 seconds per
page. This will be reduced to about 1 second in the commercial version. Atypical Cap-
tain display is shown in Plate 6.

Telidon: The Geometric Option

Telidon has been under development by the Canadian Department of Communications
since 1975. It became knovm as the first of the “second generation" videotex coding

systems, going significantly beyond the mosaic«based Prestel and Antiope. '
In May, 1981, Bell Systems announced its Presentation Level Protocol (see PLP,

1981), which incorporates the geometric option of Telidon with only minor modifica~
- lions. Subsequently Canada announced its adoption of PLP, (see PLPS, 1982). This

made the original Telidon system obsolete (although it is, nevertheless, practically a sub
set of PLP). Therefore we limit this section to a general discussion of the geometric

option and its characteristics. PLPS is described in more detail in Section 8.2.
.Telidon is perhaps best known for its geometric coding option. However, it also

coherently integrates all three display options (mosaic, geometric, and photographic) and

solves some problems that stem from this integration, such as unified-handling of attrib-
utes and combining of different Options in one picture.

Computer Graphics

In order to place Telidon in a preper perspective, it might be useful to recall the principles
of computer graphic systems. Figures 8.3(a) et 8.3(b) show two basic types of CRT~bascd _
graphic systems in use today: the random dq‘lecfl'on type and the raster-scan type. Both
are centered around a displayprocessor capable of interpreting simple display commands,

such as drawing of points, vectors (lines), and, sometimes, arcs, at arbitrary positions on
the screen. Conunands are regrouped into display files, compiled in a computer from a
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(b)

Figure 8.3 Principle of graphic systems: (a) random deflection; (b) raster scan.

(usually high—level, and structured) graphic language, such as, e.g., CORE (see CORE,
1979). In the random deflectioa system the display processor controls the CRT (deflection

and intonsity of the beam) direcdy. Commands are exocuted as they arrive by “painting”
the points, lines, etc., directly onto the screen. The process has to be repeated with suffi-
cient refresh frequency in order to obtain the impression of a steady image. Shapes
displayed by this method are smooth; the image is not composed of individual pixels, but
is drawn by the movement of the beam. The display file is read out repetitively from the
refresh memory, which is usUally the main memory ofthe computer.

Raster scan systems compose the image in the same way as television does. The

image to be displayed is stored, pixel by pixel, in a display memory whose dimensions
(in pixels) are identical to those of the display area. This type of memory is called a bit
plane memory. The display file is interpreted only once; the image is refreshed at TV
rates from the memory. Therefore the display processor may work much more slowly

than would be required in a random deflection system.
Telidon is evidently a raster—scamtype system; its display processor is the terminal

controller (decoder). Telidon’s commands are called PDIs (picture description instruc-

tions); functionally they are-roughly equivalent in capability to that of modern graphic
terminals, such as the Tektronix 4027A (see TeldIonix 1982). PDIs are not a high—level

graphic language, despite claims to the contrary.
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One of the design goals of Telidon was to achieve independence of the coded form of
picture descriptions from the display terminal’s resolution. In this manner a whole range

of terminal and display technologies might be used without having to recode the database

(mosaic-based systems evidently do nothave this type of code independence). This goal
is reflected in the choice of the PDI set. The six available commands (instructions) are

the basis of a language. Its general syntax is simple: A display file is a sequence of PDIs,
each followed by a variable amount of coordinate or other supplementary information.

' The instruction Semantics are the following:

1. POINT sets the drawing beam to a position given by the subsequent coordinates
and optionally draws a point.

2. LINE draws a line based on its end points.

3. ARC draws a circular are that traverses three given points.

4. RECTANGLE draws a rectangle with given height and width (filled with color or
not).

5. POLYGON draws a polygonal outline based on a series of given vertices (filled or
not).

6. WCREMENFAL (point, line, polygon) draws images point by point, as in photo-

graphic mode, or from small lines segments. (This PDI is a PLPS generalization of
the Telidon BIT PDI.) -

The coordinate system is also chosen in a manner that provides independence from

the resolution of the display (and display memory). All absolute and relative coordinates

are expressed as signed binary fractions in the interval (0, +1) and ("1, +1), respec-

tiVely. The display is a rectangular area with the origin (0, 0) at the lower-lefi-hand

corner; the right margin is at x = 0.999 . . . , the upper margin at approximately y = 0.75

(for an aspect ratio of 4:3). The accuracy of coordinate values (default of 8 bits) typically

exceeds the resolution of terminals (e.g., 200 X 256 pixels in current TV~based termi—

nals). It is the responsibility of the decoder to interpret the received coordinate values
with respect to the given resolution (this is usually done by simply truncating the coordi»

mates to the required precision).

As a simple example consider the (virtually colored) drawing shown in Figure 8.4.
It can be described by the following symbolic sequence of PDIs (ignoring the details of

coding the coordinates and the precise form of attribute Controls):

0 background color = blue

. color = yellow

. polygon filled (ABCD)
- color = red

- polygon filled (EFG)
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Blue

  
 

Figure 8.4 Illustration for PDI example.

- polygon filled (HIJ)
a color = black

. line (KL)

- line (LM)

-' arc(NOP).

Alternatives to Geometric coding

.PDIs are by no means the Only way of coding graphical information in a resolution-
independcnt way. Methods for real time coding and transmission of handwritten and
drawn information have been developed for so»called telewrt'ting equipment, enabling
two Or more remote participants to have a commorr “visual Space.“ In a recent article,
[orig et a1. (1981) describe an implemtation of a telewriting system. The principle
used for coding of drawn and handwritten information'is that the whole image is con—
sidered to be a complicated line drawing: namely, the trajectory of the drawer’s pencil as
he creates the image. The lines have different attributes (thickness, color, etc.). What is
encoded (and stored, and displayed) is the evolution of this trajectory in
time. The input device is usually a drawing tablet. The starting point of each segment
(after a pen«off) is transmitted in absolute coordinates; then, at sampling intervals of
about 10~30 ms, the current speed and differential angle of the line are sent by the tablet
to the controlling processor. Adding a few features, such as automatic filling of closed
areas and erasing, makes this system quite powerful. 'It has Men demonstrated that by
using Huffman encoding, most drawings can be accommodated with a data rate of about
300 bis. The tenninal implemented by Lorig et a1. can work in videotex (mosaic),
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telewriting, or combined made, creating and displaying pictures such as those shown in

Plate 8. Another well~lmovm telewriting system called Vidibord has been developed in
Holland. '

Several prepositions for geometric coding in videotex exist which are quite similar
in style to Telidon; for example Vivian and Day (1981) describe a- coding system for
which geometric instructions are conceived of as an extimsion of telesoftware. The

language is a possible candidate fer Level 4 of the new British vierata and teleth
standard. -

8.2 STANDARDS AND UNIFIED PRESENTATION SYSTEMS

8.100

Recommendation S. 100, “International InformatiOn Exchange for Interactive Videotex”

(see CCI'IT, 1980) was approved by CCITI' in November, 1980. Its basic purposes are;

a to faCilitate introduction ofvideotex services and interWorldng with text com.
munication systems, such as teletex

- to identify parameters needed to design videotex terminals.

Although the title of the document includes the words “interactive videotex," the body
of the decurnent is not specific to use with one-way or two-way In fact, the view
is expressed at the beginning that compatibility between the two kinds of terminals is

desirable (that is, compatibility between the pans dealing with the interpretation, not the
reception, of presentation codes).

- The reconnncndaiion itself is little more than an attempt to reconcile the three

major presentation systems, Prestel, Telidon, and Antiope, by giving them the status of
international standards (hOWevcr, it must be added that certain features of Telidon have

been superseded by PLPS in the meantime). This goal is carried out by defining a code
extension scheme based on ISO 2022, by specifying the required control sequences, and,
finally, by including the sum total of alphabets, attributes, and commands found in the

three component systems. The two Cl control sets defined as “serial” (a la Prestel) and
“parallel” (a la Antiope) are essentially those of the CEPT proposal (See below). As a
consequence, Prestel, Telidon, and Antiope are cempatible with 3.100 in the sense that

they are more or less proper subsets of it. On the other hand, implementing an “5.100
terminal" would pmctically amount to putting three terminals under one cover. There is

no generaliZation or indication as to how future enhancements would fit naturally into
the structure (except by obvious 2022~sty1e code extensions). There is practically no pro-
vision for DRCS or photographic mode; the section on DRCS is leSt a motherhood~sty1c
cursory enumeration of a few general functions, of which “one Or more” should be

present in an implementation. The language and style of the document are full of

unnecessary complications and ambiguities (the “one” coding scheme mentioned for the
geometric option has already been the subject of hair-Splitting discussions over whether
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Telidon—now obsolete—is “the one,” or “one of” the schemes). The reading of this
document would be perhaps less if its philosophy (of putting the three systems
under one cover) were, at least, openly admitted, discussed, and justified.

Recommendation

This document, called “Current Status of Hanncnisation for Videotex Display Aspects
and Transmission Coding for 26 Countries of Europe" (first part), (see CEPT, 1981)
summarizes the results of European efforts to establish a common denominator for
videotex services.

The document defines the principles for a unified mosaic-based presentation sys—
tem, containing Teletel and Prestel, that are an elaboration in the following directions of
the principles contained in S. 100: ' I

_ 1. A comprehensive alphanumeric character repertory covering all European
Latin-based alphabets is defined. The relevant standard is ISO 6937 (1981). There are
about 320 characters in total, many of them formed by combining characters with
accents (non-Spacing) from the (fleet. The C0 and GO-sets are based on ISO 646 and
are nearly identical to those shown in Figure 7.9. The supplementary graphic set is simi-
larto that shown in Figure 7.10.

2. Three mosaic graphic sets are included. Two of them (see Figures 8.5(a) and
(b)) are to be used with serial and parallel attributes, respectively. The 64 basic mosaic
shapes are the same in both. The remaining 32 positions (columns 4 and 5) are used dif»
ferently. In the first set (Prestel-eompatible) they contain all upper-case characters,
which can be thus mixed with mosaics without intervening control characters. This is

common practice in Fresnel. The free space in the second table is used for smoothed
mosaics. The parallel mosaic set is invoked as Gl~set, the serial, through certain control
codes, fmm the corresponding Cl~set. A third graphic alphabet, with smoothed and lined
characters (see Figure 8.5(c)), is available as a G3—set.

3. There are two Clvsets, controlling serial and parallel attributes, respectively.

They contain the following attributes and controls:

0 foreground color

c background color (of characters)
. full~screen and full‘line attributes

. conceal/reveal

0 character size

a windowfbox

c separated graphics
- underline

- reduced intensity
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- inverse video

a hold graphics (for serial atu‘ibutes only)

4. Serial and parallel controls (attributes) can be freer mixed under the TDUAM
scheme (See Chapter 7-). Serial attributes are spacing.

5. The page fonnat is defined to be 24 rows and 40 charactfis.

6. The presentation aspects are intended-for both videotex and teletext.
7. Three different cell sizes are defined for DRCS (6 X 5, 6 X 10, and 12 X 10).

8. An outline of fall—back procedures is presented, stating that if a terminal is inca»
pable of displaying a given character precisely, the best available approximation should
be used; if this is unsatisfactory, a unique default character should be displayed instead.

_ The recommendation will have two more parts, which are supposed to contain
specifications for a reference tenuinal and a protocol for interworking between videotex
networks of CEPT member nations. For further details on the CEP‘I standard (e.g., cod
ing of C1sets) the reader should consult the source docmnents.

CEPT Terminal

The CEPT proposal was met with enthusiasm among the 26 member nations, and several
manufacturers have announced plans to produce the new terminals. The Deutsche Bun—
despost (1982) has issued functional specifications fer a EuroPean videotex terminal that
complies with the CEPT proposal and contains some additional features, such as:

- scrolling area definable between any two lines on the screen
. 32 colors (including transparent) useable on each page, from a total of 4096
. enhanced DRCS capability, with 15 different cell sizes and the possibility to define

(and dynmcallyre—define) the color of individual dots.

The we Mum-Level Presentation System

This standard proposal (Vivian and Day, 1981) consists of five levels. The lowest level
corresponds to current public services in the U.K.; higher levels add new features to the
terminals and services in such a way that lower-level (older or cheaper) terminals can
receive higher-level services with fallback procedures. The five layers are

. current public service: standard mosaic sets with serial attributes

. enhanced mosaics: extended character set, enhanced mosaic set with parallel
attributes (supposed to be identical to the basic European service defined in the
CEPT recommendation)
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o DRCS (12 X lO—cell size) and non-Latin character sets

a geometric option and telesoftware

- photographic option.

North American PLPS

This Presentation level Protocol Syntax (see PLPS, 1982) was devoloped by a joint
CSAIANSI working group, and is now in the approval-process through CSA and ANSI
(the Canadian and US. standardizing organizations). PLPS is based on Bell System’s

PLP and it builds on the coding schemes established by ISO 2022 and CCITT Recent
mendation 8.100.

The most important characteristic of PLPS is that it incorporates coherently all

three coding options and all modes of the rnosaic option (alphanumeric, graphic, and
DRCS), and adds some new functions, such as Macro PDI. Unfortunately, PLPS is not

compatible with recent European proposals.

Alphabets. Figure 8.6 shows the code extension for 7-bit codes and the graphic
repertory used. The GO— and C0~sets are shown-in the standard ASCII table in Figure 7.9.

The supplementary character set (62 default) is'eSSentially as shown in Figure

110, in which free spaces were filled with additional symbols. The Set contains accents

and some special characters..Accents are non-spacing; for. example, the letter “a” would

be coded as $82,“ ,a. One mosaic set with 64 shapes is included (the same as in columns

2—3 and 6-7 in Figure 8'.5(a).

The more specific features of PLPS are supported by three additional G—sets and

one Cl-set. The G—sets are the PDI, Macro PDI, and DRCS. The purpose of the DRCS

set is to hold up to 96 downloaded characters. Once loaded, they can be used as just
another mosaic set. The Macro PDI set is not really an alphabet; its 96 positionsare

named M0-MQS and are usad to invoke previously defined strings of PDIs (macros).

The PDI set is a slightly modified version of Telidon’s geometric option and
includes all opcodes and controls. There is only one C] control set defined in PLPS.

PDI set. Figures 8.7(a) and (b) illustrate the PDI set at two levels of detail. All

7»bit combinations are interpreted as instructions (columns 2 and 3) or as supplementary
information, such as coordinate values.

Instructions and coordinate values for the six drawing instructions (POINT, LINE,
ARC, RECT, POLY, INCR, explained in Section 8.1) have the general format indicated
in Figure 8.8(a). P is the parity bit, 0? the opcode. “Facilities bits" b1 and b1 provide

for four modalities of each instruction: ()1 controls whether the picture primitive is to be

drawn from the position at which the preceding instruction ended or from a freshly
defmed starting point. (This is specified by SET, as show: in Figure 8.7(b).) The role of

I); is different for each instruction. In the first two PDIs it decides whether the subse—

quent coordinates are to be interpreted as absolute (with reference to the origin) or rela~

tive (with reference to the final position arrived at by the preceding instruction). For the
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Control

repertory Extended control repertory(reserved for future
Egg standardization)
23?,

C1 (F) .

Invocation of
graphic sets 

 

  

  
 

  

 
  

Default
ASCII

Default
Supp]. char. set

Designation of 5—59, 21%. (F) £32, 229. (F) 5.59. 2!“). (F) w. 2111.07}
graphic Sets fl: 21"”, (F) .133; 2313,0’) EEC, 2.314. (F) ESE. 2115, (F)

Suppl. char. set

Primary character set
Graphic
repertory

(ASCII)

Figure 8.6 PIPS code extension scheme.

other PDIs it controls the filling of the defined ates. Other modalities of the drawing
PDIs are controlled by CONTROL instructions.

Coordinetes for each point are usually coded in three bytes, as shown in Figure
8.8fb). The first byte contains the three most significant bits of both coordinates x and y.
The resulting 8-bit precision (and sign) can be changed by a CONTROL instruction
(DOMAIN).
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figure 8.7 PLPS PDI set: (a) msuuctions; (b) instruction modalities.

A11 instructions are followed by coordinate data for a number of points. The

sequence is tenninated upon reception of another opcode, or an SI, SO, 882 or ESC con~
trol code. .

CONTROL instructions. Control codes of the PDI set serve to specify certain

attributes and display—related parameters. Although not stated explicitly, attributes in

PLPS are essentially parallel. Without going into a detailed description, we give a list of

functions assured by these codes.
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Figure 8.8 Coding of PDIs: (a) instructions; (13) coordinate values.
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1. com defines - the size of logical pixels (and is essentially the minimum
feature size that can be displayed by PDIs; its shape is rectangular, covering one or more
display pixels). It also describes the length (in bytes) of subsequent coordinate values. —

2. TEXT controls attributes of text and the behavior of the Cursor. Characters can

be displayed with controllable rotational position, size, and spacing. In purely mosaic
system there is only one cursor (active position), defined as the position at which the
next character is to be placed. In PLPS the situation is more complicated because there
are in effect two “active positions": the character cursor and the current drawing point
(at which subsequent drawings should start). The relation between the two becomes
important when text and drawings are mixed in one display. There are four possibilities
set by the TEXT control: (a) the two move together, (b) the two are independent, (c) the
cursor is moved when the drawing point is moved, but not vice versa, and (d) the draw

ing point is moved when the cursor is moved, but not vice versa.

3. TEXTURE controls the te'xture of lines (solid, dotted, dashed, etc .)_ and of areas

(solid, cross hatched, etc.). Area texture patterns can also be downloaded from the host
computer.

4. SET COLOR and SELECT COLOR serve to control the current color for draw»

ings and mosaics, as well as the color repertory available. In addition to the eight basic
colors and gray shades, a large number of additional colors and shades can be used
through color look—up tables. Color tables, like textures, can be loaded from the data-
base. '

5. BUNK occurs when any entry in the color table is made to change its color
value periodically to another color. When this control is in effect, all elements of display
drawn with the color in. question will blink. (Another form of blinking is specified in the
Cleset.)
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6. WAIT indicates a programmable delay of up to 6 seconds in the execution of
Subsequent presentation codes.

7. RESET selectively reinitializes control and attribute values to their default
values.

Photographic option. Photographic coding is realized in PLPS by the first two
of the three INCREMENTAL instrIJCtions:

‘ 1. FIELD establishes a rectangular area (in terms of logical pixels) to be filled by
photographic transmission. The logical pixel size determines the resolution of the result-
ing image (and the required amount of data to be transmitted).

2. INCREMEMAL POINT is followed by values that specify successch logical
pixels in the field. The drawing order is first by lines and then by columns. The color

codes, precision, etc, are detemfined by the current settings of the DOMAIN and _
COLOR controls.

3. INCREMENTAL WEAM) POLYGON permit the drawing of figures as a series
of short lines (steps) of the size of the currently defined logical pixel. Similarly to teCh»
niques used in incremental plotters, steps can be horizontal, vertica1,_cr diagonal. The
resulting shape is filled with the POLYGON instruction. These instructions are advantav

geous for precise drawings, such as signatures.

01 control set.

provides additional attribute controls not contained in the PDI set, as well as controls

over the process of downloading PDI macros, DRCS, and texture patterns.- We list some
of the more important codes. ‘

l. DEF MICRO is followed by a character whose name is given to a subsequent
string of PDI codes (not executed when downloading). The macro is invoked through the
Macro G—set. Macro definitions can be nested.

i. DEFP MCRO is the same as above, except that the PDI String is, in this case,
simultaneously stored and executed.

3. DEFT MACRO is a macro that, on invocation, will be transmitted back to the

host computer (as if it store a remotely programmable function key).

4. DEF DRCS permits loading of DRCS characters selectively or sequentially. The
(96) shapes are defined as bit patterns of the dimension given by the current character
size.

5. m, MEDIUM, NORMAL m? set the current character size to fit 20 rows

by 80 characters, 16 by 32, and 20 by 40, respectively. Further, 10-by—40 and 10~by-20
displays can be created by DOUBLE HEIGHT and DOUBLE SIZE controls. Note that

another way to control the character size is through the TEXT PDI control.

6. DEF TEXTURE permits up to four texture masks to be downloaded, in a manner
similar to the defining of DRCS.

PLPS relies on a single Cl-set, shown in Figure 8.9. The set'
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In summary, PLPS is a consistent image-coding scheme that incorporates, with

new extensions, all presently used coding options. Its display capability is certainly ade-
quate for a wide range of videotex applications, and it permits conception of a range of -
compatible terminal models of increasing cost and functionality. Fabrication of terminals

compatible with PLPS has already begun in Canada and the US. A subset of PLPS is
also defined for implementation in teletext terminals. '
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Plate 7 Sample Telidon page (geometric coding).

Plate 8 Telewriting page.
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8.3 COMPATIBILITY AND STANDARDS

The Nature of Compatibility

“Compatibility” is one of the most abused terms in the videotex literature. Neverthe-

less, the issue of interworking between services and systems is of considerable technical,

economical, and political importance. Unformnately, evolution does not always act in a

positive sense; history is filled with cases in which new, incompatible standards and sys

tems were created and promoted by various groups in the hope of economical and politi—
cal gains. Without further elaborating on this subject, we present a few remarks and

definitions that should clarify the notion of compatibility, at least from the technical

point of view.

1. Nothing can be compatible in itself, but often it is not at all clear from the con»
text what should be compatible with what, and in which sense. These details of interpre
tation often make all the difference in the world and have far-reaching implications for
technical implementations.

2. Two systems (material or abstract) are said to be strongly compatible if they can

cooperate in a predefined senso, or if one can be replaced by the other Without impair

ment of its functions (example of such systems: two Prestel terminals fabricated by dif—
ferth companies.

3. Given two systems considered to be evolving in time towards more advanced
versions, fonvard and backward compatibility assm‘e that later versions of one can

cooperate with earlier versions of the other and possibly vise versa. What is “forward”

and what “backward” often depends on the context. It is important, though that the rela-

tion may work in both ways. or only in one way. A welliknown example of forward and
backward compatibility includes monochrome TV sets that can receive color TV signals
and color sets that can receive monochrome signals.

4. The terms “upward compatibility” and “downward compatibility" are uSually
applied to coexisting versions of systems (e.g., computers'or videotex terminals). Higher

(and more expensive) versions usually include all the functional capabilities of lower

versions. Downward compatibility assures that higher versions can execute programs (or

presentation codes) developed for lower versions; upward compatibility assures that

lower-version systems will interpret correctly some portions of higher version programs
and codes, and will make reasonable default decisions for portions it cannot deal with

(example: the UK. multi—level presentation system.

5. Frequently “compatibility” is used in a quantitative rather than logical sense.

There are various degrees and interpretations of the term that, if not precisely stated,

may deprive the word of any meaning. For example, the statement that “the PLP moses
ics are compatible with those mosaics used by the hostel and Antiop'e coding schemes”

(see PLP, 1981) requires the important qualification that only the mosaic characters, and

not the way their attributes are coded by the two Systems, are compatible.
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6. A common way to establish compatibility between two interworking systems is
to add hardwarefsoftware adaptation modules (converters) in front of one or both sys
tems. The degree of compatibility can then be measured in terms of the converter corn«
plexity .

"i. This leads us to a loophole-that exists in many compatibility issues. There is a
difference between de facto, or strong, compatibility (which simply means that two sys-
tems are compatible as they stand) and various degrees of weak compatibility (which
usually means that the systems can be made compatible). It is of course the amount 'of
work necessary that makes claims of compatibility a meaningful or ridiculous. Thus, for
instance, one could claim to have invented a terminal (or presentation protocol) compati—
ble both with Captain and PLPS by simply putting two separate decoders in one box (but
perhaps sharing the power supply). However, there remains the question of how to
decide which decoder to use at a given time. The general solution to this would be to
agree on some identification code carried by the Captain and PLPS data streams—that
is, to change the present coding structures. .

8. With respect to videotex, compatibility issues arise at all levels of the 031
model. (These issues are treated in the appropriate chapters.) However, at higher levels
(presentation, application) an important distinction exists between what might be called
“on-line” and “off-line" compatibility. Consider as- anexample access to a Prestel
database by PLPS terminals. To achieve this some amount of transcoding must be done
at the presentation and application levels. To do this on—line—that is, “on the fly"—
would be quite complicated; one would rather do it the other way—that is, convert the
whole database into Telidon format, and then connect it to the users.

PLPS and CEPT Standards

PLPS and the CEPT proposal are the major candidates for fennal standardization in
North America and Europe, respectively. At least partial compatibility of the two stand»
ards (if there must be two standards at all) would be clearly desirable. Such compatibility
would facilitate data exchange between the two continents. Unfortunately, the two stand-
ards are only compatible at the level of the 64 basic mosaic characters, and (subsets of)
the basic and supplementary character sets.

Here are the major areas of incompatibility:

1. Almost all mosaic attribute controls are coded differently in the two standards.
2. There are no serial attributes in PLPS.

. There are no geometric and photographic options in CEPT; if PDIs are included (as
per 5.100), new incompatibility may result because the-control sequence to invoke
them in PLPS is different from the one foreseen in 8.100.

4. There are 24 rows per page in Europe versus 20 rows in North America (although
24 rows are not precluded in PLPS).

U)
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As Tanenbaum (1981) said: “The nice thing about standards is that you have so

many to choose from; furthermore, if you don’t like any of them you can just wait for
next year’s model.” The next year’s model may well be on its way: Schmid and Maurer

(1981) propose a “European” PLPS with features similar to those of the Bell protocol,
but with control structure close to that of CEFI‘.
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9.1 CLASSIFICATION AND FEATURES

There are two broad categories of users of videotex systems: service consumers (e.g.,
households or businesses) and service providers (e.g., information providers). In this
chapter we shall refer to the terminals used by these two classes as user tenm'mls and
service-provider terminals. 0n the whole, the distinction between the two is fairly clear:
user terminals are (relatively) cheap, simple, and numerous; sentice-provider terminals
may be cornplicated and expensive. Most of the material in the following two sections
deals with user terminals; Section 9.3 is devoted to serviceuprovider terminals and sys—
terms.

The terminal is the interface, or point of contact, between a videotex system and
its user, who usually owns it. As such, it should have two characteristics, both of which
are essential for the success or failure of the whole concept of videotex. First, the cost of
the terminal should be sufficiently low; simple structure, advanced technologies, and
economies of scale are factors in achieving this. Second, the terminal has to ofier attrac~

tive displays and easy—to-understand controls that are not a source of frustration for the
average user.

Types of User Terminals

So far the most important class of user terminals is based on use of the color TV set
as the display device. This has an important price advantage in that, in general, the

1M
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Chap. 9 Terminals 145

user already owns one and perceives only the diiierential cost of additional hardware,
called the videotex decoder or controller (and which includes a keypad for entering user
commands).

Two important. types of decoders can be distinguished, according to the way in
which the decoder and the set are connected: add-on (also called seHop) and built-in
decoders. Add~on decoders have the advantage that they can connect to unmodified TV
sets through the antenna socket. As already discussed, there is also the disadvantage that
the signal has to pass through two RF (radio frequency) stages (the modulator in the
decoder and the tuner in the receiver) and through the IF amplifier. This inevitably
results in higher decoder cost and deterioration of image quality. All TV sets in France
(and most sets in other countries) are now fabricated with external sockets pennitting
input of the RGB signal directly from the decoder’s generator; this eliminates the above
disadvantage of add~on decoders.

_ Built-in decoders provide the best display quality—a quality even better than TV
reception in ideal circumstances. Additional advantages are the possibility of sharing
components and tighter interaction between decoder and display (enabling, for example,
scan compression). Several firms—most of them Emopean—woffer top-of~the-line
receivers with built-in decoders for teletext auditor viewdata.

However, as discussed by Ciciora (1980), the decision to incorporate teletext or
videOtex decoders into TV sets produced at high volume is complicated by several fac-
tors. First, there is the “chicken-and-egg” problem: Will the increased cost (lO-*20%
increment) be justified by the additional serViCes? Such services will, however, be pro-
vided only if there are enough customers, that is, receivers with decoders.

A second group of problems is related to the design changes necessary in order to
incorporate a decoder. Receiver designs are carefully optimized for mass production, and
the optimal design if a decoder is present may be significantly different than the optimal
design without a decoder. This is especially true for teletext decoders that share many
circuits with the set. Yet it is forecast that in the U.S., teletext, due to its simplicity, will
achieve large—scale penetration before inwradive Services will.

Other types of terminals use TV monitors (essentially TV sets without an RF
tuner); however, they may cost more than standard TV sets because of economies of
scale, even though they contain less. '

A variety of non-TV—based videotes terminals have been developed for different
special applications. Among these are conventional VDUs adapted to receive subsets of
videotex code (alphanumerics) either in text format, in which case a stream of characters
is re-formatted into 80-character lines, or in page format, in which case two videotex
pages are fitted side by side onto a screen. Newer designs favor microprocessor-based
combined business and full-capacity videotex terminals (see Hussein, 1981). Another
approach to terminal design (and marketing) is taken by the French P'IT, which supplies
free terminals for the telephone directory trial. Plans call for such terminals to acch
pany every telephone in France by 1990. These terminals have a small monochrome

CRT diaplay and an alphanumeric keyboard with dedicated keys for standard functions
(‘ Help,” “Send,” etc.). These latter terminals can also receive Antiope code; colors are
represented by various shades of grey. A recently announced teletext receiver employs a
liquid crystal display packaged in pocket-calculatordike format.
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146 The Presentation Level Part Ill

Terminals of still another class feature high resolution display—cg, 1024 X 1024
pixels. Such displays-require special fine«grain picture tubes, not just better amplifiers
and more scan lines. Therefore at the present they are quite expensrve ($5000-$20,000),
but progress in display technology is rapid, and the situation may soon change. In this
respect, the possibility of higheresolution, commercial television should be kept in mind.

Mulflstandard Terminals

One way for the equipment manufacturers to counter the uncertainty about standards is
to design terminals capable of switching between different presentation codes. We have
already men 'oned combined ASCII-videotex terminals; hOWeVer, these are not really
multistandard, ASCII being a subset of videotex codes. In all such terminals the objec-
tive is to share as much hardware as possible among different presentation modes.

A terminal capable of receiving Presz and Antiope code has been implemented
and described by Bourassin et a1. (1981). It is basically an Antiope terminal augmented
by a microprocessor and buffer memory to hold one Prestel page. The micr0processor is
dedicated to transcoding of the Prestel page into an Antiope code sequence. Thus the
modem, character generator, and display unit are shared by both standards. Sony and
Matsushita presented new, multistandard teletextlvideotex terminals at the Videotex’SZ
Show.

lntelllgent Terminals

Videotex is without doubt evolving toward more complex and diversified services. One
indicator of this trend is the popularity of gateways in the U.K., France, and Germany.
Putting intelligenceinto terminals (and exploiting it) may open the .way for a number of
unusual and attractive applications. : . -'

Intelligent terminals come about in two ways: by- the augmenting of a personal
computer with videotex capability (e.g., the interface board for Apple computers marle
eted by Norpak) , or the equipping of a terminal with computing capability. For videotex,
the latter alternative seems to be more attractive, for the simple reason thatall modern
videotex tenninals already contain an internal prOCessor and memory. Therefore the cost
of design modifications that open these resources for purposes other than decoding of
images is lower than the cost of a personal computer.

An interesting example of this latter approach is described by Maurer (1982). The
tenninal in question, called NflJPID (Multipurpose Universally Programmable Intelligent
Decoder), is produced in Austria and is available to videotex subscribers on a rental
basis. Another type of terminal is NABU’s home computer, which is capable of receiv-
ing telesoftware to interpret PLPS code. We will return. to the implications of intelligent
terminals in Chapter 14.

Component Televlsion

Although the TV set has always been considered to be the principal display vehicle for
videotex, its present form is gradually becoming inadequate for that purpose. One
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already-mentioned symptom of. this is the duplication of the RF circuits in external con-
trollers; this is particularly annoying for teletext reception. Another related phenomenon
is the need for cable converters, which make the built~in VI-lFr’UHF timer superfluous.

From a broader perspective, one can observe an expansion and confluence in three
related areas: '

1. Appearance of television—related appliancos, such as video games, video discs, and

video cassette recorders (VCR) which have the possibility of remote control by
program identification codes, analog Eramegrabbers, home surveillance systems

. by closed-circuit TV, and home computers.

2. Advanced features, frequently computer~controlled, built into the tap-of-the-line

TV receivers, such as zooming, playback, superimposing of several programs on

the screen, remote control, and high~resolution and digital TV.

3. New home and business information services, such as narrowcasting, pay-TV, and

various digital interactive services based on two—way cable.

If the television set is to maintain its central role as a home terminal, it must evi~

dently be capable of interfacing and accomodafing all these “Tl/peripherals." One solu~

tion would be to build a range of superterminals, each incorporating some set ofperipheral

functions. Another approach would borrow from the philosophy of audio systems that is

based on use of individually connectable and upgradable modules. Such comment televi—

sion (see Storey, 1978) would offer advantages similar to those of today’s hi—fi systems:

the possibility of adding, changing, and upgrading individual components according to the
omer’s preferences and budgetary limits.

With this latter approach, the question of standard interfaces between components

becomes a key issue. An example of an already existing standard involves the voltage

levels for RGB and composite video signals. In France, a “petitelevision conneCtor” has

been standardized, and has been obligatory in all new sets since 1980. It can connnect to

a single device, such as a video recorder, or to a special control box that holds plugs for
a number of other devices and that controls their coordination.

A possible component television system is outlined in Figuregl It includes the

following modules and groups:

Display module: color picmre tube, video amplifier, controllable scan generators.

Video Sources (RGB or composite video): video disk, VCR, camera, VHFIUHF
(standard) tunerfdemodulator, cable timer, digital TV receiver, synthetic video
generator.

Video control box: basicaly a selectorlmixer of video signals; it might also contain

features for video manipulation, such as zooming, insertionloverlaying of pictures

and scan control (for multistandard receivers or reduction of overacan); it would

also be the source of video signal for some devices, such as VCR or teletext
decoder.

Display memory: catering to teletext, videotex, home computer, and other data
services.

Interfitcesfor digital services: e.g., Mo—way cable or ISDN.
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Figure 9.1 Possible arrangement of 001W TV system.
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The control and coordination of this certainly-notasimple system might be central-

izod and advantageously located in the home computer. Alternatively, several loci of

control might exist (e.g., for video, teletextlviewdata, and ISDN).

It is worth noting that alternate or specialized display devices (not shown in Figure

9.1), such as VDU, high-resolution terminals, printer, facsimile, and voice output, will

also have to fit into modular systems of the kind outlined above. Some of these devices

can be permanently connected to certain data services carried by DOV or ISDN (e.g.,
facsimile broadcast). '

9.2 INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF TERMINALS

The basic components found in all videotex decoders are indicated in Figure 9.2. Their

functions are the following:-

Data receptiOn: producesa sequence of bits without interpretation.

Data selection: converts the bit stream into bytes and selects those demanded by
the current user

Control processor: assists in data selection and processes incoming data _ if
necessary.

Display memory: holds all data of the page currently being displayed.

Display generator: creates video or RF—rnodulated signals to drive the display.

Display unit: consists of TV set or other device. '

Input device: is utilized for the user’s commands (keypad or keyboard).
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These components must be present in some form in every terminal (with the possi-
ble exception of the control processor). The term controller or decoder often designates
the terminal’s add-on part, except for the display device. -. -

Next—we deal in more detail with the component partslisted above. Differences
exist, of' course, between different implementations of- controllers; these are mainly due
to (l) the delivery medium (telephone, data over video or ISBN), (2) the coding options
supported, and (8) technological factors (such as availability of special purpose LSI or
VLSI chips). - -

Data Reception

With telephone, the reception function resides in the modem. Standard asynchronous
modems employ frequency modulation for encoding bits. This requires the use of four
different frequencies (for the transmission of 0’s and 1’s in each direction). The opera—
tion in the modem is therefore demodulation of the received signal and marking of the bit
boundaries. A similar but reverse process takes place in the modern when uSer com-
mands are transmitted to the service computer. Modems are usually equipped with
acoustic couplers for use with standard telephone sets; some models have built-in auto—
dial facilities.

When videotex is received over the television signal, addon teletext decoders
must replicate the RF, IF, and demodulatiOn circuitry already present in the TV set;
therefore it is particularly desirable to build the decoders into the TV set. After demodu»
lation the digital information carried on a data line must be separated from the rest of the
video signal. This is done in two steps. First, the video signal is fed to athreshold circuit
“slicer”) producing 0 or 1 (logic) as a result, depending on whether the input voltage is

below or above the threshold level. This level is adaptively set to be halfway between the
received 0 and 1 levels. Thresholding is necessary because the received signals practi-
cally never have a square-shaped form. The second step serves to separate out the infor-
mation bits from the thresholded version of the whole video signal. This is done by a
shift register and a decoder that detects the bit synchronizing sequence 010101 . . . at the
beginning of a data line, and effects the synchronization of the local clock. Figure 9.3
shows the abovedescn'bed operations. For more details on teletext decoder circuits, see,
e.g., Money (1979).

Data Selection

The bit stream received from the previous stage is first converted into byte-parallel form.
The key to this is the recognition of the byte framing code that follows the bit synchron-
izing sequence. The simplest form of data selection is found in the first versions of U.K.
teletext. Each data line there has a fixed format, consisting of the page number, row
number, and the-characters of that row. (This was later changed to include the page
number in the header row only.) Therefore, data selection can be done by a few
hardware circuits, as shown in Figure 9.4. The scheme is centered around an address
comparator, which compares the address keyed in by the user with the currently received
page number- If the two match up, the subsequent characters are sent to the display
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152 The Presentation Level Part III

memory; and becanSe of the fixed-format transmission, addressing of memory words is
simply derived from the current row address and a byte counter.

Errors are handled in a Separate circuit. Single errors in data protected by error-

correcting codes (usually, addressing information) are conected automatically. 0n unre-
coverable errors, writing into display memory is inhibited. Characters received with parity
error are usually displayed as blanks.

Newer teletext transmission systems function asynchronously, and have much

more complex header structures, including data channel identification, continuity
checks, channel interleaving, and other facilities. Such complications cannot be handled
uniquely by hardWired logic, so that a programmable processor becomes necessary.
Once included, the microprocessor can also handle other terminal functions, such as
interpretation of geometric codes and overall control of the terminal.

It must be emphasized that this control processor cannot be charged with all data
Selection functions. The reason is that the instantaneous rate at which data are received

approaches lMBls, which leaves only a few instructionsfbyte even with the fastest
microprocessors; this is clearly insufficient. The data rate can be smoothed by buffers
with VBI transmission; however, modern teletext decoders have to work with full field
transmission as well. Therefore, it is inevitable that some preliminary data selection be

done by dedicated hardware.

control Processor

As already mentiOned, function and complexity of the control processor will depend on
the type of transmission and presentation system in question. Here is a partial list of
things done (not necessarily in the same system) by the processor.

. input buffer management

a dialog with the user (handling of commands and messages)

o interpretation of control codes (e.g., proper placement of display attributes and
DRCS patterns, switching of character sets)

0 interpretation of geometric codes

a storing and recalling of macro sequences

- assisting in data selection and error checking.

Display 'Memory and Generator

Recall that there are two fundamcntally different types of display memories, each suit-
able for different coding options: character memories (also called page memories), used
with the mosaic option, and bit-plane memories, used for the geometric and photo-
graphic options. The purpose of the memory is the same in both cases: to hold data
necessary for the display of a screenful of videotex information. Its content is completely
read out 30 (or 25) times per Second by the display generator while synthesizing the
video signal. '
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One can, in principle, make Telidon terminals with character, rather than bit-

‘plane, memories. PDIs are interpreted by the micmprocessor to provide the best approxi-
mation of the image in terms of the available mosaic characters or in terms of “internally

generated DRCS.” The latter type of decoder has been demonstrated (see Tenne-Sens,
1982).

Page Memories

Character memories lead to the most economic realizations of terminals because only

seven or eight bits have to be stored per mosaic cell (in the simplest case of serially
coded attributes). A few additional bits are required for parallel attributes. Conceptually,

thus, the character memory can consist of several planes (matrices of 24 rows by 40

columns), the first containing character codes, the second parallel attributes, 'and the

third eventually holding markers of attribute changes (see Chapter 7).
The internal structure of the memory depends on the type of integrated circuit used

for implementation. In one system, the Multith (fabricated by Mullard, Ltd), two
standard lkb x 4 static RAM chips are used in parallel (each chip has 1024 words of

four hits each; only three bits of the second chip are used).

The externally supplied address consists of 11 bits (five for row, six for column
address). These external addresses are transformed by simple arithmetic manipulations

into the 10 bits required to address the chips (see upper part of Figure 9.5). _
Access time requirements for the page memory can be calculated if one realize

that for each TV scan line participating in the display of a given row of characters, all
characters of that row have to be accessed Once. This yields, for NTSC and 40

charactersfrow, a cycle time of roughly (60 1.1.5) {40 = 1.5 us. On writing, the data rate of
lMBr's yields 1 usfwrite. Thus with a SOD—us memory the write and read Operations can
be interlaced. The fact that both reading and writing are sequential can be used to reduce

access requirements (by accessing several cells at once).
The economy that can be realized with mosaic-oriented page memories is partially

offset by the complexity of the appropriate display generator. Note that only codes, and
not the actual mosaic shapes, are written in the locations of the memory. The set of

displayable alphabets (pier patterns of G—sets) must be stored in a further memory called
dot mtrix watery. It contains one bit per displayable pixel, and is implemented in

read—only memory, except for DRCS, which of course requires writeable memory. It is

essentially a hardware embodiment of the code table (precisely, its G~set), as shown in

Figure 9.6. Each character is stored as a matrix of given size (say “I x 9 dots). The
address has again two components: character address (seven bits coming from the

display memory, identical to bits b1 . . . (3—; in the code table) and dot line address (com-
ing from timing circuits). The output from the memory is the bit combination

corresponding to the chosen dot line in the chosen character, and is used to modulate the.
beam while traversing the character position on the screen.

Physically the dot memory for a G~set has to contain 96 X 9 = 864 words of seven
bits (with 7 X 9 cell size), realizeable again with two ROM circuits lkb X 4, with a
similar address transformation logic, as in the display memory. The simplified internal
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Figure 9.5 Strucmre of display and dot matrix mermn‘es.

structure of the display and dot matrix memies with the above-used parameters are

sketched in Figure 9.5. The required cycle time for this memory is the 'same as for the

disPIay memory, about 1.5 1.1.8. In practical implementations the dot matrix memory,
display generator, and various circuits for implementing the attribute controls are

integrated within one unit, such as the SAA5050 LSI chip of the Mullard system (see
Mullard, I978).

Bit Piano Memories

The cascade of diSplay and dot matrix memories is essentially a two-level memory in
which the upper level generates addressing information for the lower. The dot patterns

can be likened to graphical “macros” invoked by “names” stored in the upper level. In

contrast to this, geometric and photographic coding are not based on the repetitive use of
a limited set of encapsulated patterns. In these options a one-level display memory in

which each displayable pixel is explicitly rcpresented (addressable), is more appropriate.
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Figure 9.6 Conceptual view of dot matrix memory.

It should be realized that the “identity” of pixels is now merely the sum of their
attributes; there is no shape to distinguish beMeen them as there is in the case of mesalc
characters. The attributes are inherently parallel. This is reflected in the'structure of bit
plane memories: conceptually, they consist of bit matrices (planes) with dimensions
identical to the pixel dimensions of the display. For example, current medium—resolution
implementations of Telidon terminals define 200 X 256 pixels. The number of bits
representing a piXel available for the attributes will determine the range of colors, Inten—
sities, and other variations in the resulting image. Currently fabricated Telidon terminals
have four bit planes. From the hardware point of view it must be taken into account that
a whole row of, say, 256 pixels must be acceSSed by the display generator every 60 us.
Thus physical access is organized not on an individual pixel basis but rather in terms of
suitable sine blocks of horizontally adjacent pixels. 011 writing, access is essentially ran«

dom, as determined by the sequence of geometric shapes generated by the microproo—
essor. However, the speed of writing into a bit plane memory is not bound to the display
scan rate.

Geometric and photographic coding options are applicable with much smaller
memories than would correspond to the resolution of the display device. For example,
even a standard page memory with parallel attributes can be made into a 24 X 40 pixel
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Figure 9.7 Costcomparison ofdifferenttypes ofdisplay memories.

bit plane memory by connecting it directly to the video generator (i.e., by bypassing the
dot matrix memory shown in Figure 9-5)- _ .H

Figure 9.7 shows comparative display memory Wmmem? for a range 0f?
nal implementations. (See Bown, 1980. for an excellent discuss‘on Of tenmtm Slgn
alternatives). It must be emphasized that there is a greatdealot' controversy over coo:
Some less pepular memory parts are actually increaSmg 1n Pnoe- Somme: I112:wa 1311 v
are artificially low due to dumping. Only the most popular and mass~p uc Configura

interestin twist to the uestion of memory frost- .

memory. buy more pages of storage in a system that requn‘es fewer bytes per pzlge. d
The merits of enhanced mosaic 53mm (Such as those 0f the CEFF Pmpos ) an

basically geometric system-(PLPS) are being ho“? dabate‘d- The aran advancad by
the proponents of the first approach are mainly based on two points: (1) the memory
requirement is an order of magnitude lower, and (2) enhanced mosaic graphics 311d DRCS
provide sufficient flexibility and display quality- Proponents 0fgame“m31’0"“ 0‘“
(1) that the disadvantage of larger memories and complex processing tends to fade away

. . . . . ' th adventofa“decoder0naVISIcldp," (2)
With diminishing hardware costs and with e mmoryy an coding Options
thin the temun'31 has a sufficiently large bit plane I I I _
can Egicammlly incorporated, (3) that geometrically coded mformatton IS mdependent of
display resolutioa and even of display technology, (4) that scrolling is canerhjt; $131]:
merit, and (5) that general compatibility with techniques computer grap I 1 ti
used for enhancements, such as animation, threedimen.51onal1ty, and other mampu :6 01-15
of images. This last observation points in the same direction as dosome . ve —
Opulents in databases for videotex, in which after a period of spemahzed wor e issues
are now being placed in the larger context of existing database technologies.
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Reference Terminal

The actual, quite hectic advance in the state of the art of videotex is accompanied by a

proliferation of coding schemes, ad h0c proposfls, ill-defined standards, extensions, and
add-on features, gyrations whose purpose is to reconcile mutually inconsistent principles

(not to mention subjectively and politically motivated and nut-quite-scientific opinions).
The inevitable net effect of all this is frustration. It might be reassuring to call things by

their names, and to see the key principles that are involved in many designs filtered out

and summarized in what might be called a “reference terminal” (which will never

become a real'terminal because there is already too much pressure for compatibility with
existing code structures and terminologies).

The basic components (see Figure 9.8) are a processor with attached RAM and
ROM, and a bit plane display memory whose content is continually displayed. The
incoming serial code is always interpreed in one of six modes:

0 direct mosaic

0 direct geometric
a macro mosaic

. macro geOmetric

- mosaic macro definition (MMD)

- geometric macro definition (GMD).

The direct modes cause the processor to process incoming information and deposit it into

the display memory, much as in geometric and photographic Options of Telidon. The
macro definition modes do not affect the contents of the display memory; in MMD,

named pixel patterns (objects) are placed in the processor memory. Attributes can be

defined for individual pixels or for the whole object, and some attributes may be missing
at definition time. Position and size are also censidered to be attributes. In GMD, strings

of incoming code are named and stored, possibly with some parts missing.
Finally, macro modes .w0uld be used for the “expansion” of previously defined

macros. As in conventional languages, this would he done at the moment when the
macro name is encountered in the input string. Such a macro call can be accompanied by

a set of attributes (parameters) that would complement or override those in the macro

definition. Thus, at execution time one might conveniently change the color, position,

etc., of predefined objects. Expansioa of mosaic macros results in copying a pixel pat-
tern into the display memory; geometric macros are executed as though substituted in the

input string (with the appropriate parameters). '
By going into further details at this point we would run the double risk of too much

speculation and of reinventing the wheel. We conclude this excursion into the “possi-
ble” with a few remarks:

1. There is no essential difference between the photographic and mosaic options (in

the sense used throughout this book), other than the fact that the first refers to the

direct mode, and the second (especially DRCS) to the macro mode. Standard C}
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Display-memory: bit plane

  
 

mosaic
macros

ROM

Var. size named mosaic macros
= generalized DRCS

Figure9.8 Referencemmfinal.11msixwodesofoperafionandfliedampathsh1volvedate:ditectmosaic
DM, direcr geometric DF, macro mosaic MM, mo geometric MG, mosaic macro definition MMD, and
geometric macro definition GMD.

sets stored in ROM are in effect built-in system macros. It would be useful to

recognize this fact and to treat the two uniformly.

2. Macros as defined in PLPS are in effect geometric macros except that no provision

is made for parameters, which removes some flexibility.

. The Reference terminal basically also covers the Captain coding scheme.

The Reference terminal is comparable in cornplexity to a full PLPS tannins].

. More attention should be paid to unified handling of attributes, which might be

based on constructs Such as types in Pascal. _

6. Similar ideas are involved in the graphic language used in the VIPS information

provider system (see Section 9.3).

L8! Technology in Terminals

We have repeatedly stressed that the cost of user terminals is a critical factor, and that a

key element in bringing down the cost is the availability of specialized LSI Components

fabricated in high volumes. A few manufactmers have already judged that this chickens
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and-egg problem is sufficiently near to resolution to permit venture into the fabriCation

of chip sets suitable for both teletext and two~way videotex terminal conhollers.

An example of a flexible set widely used in Europe and USA is the Mallard Mul-

titext system (see Mullard, 1918; Beakhust and Gander, 1979). The components permit

the building of different configurations, including remote control from a single keypad of

the TV set, teletext, and viewdata. The system contains no micropr0cessor, and its
teletext part is compatible with the fixed-format serial attribute of UK. teletext. How

ever, its remarkable flexibility permits it to be new in systems like the Virtext and Vir-

data teletext systems running on NTSC and employing gearing to conserve the 24 row by
40 character format.

Figure 9.9 shows the block diagram of the Multith system. The more important
LSI circuits and their functions are:

- TAC, teletext data acquisition and control

a VIP, video input processor

. TIC, timing chain

c TROM, teletext read-only memory (dot matrix memory)

. VAC, viewdata acquisition and control module

- LCU, line-coupling unit.

Another set of similar circuits made by General Insmrments is described in McDonald

(1980). It has a microprocessor-based controller and can store up to six teletext or Prestel

pages. In 1982 Texas Instruments (France) announced the production of a VLSI chip to
decode PLPS.

9.3 SERVICE-PROVIDER TERMINALS (SPT)

Features

Features of SPTs are somewhat opposite to those of user terminals, which are made to

assist page editors and graphic artists in creating and effectively managing large numbers

of pages. The main economic effect of SPTs is to reduce specialized labor requirements
for page creation. To create a complex graphic page with prinutive tools (cg, through

manual assembly of P013) may easily take a workday; the same job dune on amodern SPT

would take perhaps 30 minutes. In tenns of wages (of, say, $100!day) this represents a

saving of almost $100lpage, thus amortizing a $20,000 SPT after the first 200 pages (done
in less than 13 days)! Even if this calculation is oversimplified, it illustrates the point that

although SPTs tend to be sophisticated and quite expensive, the cost is quickly made up by

increased productivity. -
There are three broad classes of SPTs: (1) stand—alone systems, which contain all

facilities for creating and storing pages, (2) computer-dependent SPTs, which rely on a

supporting computer for processing and filing functions, and (3) user terminals enhanced
by additioual hardware or software components.
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The functional components generally present in SPTs include:

a text editing facility. equivalent to standard word processors

. graphic editor, enabling one to interactively compose, correct, and update graphi-
cal material; implementation and features depending on the preferred graphic cod-
ing option (mosaic or geometric) . ' '

' 0 page editor, permitting the combination of graphics and text, and placing of logos
and numbers in pages '

' c filing system, permitting local storage, cataloging of pages, and transmission of
_ these to a database computer (this communication being an important standard

issue) . .

- input facilities for text (e.g., from wire services, other databases or optical charac—I-
ter readers) and graphics (tablets for handmade sketches, digitizing cameras for

- - pictures and DRCS fonts). '

I There are many SPTs onthe market today. We will deactibe here the VIPS devel~
oped by Bell Northern Research in Canada.

was (Videotex [Momma-Provider system)

VIPS (see Figure 9.10) is a stand-alone system, designed for the Vista field trial in
Canada, for which a database of about 100,000 pages had to be created (see Chitnis and
Papp, 1932). Figure 9.1] shows the hardware configuration. The central element is a
Cromen'rco System 1]] microcomputer with built in floppy disk drives. The system is
controlled from a keyboardNDU terminal. The VDU displays command menus, mes—
sages, and user input. The page being edited can be continuously displayed for visual
inspection on any PDI-compatible diSplay terminal—e.g., on a standard TV set with RF
(antenna socket) or RG3 input. Thus the resolution, color effects, etc., can be immedi-
ately checked on the intended type of receiving terminal. Text of external origin can be
received through an RS—232 interface. A digitizing tablet makes entering sketches and
coordinates (points) easy (although this can also be done from the system console). A
second function of the tablet is its programmable keys. Any sequence of system corn-
mands can be programmed under any “soft” key, and executed upon pressing it. The
video camera serves to capture outlines of objects.

The VIPS software consists of the following modules:

. text editor (standard word processing functions)

0 graphics editor

. information-provider language

. local database

I

. auxiliary software (to receive text from an external source and to control the
optional printer).
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Figure 9.10 VIPS service profider system [Beleorlhem Research).

Printer To database

 
  

 

Displays

External
source

Command terminal Digitisztablet

Figure 9.11 VIPS haxdware configuration
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The largest and most interesting of these modules is the graphics editor. In effect,

it is a powerful language based on PDIs. Its main feature is its ability to create named
objects; an object is any combination of PDI primitives and other prefiously created
objects. Their structure is represented and manipulated in an internal language that is
translated into PDIs (or other graphic language) at diaplay time. Any depth of nesting of

objects within objects is permitted; a change in an object’s description is autOmatically
reflected in all of its occurrences in other objects. Alternatively, such occurrences within

embedding objects can even he changed individually. Thus, an artist can create a house

(object) composed of the roof (object) and walls (object), and then a village (object) by

combining multiple copies of the house. Then he can change in one operation the color
of the roofs of the whole village, or he can modify any attributes of individual houses.

A11 declared objects are stored in a library. Images and objects are internally

represented with a resolution of 1600~by—1200 pixels (6 times the resolution of TV-based
Telidon). Here is a short list of operations available on objects:

0 catalog (name an object and put it into the library)

- remove (an object frorn library)

. delete (an object from the screen)

n move, rotate, and duplicate (objects 0n the screen)

0 sequence (change the display order of component objects)

0 scale (from 0.01 to 100 times the original size) n

a change object (e.g., change color of all houses in an image)

The infonnation-provider language is a tool used to integrate text and graphic

information into final pages. It also includes facilities for formatting unformatted text

strings into lines of specified length and spacing. Resulting pages are numbered and
automatically placed into a 1ree~structLued local database. Menu selection pages are for-
matted automatically. -

The transmit module initiates sending of any part of the local database to a remote

service computer, to be integrated into its database.

VIPS is presently not able to handle mosaic graphics and photographic images,

although these extensions can be added at moderate development cost.
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Having discussed the ways and means of bringing information pages to the Screens of TV
sets, we arrive finally at the application layer of 081. Our goal is not to treat individual
applications and their characteristics; this is done eISewhere (see Chapter 2). The three
chapters in this part of the book are about the support structures necessary to implement
applications: databases used in videotex and teletext, gateways to access services run-
ning on external computers, and finally, service computers and systems, considered in
terms of their architecture.
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10.1 A BRIEF REVIEW

To put the database facilities typically found in videotex in proper perspective, first we
very briefly review the range of database architectures that are in general use today. The
architectures can be divided into two large groups: famed (record-oriented) and tax-

tual (unfonnatted) databases. The basic information units contained in and managed by
the former are records and files. There are three Well-known structural models of format-

ted databases: hierarchical, network. and relational. Typical applications are in business

and enterprise-oriented systems; the arch—examples are the *‘personne ” and “part-and~
supplier” files. Search mechanisms typically work at the field and record levels; queries
into formatted files typically produce sets of records satisfying specified search criteria.
Date (1981) is an excellent reference for firrther study. '

Textual (e.g., bibliographic) databases deal with decrements more or less in their

original form, such as newspaper articles or their abstracts. There are have ways of
accessing information in such databases: either through indexes (lists of keywords
characterizing the contents on the documents), or through sequential searches of the
documents themselves for given word patterns and their combinations. The user corn— -

municates with the database system through an interface language (query language)

incorporating all necessary commands and parameters.

167
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In another type of databaSe, called knowledge bases, information is contained in
highly coded abstract forms. Queries into knowledge bases are processod by complex
programs, often based on artificial intelligence techniques whose goal is to find the most
appropriate response. The meaning of queries themselves often has to be clarified by a
dialog between the user and database system. The information sought for is not found
prepackaged and ready for output, but has to be synthesized while the query is proc-
essed. Examples are certain medical databases capable of accumulating and using the
clinical decision criteria of expert physicians in order to advise practitioners in their
diagnostics. '

The main difference between the three kinds of databases can be traced to the

organization and meaning of information with which they deal. Formatted databases,
which are at one end of the scale, have simply structured and highly repetitive sets of
items (employees, parts, orders); knowledge bases, at the other end, may for example
contain experts’ criteria for recognizing a rare disease, criteria that may be highly indi~
vidual, intuitive, and hard to formalize.

None of the above three approaches to database design is quite appropriate as a
model for the mass access typical for videotex, for two main reasons. First, their query
languages are too complicated for uninitiated users, and, second, searches may be too
expensive in terms of computer resources, preventing the siinultaneous use of a facility

. by hundreds or thousands of subscribers. I-Iowever,--there is no reason why such data
bases could not be accessed by videotex users on a more selective basis through gate~
ways.

10.2 PAGE-ORIENTED DATABASES

The following discussion is based on Tompa et a] (1981). Databases developed for the
limit versions of all major videotex systems are remarkably similar in that they use pages
as logiCal units of information. A page was originally meant as both a logical and physi—
cal unit (displayable on one screen). However, a further distinction between the two
meanings has proved to be useful: a page may censist of severalframes (screenfuls of
information). The internal representation of frames, used to maintain the information in
computer-memory (records, blacks, sectors, etc.) is a generally unrelated implementa—
tion detail dictated by the supporting data management system.

The second peculiarity of videotex databases is that they incorporate indeXes and
data in the same structure; in effect, index information is sometimes indistinguishable
from data. This makes searching in the database a relatively straightforward task.

The underlying data structure in current videotex databases is a rooted tree of page
nodes (see Figure 10.1), each node serving as the root-for a number of subtrees. The con«
tent of any page can include text and/or graphics and can be used to comrey application
information, indexes, and routing prompts (instructions about what to do next). Pages
are numerically identified by their position in the tree: for example, the root is page 0; its
desaendents are numbered from 1 to 9; the descendants of page 1 are pages 11, 12 . . .,

19, and the descendents of page 12 are pages 121, ... , 129. A user can request a page

directly at any time by entering its number via a keypad. Note that in this system of
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Root page

' 0.0

11.0

922.0

1911.0

 
1911.1 0 Index page—nonleaf

0 Document pagele

labeling, page numbers have a double role: they identify both the page and the (unique)
way leading to it from the root. This may sometimes help the browsing user to maintain

- his orientation.

Providing several frames of information for one page has taken two distinct fonns.
In Pleatel, any node (page) in the tree is a sequence of one to 26 frames, distinguished by
the appending of an appropriate letter of the alphabet to the page identifier. Direct access
to a page results in display of the primary frame (labeled A), the secondary frames being
reachable by subsequent sequential seems only. Similarly, in Captain each page has one
to 10 frames (distinguished by an appended digit). Telidon allows multiple frames at the
leaVes of the tree only, thus distinguishing between so—called index and document pages
(the content of either is under complete control of the infonnation provider). A document
page can consist of up to 1000 frames identified by one, two, or. three digits that follow
the decimal pointin the page identifier (e.g., 122.0, 122.1, . . . , 122.999), and, unlike -
the situation with Captain, Prestel, and Teletel, any frame can be directly accessed by
entering its numeric identifier. (For consistency, a TelidOn index page has a decimal
point followed by the digit 0 at the end of its identfier—~—~e.g., 12.0.)

The tree structure

providers. For example, in Prestel and Captain each information provider is assigned a

also serves as a framework for allocating-pages to information
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page number identifying the root of the subtree in which pages, frames, and their 0011*
tents may be constructed under that information provider’s editorial control. Both sys
tems also reserve pages to contain general-pmpose and index information controlled by
the videotex system operator. Such looalization of the information provider’s Pages Sim“
pljfies the system operator’s tasks of preventing interference among information provid~
ers and providing accounting (statistical and financial) to each information provider. The
visibility of the tree structure through use of page identifiers also reinforces an informa-

tion provider’s identity to the user because it explicitly contains the corresponding root’s
page number.

Accessing the lnfonnation

Information contained in a tree-structured database typically can be accessed in two
ways. (1) When the usar knows precisely what information he wants, and on which page

he can find it, all he has to do is enter the page number in question (e.g., to find the price
quotation of his favorite stock). This access modality can (ironically) be allme by
printed directories. Similar directories organized by subject or service provider can be
found in higherolevel pages of some databases. (2) When the user knows only vaguely

the kind of information he wants (e.g., “some entertainment for tonight”), but has n0
' idea where and under what heading (and whether at all) this information is found in the

database, he will indulge in a search through the database, using a set of navigational
commands provided for this purpose. They permit him to browse in the tree while flying
to locate the desired information. The basic set of commands provided through the
keypad are again similar in all existing systems (but sufficiently different to preclude
direct compatibility between Prestel, Télétel, and Telidon). Section 10.3 discusses this
in further detail. Navigational commands are either absoilae (the target page is indePCfl‘

dent of the actual position in the tree) or relative (with respect to the current page). This
is illustrated in Figure 10.2. Roughly, absolute and relative commands are designed to fit
situations (1) and (2) above, respectively.

 
21 12 I 23 31 32

Figure 10.2 Effect of navigational commands: (a) relative command (menu selection no. 1); (b) absolute cam
Immd (page no. 31); (c) humiliate ancestor ofer 2.
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Famous American generals
key 1-4 for more information
1. McArlhur
2. Ridgeway
3. GeneralMotors
4. Genera] Electric

Figure 10.3 Non-leaf page with index and information content. ‘v

The above method of search is often said to be menu-based (or rulfltiple-choice)

because a typical (non-leaf) page displays the list of its descendants with short descrip—
tiOns, one of which is selected by a relative command. The contents of a page (such as in

-Figure 10.3) can have both index and information content '(e.g., answering the question:
“Who are the most famous American generals?’ ’).

Problems'with the Tree Structure

Tree-structured databases work well as long as the information they contain fits comfort-

ably into a unique hierarchy—which happens only rarely. For example, it seems unrea-
sonable to require information about Greek restaurants to be listed exblusively under the
Greek subheading in the restaurant subtree or under the restart-ant subheading in the
Greek subtree, thus forcing all users to adopt the same hierarchical ordering for retriev-
ing the information. Finthennorc, if users are given only one tree structure to access
data, they will often be unable to locate required information without first braver-sing
many irrelevant sections of the tree. 'As a result, the effective response time of the system
and the effective financial cost to the user (resulting from charges for connect time, page
access, and possibly communications) will be large despite relatively efficient individual
page retrievals. Information providers will also have only limited opportunity to entice
users to request related information elsewhere in the tree.

Cross—links. The problem is somewhat alleviated by allowing inforrhation pro
viders to superimpose arbiorary directed-graph structures on the underlying tree. Rather
than interpreting relative page numbers in the context of the underlying tree structure, an
information provider can establish a transparent cross—link to any selected page. In build—
ing Such cross-links, the infonnation provider simply associates the absolute page iden-
tifier of the target page with a numeric label to be entered by the user. The page itself
will usually contain a multiple-choice display that indicates the valid numeric labels
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together with content deson'ptors for the cor-reaponding pages (See dashed line in Figure
10.1}.

The use of such cross-links has the consequence that multiple paths can exist to
any given page, and therefore a unique correspondence between page number and path
no longer exists. This has led in some systems to a complete separation, of a page’s name
and position in” the database, pennitting the use of names with mnemonic or symbolic
significance.

Another inherent limitation of tree-strucuned databases is the fact that all available

information is [ire-formatted into fixed pages. One cannot ask, for example, for a page that
contains a list of all cinemas showing Italian films, although this information may well
exist, dispersed within the database. Yet it seems that this kind of “dynamic page crea-
tion, ” required in such cases and common practice in database technology, is within the
bounds imposed by the “keep-it-simple~and—economical” videotex imperative.

Getting lost. Experiments have shown (See Telidon, 1981a) that people easily
become disoriented or' lost in larger hierarchies, especially when they do not know
exactly what information they are looking for. Alternatively, they are often unable to
find .a piece of information, even if it exists in the database, because the meanings of
menu choices often overlap and cannot uniquely characterize all information in a given
subtree. Another important factor is the weakness of human short-term memory. It is
very easy to forget what was seen two or three pages ago, yet an earlier page may con
tain some crucial information about the context of the present page. The use of back»
tracking commands, user-defined markers to indicate important points on the search
path, or personalized page labels such as in the Captain database, does not quite solve
the problem, which seems to be linked to the fact that page contents change discontinu-
ously: a new page does not contain anything from the previous one. It may Well be that
some form of multiscreen diaplay would help,_showing-s'imultanecusly detailed informa-
tion on a subject and the global position of the searcher in-the data Space. Herot (1980)
and Feiuer et a1. (1981) describe Systems based on this approach.

In spite ofthese and other deficiencies, there exist a large number of wefl-estab»
lished applications for which tree-structured, page-oriented databases seem suitable.
Common characteristics of these applicmions. are-that they are relatively small and that
they feature stable question-answer patterns well-loroum to the general public (see Ball
.and Gecsei, 1981). In these services the user always expects to find the same kinds of
information or Options under standard headings, although the details may be varied by
the information provider. A user should not be forced to traverse long sequences of
selections; such traversal tends to strain his tolerance of the nrenu~choice interface, with
its tedious and potentially disorienting qualities. All this boils down to the following
moral: The key to the successful application of menu-based systems in videotex lies in
conceiving the database as a collection of well-established stable services (with few
crossdinks reaching outside a service), and not as a single, large, and changing construct
with evenly spread cross—links. EnhanCements to the basic page and tree structure, as
well as complementary approaches to database and interface organization, will be further

.diswssedinChapter l3.
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10.3 THE USER INTERFACE

£300

Commands available to users for database retrieval, along with others for logon, selec-

tion. of- service, etc., together form a simple interface language. Similarly, information

providers dispose of a set of facilities permitting them to interact with a videotea data—
base

As mentioned earlier, data retrieval commands for tree-strucaned databases found

in different systems are similar but not identical. However, there is a possibility of
standardizing at least a core set of these (and some other system control) commands.

Such standardization and the ensuing application-level compatibility between similar
systems is clearly desirable, as expressed in CCI'IT Recommendation F.300 (See
CCITI', 1980). .

Before considering E300 in some detail, note that three aspects of commands-can
be considered for standardization:

0 command semantics (function) I
. coding as seen by the user (symbols written on the keypadfkeyboard)

. coding as seen by the database computer.

In order for a tenninal of one system (say, Prestel) to be strongly compatible with a Serv-
ice computer of another system (say, Telidon), compatibility in all three aspects is

required.

Recommendation F-300 is concerned with the semantic content of user commands. A

videotex system is seen at two levels: the system (first level), which is a collection of

services (Second lovel). Here is a list of command functions to be considered (and par—

tially implemented in major systems):

Controlflnctions:

Cl: clear unwanted entry

C2: interrupt action in progress (e.g., page transmission)

C3: send command to service computer

Systemfinctions:
81: select a videotex service

82: return to the entry point of Service (e.g., database root)

S3: logoff

S4: logoff with billing information

SS: provide billing information

Functions cannon to all services:

F1: return to system level

F2: system assistance

F3: service assistance '
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Irgfomation retrieval!functions:

R1: direct access to a page (absolute page request)

R2: relative page request (menu choice)

R3: next frame ofthe same page

R4: preceding flame ofthe same page
R5: retransmit last frame

R6: retransmit last page with changes that may have occurred in the mean
time

The Application Level

R?: retrace previously seen pages (in reverSe time order).

Part IV

Prestel, Telidon, Télétel, and F300. There is practically no consensus eon—

ceniing the coding aspects of the above framework of commands. Figure 10.4 illustrates
this by comparing some key sequences in'Telidon (field trial version), Prestel, Teletel,
and the corresponding functions from F300. Note that Telidon has a number of func-
tions that are absent from Recommendation F300.

10.4 DATABASES FOR TELETEXT

The fundamental difference between interactive and broadcast videotex is inevitably

reflected in the ways databases should be organized to take advantage of the two modes.

R300 Telidon

CI DEL
C2 F I
C3 I
SI
82 11 I
53 F6 I
35 P? I
F] - F5."-
F2
F3 F] I
R1 N. I or NJ”.— I

R2 n I
R3 -* I
R4
R5 II I
R? 4- I

N: Absolute page no.
M: Document number
n: 0,1,...9
K: Keyword

Prestel

H!

‘01?

*N#

n
#

*00
*#

Télétel

Annulation or correction

Envoi
K Envoi
Sommaite

K Guide
Connexion-Fin
Guide
Guide

K Envoi or K'] *Kl Envoi
or ultnz- . . . ni Envoi

n Envoi
Suite
Retour

'- Repetition
‘Retonr

Dedicated keys in Télétel:

Annulatiorl
Correction
Envoi
Sommaire

Guide
Suite
Retour
Repetition

Connexion-Fin

Figure 10.4 Comparison of some Telidon, Prestel and Télétel commands and their F300 equivalent.
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The main constraint of VBI (vertical blanking interval) transmission is its low page rate

(e.g., 4 pagestsecond). This, in order to assure reasonable waiting times, limits the size
of the broadcast cycle to a few hundred pages. This constraint is somewhat relaxed in

full-field transmission, but reasonable cycle sizes (up to 10,000 pages) are still an order

of magnitude smaller than the size of databases used in interactive systems. Note that the
above restrictions relate to broadcast databasos used in pscudo—interactive (on-line)
mode, in which the user is waiting at the receiver for the page he has requested. This is

the case in all first-generation systems.

In effect, the basic address format in the U.K. teletext permits inclusion of only up

to 800 pages on a single VBI channel. However, the use of time codes allows for virtu—
ally limitless teletext page numbers. The on—line transmission cycle (see Figure lO.5(a))
consists of sub-cycles called “magazines” (up to eight in the U.K. teletext, each identi~
fied by the most significant digit of the page number), which differ in program origin
and contents. Interleaved transmission of pages in different magazines improves the

access time to the beginning of each page, but not to the entire page.

Transmission Sequence

Now it is being realized that there is another way of exploiting data broadcast systems—

namely, by admitting off—line reception and storing of some Selected pages. The tremen-

dous potential of this approach stems from the inherent simplicity of broadcast mode and
very high transmission capacities (a 4—MI-Iz TV band can transmit 1.8 million pages per
hour). Onaline and off-line reception can be mixed by controlling the repetition rate of

transmitted pages. A few hundred pages of general interest can be repeated in a short
cycle, whereas less important or less frequently updated pages are named in hourly or
even daily intervals into specific slots in the cycle, or acoording to a predetermined
schedule. This applies equally to VBI, full-field, ISDN, or any other type of transmis-

sion, and permits for the dissemination of very large amounts of data.
Pages that are broadcast at different times and with different frequencies fall into

four groups:

1. On~line pages (the normal broadcast cycle)

2. Scheduled off-line pages (captured and stored in the receiver’s memory in standby

mode); pages recognized either by a time code (that is, transmitted at precisely
known times) or by extended page numbers; same mechanism (additional page

identification facility in the page header) useable for both modes, as in the U.K.

teletext (see Chapter 5)

3. Pages transmitted on demand (on-line or offline); see also Robinson and Loveless,
1979

4. “Real-time” pages, which must be displayed at the moment they are received,
such as newsflash, captions, and subtitles; two methods of immediate insertiOn

available: after the end of the current page, or over a separate TV line reserved for

that purpose (e.g., line 21 for captioning). The latter method evidently faster
because there is no need to wait until the end of the current page.
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This slot receives one
offlline page each revolution

This slot receives
unscheduled offline pages

(13)

Figure 10.5 Schematic View of teletext databasos: (a) simple cyclic online pages; (b) insertion of cyclic off-
line, irregular offline and demand pages.

Figure 10.5(b) is a schematic view of some cycles and “sub-cycles“ (possibly
aperiodic) in teleteitt transmission. Other variations are also feasible.

Tree Structures

So far we have discussed the temporal aspects of teletext database transmission. We
must now ask: What is the relation between the transmission sequence and the logical

structure of the database as perceived by the user?
In principle, tree~organized databases can be transmitted over teletext simply by
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cyclically sending out all pages in the tree, each preceded by its number. The “user con»-
text” (information about the access history of a particular session) then has to be main“
tained in the terminal. This is necessary, for the correct execution of backtracking com»
mantis, for example. However, difficulties may arise if cross—links are also used in the
database: if a relative command (menu choice) that leads to a page other than a dam.
dent of the current page is issued, how can the terminal know the number of the target
page? The problem can be resolved'by including crossdink infonnation in the header of
each transmitted page—a solution implying a sizeable transmission and terminal
hardware overhead.

Another issue is the size of the broadcast database: It may be too small for the tree
structure to make sense; on the other hand, the tree structure may become ineffective for
pure offvline reception from larger databasos because of the lack of interactivity. (How-
ever, the combination of one-way and two-way transmission, as in the [NDAX two-way
cable system, is a viable possibility.)

Within the remaining limited range of sizes, an interesting optimization problem
exists: given an (uneven) access pattern to the pages of a tree-structured database, what
is the optimal transmission sequence in order to the average access time? A
solution is outlined in Chapter 15.

Captioning

Due to its nature, VBI transmission lends itself to a number of related applications serv»
ing to complement an underlying video program: newsflash, subtitling, and captioning.
In these services, short text sequences are displayed on the screen simultaneously with
TV images. Each service is identified with a page number.

In most cases, direct superposition of text over the image is not satisfactory
because of the unpredictable contrast between the image and the fixed-color (say, white)
characters. The standard solution is to diSplay text in boxed mode—that is, in a (say,
black) window of appropriate size, out into the picture. Such a box is created by inserting
the attribute controls Start Box (SB) and End Box (EB) at appropriate positions in the
character stream. SB will cause suppression of the “transparent” full screen color until
EB, which has the opposite effect, is encountered. The characters to be dismayed are
transmitted between SB and EB. In this way, boxes of any size can be created in any
position on the screen. Note that unused positions on the screen do not require transrrus—
sion of blanks; rather, ctusor controls are used to skip such areas. All major teletext sys-
tems have provisions for captioning.

nglashes (when selected) are broadcast and displayed whenever a news item
breaks. They remain displayed until'the user clears the screen or a neWer version is
transmitted. '

Subtirling and captioning are similar services designed to annotate TV program— '
ming such as films. Open and closed captioning should be distinguished. The former is
“open” (visible) to everybody watching the program; the text is superimposed on the
image in the studio and is transmitted as part of the video signal. ClOSed captioning is
Selective, transmitted over VBI, and receivable only with teletcxt decoders. Two impor-
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tant application areas of closed captioning are captioning for people with impaired hear-
inf,r and multilingual subtitling.

From a technical stanspoint, it is important to distinguish between live and stored

modes of operation. In live captioning the text is generated in real time—cg, by a
human translator or commutation-«and displayed with a short delay of a few seconds.

When typing is too slow (e.g., to capture real—time speech), special shorthand typing de-
vices;wh0se output is automatically translated into a phonetic version of English, areused
(see Green, 1919, for details).

A quite different setup is used for captioning pie-recorded material, such as films.

Captions are prepared and edited in advance and stored sequentially on disk files. To
solve the problem of synchronization—that is, of inserting the right caption at .the right

time (image)—a time code is added to each caption. The program source (e.g., video
recorder) has a frame counter that indicates the elapSed time. When the code of the next
caption matches the frame counter, VBI inSertion is triggered.

Editing and other facilities for captioning are usually integrated into teletext oom-

puters (see Chapter 12). A number of countries in Europe, as well as Canada and the

U.S., currently provide captioned television. In the U.S., activities are coordinated by

the National Captioning Institute.
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11.1 DATABASE DISTRIBUTION

In a nationwide public videotex system with many thousands of usms, service cannot be
assured by a single central service computer that holds the entire database. This was
recognized when Prestel originally introduced five replicated databases in its network;
the number has been increased in the meantime to about 21) (and subsequently decreased
again). The problem that arises'is how to organize the centents of individual databases,
and provide for their cooperation and updating in such videotex networks. First we deal
with the simpler case in which all participating databases are (strongly) compatible at the
three upper OSI levels—that is, they present the same to the users and service
providers. (This, of course, does not imply that they are supported by identical machines
or operating systems).

The informatiOn content of a number of similar databases can'exist in various rela—

tionships.

1. Replicated (identical) databases are probably the simplest to implement and
operate. Yet there are potential problems: with simple updating from a unique master
database via update messages to the component computers. absolute consistency
between the copies cannot be guaranteed at all times. While this is of little or no concern
in most applications, it can (and does) create controversy in areas such as stock price

179
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quotations or betting, in which infonnation is highly volatile. Several methods for con~
sistent updating exist (e.g., locking updated pages until the update transactiOn is com
firmed by all databases), but they generally require high overhead. This kind of system
tends to waste memory space by duplicating information (e.g., weather, local advertise
ments, regional news) that may be of only 10031 intet'est.

2. At the dther end of the scale, databases can be disjoint, that is, have no duplica~
tion of information. This generally saves memory at the expense of increased communi-
cations. The _principal problem here is to decide the optimal allocation of data to sites
and the maintenance of associated directories (which give the loCations of information).

Another open question is whether the user should see one combined database (the physi-

cal distribution being transparent), or a set of partial databaseslfrom which he has to
choose explicitly. If so, where should the directory of available databases reside? ‘

A variant of the transparent scheme has been implemented at the Université de

Montreal for the user—transparent interconnection of two Telidon databases. Certain

pages of each database are actually “external pointers” to selected entry points in the
other database. Here, invocation of such a pointer causes automatic call, login, and

access to the other database. Then the user can freely navigate (using relative com~

mands) in the subtree defined by the entry point. The link is automaIiCally broken when a

command would cause transgression of the limits of the subtree. '

In the Télétel network the totality of (database and other) services is organized in
two levels: the directory level and the service level. Every access machine holds a copy

of a system~wide directory of services. When a non-local service is selected (this can be
done from the directory tree or from certain pages in local services), the required con—

nection is automatically established. Each service typically has a single entry point.

3. Contents of the databaSes, each containing a comma core and specialized

information of local interest can partially overlap; some of these pages may have the

same logos and layouts, and may differ only in contents (e.g., weather).
Newer network designs (PresteLPANDA, Bildschinntext; see Chapter 6) incor-

porate database designs in which the page set residing in each component (e.g., access

machine) depends on the momentary pattern of requests, much as in a cache memory.

11.2 ACCESS TO EXTERNAL COMPUTERS

Initial implementations of videotex provide access to large central databases created and
maintained especially for videotex. But it has gradually become clear that this approach
is too limiting and precludes many cost—effective applications. After all, once the com-

municatioa channels to the users have been opened, why not use them as a window to

the entire world of computerized information? Large amounts of potentially usefill infor— '

mation already exist in various databanlts and services that run on external computers

(i.e., computers external to the videotex system in question). These services take many

forms, run on a variety of equipment under different operating systems, and have differ-
ing security and integrity constraints. AutOmatic conversion of such databases to a
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videotex—compatible format is not a simple affair because of wide variations in display
formats, internal data structures, search mechanisms, and interface languages found in
external services. - .

The notion of gateway, which generally means the collection of functions and
facilities used to access external (third party) computers, is receiving much current atten-
tion. Gatevvay functions may reside partially in the external computer and partially in the
user’s aCCess machine. Alternatively, the gateway can be implemented as a dedicated
processor which itself does not provide other videotex services; in this case it acts as an
intelligent switch to remote computers.

Compatibility with External Computers

Gateways are familiar in the context of computer networks—cg, between local area
and long—haul data networks, or between different packet switching networks. What is
unique in videoex gateways is the emphasis on highenlevel (session, presentation, and
application) concerns.

A videotex database and an external database (or service), accessed through a gate-

way, are generally incompatible. We can identify three areas in which differences might
Occur: the application, presentation, and session levels of the 031 model. The following
disoussion is partly based on Section 8.5 of The Telidon Book (ed. Godfrey, 1981). _

At the application level are found differences in users’ views of the data, as well as
differences in the interface languages used to interact with the database. It is very diffi-
cult to mask these differences (that is, to achieve compatibility at this level), unless the
external database in question has been designed with compatibility in mind. For exam-
ple, it would be foolish to coasider providing an interface program to make the ORBIT
retrieval system behave like a tree-structured database. This kind of incompatibility is
less of a problem than it might seem because it concerns human beings, who are capable,
at least in principle, of adapting to (suitably explained) new interface procedures. How
ever, it is highly desirable that provisions be made in the gateway for a minimal set of
common corrunands and procedures, such as “Help,” requesting directory information,
or the interactive learning of a new language.

Consider now the presentation level. An external database may use charactcr sets,
codes, screen formats, row lengths, or graphic primitives other than those used by
videotex databases and terminals. It is essential that some degree of compatibility be
assured at this level, because it involves the terminal hardware (which cannot be easily
changed).

In general, the difficulty involved in achieving compatibility at the presentation
level depends on the structure-of the data in the external database. Three cases can be *
distinguished.

1. If the data consists of uhforruattcd character strings (such as conventional text),
then the required format conversion would consist merely in generating a carriage return
after each set of 40 characters. This can be done either in a gateway computer or in the
terminal itself. Paragraphs can easily be detected and handled similarly.
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2. External databases may contain formatted text, but not figures or diagrams.

Examples are tables and responses to queries into record-oriented databases. The format
of this information is generally known by the application; therefore it can be dynamically
reformatted by conversion programs. This can he done either in the external computer
(EC) or in the access machine (AM). In the latter caSe the process is simplified if, in
addition to data, explicit information on its format (fields, length) is also provided to the
AM. Such information may come from the EC and partly from an editing terminal in the
AM (e.g., for colors). Orderly transfer of both kinds of information is accomplished by a
‘ ‘gateway protocol” (i .e. , another presentation~level protocol).

3. Lastly, an external database may contain figures, diagrams or similar graphic
material. Everything depends on the way in which this material is coded. For example,
on-line transcoding into PLPS is reasonable only if the source code is not too different
from PLPS (e.g., Telidon). Off-line conversion into PLPS from the CEPT or Picture
Prestel format should be possible without too much difi‘icnlty, but the opposite is not
necessarily true. A general method would consist in generating the source graphic image
on a display screen, and re~encoding it photographically (with a TV camera). To date,
little work has been done in this area.

Consider finally the session level, which usually deals with functions such as
logoff. and usor identification procedures, Option negotiation, accounting, transaction
integrity, and the control of'an ongoing session. Most of these functions can be made
invisible to the user, as they are typically handled by programs in the gateway. This level
should not cause insurmountable problems for achieving compatibility between videotex
and external databases. -

In cenclusion, we point out that areas corresponding to the lower levols of the 081
model are practically invisible to the user. Still, mutually compatible protocols must be
used by the videotex and external database computers.

Gateway Alternatives

There are several technical possibilities for providing access to external databases and
other interactive services. In this section we consider the ir'npact of these interface strat-

egies on compatibility.

1. In the most general case, the EC software is not only incompatible with the
videotex service, but it also contains no (add-on) component designed to interface with
vidcotex. The gateway appears to the EC as just another of its terminals, and conversion
programs (if any) must all reside in the gateway (See Figure 11.1). A simple but useful
possibility in such cases is to provide for a tran5parent transport connection, and perhaps
logon, between the vidcotex user terminal and the EC. Typically no compatibility in the
application area can be expected. Thus, the user must know and use the command
language of the EC, which will likely be more powerful and also more difficult to learn
than that used in the simpler videotex systems. Obviously, the presentation aspects may

be poor in this case.
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Videotex users EC users

 
Figure 11.1 Gateway appearing asanoflierusertoEC.

A different solution was retained in the Vélizy trial system in France. There, while

no changes are required in the EC, the AM contains a software module (called “from
end‘ ’) that is custom-programImd for the EC application in question. Typical functions
include refonnatting and dialog management (both with the user and EC). However, as
also discussed in Chapter 6, the Vélizy system docs not preclude incorporation of some
interface functions in the EC, especially if done integrally with the application design.

2. Alternatively, even if the EC is independently designed, it may contain an add~
on interface module for use with videotex customers (see Figure 11.2). This can make '
life much easier for both the users and gateway designers. The two interface modules
together can be made to implement a number of functions at the three highest 081 levels.
In Bildschirmtext these functions include limited application level compatibility (menu
choices), and a specially designed protocol for connection establishment and data
acquisition frorn the user in transactional applications.

3. Finally, the external database may be a third—party (externally controlled) or
private—but videotex—compatible—database. If it is designed to the same standard, then
compatibility can be easily achieved at all three levels. If the databases are merely simi-

Videotex users

Videotex interface
moduleEC interface

 
[figure 11.2 Gateway and EC cooperating through videotex utterface module.
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lar in structure (if, for example, one is Prestel~based and the other Telidon-based), then

application— and presentationdevel compatibility (especially in real time) are possible,
but not simple to achieve.

11.3 EXAMPLES

Almost every modern videotex system features some form of gateway or similar fimc—
tion. We include short descriptions of a few representative examples.

Palme (1980) describes an interface program permitting existing computer applica—

tions (written for standard VDUs) to run witha viewdata terminal. Two problems are
addressed: . _

1. It is necessary to replace the scrolling facility of a standard display unit. In order
to avoid blanking the (full) screen before it is read by the user, the system displays a
prompt whenever blanking becomes necessary. Blanking occms only after the command
has been given.

2. The viewdata terminal has a short line length (40 characters). Unformatted text

lines are broken at the space that is closest to the middle of the line. This avoids sys-
tematic effects that occur in other methods, such as breaking always before (or always

after) the middle. Tables are automatically split vertically between columns; the two

halves are then displayed in an overlapped fashion (in different colors) with alternating
lines from both parts. A simple example of this is shown in Figure 11.3. If text and tables

are side by side, then only the text is broken (if possible).

The program can work even without explicit information on the data to be format-
ted; results can be improved by inserting a few control _characters indicating, e.g., places

Before splitting

 
Figure 11.3 Splitting colun'ms of formatted text (italics indicate different color).
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where color changes are advisable. Although far from perfect, this simple program is "
reported to work acceptably for most applications.

The next example (see Chauffault et al., 1982) comes from a different context. A
specific application (a medical database system) had to be interfaced with three different
terminals (video display unit, gray-scale videotex, and color videotex). These terminals
were handled in an add-on module called “inputtoutput machine" and residing in the
application computer. This machine appeared to the application as a virtual terminal
accepting commands of the form

EDIT (for-manic, text, length, code)

where “ccde‘ ’ stands for the terminal’s response, “text” is the message to be displayed,
and “length” its length. About 150 output formats were stored in the machine; each
defines in terms of color, size, position, and other attributes the precise layout of the text
to be displayed. l-lighquality displays could be obtained in this case due to the fact that
the application explicitly communicated the desired format to the virtual terminal.

The andschtnm'exupresre: Gateway

Planners of Bildschirrntext (BTX) worked right from the beginning on the premise that
their system would be a two—level network all videctex functions were to reside in the.
first level (a network of access machines with databases), and the “rest of the world" in
the second level. Importantly, a window was designed between the two levels: the gate»
way facility. The same approach has since been adopted by Prestel. In principle, any
external computer in the rest of the world, satisfying certain interface requirements, can
be accessed on behalf of a BTX user who can then sustain a dialog with the chosen exter~
nal computer (see Gilbert and Taylor, 1981). There are three participants in this dialog:
the user terminal, the access machine (BTX center), and the EC. The AM and EC com—
municate in terms of messages (blocks) according to a special gateway control protocol.
The protocol as it stands now permits two kinds of services: data retrieval and data
acquisition. The former permits page requests to be sent to EC and the responses to be
routed to the user‘s terminal, much as in standard videotex (as seen by the user). Data
acquisition serves in transactional applications to collect data through a fem-filling pro-
cedure. The AM acts as an intermediary in the enchange between the user terminal and
the EC. All control is assumed to lie with the AM and all dialogs are initiated from it.
Figure 11.4 shows typical exchanges between the three participants, as defined by the
protocol.

For data acquisition, a minimum of three blocks are required from the EC. Block
or describes a frame to be initially displayed to the user; block b specifies its layout and
the format of response items in terms of length, type, position, etc.; block c (and others, _
if necessary) contains the text of prompts for each question to be answered. Prompts are
displayed one by one on line 23.

Gateway pages (through which a user can ask to be linked with an EC) are set up
by authorized information providers. Each EC is identified on the BTX system by a logi-
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Figure 11.4 BTX gateway protocol exchanges.
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cal number, with a number of logical channels assigned to it by the BTX center. This
determines the maximum number of simultaneous connectiom to that EC.

. Communication with the EC is accomplished through a packet—switching network

accessible .by X25. When a connection is being established, one of the logical channels
is mapped into a virtual circuit. In April, 1982, there were about 60 ECs accessible on
the BTX trial system _

The software required in the EC has three main modules, as indicated in Figure
11.5 (sec Holrne, 1931): an X.25 interface, a gateway protocol handler (OSI level 4) to

assure the correct transport of messages (blocks) to and from the access machine, and an

application control (OSI level 5) to establish sessions, user verification, and interfacing
with application programs. It should. be pointed out, however, that certain elements of
the above~described gateWay protocol clearly involve the presentation and application

layers. .
British Telecom seems to favor this approach, and decided to establish its own

gateway facility, initially based on the BTX software. One of the arguments for doing so

was the possibility of linking up with a number of private videotex systems (as well as
other ECs). In this way, access to the general-purpose database could be provided

through Prestel, while private systems could offer specialized services.

At some point the question is inevitably asked: Why access an EC via videotex

instead of dialing it directly? Chisholm (1981) gives the following answers:

1. With access via videotex there is no need for X25 software; if a PAD (packet

assemblyfdisassernbly) facility is dialed instead, slower response and unfriendly
interface will result.

2. The cost of a call is low compared to long-distance switched-circuit charges.

 
 

 

 

  
 

 

Virtual circuits to videctex
OSI layers

lu3
Gateway protocol 4handler

Application control

Applications 64'

figure 11.5 BTX gateway software structure.
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3. Established Prestel billing service (no separate bills from ECs) is available.
4. Use is simple (there are no separate telephone numbers to maintain, and, more

importantly, there are unified ways of interaction with transactional applications).

The above reference identifies five application areas in which gateways should
prove to be particularly useful (because of shortcomings, such as limited response capa~
bility and limited database update volume, inherent in public videbtex systems). The
application areas are listed below:-

- highly interactive applications, such as banking, CAI, and games

a rapidly changing information, such as bookings and reservations, stock market
prices, and exchange rates

- high~volurne data entry, such as mail order, airline seat booking, and telesh'opping
0 very large and Specialized databases, such as timetables, encyclopedias, and

bibliographic, educational, and telesoftware databases

:- security~oriented applications (in which the owner prefers to have tighter access
control than possible in public databases),‘such as banks, social security inquiries,
and-sensitive statistics.

BTX gateway session. The sequence of displays in Figure 11.6 illustrates in
detail a typical Bildschirmtext session involving a banking computer. Frames 1H3 come
from the AM; frame 3 is the gateway page initiating the connection to the banks‘ com-
puter. Frames 4—22 come from the EC via the gateway protocol. The banking session is
brought to an end when the user enters a wrong transaction number. In this system
several transaction numbers are given to every user (by means other than videotex) as an
additioual protection measure. Each number can be used only once.

As opposed to the preceding example, iNET (developed by TransCanada Telephone Sys-
tem) is a stand-alone, microcomputer—based gateway system withoui local database
capability (except for directory information). It offers a single point of access to a
number of external databases and other information services (see Edwards, 1982). The
central element in iNE'I‘ is a set of directories of four types: national, regional, cor-

porate, and personal. The first two are public directories listing all available information
services on a nationwide or regional scale. The other two are tailored to the needs of
particular subscribers or user groups. When a user makes a selection, the gateway
automatically performs login to the selected service, and executes an initialization
sequence (which can be pro—programmed individually for every user~e.g., to'access a
predetermined page). Then the 'gateivay becomes tranSparent and the EC can communi-
cate freely with the terminal. When the user signals a (standard) logoff to iNET, the
gateway invokes the appropriate procedure. Messaging is available in the system as a
separate service. iNET also maintains billing information in order to bill users for serv-
ices uscd. A field trial providing access to some 500 services, began in 1982.
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-.-n-p

W
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5
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Unser Iniormationaangebot +flr Sie :
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Erfi+fnung eines SB-Biraknntus
Kredxte
N1tte:1ungen an die VERERRUCHERBANK
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4

UERBRAUCHERBANK AG

  
Sehr‘ geehr‘ter UERBRAUCHERERNKKUNDE ,
damit Sie Ihr SB-KDNTD bedienen kfinnen,
benfitigen wir Ihre Knntonummer und
Ihra b stellige Geheimzahl.

 

Kuntnnummer : 51000211771?
Gaheimnummer :
 

# ZUR DfiTENUEBERTRfiSUNG EINBEBEN

6

Figure 11.6 BTX banking session through gateway. Comments to the frames: 1: Entry page to the bank‘s
subtree in BTX-database. Selection: 1%; 2: Available Services. Selection: 1; 3: Gateway page including some

service offerings. Selection: is (to initiate connection with EC); 4: First page from the bank’s wmputer, avail-
able services. Selection: 1 (gixoaocoums); 5: Data collectiori page; 6: Data collection page with user’s
response.
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VERBRQUCHERBANK AG
SB * BIRD " KUNTD

5/1000/211771f9

Inhaber:DankexEri:

1003 OF

Knntanummer :

Héhlen 5&9 Eine der Hfiqlichkeiten aug
KDNTURUSZUG
PDSTBARQNWEISUNG
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T

fiflfiflflfibuwHO
VERHRRUCHERBHNK AG 10003 0P

*¥*** K 0 N T 0 a U S I U S ti$¥fi
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Inhaber: DanketEric
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W

Bitte Monet Zatellig eingeben

9

VERBRRUEHEHBRNK AG 10001a 0P
t****** KDNTDHUSZUE **¥**** Seite 001
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wir buchten am 22.03.1982
E.UND I.DANKE 1.000,00+
Ihr Euthaben per 22.03. 1.462,13+

wir buchten am 25.03.1032
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Ihr Buthaben per 25.03. 5?B,13+
wir huchten am 26.03.1982
LA ERIC DRNKE 10010010 1.300,00+

Ihr‘ Euthaben per 26.03. 2.378,13+wir buchten am 30.03.1032
EURDCHEGUEHNfil 8102B 25?,Sfiv
Ihr Buthaben per 30.03. 2.120.SB+

wir buchten am 31.03.1982
ZINSGUTSEHRIFT MERE 25,33+

Ihr Guthaban per 31.03. 2.145,9&+
waiters Ummétza bitte ->#

Bitte waiter mit #
11
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UERBRAUCHERBANK AG 1000a 0P
#***$ K D N T D A U 8 I U G txxnx
Kontnnummer: 5(1000/211773/9
Inhaber: DanketEri:

Hir halten fur Ihren Kantoauazug alle

Umsatza der letzten 3 Hunate bereit.

Um Ihnan das Blottern in alten Unsat—

zen zu ersparen, kfinnen Sie nun den

Baginn des Kontnauszugas bestimman.

m
Knntoauszug ab : Tag .. Honat ..
w

Bitte den Tag Estellig eingeben
8

UERBRQUCHERBANK AB 10003 OP
*t1xx K D N T D n U S 2 u E ¥¥**t
Knntonummer: 5f1000/211771/9
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zen zu ersparen, kfinnen Sia nun den

Beginn das Knntnauszuges nestimmen.

Knntoauszug ab : Tag 18 Manet 03
—_—_——Hfl

# ZUR DRTENUEBERTRAGUNG EINGEBEN
10

VERHRAUCHERBANK fiG 10001a ‘ 0P
****¥** KDNTGAUSZUG *¥***** Salte 002
Kontnnummar : 5/1000/2117?1/9
Inhaber :DanketEric

Sollfllinaen+Um5atz Heute U,00+
Haben—Zin5en+Umsatz Heute 0.32+
Ihr Buthaben per 02.04. 2.146,29+

Eitte waiter mit #

12

figure 11.6 B’I'X banking session through gateway (continued). Comments to the frames: 7'. Choice of transw
actions. Selection: 0 (to obtain account statement); 8—10: Data collection for date of statement; 11—12: State-
nxnu.Sek£fion:#;
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UERBRRUEHERBRNK QB
BB - BIRD v KDNTD

5}1000/211771}9
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1003 DP
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13
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15

VERBRAUCHERBQNK AG 100423 0P
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UERBRRUC EREQNK 6 Hamburg
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.... DM .. Pig.
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Empfaengerknntonummer eimgeben*
17
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UERBRfiUCHERBRNK AG 10042a 0P
- Uberweisun sauftra an 20220300 A

UERERHUC EREANK 8 Hamburg
Au¥traggeber = DankeiEri:
Kontnnummer a S 1000 211771 9

Empféngar (Name und finschrift)
Meier, Hana

Hamburg
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16

VERBRAUCHERBANK AG 100423 0F

- Uharweisunflaau¥traa an 20220500 -VERBRAUC ERBANK E Hamburg
Auftraggebar : DankeXErlt
Kontonummer : 5 1000 211?71 9

Empiénger (Name und Rnschrift)
Meier, Hana

HamburgBank eitzahl Empféngerknntonr.
| 10010010 171529-105

Pastleitzahl des Bankennrtes I
I EEQEichnung der Bank

QEFQEEBLB§%;0é&LI;EF den EmpféngerRechnung vom 17.03.....¢-..o¢-.-.--...--.-.....a---..-.-
Betrag ....... DH .. PFq.

.uun‘u....o.-.- 
  

Geldtransaktionsnummer : .........‘

Eitte Verwendungszweck Eingehen
18

Figure 11.6 BTX banking session through gateway (continued) Comments to the frames: 13: Choice of tran-
sactions (rem to 7). Selection: 4 (to transfer funds); 14: Farmer choice. Selecfion: l (for alphanumeric key-
board); 15- 18: Data collection for details on desired transfer.
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UERBRRUCHERBANK HE 10042a _ 0P
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sessions; lo'eéi' iii} are“ Empffingef‘Rechnung vnm 17.03.
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Eeldtransaktionsnummer : 2658?12359

a ZUR DAYENUEBERTRABUNG EINGEBEN
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VERBRQUCHERBRNK AG
- fiberueisun sauftra an 20220500 —

VERBRAUC ERBQNK 6 Hamburg
Au+traggeber = Danke¥EracKuntanummer : 5 1000 211771 ?

Empféngar (Name und anachriFt)Hater, Hans

Hambur? _Bank eitzahl Empfangerkontunr.
10010010 171529~105

Postleitzahl fies Bankenartee
I a...

Beaeichnung der Bank

Verwendungsxweck far den Emptinger
Rechnnng vom 17.03.

'"éééééfi'iée'“"fifi'fis'éiai"""'""
Eeldtransahtionsnummer : ..........
Bitte Transaktionsnummer aingeben
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VERBRAUCHERBANK RE 143 OF

Ihre Galdtransaktinnanummer war
F fl L S C H 5!

Que Bitherheitsgrfinden mussan wir'den

Zugang zum Kantn sperren.

zur BTX—Uebersicht bitte *0fi
Verbindung zum externen Renhner beendet

22

Figure 11.6 BTX Banking session flirough gateway (continued). Continents to thefrarnes: 19—21: Data collec-
tion for-details on desired transfer; 22: Goodbye page fromEC (wrong transaction number altered).

Cableshare Viewdata Gateway
«

The remarkable feature of the gateway developed by Cableshare, Inc., (lendon,
Ontario), is that the gateway computer goes ofl‘~line once the connection between a user
terminal and the selected service has been established. The network configuration is

illustrated in Figure 11.7. Users are connected to the packet—snatching network via
remote videotex concentrators (RVC) whose main task is packet assemblyfdisassembly.

When a user call is received, the RVC first connects the gateway computer (GC) for

account verification and directory information, which is displayed to the user. The user‘s
selection is then sent back to the GC (connection a in Figure 11.7), which in turn

responds with the network address of the appropriate EC. At that point, RVC establishes
a virtual circuit to the EC (connection .6), and GC goes off-line. The advantage of this

approach is that it might support a higher total traffic volume than would be possible if
all traffic passed through the GC. However, the method of handling accounting informa
tion in this system is not clear.

100423: 0P._
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GC: Gateway computer _
RVC: Remote viewdata concentrator (access machine}
UT: User terminal

Figure 11.7 Cableshare‘s gateway.
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This chapter is concerned with a few examples of the hardwarei'software structure of
access machines, entire Videotex systems, and teletext computers.

12.1 FEATURES OF ACCESS MACHINES

Access machine configurations found in the field vary from small minicomputeIs (such

as in srnne Canadian field trials) to large mainframes (as in the Prestel network) and mul-

tiple processor systems (as in the BTX videotex center). Tire main design paramete
include: -

o level of functionality (data retrieval, messaging, service provider support, possin-

ity of adding new applications, etc.) _

a number of anticipated users (expressed, c.g., as the number of input ports in

interactive systems) and response times
a communication media used

0 required level of availability (different in trials and in commercial service)

. total system configuration (essentially, whether functions are distributed over
several access machines or concenn'ators, or centralized into one)

o possibility for expansion

. available hardware and software technology.
194
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We recall from Chapter 6 that some important functions found in access machines“
are:

0 maintaining page—oriented databases including page retrieval, access authority con—
trol, and servicing update requests for service providers (interactively or in batch
mode)

a supporting extensions and applications other than data retrieval, including response
pages, mailboxes, keyword indexes, and transactional applications

0 maintaining user contexts, that is, information about the current session of each
actiVe user, such as the current page number (or its intemal representation), access

trace, user-controlled etc; uSer context is necessary for the interpretation
of most commands

. maintaining permanent user information, such as cumulative page charges, pass~
words, and access rights

. handling of ports and control of user terminals, including echoing, parity control,
and assemblyldisassembly of data blacks

. controlling and organizing the communication with other Service computers and
external computers ‘

- billing and statistics

. controlling and monitoring of overall system including reconfigln'alion control,
error statistics, and traffic flow control. -

12.2 THE TEUDON COMPUTER OF THE DOG

Implemented at the Canadian Department of Communications (DOC), this centralized,
minicomputer-based systern serves primarily for experimental and field trial purposes
(see Telidon, 1981b). A number of Canadian software houses, including Genesys, Sys-
temhouse, Intellitech, and Prior Data Sciences, participated in the design. Genesys is

marketing the system in several configurations. The hardware configuration is sketched

in Figure 12.1. The main computer GDP—11160) performs all database, login, and statis-
tics functions; the optional front end (LSI—ll) provides terminal handling and data

buffering in both directions. The two processors are linked by a direct memory access
unit for fast data transfer. The operating systems are RSX»11M in the main computer and

its memory-resident subset RSX—llS in the LSI~11. The Telidon database management

functions are implemented with standard rnultbkeyed indexed—sequential files, supported

by the RMS~11K record management package. A separate database is used for user-
related information. '

The software is organized as a number of cooperating, concurrent tasks, executing

in both processors. The tasks, their interrelationships, and the databases are outlined in
Figure 12.2. The main tasks and their functions are:

0 DBA controls database updates

. DBAR controls database retrievals

- FREND issues output commands for the transmission of pages to terminals and

processes command input
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Database 11’ input System
' Floppy disk disk Tapedlsk

Unibus

PDP-l' 1 {so
255 1:13

 

 
 

DR—i lB

DRV~1 1B

a
Console 1- Printer

Q-bus

LSI—l ] DH~l IAD DLHI IE
56 kB (2) (4}

32 terminals to 4 [1’ terminals

figure 12.1 Hardware configuration of the DOC - Teiidon system with one from end [LSI—l l).

OUTPUT uses the outgoing page headers to update user contexts

INPUT parses and interprets incoming page requests, using context infomation
HOSTSW disu'ibutes all messages to the appropriate tasks

STATS can'ies out statistics processing
UCP, RCP connol on—line and off—line database update activity from information
providers.

The software system is designed in such a way that it can execute entirely on the
database computer. Tests on a PDP—l U70 have shown that 96 terminals can be supported
when the operating system has been optimizcd; 64 ports were supported for a period of 6
months in the Bell Vista trial. If more tenninals are needed, the FREND task has to be
moved toone or more from ends.
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12.3 THE BILDSCHIHMTEXT WDEOTEX CENTER

This prototype multiprocessor system is an example of a fullnfledged service computer

designed for the BTX trial (see Mantel, 1981). Although it will not be mail in the public

system, we will describe it in detail (which is rarely available for this type of machine).
The contract for the public network has been awarded to IBM (see Chapter 6 for the
configuration).

The main hardware components of the system are shown in Figure 12.3. Com—
munication with user terminals is assured by up to 10 Subscriber Access Modules
(SAM). Each SAM is a two-level concentrator consisting of a Line Module (LM), up to

16 Line Submodules (LSM), and up to 16 modems (1200/75 his voice lines) or 8

modems (2400;2400 his data lines) per LSM (see Figure 12.4). Internally, LMs and

Max. 256 phone lines 1200175bfs Max. 4 X25 interfaces 48 kbfs

 
SAM: Subscriber access module
PNAM: Packet network access module
CIUA, CIUB: Central interwnnectiort units
lAU: Information access unit
SDU: Subscriber data and message unit
CSU: Central supervision unit

Figure 12.3 BTX videotex mater configuration.
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4—-— 1200 his

4—— 30 bes

4— 2.5 Mbls

To CIUA
ClUB

LSM: Line submo-dule
LM: Line module

Figure 12.4 Subscriber access module (SAM).

LSMs are microprocessor-based systems with local memory (256 kaLM). The main-
functions of SAM are:

.- control of transmission'to user terminals

0 logon, session control (dialog with user)

. recording of page charges.

The Packet Network Access Module (PNAM, in Figure 12.3) is in charge of con-

trolling up to four X.25-basod physical oomections (each multiplexing a number of vir-
tual circuits) to the Datex-P packet-switching network. These circuits are used for

oooPerating with other videotex centers and with extents] computers through gateways.
The intemal structure of PNAM is similar to that of SAM except in terms of numbers:
there is only one PNAM and up to four LSMs, each controlling a'network interface. The
main funetion of PNAM is allocating and controlling virtual circuits and transfornfing

X25 packets into messages used for internal communication.
The Central Intercommunication Unit (CIUA and CIUB) is a duplicated message

switching facility serving for communiCaIion between all functional components. The
Information Access Unit (IAU), Subsoriber Data Unit (SDU), and Central Supervision

Unit (CSU) have a common structure, outlined in FigLne 12.5. The only difference is in —
the disk capacities. These units are dual computers with identical buses, processors, and
memories, and each is capable of functioning alone (the other of the pair being in

standby or maintenance mode). Note the dual connections from the two CIUs. The IAU
supports the page-oriented databaSe and performs update and reniexfal functions for
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: Control unit

Disk
Processor
Memory

'305.45.5
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terminals and other BTX centers. It is also in charge of accounting for the information
providers. The SDU manages all user-oriented data, keywords, and billing, and the mes-
saging system. The CSU is charged with the control and supervision of the whole corn-
plex, dialog with the operator, system reconfiguration, diagnostic programs, and statis-
tics. .

The capacity of mass memories is about 100,000 pages (information and mes-
sages), extensible to 2 million. The response time is said to be between one and four sec-
onds (four seconds if a page is retrieved from another BTX center).

12.4 STERiA-VIDEOPAC

Videopac, a comprehensive viewdata software package, is marketed by the French corn-
pany Steria. We include .a desoription of it because it is representative of many similar
general—pmpose packages available from a number of European and North American
scurces. The product is the outgrowth of the software originally commissioned for the
Vélizy trial (see Chapter 6). Since then, a number of Videopac systems have been sold
and ordered, and one system is fimctioning as a service bureau under the name Videotel.
Vldeopac packages are modular, turnkey systems running on Honeywell—Bull Mini-6
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computers in mono— or nulltiprocessing configurations. The systems are intended to act

Videotex Computers and Systems 201

as nodes of different kinds in videotex networks; The six basic softWare configurations

and their capabilities are (see Carteron, 1981; Steria, 1982):

Videopac 200: inted'ace between videotex termimls and any external application;
can emulate a number of standard terminals and be extended by custom programs

necessary for dialog and format translation

Videopac 300: stand-alone access machine with its owr: database and interactive
applications

Videopac 400: configuration that runs its own applications and that can handle
requests to other remote nodes, including external computers

Videopac 450: configuration that runs its own applications and that can handle
requests from remote nodes and external computers .

Videopac 500: configuration that can handle the above two functions (of 400 and
450)

Videopac 1000: configuration that cannot handle user terminals; specializes in
database creation and distribution to other nodes. '

Some networking possibilities from the above systems are sketched in Figure 12.6.
Every Videopac configuration is centered around a number of standard software

modules: the GECOS supervisor, the DSA (Distributed System Architecture) comnnnu-_
cations subsystem, and the DTF (Distributed Transaction Facility), collectively called
the core of the system. This core assures the following functions:

user terminal and line handling

routing of commands to difl'erent applications
communications network interface (different in each ofthe above sixconfigurations)

interfacing with local and remote transactional applications (to make remote termi-
nals appear as local ones)

configuration control (automatic resource switching in case of failtu'e, restart,
statistics and accounting, communication with operator console)

The Core is supplemented by five optional modules:

database management system (see below), intended to support Télétel database
applications (present in Videopac 400, 450, 500)
database creation and update

page-editing facility

development system for transactional applications (e.g., design of dialogs with
user, and data collection) '

interface module with external computers and services not originally intended for
videotex and that may require dialog and format translation (used in Videopac 200).
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(b)

 
Figure 116 Sample configurations of Steria—Videopec software: {a} small private system; (b) larger private
system; the snows incficatc accessibility to databases. For example, terminals land 2 can access only database
A, 5 can access A, B and C; (c) system allowing access to an external computer EC and to Télé; Teletel users
can also access the other mo systems.

Database Management

The database format of Télétcl (and Videopac) has two levels: the directory level, which
essentially contains a directory of available services, and the service level, (see also Sec-
tion 10.3 on F.300). Databases on both levels are tree- and page-oriented, with multiple
sequentially accessed frames per page. Services are independent applications usually
maintained by different service providers; however, cross~1inks can exist Between ser-
vwes. -

Within this structure a number of different page types can be found (see Fig-
ure 12.7):

. R, root page, containing welcome information and parameters specific to the serv—
ice in question

. 1, index page, can‘ying multiple choices

a D, data page, carrying leaf nodes of the service trees
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0 Pointers Keywords {Mnemonics}o

0 "' MD“database

0’0
\\

_ __ _ ,9
I 'I“\

o (m G) " M»
\ \\ “service

\\ /(/\

\‘l \0 r 0 \
/ \

1’

/ \f i

\ /
\‘h-a-wuu— —.—.—»-—-»~H-—.-'/

Directory level

Service level I
Root page
Index page
Call page
Subtree root page
Document page _

I Floating page _.
D: Mnemonic dictionary

zmgwgwfi

- S, root of subtree, carrying certain parsnieters concerning its subtree (e.g., the set
of floating pages that can be invoked from the subtree). 01' identifying the docu‘
ment represented by the subtree (see below)

- C, call page, invoking, when accessed, the execution of a program serving either
to interact with the user (as response pages in Prestel), or to invoke branching to a
local or distant service; certain index pages also having an attached program in Or.-
der to interpret the user’s response, possibly as a function of his previous choices

o F, floating pages, pages that can be called, by appropriate commands, from any
place in the tree without modifying the search context, and that can be global
(accessible from the directory and all services) or local to a given subtree (there are
10 global and 16 local i.e., redefmable in a SLIb‘lIBB, floating page identifiers).
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Accessing Pages

Access modes are available to the terminal user by multiple choice, by mnemonics, and

by document retrieval.

1. Multiple choice access mode may be numeric or alphanumeric. Alphanumeric
choices are interpreted by programs associated with some pages.

2. A mnemonic is an alphanumeric identifier that points to a page. (In effect, it is
a keyword in the sense of the discussion in Chapter 13). Mnemonics are regrouped in
dictionaries (MD). There is one such dictionary for the dictionary level of the database,
and one for each service. The connnand structtne permits issuing of single or double
mnemonics. The latter have the form

M1*M2

where M. is a menomic to be searched for in the direc'tory dictionary; if it points to a serv—
ice, M2 is searched for in the corresponding service‘s dictionary. Thus, for example, typ—
mg

Medical * Ambulance

might yield a page containing telephone numbers and other information on available
ambulances, in a service called Medical. Such double keywords can be issued at any
time during a search; if necessary, the user will be automatically switched to a new serv—
ice even if it is looated in a remote computer.

3. In document retrieval, individual pages or subtrees are considered as documents,
each identified by One or more keywords (e.g., extracted from the document text). Key-
words are regrouped in a number of keyword indexes optionally supported by a
thesaurus. As in other document retrieval systems, queries can contain logical operators

on keywords. An example of such a retrieval is shovm in Figure 13.1. Facilities are pro-
vided to set up dialogs and questionnaires for the inexperienced user, and for dynamic
composition of sunnnary frames (“virtual pages”) at retrieval time.

125- THE FRENCH ELECTRONIC DIRECTORY

The Electronic Directory (see Maury, 1980) is one of the two large videotex trials under~
taken in France. In contrast to the Vélizy trial (and the Videopac packages) it is a

special-purpose design, optimized for a given application. The underlying idea is to'
replace printed telephone directories by small stand-alone videotex terminals that are
supplied free of charge initially and that can be connected to a database. The initial phase
is being carried out in the region of llle-et-Vilaine, where about 160,000 terminals were
installed by the end of 1982. Original plans call for over 20 million terminals by the end
of the decade, replacing virtually all printed directories in France.

A series of experiments on a smaller scale have been conducted to optimize the
user interface and the file structures. Two modes of search are provided, roughly

corresPonding to white pages (search by name) and yellow pages (search by profession).
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However, the analogy stops here: the services largely exceed those available from the
printed version. The resulting system demonstrates well the possibilities of intelligently
combining various interface features, such as form filling, keyword search, multiple
choices and Clarification dialogs (see Chapter 13).

' One of the most interesting features (see Le Moign, 1981) was included by the
designers afterrealizing the extent of the difference between manual and computerized
directory searchhig. For example, in manual mode the user can rapidly scan large por-
tions of the directory (pages); this is impossible in the comde mode because of
transmission bandudth and s'creemsize limitations. Thus, the user must assume a more

active attitude: he must type his data instead of reading them. This brings about a host of
problems involving typing errors and spelling variants. In order to provide the robust-
ness necessary to cope with such errors in a public system, all information entered by
users (names of persons, firms, professions, and locations) are subject to different kinds
of “normalizations”; the main databases contain all items in such normalized form. In
the case of family names this consists of “phonernization”: the names are transformed
into a phonetic representation identical with that of other names written differently but
pronounced the same way—cg, “KREISLER” and “CHRYSLER.” Sitnilar transfor-
mations'are performed on geographical names—e.g., “S”, “SAINT”, “ST”, “STE”
would all transform to the common phonetic “SENT”. After that a unique numeric code
is assigned to each name from a catalog of known geographical names. Professions are
treated through synonym dictionaries, e.g., (AUTO, GARAGE) —> CAR—)- KAR. The _
above (as well as other) processing is carried out in a clarification dialog with the user,
the main search is triggered only afterwards.

The three main components of the experimental directory software are shown in
Figure 12.8. USer terminals are contrclled by the Interrogation Center (1C), whose task is
 

 
IC: Interrogation center
DC: Documentation center
STAR: Videotex server
TN: Telephone network

Figure 12.8 Frmch Electronic Directory system components.
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to analyze the user’s oonnnands and data, and to execute the clarification dialog until all

data are in required normalized form. STAR is a general-purpose package for the develop-

ment of videotex applications. In this system its role is to support a number of auxiliary
services, such as catalogs of towns, villages, counties, districts of larger cities (in the
form of maps with districts numbered for multiple choice), lists of professions recognized
by the system, and publicity pages optionally attached to the database records of profes
sionals. The two main databases of the system for search by (family name, location) or

(profession, location) are maintained in the Documentation Center. The above three eon}

ponents communicate through messages; this facilitates their implementation in separate,

distant computers. Figure 12.9 shows the structure of the first of these databases and i11us~
'trates atypical retrieval operation.

Subscriber
Keywords Locations records

Pointer —o-

Data #—

 
 

 

All subscribers
keyword 1

in location 1

High-le
keyword index

Keyword 2
in location 2

k: keyword L
phonemized K

fatnin113.1118

All subscribers
in it with k

 

   

  

 
 

Family name as entered @

0 Results ® ® ®
Modification of search: spelling, area (3) ® ® @: Search phases

Processing in
documentation

center
 

Figure 12.9 Processing of search by (fme name, location) in French Element Directory.
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The databaSe is energised of files on three levels, called the keyword, location, .
and subscriber levels. Keywords (essentially the phonetic versions of all names in the
directory) are arranged alphabetically in the first level; there is a high-level index in the
main memory. The locatiOn level contains lists of locations in which each keyword
occurs at least ome, along with pointers to the third level. Here, subscriber records (first
name, fondly acute, location, address, profession, telephone number) are held in blocks
by location and keyword. Thus, all subscribers who have similar-sounding names and
who live in a given location can be retrieved in three disk accesses.

A typical inquiry has up to three phases (see Figure 12.9). In the first the user is
asked to enter the family name and location of the person sought; this may involve a
clarification dialog and access to the STAR services. Then a search is triggered in DC, as
described, and the retrieved block is examined. If only a few orthographically matching
names are found, their records are displayed to the user. Phase 2 is executed if there are
too many “hits”; then the user is asked for further specifications to narrow down the
choice; he may supply the first name, address, andlor profession. If he is not satisfied,
he can modify hissearch criteria in Phase '3. In particular, he can relax the orthograph he
has given originally and receive as a result the list of similar-sounding names, or he can
relax or restrain his geographical criterion by asking for a search in a larger or- smaller
district than that specified at first. Searching in the professional (yellow pages) directory
is carried out along similar lines, but in a separate database.

Some interesting technical data were made available about the directory (experi-
mental version): the phonernization process is table driven, the table size is 1600 B, and-
600 CPU insn'ucfionslchar'acter are required on the average. The processing of blocks
retrieved by DC requires 4000 instructionslrequest. The hardware to serve 50 simultane-
ous requests includes two computers (SEMSASOLAR 16—75, 64 kB private mermry on
each, 256kB shared memory), 110 processor, one disk of 10MB and two disks of
300 MB each.

12.6 TELETEXT COMPUTERS

We shall close this chaptei‘ with a” discussion of computers controlling teletext transmis-
sion, sometimes called head ends. Requirements placed on such teletext computers are
quite different from those for viewdata access machines. They are bliefly nunrnarimd
below.

rate on the VBI may be close to. 1 MBls, and the efiective rate approaches this
limit in full field operation, implying that at least a significant part of the current
broadcast cycle must reside in the main memory.

2. Pages not in the current on—line cycle, as well as other related infermation (e.g.,
transmission schedules), must be available in mass memory, usually hard or floppy
disk.
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3. There must be a page—editing facility (at least for alphanumeric information). _

4. There must be operator-controlled and lire—programmable modification of the

broadcast cycle (with inclusion of time-coded, real—time, or interactively

demanded pages; see Chapter 10).

5. There must be communication facilities with remote service providers and with
remote sources of data (such as news wire services).

The block diagram of a typical system is illustrated in Figure 12.10. The teletext

encoder generates bit sequences to be superimposed on TV lines, and including syn-
chronization, byte framing, and time codes. The data inserter modulates the bit Sequence
onto selected TV lines.

Actual systems vary in their individual capabilities. Smaller configurations may

have only floppy disks and main memory capacities for 50~100 pages. Larger systems

typically have several editing terminals, large hard disks, and main memories. An inter-

mediate levcl of memory may be included to hold large broadcast cycles. Electronic disk ‘
memories (CCD, magnetic bubble, or semiconductor) are ideal for that purpose, since

they are cyclically organized and feature millisecond~range access times and sufficient

data rate. With such it is possible to generate data streams for multiple TV
signals.

Data Exchange between Teletext Systems

An often—needed capability is that of transporting the data cement of one video signal
onto another, with the possible change of TV lines used. One application is for smaller,

Other video
tallying data

 
  

 

To transmitterData
inserter

Video

thm-e 12.10 Block diagram of typical teletext system.
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Figure 12.11 Pbssibilities for linking two teleth systems.
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regional TV or cable systems to relay teletext data carried by larger or Specialized net-
works, as described by Mothersole (1979). This can be done in several ways. The most
straightfomard method (see Figure 1211(3)) is to receive and decode data by a conven-
tional decoder, store the pages on disk and re~insert them on the locally generated pro-
gram. The second method is similar, but uses a standard data link between the two
teletext computers (see Figure 12.11(b)). The disadvantage of both these approaches is
that the receiving party must have a complete teletext system, which may be too costly
for a small station. In such cases a third solution is practical: use of the data bridge facil-

ity. This is basically a resynchronizing circuit (the two TV signals are generally unsyn—
chronized) that extracts the data lines from one video signal and deposits them in a small
buffer that feeds the second inserter. The timing relations are derived frorn the synchron-

ization pulses of both TV signals (see Figure 12.11(e)).
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Part V

COMPLEMENTARY

ISSUES

r :a' as .1: I

While the first four parts of this book deal more or less with the status quo of videotex,
the nature of this part is different: it is concerned with some of the fimctiona] and
performance enhancements that are likely to occur as videotex gradually evolves into
generalized information systems. The next subject is telesoftware (ghapter 14), which is
recognized for its potential to radically extend the range of applications and to introduce
distributed processing into videotex networks. Finally, we mclude a few videotex-
specific topics on efficiency and performance evaluation.
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One of the very few common features of all videotex systems is the pervasive role of
untrained casual clientele. Therefore, the success of the whole concept of videotex

hinges largely on whether the user will find the system sufficiently understandable and
pleasant to deal with. This chapter (partly based on a report by Ball and Gecsei, 1981), is
devoted to the study of actual and potentially available user interfaces. We explore some

ways in which videotex design can profit from the many parallel developments in the

fields of friendly interfacing with databases, interactive systems, and the newlyr emerg—

ing discipline of “user psychology.”
Roughly speaking, the interface istha't part of the system hardware and software

that is “visible” to the user and through which all interactions take place. (This is a

somewhat simplified view becaIJse users are often also aware of certain internal features
and behavioral characteristics of the system, such as data organiZaJiOn and response

time. Incorrect conceptual models of these structures may cause false expectations and
confusion on the part of the user and, therefore, it is sometimes desirable to provide him

with supplementary information on “how' the system works")
Man~machine dialogs are conducted in terms of interface languages. They have

two natural components: the reqUests originating in man, and the machine’s responses. _
We deliberately focus our attention on the request part, because fermulating requests

requires knowledge of rules and action on the part of users and, therefore, it is the main
factor in detennining the suitability of an interface language. The interested user will
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find more information, e.g., in Shneiderrnan (19m, in Reisner (1981), and in
(1973).

Since interface functions serve for a blend of data retrieval, transactional applica—

tions, and system control, we do not separate these three issues in the subsequent discus~
sion. Instead, in this chapter we will briefly review the following four broad categories
of interface languages, and comment on their applicability to videotex.

. question~answer methods (including menu selection and form~filling)

o keyword-based methods (pm-coordinate and post«coordinate)

- query languages (artificial and neutral)

1 interfaces with browsing facilities.

The Syntax of questioma'nswer and pre-coordinate keyword approaches is
extremely simple and requires only minimal The user has only to recognize
what he wants, and does not have to memorize rules to express it. In this sense, his role
is essentially passive. Therefore these interfaces prevail in all major videotex systems.
However, the amount of infonnation passed to the system per request is often too limited
and one cannot formulate requests with sufficient precision. The remaining languages are
more powerful, but they have more complicated syntactic rules requiring user training
andlor considerable computer processing power. 'Iheir introduction into videotex is
slower but nevertheless advancing, mainly due to the accessibility of specialized services
through gateways.

13.1 QUESTION-ANSWER INTERFACES

The basic pattern here is that the user is prompted by the computer to answer a series of
precisely formulated questions. The permissible answers .or their formats are indicated
(e.g., “Please type Yes or No,” or “Enter Name and Flight Ntunher”), and errors can
be immediately corrected. Many transactional applications are basod on this type of
interface (see the Bildschinntext banking example in Chapter 11). _

Menu selection is the most widely used interface in videotex. Its concommitant
database organization is the tree (or directed graph) of pages. Recall the disadvantages of
this approach:

a rigid organiZation of the tree, which forces all users through search paths antici-
pated by the database editor

. page contents fixed in advance, so that information cannot be edited at search time
- browsing in larger databases is tedious, and can easily produce disorientation '

. costly construction and nuinfinance, especially with large numbers of cross links;
when the database is frequently reorganized (due to changes and growth) some
page numbers must be altered, and all changes must be reflected in the cross-link
structure.
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Enhancements of Menu Selection Systems

A number of ways to counter the shortcomings of the page tree have been developed. As
a result, enhanced pageworiented databases are still the workhorse of practically all con~
temporary videotex implementations.

One class of improvements concerns facilities for automatic creation of menus and
documents, and their loading into the database. In this context we should mention the
(non-videotex) generalized menu-based system 206 (See Robertson ct al., 1979). It can
be used for a wide range of tasks, including interfacing with existing database systems.
Successful applications include a browsing system for a library, project management,
guidance and interface for a medical diagnosis system, and, recently, a management sys
tem for a nuclear-powered aircraft carrier. ZOG differs from standard videotex in that
the centents of a display page can be stored independently of the page format; the'two
are combined at database load time. It is possible to pro-define a class of menu structures

in ZOG so that given, for example, a description of a restaurant, the 206 software could
synthesize an appropriate display page and then automatically load that page into the net
work of menus. The connections that allow the user to search the restaurant database
would be established automatically. This is in contrast to Telidon and Prestel, in which
pages are units whose cross—links must be explicitly specified. Further features are a
text-editing facility that (in principle) enables every user to create new pages, and the
possibility of executing arbitrary programs when accessing a page. '

We also mention in this context the existence of specialized software packages that
automatically create Telidon— and Prestel~cornpatible databases from machinereadable
text setuces. An example is Preview, a software package marketed'by Langton Informa-
tion Systems, Ltd., in England.

Applying conventional database technology. Another possibility of improv-
ing page-oriented databases involves capitalizing on achievements of traditional database
technology. It may seem strange that although database technology has advanced signi-
ficantly over the years, videotex systems are still based on facilities that closely resemble
early file systems. Surely the research and development devoted to conventional record-
oriented structures can be applied to videotex facilities (See Tompa et a1., 1981).

Conventional database technology can be applied to videotex systems as soon as it
is realized that "videotex page” can be made a valid domain in a record-oriented sys»
tem. Consider, for example, a relational database of data on houses that are available for
sale. A relation could be defined with the attributes: number of bedrooms, price, dining
room type, address, layout, picture, description (where the first two attributes’ domains
are integers, the next two are character strings, and the last three are videotex pages—H
which would not normally be part of a query expression). Thus, conventional relational
processing could retrieve the set of addresses, layouts, and pictures for which number of
bedrooms a 4, dining roomtype = “formal,” and $150,000 5’: price 5— $180,000.

A distributed architecture could be used to combine the videctex page—

management and the relational systems. A user would requeSt a house inquiry page from
the videotex system, such a page having been constructed as a response page by the
information provider. This page would be filled in by the user in some convenient nota-
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ticn and format, and then passad to the conventional database system for processing. The
response would then be passed back to the videotex access machine, which would either
request the target pages from the videotex page depository, request more information
from the user, or display a dynamically constructed index page for further selection by
the user.

Response pages. Although at first videotex systems were primarily designed
for information retrieval, it quickly became evident that viable systems must not be lim-
ited to retrieval. The purpose of many retrievals is to obtain information in order to begin
a transaction.- For example, a search for Greek restaurants is not likely to be undertaken
merely for reasons of academic interest, but rather for making a reservatioa. Similarly,
looking at stock market quotations is intended to determine whether to buy, sell, or to
stay pat.

In Prestel, an information provider can create a so—called response page, as dis—
tinguished from an information page. Such a response page contains a form to .be filled
in by the user. The form’s layout and its blend of prompting information, system
generated response data (such as automatic fill-in of user’s name and address), and user»
generated response are under the control of the service providers. When completed, the
form is appended to a queue-of user's responses, which can subsequently be examined by
the appropriate service provider. '

The response page facility is an embryonic form of other interactive applications.
For example, banking or teleshopping transactions can be conductedfif the users are
equipped with alphanumeric keyboards and if they can be linked up with the bank’s or
store’s computer. This kind of application is carried out in a systematic marmor through
gateways. Electronic mail service can be created by providing sufficient “mailbox”
space in the videotex (or an external) computer. All the above facilities are being imple-
mented by Prestel, Bildschirmtext, and Teletel.

In this context we should point to the emerging central role of form filling and
form mgement. Tsicbritzis (1982) argues that general ways of form processing can be
seen as the conunon denominator for messaging, communicatiOn, document retrieval,
and other office automation functions. This might also be true for videotex: resPOnse

pages, gateway protocols, and transactional applications are all based on forms.

Page—control programs and action pages. A significant improvement can be
brought about by executing a program when selecting a page (instead of just passively
disPIaying the information). Resporise pages are only one of the possibilities; another is
to attach “page-control programs” to each (or some) displayable page. These programs
can serve to interpret the user’s selections and responses and to direct further branching, -
as in computer-assisted instruction. Action pages (a term used in Telidon systems)
invoke a program that can sustain a dialog with the user. For another embodiment of this
idea, see, e.g., the Sten’a database management system treated in Chapter 12.
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13.2 KEYWORD—BASED INTERACTION

Many database and document retrieval systems use keywords as a basic means of
retrieval specification. In principle, a keyword-based system appears to the user as an
associative store capable of retrieving documents or records containing (01' associated
with) a given keyword. The principal advantage of this approach is that it permits the
user to access the desired information .“directly.” without cancer-n about the way in
which the data are sn'uctin'ed and stored. Interesting VLSI designs exist for such “die-

tionary machines", described, e.g., by Ottmann et a1. (1932).
In the following discussion, the term keyword means a descriptor that indicates the

subject of a document in a database, such as, e.g., a videotex page. Keywords can be
assigned to documents manually or automatically in advance, or documents can be
searched for the occurrence of given keywords at renieval In formatted (record—
oriented) databases a keyword may be the Value of a field. For search purposes keywords
are arranged in lists called indexes or dictionaries. The arrangement is in a known
searchable order (alphabetical, numerical, chronological).

Pre- and Post-Coordinate Processing

Two important classes of retrieval techniques based on keywords can be identified: pre»
coordinate and posteooordinate. In the former, keywords or combinations of keywords
(e.g., “contemporary music") designating subject documents are fixed in advance and
all pertinent documents are assembled under these fixed (precoordinated) headings. In
post~coordinate systems the index is composed (mostly) of single keywords; ctiordination
of these keywords is performed at retrieval time by forming Boolean sums, products, and
complements on the Sets of documents found under individual index entries. For exam-
ple, documents describing contemporary music wouldbe obtained as the intersection of
the sets of all documents described by “contcrnporary” and all documents described by
“music”. The command leading to such a search would be (essentially) “contemporary
AND music (or “music AND oontempomry”). Other operations on sets can be used as
well, e.g., “contempomry AND music AND (NOT instrumental 0R Schiinbm’g)?’

Note that document databases are not the only systems using post—coordinate proc-

essing. Many record-oriented databaSe management systems provide Boolean operations
to facilitate retrieval, which is an essential criterion of post~coordinate indexing. In par-
ticular, relational databases may be thought of as systems in which keywords are
arranged in relations. A relational search is, in essence, the retrieval of tuples (docu-
ments) that contain logical combinations of keywords in specified columns, as defined
by the query (see the real-estate example in the preceding section).

We briefly summarize the differences between pre- and post-coordinate proc-
essmg:

1. In pro—coordinate processing search patterns must be anticipated by the indexer
(e.g., the combination of “contemporary” and “music” is pre~specified in anticis
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pation of such requests). Post~coordinate systems permit specification later, at
search time; this is a way of shifting the burden of combining the keywords from

the indexer to the computer.

2. With pro-coordinate fixed indexes (unless their size is enormous) one cannot

achieve minute precision (selectivity).

3. Post-coordinate requests can be arbitrarily tuned and refined by adding new condi—
tions until the user is satisfied with the results. Different search strategies can be

realized and results of previous searches Can be reused under modified conditions.

4. Post-coordinate searching implies that the system’s response is created and edited
at search time, and not beforehand.

5. The difference between the two approaches is not always as clear as it might seem.

The French Electronic Directory (see Chapter 12) is basically pro-coordinate with

features resembling post-coordinate processing (such as refinement of requests).

6. Post-coordinate systems use query languages with explicit and, sometimes, com~

plicated syntax.

13.3 KEYWORDS [N VIDEOTEX

There are'four major ways to access videotex databases in use today: menus, keywords

(pre~coordinate), alphabetic index, and printed directory. These four techniques have

been the subject of many studies; in most of them (e.g., in Stewart, 1979) keyword

search emerged as the most efficient method.

Due to its simplicity, precoordinate keyword access is more widespread in

videotex: the only action required from the user is to type a keyword (with or without

being Wampum—and then wait to See what happens. The method can provide shortcuts

to important points in the database However, in itself it is probably not a sufficient sub-
stitute for menu selection but rather a useful complement. Numerous implementations of

keyword access exist. The Sterla-Videopac system (see Chapter 12) has a two—level data-

base consisting of a collection of independent services (lower level) and a directory of

services (upper level). The directory and each service have their own keyword dic-

tionaries; the system accepts commands in the form of pairs of keywords, making it pos-

sible to jump at once to any point in any service. The first keyword must be the name of
a semce.

Another example is the sovcalled Montreal Keyword System (see Bochmann et al.,

1981). In contrast to the above approach, the assignment of dictionaries to subttces is

entirely under the service provider’s control: any subtree can have its own dictionary.
and alternative dictionaries can be searched in case of failure.

A third example is operational in the Danish videotex system (see Orsnaes, 1981). _

It features the possibility of sequentially combining several keywords (c.g., “cars—-

Ford—1978”) in one request. This is not unlike applying AND operators in a post-

coordinate system; however, the effect is the same as applying the three keywords in a

series of three separate requests (i.e., one cannot change the order and say “Ford—~—
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1978—cars” and expect the same answer). The underlying principle is the same as in
Prestel, in which rapidly typing 7, 3, 8 would lead to the same page as would indicating
thethreemenu choices: “I, then 3, and then 8. -

Design issues

A number of issues must be resolved by designers of keyword access systems.

1. The first issue is the sizc and implementation of dictionaries. Here the primary

concern is not to compromise the retrieval efficiency (low CPU time and number of disk
accesses per request) that is a fundamental design requirement in videotex. Small dic~
tionaries can be held in main memory (cg, with the user context) and can be searched

sequentially.

2. In general, the scope of a dictionary is the set of pages from which the diction—
ary can be accessed. At one extreme there may be a single, usually large, dictionary that
is searched on all keyword requests; its scope would span the whole database. Alterna»
tively, the scope may be limited to a single page; then it becomes similar to a menu. In
intermediate cases, different regions in the database (applications, subtrees, or even indi—
vidual pageS) may have separate dictionaries. This has the advantage that the same key»
word can be interpreted differently (i.e., can point to different pages) according to the
search context. For example, “Frenc ” may point to French restaurants or to the French
Revolution in the dictionaries of a restaurant guide and of an encyclopedia of revolu—

tions, respectively. In addition, individual users or user groups may have private dic~
tionaries.

3. A search in a dictionary can either succeed (a “matching” entry is found) or
fail. However, matching can have many different meanings such as:

o exact match, in which a keyword in the dictionary is found that is identical to the
search argument -

a prefix match, in which the search argument is identical to the prefix of a keyword
in the dictionary (example: SponmSporrsman)

- approximate match, in which a keyword differing from the argument in less than
k a 0 characters is considered as a match

a phonetic match, in which, if no exact match is found, search is continued for key-
words with similar pronunciation to the search argument (this type of search is
implemented in the French Electronic Directory).

4. Issues involving the number of pointers from a given keyword in a diction-
ary and to a given page have consequences for implementatiOn (since space is
taken up by multiple pointers) and system integrity (since. means must exist to.
update automatically the dictionaries as the database grows and changes). A
related problem is determining how many keywords should be associated with a
given page.
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S. If a search yields more than one matching keyword, or more than one page

is pointed to by a keyword, how shOuld such multiple matches be presented to the
user? Usually, if this number is small (e.g., six or less), the pages are sequentially
displayed; if not, the system can request the user to further specify his request
(e.g., by a longer prefix). '

6. The issue of no-rnatch (or "miss") situations also must be resolved. In

such cases, the question is: What should the system’s reaction be?

'1'. Interaction between keyword and other search methods (e.g., menu) is

desirable to permit to switch between methods at any time. The questions involved
are whether there should be separate “search contexts” for each method? and
whether the users should be aware of the switch.

Similarities Between Menus and Keywords

Traditionally, Inenu selection, keyword, and alphabetic index search have been con-
sidered to be distinct approaches to data reuieval. Closer scrutiny shows a number of
similarities among them; it is useful to stress these similarities because the resulting uni-
fying view may point to more. generalized database structures and search methods (see-
also Tampa, 1982). '

In essence, the user of a page-oriented database is always confronted with the same
situation: he must select the next page to be retrieved. There always exists a fixed list of
possibilities, called the current dictionary (CD), from which he can choose. The selec-
tion has the following modalities:

1. The CD may or may not be automatically displayed (however, it is practically

always available on request).

2. The scope oftheCDmay varyy '

3. The length and other parameters of the CD, such as number of pointers, .etc., may
vary.

4. The choice can be indicated directly or indirectly; in the latter case, entries in CD

are labelled, usually by means of numbers or letters.

Now we see that a standard menu is a short displayed CD whose scope is limited to

itself, by the use of indirect choice. A keyword index is a CD that has a typically wide
scope and direct selectiOn (through typing of the keyword), and that is displayed or not,
according to the particular situation. An alphabetic index is an intermediate case in
which CD entries are labeled for easier entry, using a keypad. The scheme is often

designed to provide for gradual refinement (c.g., selection 1: A—D, 2: E-*I-I, etc.)
through a series of labelled selections.

We complete the discussion with two remarks. First, the necessity of labeling CD
entries stems from the lack of an adequate pointing device in current videotex systems. It
would certainly be easier to point directly to a keyword or any object on the screen, than
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to have to read the labels and then look at the keypad and enter the label. (However, '

videotex systems with touch-sensitive screens have been implemented.)
The second remark concerns situations in which displaying the CD may be omit-‘

ted. This can generally be done when the Set of possible choices is known from the con-
text (e.g., in an electronic yellow«pages application, everyone should know that one is
likely to find “television,” but not “transfiguration.”)

Post-Coordinate Search in Te'tétel

One of the search modes in the Stet‘iaNideopac database management system is “docu-
ment search." It offers an interesting form of post-coordinate search by allowing for
keyword dictionaries that have overlapping scopes. Imagine, for example, 'a statewide
classified advertisement application. Each node in the database is a page containing the
description of an article. Three keyword dictionaries are provided, each identified by a
name: City, Transaction, and Article. The names are used as “attributes” in formulating

I Boolean queries. To find all cars or motorcycles for sale in Ottawa, one would formulate
a query (the precise language of which is not important here):

CITY = Ottawa AND TRANSACTION = Sale

AND (ARTICLE = Car 0R Motorcycle)

The query would be decomposed into four dictionary searches, and the conesrponding set
operations on the pointers would yield pages C and H, as indicated in Figure 13.1.

Note that there is hardly anything new in the above processing. Yet in the context
of videotex such processing is seen as an innovation.

13.4 QUERY LANGUAGES

Interfaces whose complexity exceeds the possibilities of question~answer or simpler key-
word methods are frequently based on query languages, with explicit syntax and com—
mand structure. Query languages can be classified according to four criteria:

1. The languages may be either artificial or natural. Most of them are artificial, for
the simple reason that they are close to the programing languages used to implement
the underlying system (sometimes the interface language is an integral part of a data
retrieval system). Therefore, it takes less effort to design the language. Frequently such
languages sufler from a lack of user—friendliness and they are hard to learn and to
remember, especially for the inexperienced user. Natural languages, on the other hand,
require complex processing in order to translate natural sentences into simpler and unani-
biguousconunands acceptable to the rest of the system.

2. Artificial intelligence techniques may be involved in the process of interpreta~
tion and execution of interface language statements. This applies mostly (but not

uniquely) to natural languages. Artificial intelligence can be used for parsing, for under—
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Figure 13.1 Post-cmrdinate search with multiple keyword dictionaries.

standing (or rather simulation of understanding) the sense of a query, and for searching
and representing data in sophisticated knowledge bases and expert systems. An excellent
overview of this area is found in Smith (1930).

3. The number of levels in systenwser interfaces may vary. An increasing number
of systems feature more than one level of interface language. One way of creating multi-
ple levels is to provide nested subsets of available commands; Only the simplest and most
frequently used facilities are available on the first level, less easy and more powerful
ones are available on the next, etc. This is analogous to various “easy” subsets of PHI,
Pascal, and other programming languages. Another method consists of inserting a user
agent between the user and the database, thereby creating two interfaces: one between
the database and the agent, and the other between the agent and the user. The former
(called database interface) can be optimized for database interaction and typically has a
concise syntax and cOrnmand suucttn'e. It is primarily an interface for the user agent and
other application programs; but it may also be available to the expert user. The other
interface (user interface) is designed for the casual user, with friendliness, robustness
and ease of use in mind; the user agent becomes a translator between the two language
levels. In additioa, the notion of user agent lends itself naturally to system distribution: it
can be implemented in intelligent terminals or in access machines (in which case they are
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shared by multiple users). The IC module in the French Electronic Dictionary or the key—”
word search implemented in the MUPID intelligent terminal (see Chapter 14) are exam—
pics of such user agents. Note also the resemblance between certain functions of the
PresteUBildschirmtext gateway and those of a user agent. -

4. Languages may be either pmeedmal or specification. In a procedural language
the programmer has to describe how to obtain a given objective; in specification
languages he has to describe (specifylthe objective, but not the method of obtaining it.
The difierence between the two is often blurred. As an example, we can say that data

retrieval by menus is, relatively speaking, more procedural than is keyword access
because in the former the user has to give a sequence specifying how to get to the desired
data. It is not clear which of these two types of languages is more suitable for videotex;

in fact, it is possible that this parameter is irrelevant in the long run.

Artificial Languages

Computer control languages—«notorious for their rigid and unforgiving syntax, Concise»
ness, and cryptic, hard~to—rernernber symbols—are classic examples of artificial
languages. Such languages are designed for efficient use by experts. Of course, limited
subsets of control languages can easily be learned by the casual user of general-purpose
systems. _ _

. The situation is somewhat different with database query languages. Here commer-

cial considerations often dictate that the systems be easily useable by nonexpert Users,
and considerable amounts of work have been invested in various types of user-friendly,

easy-tolerant and error~tolerant inme (See Ball and Hayes, 1982). Obviously this is
extremely important for videoteir applications.

Examples. ORBIT is an example of a large post-coordinate keyword system for
bibliographic citations. A typical query in this system would be

sen = Restaurant AND (Greek 0R Italian).

Iftoo many documents were found, then the user might add a further condition:

SETZ = SETl AND Outremont

so as to reduce the number of restaurants to only those in the Outremont district of Mon-
treal. In more advanced systems the user. might be able to search the content of the

advertisement for particular expressions so as to retrieve more precise information.
QUIOLAW (of QL Systcms, Ltd., Ottawa) is a full-text database featuring a -

Boolean default of AND. A request may consist solely of several keywords separated by
commas, like

Greek, Restaurant, Outremont
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which is interpreted to mean “Find all texts containing the words ‘Greek,’ ‘Restaurant,-'
‘Outremont’ .’-’ Text output is automatically sorted and ranked according to the aggregate
frequency of occurrence of the keywords, so that text containing all three terms would be
listed first. Since its inception the system has also added explicit Boolean algebra-based
query commands for citation databases. Telidon—like user interfaces can be seen simi-
larly as default-based languages.

A number of interesting interfaces to relational databases have beeen created. A
nficrocomputer—based system called WHATSIT stores information in 3—tup1es of subject,
tag, and objectfie.g., name, “phone,” 7—digit number. Separators are either ’ or s, giv~
ing a syntax such as:

“Bob’s phone's?” reply: “Bob's phone’s 7318765.”

WI-IATSIT can match on any domain of the 3-tuple for retrieval, and the user can add
new tuples at any time by typing in the new information. Even though MIATSIT’S
power is relatively limited, the approach it uses is certainly worth pursuing fprther, as it
seems to be suitable for simple videotex applications—cg, personal file service.

Another well-loiowri relational database management system is IBM’s System R.
Several interface languages have been conceivedfor interactive applications (the system
can also be accessed by application programs running in batch), notably SEQUELwZ and
SQUARE. SEQUEL—Z is a powerful language equipped with commands for retrieval,
data creation and update, manipulation of relations, and control of user access rights.
Queries with attribute—value pairs and Boolean operators are embedded in SELECT~type
commands for retrieval. Additional facilities far the specification of queries, such as

built—in functions SUM, MAX, and AVG are available. These are appli'cable in cases in

which the query specifies calculations involving a number of tuples—e.g., to find the
average salary of all employees in a department, or to find the cheapest Greek restaurant
in Outremont. Parameters of a command can be entered in any order, each preceded by a

label uniquely identifying the parameter.

SQUARE is a language that is nearly identical to SEQUEL—Z in its capabilities;
however it has a different syntax, called “positional.” Here the composition of a corn-
mand is a combination of menu selections and fonmfilling.

Query By Example is yet another example of an artificial language. It is a very

popular relational query language based on form filling (for details, see Date, 198]).

Natural-Language Interfaces

The possibility of connnunicating in natural language with an information service has
been received with enthusiasm as the ultimate man—machine interface. However, using

natural language means ignoring computer’s “psychology,” thereby creating a
mismatch of the same kind between two communicating entities, as occurs when humans _

are forced to learn cryptic command languages.

Currently the suitability of natural language interfaces is being intensely debated in
the literature; the outcome will probably be that finer distinctions must be made concom-
ing the class of users, situations, and applications for which such interfaces are really
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suitable. To quote'one such conclusion (see Shneidertnan, 1-978): “Realistic applications
for natural language would be situations where people have familiarity with the applica-
tion area, data structure and queries, but are infrequent users. Typical situations that fit
this description include library card catalogs, airline Schedules or banking transactions”.
Here is a list of limitations and problems of naturaHauguage interfaces that are treated in
the same article:

1. Knowledge of natural-language syntax does not assure knowledge of the semantics
of interaction or data content. Therefore unanswerable questions are often asked
and, generally, the user may have unrealistic expectations of the computer’ 3 power
and the content of the database.

. The ambiguities typical of haunt-language syntax may necessitate tedious clarifi-
cation dialogs.

. The overhead of naturaLlanguage interfaces is much greater

languages.

than that of artificial

Most natural language interface systems fall into two large groups: two-level inter-
faces (in which thedatabase in question is a more-or less standard systemwith an associ-
ated query language, and the natural language input from the user is translated by a user
agent); and knowledge bases and expert systems (in which answers to queries are syn-
thesized by highly nontrivial deductive processing). Both of these groups frequently rely
on artificial intelligence—cg, in the areas of parsing, dealing with ambiguities, data
representation, and search strategies.

Examples. The typical pattern observed at the user interface is a-clarlfication
dialog that serves to elucidate the precise meaning and intention of a query. A simple
example of such a system is SMART (see Salton, 1979). This system emphasizes feed-
back from the user as a means of refining and improving the accuracy of bibliographic
searches. Although SMART is basically a command language system, it allows the usor
to enter value judgments about previous searches, and these judgments are automatically
included in the parameters for subsequent searches. An example of feedback is assigning
weights to keywords that are judged relevant to the search. Another is the automatic
incorporation of additional keywords derived from citations but not used in the user’s
original query.

ROBOT (see Harris, 1977) is a commercially available natural language translator
(user agent). It accepts the user’s inquiry in English, produces a number of possible
parses and then proceeds to conSult the database to choose the most likely interpretation.
If there is no clear winner, the user is asked to clarify the query. ROBOT handles rela—
tively simple inquiries in a restricted commercial~style database. For example, it can
successfully process queries such as the following: “Singles in Chicago?” “Who are the
Secretaries?” "Which of them live in Detroit?" The latter question would yield a list of"
secretaries living in Detroit rather than a reply such as: “No singles in Chicago live in
Detroit." ROBOT requires 200kB of memory and takes less than 1 second to procoss a
typical query (not including data retrieval time).
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13.5 BROWSING JN DATA SPACES

Adatabase user is comparable to a shopper who may be in three basic types of “shop-
ping situations’ ’:

1. He needs a pair of tennis shoes, and he knows he can either find them at
Woolworth’s on the ground floor, right side, or he can order them by mail. He
knows precisely what he wants and where to find it.

2. - He needs a pair of tennis shoes but does not know precisely where to get them, so
he goes to Macy’s, looks at the floor plan, and finds the sporting goods depart-
ment. Thus, he knows what he wants but has no precise idea of where to find it.

3._ He wants to buy a birthday gift. Not knowing exactly what it should be nor where
to get it, he goes on a shopping spree to a fashionable street and and gets inspira-
tion by looking around.

The first two situations are like those of a database searcher who is after a precise

piece of information (tag, the telephone number of Mr. Smith). In a case like the first
one he knows the database and proceeds directly to the formulation of a precise query
(this is the typical pattern in data processing); in a case like the second he first might
have to learn something about the system’s files or indexes and might find after all that
the desired information is not available in the database. _

The third situation corresponds to what is uSually called browsing or navigation in
a database (or data Space). The user must inspect a number of data items (and learn
something about them or their existence) before making up his mind as to precisely what
data would best fit his needs. It is characteristic of this kind of situation that it is impossi-

ble to formulate exactly a query beforehand; the “query” is a target that moves as the
searcher gradually acquires knowledge on what data is available, and in which form.
Similarly to window shopping, advertisements, catalogs, information booths, and floor
plans, which are designed to inform shoppers before they buy, databases designed to
support browsing users must provide appropriate navigational aid, or “metainfonna—
tion." We note that:

o the distinction between browsing and the final act of retrieval is not clear-cut:

browsing is a form of retrieval

- browsing is not an aid for the naive or occasional user; it denotes an access mode,
not a user attribute.

Current database interfaces typically do not support browsing very well; in

videotex this is a problem of particular importance because most pageoriented databases
contain heterogeneous information with no simple overall structure. In current videotex
databases the main navigational tool lies in organizing the data in a hierarchy of indexes;
however, users commonly get disoriented, for reascns discussed elsewhere. A similar
growing need for efficient browsing is experienced in the area ofrecord—orienteddata- -
bases.
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A database browser, in order to navigate in the data space successfully, should be

able to perceive the space at different levels of detail as through a series of “windows,”
or telescopes of increasing power. At any time he should be free to switch between lev-
els, either “downwards” to see fewer items in more detail, or "upwards" to see a larger
region of the space including, importantly, the indication of his current position or previ-
ous trajectory. On each level the user should be able to'travel horizontally to explore
neighboring items (as one does with a microfiche reader). Diaplacements in higher levels
would correspond to fast travel to remote areas ofthe data space (see Lochovsky and Tsi—
chritzis, 1981).

Such a view is appealing because it calls upon a natural orientation reflex present
to a certain degree in every human being. In the absence of such explicit navigational
mechanisms the browser will try to build mental models of the database in which he can
navigate. However, his model will likely be unrealistic and result in frustration, unless
he is provided with efficient and realistic means of mode1«building.

Two problem areas appear immediately when one contemplates the design of a
database that has such features. First, there are technical obstacles to the simulation of

zooming and displacement: considerable display and processing power are required.
Second, and on a more fundamental level, there is the problem of how to define a data
space that can be consistently enlarged or reduced. Ifthe database were, say, the surface
of the Earth, then zooming would amount simply to stretching along two dimensions.
But what are the “dimensions” along which one can travel and which can be con-

sistently stretched and contracted in a databaSe that contains abstract and mutually inter-
linked items? What should be the interpretatiori of “closeness” of two items in the data

space? For example, a relation in a relational database can be viewed as a multidiinen-
sional entity, each attribute being a dimension. At least some of the attribute values
must be transformed into geometric coordinates, others into different, easily visualizable
form (e.g., color), and still others kept in written form (e.g., detailed job specifications).
Who should decide on all such questions: the database designer, the administrator, or the
usar?

When trying to implement the above ideas practically, a number of compromises
must be made. For example, one has to abandon the idea of continuous zooming, which
is both technically and conceptually next to impossible. One should stay with a small,
fixed number of levels of detail, each showing possibly different coordinates (attributes)

of the objects displayed. .

This principle is implemented in embryonic form in some menu-based videotex
databases in which, by proceeding towards deeper levels, one gets more “detailed”
information. However, this is only a kind of “mental” zooming that is not analogous to

movement with a physical space—an analogy with which we are so familiar—amt does it
provide for effective navigation. ‘

Spatial Management of Data

A significant development towards the realization of the above-outlined ideas is a system
called Spatial Management of Data (SMD), reported by Herot (1980). It works in con-
junction with a conventional relational database managemeat system, INGRES. Objects
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(usually tuples in a relation) processed by SMD are defined in several “data surfaces,"
each displayed on a separate screen. Three screens are provided in the experimental sys»
tem, the middle and right screen showing, respectively, an enlarged portion of the left
and middle screens. “Enlargement” here is to be understood as nonlinear, in the sense
that an enlarged image generally contains some coordinates (attribute values) not
represented in the original, and vice-versa. It is a mixture of geometric and “abstract”
enlargement, and the latter simply meaning that more detailed information is included in
some form. The decision as to which attributes are to be interpreted as geometric dimen-
sions and coordinates, and at what level of enlargement, is up to the database manager.

Currently enlarged regions are shown highlighted on the more global screens.
. This browsing apparatus is controlled by a joystick. Movingthe stick causes a

magnified window to be shifted in the x—y plane (as in a microfiche reader), with
corresponding movement of a highlighted area on the other screen(s). 'I‘urningltlte stick
causes passing of control to a less or more detailed plane.

An example given by Herot and paraphrased here shows how SMD techniques can
be used to inspect a relation containing ships as entities. The attributes are, among oth-
ers: the ship’s name, type, nationality, radio code, size, degree of readiness, captain’s
name, and technical details. The representation of the global level (in which all ships are
represented) was chasm as follows. The vertical and horizontal coordinateS are the
nationality (U.S. or Russian) and type (there are five different type values), respectively.
Each ship is represented as a rectangle whose size indicates the ship’s size and whose
color indicates its degree of readiness (see Figure 13.2(a)). On the second level, groups
of ships can be examined with some more detail fitted in (ship’s name, code, and cap«
tain). On the third level, individual ships are seen in detail with a silhouette that stands
for type, and all other technical data are written in or coded by color (see Figures 13.2(b)
and (c)).

' SMD provides for the database administrator a language in which he can define the
layout of screens and the shapes (called icons) to represent tuples in the relation. An icon
may be defined at several levels of detail (this is the basic mechanism used to achieve the
zooming effect). Attributes in a tuple can be programmed to control the visual attributes
of icons, such as color, size, orientation, position on the screen, and choice of shape.
Shapes must be predefined and may come from-digital storage (as bit arrays)'or video~
disk (photographs). Symbolic information to be inserted into tuples comes, of course,
from the relational database.

The underlying relational database is accessed by the query language QUEL.
Although the objective of SMD is to locate and access data-spatially, in some cases it is
more convenient to locate a piece of data through a standard query expressed in QUEL
(e.g., to find the size of a given ship). The two modes of access (browsing and by query)
are therefore linked and can be used simultaneously. The completion of a QUEL query

results in highlighting (blinking) of the selected tuples on the screen(s) and eventually in
automatic repositioning the user‘s active search position. —

When contrasted with conventional databaSC management systems and query

languages, we would argue (loosely following Herot) that SMD offers several advan-
tages: '
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1. Motion through the database is simple and natural: the joystick and multiple
displays provide an intuitive, nonverbal and non-symbolic language that is easy
and fast to learn.

2. The pIeSentation of the data encourages browsing: in effect the database is its own
directory, and makes the contents and structure apparent in a unified fashion. The
contents and possibilities of a database (e.g., the kind of queries that can be
answered) are quickly seen by the user.

3. While browsing, the user is almost always presented with more information than
he immediately needs. He can actually see the neighborhood of his present focus of
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attention, a collection of items similar in some sense to the one actually examined.
Graphical representations can help in perceiving trends in Sets of data. If the ship

database contained information on position and velooity of ships, one could, e.g.,

detact that a fleet of ships is heading towards the Falklands.

4. SMD can acoomodate in a uniform way a range of data types such as alphanumer»

ics, photographs, and drawings.

From this brief description it should be clear that many characteristics of SMD are

desirable in videotex: simple interface, intuitive presentation of data, and acoomodation

of graphical presentation types. Telidonelike geometric drawing instructions would cer-

tainly encourage and facilitate the construction of graphical representations of data. For

these reasons, the principles underlying SMI) should be seriously considered for inclu-

sion into videotex user agents or gateways. A similar approach using a single high reso-

lution display has been reported by Feiner et a1. (1981).

Interface Languages for Videotex

It is not easy to evaluate the applicability to and potential impact upon videotex of the

great variety of existing intetfaoe languages. There seem to be two groups of criteria for
snob an evaluation. The first is related to psychological factors such as simplicity, error

tolerance, and friendliness. The second concerns efficiency and resource utilization
issues.

As far as psychological adequacy is concerned, note that people are able to learn

and manipulate quite complex systems and machines when they are sufficiently

motivated (economically or intellectually). Therefore, the problem of whether a given

interface mechanism is applicable or “simple enough“ for videotex is closely linked to

the service provider’s ability to find useful and interesting applications. It is therefore

essential that the interface not be studied in isolation from applications. Further, with

gatewzrys it is no longer an imperative that all available services have interfaces simple
enough for mass use; insofar as videotex is regarded as a link to external services, all

exisfing hiterfaccs may become “videotex interfaces” for those who are interested.

The key to successfully dealing with the performance problems (those, for exam-
ple, inherent in most natural language interfaces) is our ability to modularize, distribute,

and, if necessary, duplicate system functions. As already discussed, this is relatively

easy to achieve with twolevel interfaces or with keyword systems in which indexes and

user agents might be implemented separately from the main databases.

13.6 TOWARDS A USER PSYCHOLOGY

Nobody nowadays denies the importance of human factors in manwmachine communion» '

tions; and yet, we have no reliable methodology to evaluate, let alone predict, how
appropriate these interfaces are for various (groups oi) users. The situation is similar in

other neighboring disciplines, such as the psychology of programming, where a large
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body of ad hoc experimental results exist, but without any underlying theory capable of
explaining or extrapolating the results.

Since videotex is a blend of consumerism and computer Science, it is doubly

important that its consumers be pleased. Most users do not need videotex as badly as
some promoters would like to make them believe, and they will use the system only if
sufficiently motivated by attractive services and interfaces. I

The purpose of this section is not to summarize the numerous (videotex) user
behavior studies published to date, but rather to outline what might become in the future
a coherent discipline of .applied psychology of computer users. We do this in the convic—
tion that videotex designers should be at least sunnnarily. acquainted with this new
emerging discipline, which eventually should evolve into “videotex psychology. ' ’

Following an inspired article by Moran (1981), user issues are not really neglected,
but rather dominated by non—psychological approaches such as the “technologist’s” and
“designer’s” attitudes. According to the first, it is not psychology, but new achieve-
ments in hardware and software that are the determinants of better interfaces—c.g.,

better displays and higher data rates. The designer’s story is essentially that better inter-
faces can be obtained merely by more careful designs whose creation is best left to the
designer himself. These and similar approaches seem simply to be telling The user what
is good for him, and not reflecting the fact that any optimization of man~machine (and
any other) communications must take into account both communicators, and not only the
machine (despite the fact that the man is by far the more complex and less known of the
two participants!).

Moran states that “the main centribution of an applied (user) psychology is to reli—

ably assure satisfactory user~computer interaction, just as we can reliably assure other
performance aspects of computer systems, such as response times or crash recovery."
To achieve this, one must discover the principles governing usar’s behavior; then one

may be able to predict or control it in different situations during interaction.
So far we know relatively little about the structure of user behavior simply because

it stems directly from the immensely complex buildup of the cognitive mind (leaving
the emotional and motivational part aside). Roughly, a rational user‘s behavior is deter-

mined by four factors: the user’s goal (e.g., to get the numerical results of a crucial cal«
culation); the syntax and semantics of the interface language, which determine the span
of his possible actions; the user’s experience (novices often use entirely different stra—
tegies than do professionals); and the limits of the user's information processing capabil—
ity (e.g., to memorize and formulate complicated error-free commands). It appears that
this latter is directly linked with the capabilities of the uppermost element in the hierar-
chy of (two or three) data storagea’manipulation “uni ” that are said to compose the
rational mind. The last two factors seem to be linked: experience can increase processing
capability, for example, by building strategies that are best suited to the user’s ways of
thinking.

Short of having sufficient insight into the deeper stmcture of user behavior, we
consider the user frequently as a black box and concentrate on the measurement of some
more or less easily observable aspects of his inputl'output behavior. Some of these
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aspects are error rates, reactian time, rate of learning, and the overall performance ofa
broad set of tasks. -

Methods and approaches of- user psychology can be roughly classified by a number
of criteria:

1. The primary data collected in an experiment may be of qualitative or quantitative
nature. .

2. The approach may be either strucnrral or blackvbox. Structural methods attempt to
explain why observed phenomena happen, in terms of deeper knowledge (or
hypothesis) about the process causing a given behavior. The black—box view is
concerned mainly with description of the observations. This is at once its strength
and weakness: because of the absence of an ambition to build an underlying

theory, the view is applicable to almost all situations. By the same token its power
to explain the observations is limited. However, sometimes even the blackubox
approach can give rise to mathematical models, providing a certain capability to
extrapolate (but not to explain). ' '

3. The enviromnent may be either controlled or uncontrolled. The former yields less,
but more reliable, data than does the latter.

4. Observation may be either objective or subjective. The latter iscentered around
introspection, a tool whose value is being extensively debated. _

A few examples will illustrate the essence of some of the above approaches, Most
experiments concerning the overall evaluation (often comparative) of database query
languages is of the quantitative, black-box, controlled, objective lcind (see, e.g., Rois
ncr, 1981). The same holds true about videotex—related experiments to evaluate different
character sets and the effectiveness of keywords. I

An example of the black—box approach yielding a mathematical model is a formula
for the time necessary for a user to position the cursor on a display screen, as a function
of the distance D to be moved and the sizeS of the target (see Embley and Nagy, 1981):

Time=Ko+K logza) KS +0.5) seconds

where K0 and K are constants depending on the pointing device (joystick, mouse, step-
keys).

Structural experiments are rare in user-oriented behavioral research. An example
from the same reference is the decomposition of text~editing tasks into the constituents:
goals, operators, methods for achieving the goals, sclection rules for choosing among
competing methods, and examination of the execution times for these constituents under
various conditions.

Finally, we touch upon the conclusions drawn fi‘orn experiments. .A well—known
phenomenon is the over-emphasizing of a (usually differential) result—such as often
found in comparative studies of query languages. It may turn out that the issue in ques-
tion is a non-problem, or that it is simply the result of Whether the subject’s dominant
way of thinking is left or right hemispherical (symbolic-deductive or visual-intuitive).
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In the Opinion of many, videotex has not quite fulfilled the euphoric expectations
aroused at the time of its initial development. The actual number of Prestel users, for
instance, is far below the numbers originally projected (see Arnold, 1981). Also, all too
often one hears statements such as “videotex is a technology in search of applications.”
Such statements indicate a certain disappointment of both service providers and consum-

ers. Part of the problem seems to be the familiar chicken-andegg phenomenon: people
will not buy videotex terminals before a sufficient variety of useful and amusing applica-
tions are available, and service providers will not venture into providing such applica-
tions before a sufficient number of consumers are in sight.

Another factor is that technical characteristics (such as the numerical keypad, access

by menu selection and limited interactivity) imposed by early systems and by
many later models effectively hamper and complicate the implementation of more ima-
ginative services- Just consider how awkward the selection from alphabetical systern
indexes with numerical keypad is, and compare it to the simplicity of keyboard operation.
The same applies to keywords (which can be entered through keypads in a manner similar
to using the letters that accompany numbers on most telephone dials, but only at the price
ofunnecessary ambiguities and other complicatitms). '

There are many ways to improve the functionality of videotex, and thus prepare
the ground for breaking the vicious circle. According to the proponents of geometric
coding philosophy the key lies in improved graphic capabilities. Although geometric
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graphics are certainly superior to CEPTJike mosaics in an absolute sense, it is far from
certain that they alone are sufficient to make videotex “fly.” According to another argu-
ment, most useful information in videotex is in textual form; graphics are a useful com-
plement, but the possibilities offered by mosaics are sufficient for the purpose. This is
the view of most European administrations, which consider accessibility to external and
transactional applications more important than better graphics.

Still another direction of improvement lies in gifting the terminals with more intel—
ligence. More precisely, one Can open up the resources already present in most modern
terminals for uses other than mere interpretation of user connnands and incoming charac~
ter strings: namely, for the local execution of programs in support of existing and new
applications. In general, such programs can reside permanently in the terminal’s
memory, can be written by the user, or can be received from a distant computer as a
teleprogram (or telesoftware). I

Systems designed around intelligent terminals and the systematic use of
telesoftware offer not only the enhancement of existing applications, but have the po—
tential to open a new dimension of services with far~reaching implications that will be
realized only gradually. In effect, videotex networks (sometimes considered to be
feebleminded cousins of computer networks) may become at once full—fledged univer-
sal distributed processing systems offering a virtually unlimited range of applications.

14.1 INTELLIGENT TERMINALS AND TELESOFTWAHE

Intelligent videotex terminals can be made in three Ways.

1. Personal computers can be fitted with hard or soft modules to interface with
videotex.

2. Personal or small business computers can be designed integrally with videotex
capability. Examples include Nabu’s cable-based computer fabricated in Canada
(See Nabu, 1981), and the BBC Microcomputu (see Moir, 1982). The latter was
intended for the more serious viewers of a series of programs on computers on the

BBC Television. This computer was to serve as support for demonstrations,
including downloading of telesoftware through Prestel.

3. Enhanced decoders with telesoftware capability and local programinability can be

designed. A signifith example is MUPID (discussed in the next section), which
was developed in Austria.

The difference between these three alternatives is not only techniCal but, perhaps

more significantly, economic and psychological. Before discussing in more detail the
functional possibilities offered by intelligent terminals, let us briefly compare from
economic and psychological viewpoints the three alternatives. While personal computers
made according to 1. and 2. above certainly offer much functionality (possibly too much
for the average user), their cost ($1000-15,000) largely exceeds the cost of videotex
decoders (which is in the hundreds of dollars). This puts an a priori limit on the number
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of potential customers. Further, the buyer of a personal computer is buying 'a common
and not just an enhancement to his TV set, as in caSe 3.; the psychological difference
should not be underestimated. But perhaps the best marketing strategy is to offer an
inexpensive videotex terminalfpersonal computer combination.

Enhanced terminal decoders cost less beCause

- they are based on a volurne~fabricated product

a they offer less function than do typical personal computers (e.g., they do not
require floppy disks and multiple compilers).

The idea behind telesoftware, as originally conceived, is quite straightforward: it is
to use videotex channels, of whatever nature, for the transmission of computer programs.
The downloaded programs are stored in an enhanced terminal and then executed under
user central. The first telesoftware experiments were carried out around 197? in the UK.
over the Oracle teletext system (see Hedger et a1., 1980). The necessary decoders were
built by Mullard, Ltd., and consisted of a teletext receiver augmented internally by a
microprocessor, 4kB of memory to hold the program, and 21:13 of PROM for a local
control program. This terminal was not user»programmable.

Today, numerous videotex—like systems feature downloading of programs to the
terminal. However, most projects reported to date are quite ad hoc applications, without
aspiration to exploit systematically all the inherent potential of telesoftware. One exam~
ple is Playcable, operational in the US. Subscribers are equipped with special~pnrpose
terminals capable of receiving and executing software ,for soreen~based games. The ter~
mina] is not programmable by the user and no details about the system operation,
language used, etc., are disclosed. Programs cannot be stored on local secondary
storage. When the terminal is tinned on, the directory of available games is displayed.
Upon selection the desired program is transmitted and run in the terminal’s microproc-
essor. Cooperation with other systems is practically impossible.

Another well~known System is run by the Council of Educational Technology
(CE'I) in the UK. CET has acquired and developed a number of educational programs
for various microcomputers, among them the BBC Microcomputer, Pet, Apple, and
Research Machines 3802. The programs are stored and distributed through Prestel,
although they do not necessarily use Prestel presentation code (see Thompson, 1981).
Figure 14.1 shows a sequence of pages leading to the downloading of a program. It
should also be mentioned that networks such as The Source feature “software banks”
through which users can make their programs available for other participants.

Telesoftware Protocols and Standards

In generahpurpose computer networks, software transfers between participating comput~
era are supported by file Wanner protocols. The aim of such protocols is to ensme
error-free transmission, and they are often designed integrally with the operating sys-
term. The situation with telesoftware is somewhat different in that no such protocol was

originally designed into most videotex systems. An additional problem at present is the
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lack of a universally accepted language for telesoftware. This will remain a major obsta»
cle to the spread of telesofhvare applications until intelligent terminals turn into even
more intelligent multilingual general-purpose computers, or until a standard language is
agreed upon. So far, there is no consensus concerning even the level of such a language.
Proposals have been floated for machine language, intermediate level (P-code) language,
and high-level languages (Basic, Pascal, ADA).

In Prestel and the UK. teletext, program pages are handled by the central facilities
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Figure 14.1 (continued) 4. Description ofHOUSE; 5. Technical details On HOUSE.

in exactly the same way as are display pages. However, they are heated chmpletcly dif—
ferently at the receiving end: tclesoftware pages have to be recognized as such and provi-
sions must be made to assure their error—free trausruissioa. More precisely, the following
technical issues must be taken care of: '

1. Error-free transmission of program files must be ensured. If the error protection
built into the supporting videotex system is insufficient, additional protocol facilities (at
the transport levc1)-—-c.g., automatic request for retransmission and/'01: more powerful
error detecfimwmust be added.

2.111 early expcfimcntsihe received programs had to be typed manually from the
screen into the terminal’s program memory. This is clearly unacceptable and therefore
telesoftware pages must be automatically recognich and loaded.

3. Most videotex systems employ 7-bit character sets, and some (rides may be sub-
ject to changes done automatically by the database software. For example, trailing
blanks in a display line can be suppressed and replaced by carriage return and line-food
characters. Some codes from the control set can cause undesirable effects if thcy‘occur in s
the file being transmitted. Since telesoftware (especially in machine language form) is
basically binary 8—bit code, it must be mapped from the (0-255) range onto the set of
allowable 7-bit characters. One method is to use two 7-bit characters per byte (as in the
Oracle oxpcfimEnts); another is based on inserting escape sequences into the stream of
Sabit codes, causing transcoding of the subsequent bytes into the permissible range. This
method is used in the GET system (see Brown, 1981).

4. No language Standard exists at the present for telesoftware, nor will one exist in
the near future. (It is reassuring to be able to assert at least something certain about
standards.) Tclosoftwarc programs are produced for a variety of languages and dialects.
Consequently, before downloading, some kind of option negotiation must take place,
whereby the terminal makes sure that the program it is about to receive fits its language,237
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memory, and other capabilities. This option negotiation is performed manually in
today’s systems; however, it is being considered for automation by CEI‘. This may even~
tually lead to a “metastandard,” in the sense that instead of specifying a standard
language, one would have a standard Way of choosing from a set of languages. New
languages might be added. to the set by a registration procedure similar to the registration
(by ISO) of new graphic alphabets and escape sequences.

5. An easy method of Searching the directory of telesoftware programs should be
available. Keyword access is a good candidate for this; once the desired program is
located, the sequence of necessary actions (downloading, etc.) can be executed automat~
ically by the resident control program.

14.2 THE AUSTRIAN APPROACH TO TELESOFI'WARE

A significant step towards the systematic utilization of intelligent terminals and
telesoftware has been taken in the Austrian public videotex network, described by

Maurer (1982), and by Maurer and Sebestyen (1982). The core of the design is MUPID,
a Multipurpose Universally' Programmable Intelligent Decoder that has been available
since OctobeI, 1982, for a monthly rental rate of about $6.00. The list of applicatioris so
far available (see below) is impressive and illustrates well the possibilities of such an
approach. What makes this even more remarkable is the fact that the central database
system is a practically unmodified Prestel software package. The potential of intelligent
terminals and telesoftware could be utilized even better in a system whose design

integrates these concepts from the beginning.
Structurally, MUPID is a single-board extensible microcomputer. The processor is

a 2280A operating at a 4~MHz clock rate. In the standard configuration, it contains 161tB
of EPROM for resident data and software, and 641:3 of writeable memory, used partly

as a bit-plane display memory (320 X 240 pixels, 4 bitsfpixel) and partly for the storage
of locally written programs audior telesoftware. TWO serial interfaces are provided (e.g.,
for printer and cassette memory), as well as 16 analog inputs (e.g., for game controls and
graphic editing). The unit contains a full ASCII keyboard with a numeric block including
a few dedicated control keys, a sound generator, and a speaker. The terminal can handle
all presentation options (mosaic, geometric, and photographic); at the present it can
decode the Prestel standard and PLPS-like geometric PDIs (available also for local pro-

gramming in Basic). New standards, such as full PLPS or CEPT, can be accommodated
simply by replacing some EPROM memory modules. Alternatively, this could be
accomplished by telesoftware as well—a solution to the problem of multiple standards.
MUPID is connected to the TV set through a standard plug. MUPID can accommodate
transmission speeds of 120005 his (standard videotex), 300300 bis (applications for
teletypes with acoustic couplers), and 2400152400 his (to be introduced in Austria in
1984),'which is necessary for two-way transfer of files. Additional features built into the
terminal’s firmware are cursor positioning, scrolling, and the creating of “windows”
over parts of the screen (tag, for teleconferencing).
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A considerable number of MUPID applications have been or are being realized;
Manner classifies them into five categories:

1. The central database can be used as a program and file library. This obviates the
need for secondary storage in the terminal and opens the way for sharing and exchanging
programs among users. A Basic interpret is available as a teleprogram for local program—
ming. Educational software also belongs in this class. -

2. Certain applications are intended to improve the quality of videotex service for
the users. Typical cases are teleprogtams enabling search by keywords (although the
main database can be accessed only by numerical selections) and local animation or
other manipulation of downloaded graphic images. For example, a map of a city can be
displayed; an accompanying teleprogratn indicates by flashing the shortest route between
two points, or the location of historical sites. Most of these programs are “hiddei1’_’ from
the user—that is, they are loaded and started automatically upon the selection of a given
page. In these applications the terminal acts as a user agent. Going further, one can ima—
gine sophisticated users uniting their own user agent programs—cg, for regularly scan—
ning the news pages for the occurrence of the word “Lebanon,” and storing the
corresponding material for later display.

- 3. Telesoftware is available for service providers. Text editing and graphic editing
(and other utility-oriented) teleprograms are available that turn MUPID into a service-
provider terminal. '

4. Another application involves improvement of communications among users.
Teleprograms exist for written user-touser conversation (on split screen), for telecon—
ferencing, and for messaging. Another group of programs enables games to be played
against another user or against the terminal or a distant computer. For some games the
terminal can be teleprogrammed to act as an umpire or scorekeeper. Still other possibili—
ties are “telealottery” and “tale-gambling.”

S. Telesoftware can be aimed at offloading external computers and gateways. Dia-

log management with external computers, and certain types of transactions can be sim— _
plified by the use of intelligent terminals. For example, the data-gathering function in
the PrestelfBildschinntext gateway might be carried out in the terminal.

One might be led to see telesoftware as merely a means of processing distribution
(which is in itself a desirable goal): after all, teleprograms could be executed in suitably
dimensioned access machines as well. However, this is definitely not always possible.
First, many applications require interaction speeds and frequencies that are unrealiaable
with remote shared cemputers (e.g., animation in games, educational courses, graphic
editing). Second, certain functions are impossible to execute elseme than in the tenni-
nal itself: take, for instance, the above-mentioned capability of MUPID to be repro—
gramrned for different presentation standards. If done in an acCess machine (instead of in
the terminal), this would amount to real~time transcoding from one standard into
another, a task beyond the capability of today’s technology.
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In conclusion, we can comment favorably on the potential of Austria’s approach to
videotex. That approach may well prove to be a much-needed impulse for the final take?
off of videotex.

14.3 TOWARDS DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING IN VIDEOTEX
NETWORKS

The ideas of the preceding section can. be extended, in a natural way, to lead towards the
development of a network of nodes (intelligent terminals, access machines, and external
computers), each of which is programmable by others. Such a system would have a
number of unique characteristics that would place it among the most advanced distrib—
uted processing cornputer networks. These characteristics include:

0 very large numbers of terminals

- the unifying influence of videotex (as opposed to external) databases, serving as a
common repositOIy of information and as a communication medium

. nodes capable of receiving teleprograrns from other nodes, and of supporting their
execution

-- applications in terms of the cooperative execution of programs in several nodes,
preceded (and possibly interleaved) by the downloading of appropriate telepro—
grams

. interaction between cooperating programs that takes place over large distances.

The most obvious place in which such cooperative execution can take place (as in
today’s systemS) is the terminal-access machine pair. However, it would be-shortsighted
to exclude other possibilities from the design, such as teleprogramnring'of One access
machine by another, sending teleprograms to and from external computers, and even
“reverse telesoftware" (the execution in an access of a program originating in a
user terminal, which would add realism to the meaning of “useragent” as an entity or
algorithm sent into another node with a specific task to accomplish.) -

What is needed in order to realize all- these possibilities is a coherent network
architecture, to be developed along the lines of the OSI reference model. It should pro-
vide a convenient framework for the'development of services, using telesoftware as a
tool. The design should draw from the lessons and experience gained in the design of
similar distributed database or transactional systems.

In particular, a number of technical issues must be resolved:

1. The architecture should provide for a reliable communication infrastructure
required for the transfer of files (teleprograms, di5playable pages, and other data).
Existing standard transport protocols may be applicable for this purpose. '

2. System—wide naming and addressing conventions must be established for transmis-
sion of teleprograms and communication between concurrently executing pro-
gl'flITlS.
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3. A suitable. programming language for system-wide use must be agreed upon".
Sychronization primitives must permit at least simple cooperation between con-
current programs.

4. Ownership control over teleprograms and other files must be established.

Within the above—outlined framework, many classes of applications are possible.

Referring to Figure 14.2, we See that they can be characterized by the data paths
involved.

‘ tIaditional videotex data retrieval (path a in the figure)

0 traditional telesoftware: downloading of programs and local execution after discon~

nection from the source (b, then c) -I

a local processing of displayable material by telesofiware or locally written pro~
grams (d); example: automatic animation

. imagemanipulation under user control (that is, by a teleprogram interacting with
the user) (b, then c and d); examples: games, educational programs

. interaction between a program in the terminal decoder and both the user and serv-
ice computer (b, c, d); examples: various enhancements of database search pro-
oedures

. interaction between user terminals (c, b, e or c, f), such as in games,_conferencing,

messaging

Display

  
User terminal 2

User terminal 1

Figure 14.2 Interacfions in distributed processing videotex ayatem.
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. sending files (data or programs) to distant locations for storage and eventual execu~ -
tion (13, e, g).

This section should be regarded as one possible scenario for the future devel»

opment of videotex. For 4004 more scenarios refer to Plummet et al. (19?9) and to Tyde-
man et a]. (1982).
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There is no need to emphasize the importance of good performance evaluation
tools for those who implement and operate Videotex systems. The literature on computer

performance is vast and flourishing, but there is very little published work that is Specific
to Videotex. This is especially true for approaches involving experimental data—e.g., on

page access frequencies, and session lengths. In this chapter we illustrate a few possible
applications of standard techniques to Videotex: queuing theory for building overall
models of videotex networks, a Markov chain model to determine page access frequen-

cies from paterneters of user behavior, and a probabilistic approach to optimizing
teletext transmission sequences.

15.1 QUEUING MODELS

When designing an entire Videotex system, it is important to determine its overall per-

formance in terms of response time, throughput, and resource utilization. From the many
methods available (such as simulation, which is often too costly, and various rules of _

thumb, which are often oversimplifications), analytic queuing models seem to offer a

good balance between cost, precision, and extrapolating power. Queuing models have
become very popular for the evaluation of computer systems and networks in general;
the tendency seems to be moving toward complicated models that structurally fit well the

underlying system even when they are only approximately solvable.
243
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In this section we give a few simple examples of how queuing theory can be

applied to videotex systems. For the supporting theory and more elaborate (and realistic)
models the reader is referred to specialized literature, such as Kleinrock (1976), Allen

(1978), and Kobayashi' (1978).
Classical viewdata networks differ in the following, mainly quantitative, respects

from other interactive computer networks:

1. There are a large number of terminals (100* 1000 per access machine, and tens of
thousands nationwide).

2. Service time typically consists of short periods of CPU activity and then periods of '
waiting for access of secondary memory (usually 1 “2 accesses). Therefore there is
less need for timessliced processor Operation than in general time~shating systems.

3. User think times (see below) are quite long (IS—30 seconds between roiluests)
because the amount of information to be absorbed before a new request can be gen-

erated is quite large (e.g., a page). (The above two points are valid for page-
oriented retrieval only.) '

Open and Closed Models

Before proceeding to calculations, we discuss qualitatively two classes of queuing
models that can be used to evaluate videotex systems. Examples of the two types of
models are shown in Figure 15.1; the notation is summarized later. The underlying
videotex system is shown in Figure 15.1(a).

In both models there is a fixed population of K terminals generating collectively a

stream of page requests arriving to the access machine at a rate of Mrequestsisecond). It
can be obtained (for example) as Kr, where r is the rate at which each user generates his
requests. Taking it = lf30 seconds andK = 300 will result in )t = 10.

The access machine is modeled in this example by a single server with an associ-

ated waiting line (queue). The (average) service time (in seconds) of the server is
E= llu; it includes all times involved: CPU execution, channel time, disk access time
and, eventually, communications time. More precise models would include servers and
queues for each component.

The principal information to be obtained from the models is the server utilization
p : Mp. and the average response time iii (the time a request spends in the dashed box of
Figure 15.1). Clearly, stable operation can be achieved only when it < |.L.

In the open system (Figure lS.1(b)), it is considered to be given, independent of
the response time and of the number of requests (“customers”) already in the system.
Therefore, situations can occur (e.g., due to adding new terminals, or in unusually heavy
traffic) in which it approaches or exceeds u; this leads to (theoretically) unbounded
queue size and response time. For this reason such models are said to be infinite: there is _
a (theoretically) unlimited supply of requests. All K terminals continue to issue requests
regardless of whether and when the responses are received. ' '

In closed (cyclic, finite) models there is a fixed number K of Customers (visualized
as tokens) circulating in the system. In the example of Figure 15.1(c), commonly called
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Figure 15.1 (a) Simple imarmtivc videotex network; (b) open model; (c) closed model.
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iv" Response time
(Time in queue and service)

§‘= Us
—'—‘*- __..._———-———-—-——"—"—'—'_'

Mean service time

 
_ — Number of terminals

 
Random service and interarrivul times

——- Consul-rt service and interam‘val times

Figure 15.2 Comparison ofopen andclosedrnodels.

the “single—server machine repair model,” terminals must wait for a response before

generating new requests. Each token can be in one of three states: waiting in the queue,

being serviced, or in the terminal. Thus, terminals are an integral part of the model (any

source of requests would do in the open modell); new requests cannot be generated

before a response arrives (they are generated “r” seconds, on the average, after the

response); there is no queuing in the terminals, which can be collectively considered

simply as a delay station; and A (the throughput) is not constant, but has to be calculated
along withv—v.

In a loose analogy, open models can be likened to a nonlinear electric circuit fed
from a source of current (requests). If the impedance (service time) of the circuit
becomes too large, the voltage drop (system population) can grow without limit. Closed

models behave analogously to a circuit fed from a source of voltage: the current (X) may
go to infinity ifthe impedance 6+ 3' ) approaches zero.

The behavior of the two models is summarized in Figure 15.2. While adding tetmi-

nals leads to infinite W in the open system, it results only in a linear increase of W in the

closed system. The exact shape of the cm'ves depends on the probabilistic properties of

interan'lval, thinking, and service times, and on the queuing dlSCipline. The dashed lines
show vTa in the case when the above three tirnes are constant (with zero variance). The
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same lines indicate the asymptotic behavior of the two systems for very small and very '
large values of K (compared to as). K = 1 a»??? is the maximum number of terminals
our closed system eculd accommodate under constant t and s, while keeping the response
time equal to 5. Therefore, 1 +37} is called the “saturation” point of the system.
Adding more terminals will result (again, for constant 1‘ and s) in increased 1? (by s for
each new terminal).

We emphasize that the models in Figure 15.1 are'm'ere examples of the two large
classes of queuing models, and are intended to illustrate their basic behavior. Many
sophisticated variations of both types have been described in the literature, each suited
for a different purpose—«cg, the “central server model of multiprogramnfing”, or the
“straightforward mode ” (see Allen, 1978). In fact, methods exist for the resolution of
arbitrary networks of MIME: type queues (multiple servers with exponential service time
and Poisson arrivals; see below). -

Lacking extensive experimental data, we cannot answer with certainty the ques-
tiOn; Are videotex networks closed or Open? The characteristic of open systems that the

request rate be independent of the response time is approximately valid in situations in
which:

. users can re—issue their requests before the answer is received

'0 the user population is rapidly changing, and new customers issue only single
requests .

. the users’ think time is much larger than the re3ponse time.

On the other hand, closed systems are the appropriate model when:

0 new requests cannot be issued before the response has anived
a think time can only start when a new page is received and displayed

. longer sessions are typical.

All of the above situations apply to videotex to a certain degree. Thus, all one can
say about the above question is that real systems are a mixture of the two extreme cases
(open and closed); appropriate queuing models can be created, e.g., by introducing .a
flow of new customers into (and out of) a closed system.

Sample Calculations

Now we give a few examples of typical queuing calculations. We limit ourselves to the
We case because they are the simplest from a computational point of view. First, we
give a summary of the uSual notation and a few formulas sufficient for some useful cal-
culations: '

. q, time Spent by a request waiting in the queue

. s, service time '
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w = s + q, time in queue and service (response time)

1-, interarrival time (between two requests)

I, think time (delay in terminals in closed systems)

N4, number of requests in queue

N, , number of nequests being served

0 N = N9 +Ns, number of requests in queue or being served.

Tin: ab_ove_eight symbols represent random variables; their average values are q, r, w, r,
we , N3, N.

o 'r 2 1E, arrival rate tothe queue

r, request rate from a tetminal

u= 1/3, servicemteperserver

0, number of servers in multiserver queues

p = Mm. c), server utilization

as = Mu, traffic density

e p03), probability of event E.

Formulas for MIMIC queuing systems with first comewfirst served queuing discipline:x

p(T$x)=1w-erh (Poiss0n arriValprocess)

p(s six): 1 —e'"'”‘ (exponential service times)

“If

_1 ..

C(c,u)= “c ‘7' H u“ (probablbty thatallc servers arebusy).
3+0 tango};

C(1.u)=p

e: C(c,u)§
c(l-p)

fi=§+§ (=E/(1—p)forc=1)

17w (90) =fi in 10 (90th percentile time in the system! i.e., in 90% of all cases,

W ‘15 17w (90))

N=iWL

The last equation is a consequence of Little‘s law, which states that the relationship
between average values of the number of customers it inside a service facility, time I a

customer spends in the facility and customer flow f (customersfsecond) through the
facility, is

n x! f.
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Figurels.3 Queuingfimesformulfiserverqueues, exponentialiutamfivalaudservicefimes.

Little’s formula is valid for any distribution of n, I, and f.

Figure 15.3 is a graphical representation of the equations for ii, advantageous especially
for the evaluation of multiserver queues involving the formula for C (an). The curve

for c = 1 (single server queue) is essentially the same as the one for open system

response time in Figure 15.2.

Example 1 (single server)

Pct an open type videotex system (see Figure 15.‘l(b)), with K = 500 terminals, :- = U30
(requestfseoondlterminal) and average service time F = 501115, calculate the response time
‘3, p, N, and 113.190).

Solution: First We determine A as A =Kr = 16.6? requestslsecoud. From this

p = as = 0.833. It follows that i? = E/(l-p) = 3001115. n“. (90) 2 300 x 2.3 = 6901115.

ThismeansthatthereSponsetimewillbelessthanGQOInsinW‘iE-ofallcases. Eotethata
10% increase of K (or r) would result in approximately doubling w to 600
rusecond!

Example 2 (multiserver queue versus multiple single—Server queues)

The Operator of the previously analyzed network is so successful that he wishes to extend his
system to 1500 terminals. To sustain the resulting request rate of 50 requestst he
decides to triple the database; he Wants to compare the response times obtainable with

separate queues to the three databases and a common multiserver queue with c = 3 (see Fig-
ure 15.4).
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$15 Mean time spent by an item in the queue \
(including the time taken to service the
item), divided by the mean service time
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1500
terminals

(a)

1500 1
terminals  

(bl -

Figure 15.4 (a) Model with three separate single server queues. Requests are split in three streams coming
from groups of 500 terminals; (1:) Multiserver queue. Arequest is taken by whichever server becomes first free.

Solution: The response time of the system with three queues is, as calculated previously,
W = 3001115. For the rmltiserver queue, we find p = Mir : 0.833. From Figure 15.3 we
have fil§= 2.5; therefore i? = 2.5 X 50 ms = 250 ms.

Example 3 (multistage open system)

Calculate the response time of a videotex network in which 90% of all requesm are satisfied
from the access machine and 10% are transmitted (after local service) through a data net-
work D to an external computer. The average delay thorough D is 0.5 second in each direc~
tion. "1116 system and its parameters are shown in Figure 15.5.

Solution: p1: 5060:0833; fi1=100ms. h; = 0.1x 50 + 3 '_—= 8; 92 = 8/10 = 0.8;
fig: 500rns. Thus thereaponse timein90% ofcases is 100ms, and 0.5 +0.5 +0.5 = 1.5
seconds in the remaining cases. This yields for the response time 0.9 X 0.1 + 0.1 X 1.5 =
0.24 second.

Note that in this example we did not accomn for the communication delay betWeen the
terminals and the access machine. The calculation is exact providing only that the arrival
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h = 3 (from other sources)

L  

  
AM: Access machine
EC: External oomqu
D: Data network

Figure 15.5 Multistage open system.

pattern in the second queue is Poisson; this many not be quite true-meg” because of the
influence of branching at the output of the first server. However it is the most reasonable
approximatitin we can make unless further assumptions are made about the branching pat-
tern, the distribution of delays in D, and the arrivals to EC from other sources.

Example 4 (c105ed system)

Find 176, p, and h for the system frorrLExample 1 considered as a closed single-server system
(see Figure 15.1(c)). The think time t = 1hr.

Solution: Although exact methods exist for'this case, we prefer an approximate solution
based onthefactthatforlargeKthc arrival pattcmgeneratedbthenninals attheinput of
the queue approaches a Poisson pattern. Therefore the server can be considered as an
MIMI] system and the simple equations listed above canbe applied.

The system can be seen as composed of two both traversed by aflow of
(Ur-know) intensity )L. The station represented by the queue and server will have a popula-
tion of N1 =fi_]\. The other station represented by the K terminals will have anaverage
population of N2 = it (from Little‘s formula). We must find A such that N1 +N2=K.
Thus,

K

t = so“

which leads to

h E?-— h(?+?+EK) -K :0.

The feasible solution of this equation is

It = 16.509 requests/second

yielding iii 1 = 4.73; A7; = 495.27; and p = 0.825.

Note that the system operates before the “sanitation point" of Figure 15.2, corresponding
in this case to 1+FIT§=601 terminals.
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A final note on the use of simplifying assumptions (such as exponential distribu»
tions) and approximative solutions seems appropriate. First, such calculations are a useful ‘
first—cut; if the results seem interesting, more elaborate models or other methods (such as
simulation) can follow. Second, it is all too often the case that the real parameters of a sys—
tem are uncertain, intractable, or both (e.g., probability distributions and traffic intensi-
ties). Therefore the quality of the results cannot be improved merely by applying more
complex and exact methods without improving the quality of input data. Let us quote the
Second Principle of Nonsense, attributed to R. A. Rosanoff: “Rigorous argument from
inapplicable assumptions produces the world’s most durable nonsense.“ (For complete-
ness, the First and Third Principles are: ‘ ‘For every durable item of nonsense, there exists
an irrelevant frame of reference in which the item is sensible,” and “The roots of most
nonsense are found in the fact that people are more specialized than problems”)

15.2 ACCESS MODEL FOR TREE-STRUCTURED DATABASES

In the examples of the preceding section we considered essentially single-server models
of videotex systems. In spite of their simplicity, it can be argued that they reflect reality
well because the prevailing part of the service time is the access time to page memory
(usually disk). In particular, even if the model included two servers (CPU and IIO), the
CPU service time ( a few mseconds) would typically be an order of magnitude smaller _
than the IIO time (around 50 mseconds for 1—2 accesses to a single disk pack). There
fore, the main bottleneck limiting the throughput occurs at the IEO stage, while there is
negligible queuing for the CPU. Fortunately, several methods exist to partly alleviate
this problem. For example, data can be spread out or replicated over several disk drives,
or some frequently used pages may be duplicated even in the same. disk, thus reducing
the average scek time. Another technique is to introduce a memory hierarchy and to keep
highly accessed pages in faster memory, such as various electronic equivalents to dish
or extended main memory. Note that combined transmission of data over teletext and
viewdata (e.g., in INDAX, Chapter 6) is based on a similar idea: the database can be sig-
nificantly offloaded if popular pages are transmitted in broadcast mode.

All such techniques are based on the “locality of reference" property of practi-
cally all data: most requests against a database (or file or program) are directed to a rela—
tively small subSet of the data, called the working set. This working set may be static or
may change with time; automatic methods exist to detect and proper working
sets in faster levels of memory hierarchies, thereby minimizing the average access time.
This behavior of data has found many expressiom——e.g., in the form of rules of thumb,
such as the “80—20 rule": 80% of all requests go to 20% of data. Without locality, that
is, if requests were scattered randomly, 20% of data would receive 20 and not 80 percent
of requests. Another cornmon access rule is Zipf’s law (see Zipf, 1949). It predicts that
the frequency of access to the kth most popular page should be proportional to Uk.
Equivalently, the cumulative probabilities of access to the It most frequently accessed
pages should be a linear function of log (k).
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Figure 15.6 Fitting Zist formula to experimental data. _
To check the validity of this latter assumption for videotex, experimental data from

a small videctex trial in British Columbia are plotted in Figure 15.6 (taken from a report
by Horspool and Bochmann, 1982). The graph is indeed linear until a value of about 400
Pages-

To summarize: optimization of mass storage is of eminent importance to videotex;
however, little can be done unless reliable data are available on page-accessing frequen-
cies. The remainder of this section deals with an access model that pennits calculation of
such frequencies from the behavior or individual users.

Markov Chain Model of Page Access

Standard approaches to detemiining access probabilities typically rely on measurement
as the source of data for database optimization. Although probably more exact,
measurement data provide relatively little explanation of the reasons and mechanisms
underlying the observed phenomena, and therefore one has to be very careful in extrapo-
lating such data for different databases, users, and applications.

In contrast, the method presented below takes into account a description of ele-
mentary actions in the user’s behavior and attempts to deduce his access pattern from
that (see Madeleine et a1., 1982). Therefore, once the user behavior is well understood,
similar methods will lead to performance figures that not only describe, but also theoreti~
cally explain, these figures.

Assume a standard hierarchical videotex database in the form of a balanced tree
such as in Figure 15.7. To describe the behavior of a user navigating in such a database,
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l
Keywords in
first K levels

Level
R001.

  
Predecessor
Brother
Descendant
Absolute

: Keyword
CF: Current page

ill-hulk):—
Figure 15.7 Access modes in hierarcldeal database

we postulate the following five access modes, from which he can select any time he
accesses a new page (CP is the currently accessed page):

CP’ 5 predecessor

CP’s brothers (choosing one with equal probability)

CP’ 5 descendants (choosing one with equal probability)

absolute page selection (choosing any page in the database with equal probability)
keyword selection (same as 4, but only to pages in the top K levels in the tree,
which are supposed to be addressable by keywords).

E-“PP’E‘JE‘
Ftu‘ther, let a, b, d, t, w, where a + b + d +t+ w = 1, bethe' stationary probabilities
of selection at ever step one from the above modes, respectively. (The probabilities are
assumed to be the same for all users.) Two more rules are-necessary: when CP is the root

(level 1), modes 1 and 2 will result in reaaccessing the root; when CP is a leaf page,
mode 3 will result in going to the root.

Such a search pattern can be modeled by a Markov chain (See Allen, 1978) with
one state per page, where the transitiori probabilities follow directly from the above
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probabilities. But to find the steady-state probabilities (page access frequencies) one
would have to solve a system of, say, 100,000 equations of 100,000 variables for a data
base of reasonable size.

To be practical, the number of equations can be drastically reduced by lumping
together all states (pages) belonging to a given level of the tree; this results in systems of
tractable size that still yield interesting results. (Without going into theoretical details we
assert that the conditions for lumping together the states are satisfied in this case). The
new states are labelled acoording to the tree levels to which they correspond.

In order to derive the transition probabilities of the new system (See Figure 15.8)

we introduce a few new symbols:

- L, number of levels in the tree

. K, number of levels addressable by keywords

a M, branching factor (number of descendanm of non—leaf pages)

Accessible by
keywords

 
Figure15.8 ReducedMal-kovchain wifllonestateperueelevel.1ransifionprobabilifiesduetonndes4and5
arenashown.
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. N = (ML -1)!(M —1),to'talnumber ofpages

. R = (M -— 1)ch — 1), number of pages in the upperKlevels

. C,- = M”, number ofpages in level 1‘.

Now, the transition probabilities pi}- (from state i to state j) are obtained as follows:

p11 = a + b + U

pi,- # b+U 1<iEL

p.441: d+U 1si<L

PL] 3 d+U

pi+1i=a+U lEi<L

pi]- = U forallpairsij notincluded above.

U is the transition probability between non-adjaoent levels:

pg; = U = er/N +ij/R j ex

= :0).- .w ' j>K.

Steady-state probabilities 171, . . . , 111 are obtained by solving the equations
L

nk=21npgu k=l,...,Li=1

1 = $117;i=1

A sample of typical results for M =10, L m 10, K =-* 3 is plotted in Figure 15.9.
Note that the case with d =1 exactly corresponds to Zist law, while t = 1 leads to

equiprobable access to every page. The other cases illustrate the sensitivity of the results
as the parameters of user behavior change. The peaking effect at the third level is clearly
due to accessing by keywords.

The above basic calculation can be refined in several ways. For example, one can

obtain the access probability p, to any subtree of the database as
L

P5 = 2 171' Cii=1

Where c,- is the proportion of level 1‘ covered by the subtree. For the subnee in Fig
ure 15.1001), c1= c2 = 0; c3 =c4 =c5 = 0.25.

So far we have considered equiprobable access to all pages within each access
mode. This restriction can be partly removed at the expense of an increased number of
states in the Markov chain. For example, should experimental data indicate that users
prefer the right subtree of the database (dr > (13 in access mode 3), the states can be
lumped together as in Figure 15.10(b). Transition probabilities within the levels of each
subnee would be calculated as before: mter-subnee access is possible only in absolute or
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pi Access probability to level i

 
Figure 15.9 Access probabilitiesina remasmmdeledby aMaflcov chain.

keyword mode (with one exception), and the probabilities would be obtained similarly as
in calculating U, above. Thus, for example, in Figure 15.10Cb), supposing K a 2,

P67 =P76 = lC'r/N 21"{4/15)

{.152 = th/N + “CZ/R = [(1/15) + 190/3).

The exception mentioned above occurs when accessing in mode 2 on the level at which
the split Occurs (level 2 in this case); here, trivially p23 = pg 2 = b + U.

The above situation (different access probabilities to descendants) may of course

occur repeatedly in the tree. If all pairs of probabilities were different, we would end up
with one state per page. Modeling other cases, such as unbalanced trees (see Fig»
ure 15.10(c)) or different values of a, d, etc., between difierent pairs of levels, is equally
feasible with the above method. '

15.3 OP'HMIZATION OF TELEI'EXT TRANSMISSION SEQUENCES

In teletext, as with viewdata, pages are not accessed with equal frequency by the user

conununity. In most systems, however, pages are customarily transmitted in fixed
Cycles, with occasional repetition of evidently important pages (e.g., directories). One of .
the reasons for this lack of optimization is that access frequencies cannot be centrally

monitored, as they are in interactive systems. But as teletext will offer more sophisti-

cated services in the future, it will become increasinglyWt to the access

times as much as possible.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 15.10 (a) Calculating subtrae access probability; (b) Mulfiple states per level, d, 9* d g ; (c) Unbal-
anoedlme.
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This section addresses itself to the problem of minimizing the average waiting time ‘-
for a teletext page, under the assumption that we know the (fixed) probabilities of
request of each page by a user. These probabilities can be obtained, e.g., by the method
in the preceding section. The conclusions will be equally valid for a group of uSers
requesting pages with the same probabilities.

Supposa the teletext magazine to be broadcast has n distinct pages. They are
transmitted in a fixed cycle at regular intervals, one page at a time. The user issues a
request at an arbitrary time (relative to the cycle) and then waits for w page intervals
until he receives the selected page. The process is then repeated after a random delay
(think time), which is long compared to the cycle time. (The purpose of this assumption
is simply that every new request be issued at a random time relative to the cycle.) Let a,- ,

i = 1, . . . , n, 2 a,- = 1, be the fixed probabilities used to generate page requests. The
._l .

problem is then to determine the repetition rates of pages in the broadcast sequence that
will the average waiting time iv‘. Imagine, for instance, that n == 9 pages are
broadcast. If all of them are requested with equal probability, then clearly the best one
can do is to transmit them in a fixed cycle of length 9, each page Sent once:

l23456?891234,etc.

This results in vi? = m2. Now suppose that page 1 is requested four times as frequently as
all other pages (a1=4a2=. ..=4a9). Clearly this page should be transmitted more
frequently than the others; intuitively one might think that it should be repeated four
times in the cycle (of length 11):

12314516?189123145,etc.

However, we will see that this is not the case: to minimize ii, it should be repeated only
tWice:

123451678912345167,etc.

With arbitrary a,» the problem becomes a combinatorial one (to construct an
optimal sequence of pages that might have a very long cycle or that might even by acy—
clic). To avoid this complication we will no longer suppose that pages are transmitted in
a fixed repetitive cycle, put that they are generated randomly with stationary probabili—
tiesp, ,i =1, ..., n, 2 p,- =1. It follows from elementary probability that the aver-'=1

age distance between two occurrences of page i in such a sequence is Mpg. Therefore our

problem now becomes to find the set ofp,- that will v? = 2 a, /p,— for given a,- ..=1.I

First we solve for n = 2 and then'generalize for n > 2. We have

a1+a2=1

pit-132:1-
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Letting

gives

and
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a1=_m2 and

1 1+r' 2' 1+?

fl x = 1
’01 1+x’ ‘02 1+x‘

The expréssiou to now becomes (for given r)

fih r/(1+r) + 1/(1+1!'!= 1+x + r
x/(1+x) 1/(1+x) 1+:-

Letting

yie'lds finally

 

PW.

To generalize this result, suppose now that all ai in
N

fi=20i40il ">2i=1

  

Part V

already correspond to 117mm, except p1 and p 2 , which have to be found. Thus we have to

 

mmlmize

where

and

Lefling again

we obtain

: Lx
‘01 1 +x ’

a a

u=_1+_2’
P1 P2

a1+a2=K51

  

P1+P2=L$L

“1:”? am P1=J¥92

: L a = Kr
p2 1+x’ 1 1+r'
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After doing the arithmetic as abOVe we have

6 u _ K
BxL

 

 
and therefore again it é W as the value v'v'. By applying the same reasoning
to all pairs ofp,- , p1 ,- We'o'onclu'de that 5-? is minimal when

p11p2...:pnt VGIIVfl—g...‘.\/a—n

when: a,- are the given request probabilities and p,- the optimal transmission probabilities.
Here is a final note on the practical utilization of the above result: should the per-

son who implements the teletext system insist on transmitting a fixed cycle of reasonable
length, then the page repetition rate can be made to conform in general only approxi—
mately with the theoretical values. Given the dubious precision of any data 'on a,- that he
can conceivably obtain (by polls, etc.) and the negligible suboptimality of the solution,
this would be a reasonable apptoach. 0n the other hand, abandoning the cycle and gen-
erating the sequence using a random number generator seems to be a simple and natural
solution, too. However, some provision should be made in this case to' limit the max-
imum interval between two repetitions of a page, which may occasionally become very

large.
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terminal, 134
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Technology), 235, 23?
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Chang, 46
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ASCII (American Standard Code for
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control, 108 (see also C-set)
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Chauffault, 185
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Childs, 41, 82, 120

Chisholm, 187

Chitriis, 161

Ciciora, 4, 64, 70, 101, 145
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Closed queuing model, 224—46

Closed. user groups, 16

Code extension, 103—11, 135—36

Code table (see Mosaic alphabet)
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absolute and relative, 170

backtracking, 172
Communication media, 5, 33

Compatibility, 141—43

with external computers, lSl-«82

between PLPS a'nd CEPT, 142

Component television, 146-49

Computer graphics, 127-»28

Control code (See C-set)

Control processor in terminal, 152

Coyne, 90
Cross-links, 171—72, 177, 202, 215

Crowther, 64
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rate, 3'1-38, 40, 50 (see also
Bandwidth; Bit rate)

reception (in terminal), 150—51
selection (in terminal), 150-52

Database (see also specific videotex

systems)
centralized, 7748

distribution, 24, 179-80, 215

external, 182485

formatted, 167—68

page-oriented, 168-72, 202 (see also
Menu selection; Tree-structure)

relational, 215, 217

replicated, 7748, 179-80, 252
review, 167—68

for teletext, 174—77

textual, 167—68

Datagram, 73

Date, 167, 224

Day, 131, 134
DECNET, 25

Decoder (see Terminal)

Delivery systems, 33»-37

Department of Communications
(Canada), 12, 127, 195

Dictionary, 204, 217-21

Didon,-10, 60—61

Digital Equipment Corp, 22
Directory, 170 (see also French

Electronic Directory)

level, 202

printed, 218

Display:
area, 95—96, 113

attributes (see AttributeS)

file, 127—28

memory, 11344, 121—22, 152—56

processor, 127—28
resolution (see Resolution)

TV set as, 95

Distributed database (see Database,

distribution)

271

Distributed processing, 24, 239-40
Dooument, 167, 21'?

page, 169
retrieval, 204

search, 221

Domes, 40

Dot matrix, 103

memory, 153-55

DOV (Data transmission over video),
4&57, 81

data format, 55—57

error handling, 51~55
transmission rates, 50—51

DRCS (Dynamically redefinable
character sets), 102—3, 134—35,
153

E

Edwards, 188

EIA (Electronics Industries
Association), 52

Electronic mail, 20

ELIE (system, 46

End-mend protocols, 2?
Errors:

in asynchronous transmission, 59-450

handling of, 51—55, 152
tolerance, 230 ,

External computer, 8, 180—83, 241

pointer, 180
services, 86, 180, 234 (see also

Gateway)

Eye—height test, 52-54

F

F300 (CCITT Recommendation), 30,
l?3-?4

FCC (Federal Communications
Commission), 66, 69
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FCSP (France-Canada~CBS standard

proposal), 29. 6540
Feiner, 172, 230

Penn, 125

Fiber Optics, 45—46
Field Electronic Publishing, 102

Field (television), 47—48

Fitzgerald, 66

Fixed-femat teletext (see Teletext,

synchronous)

Flicker, 96

Flow control, 1'4

Form management, 216

Frame, 168-69

Frame (teleVision), 4?—48

French Electronic Directory (system),
204-7, 218

Full~fie1d tranSmission, 49
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GateS, 43, 88

Gateway, 76, 181—93 (see also External

computer, services)

Gearing (see Teletext, gearing)
Gecsei, 172, 213
General instruments, 159

Geometric coding, 104, 127, 130, 233
Gilbert, 185

Godfrey, 181
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Graphics editor, 163

Gray scale, 122—23
Grieble, 83

Grimm, 22

G~set (graphic), 108—11, 133

H .

Halsey, 72

Hamming codes, 5446
Harashima, 125
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Hayes, 223

HDLC (High-level data link control),
28, 74

Head-end, 41, 89, 207

Hedger, 235
Herot, 172, 22'?

High-resolution TV, 97, 14?
Hobbs, 64

Holme, 18?

Home computer, 18—20 (see also

Personal computer)

Horspool, 253

Huffman coding, 106
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IBM, 22, 83

IDA (system), 40, 90—91

INDAX (system), 43, 38-90, 1??
Index, 167, 21?

alphabetic, 218, 233 '

page, 169, 202

iNET (system), 188

Information provider (see Service,

provider)

Interface language, 213—14, 230
International Videorexr Teletext News,

18—19, '59
In—use table, 110

ISBN (Integrated services digital
network), 3941

ISO (International Standards

Organization), 25
ISO 646 (standard), 108

ISO 2022 (standard), 108, 125

ISO 693’? (standard), 132

K

Keyword, 204, 207

access, 254-5?
dictionary, 217—21
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Kleinrock, 244 Multiple choice, 1'11, 204 (see also
Knowledge base, 168 (see also Menu selection)

Database) Multiserver queue, 249—50
Knowlton, 105 ' Multitext, 153, 159
Kobayashi, 125, 244 MUPfl) (Multipurpose Universally

Programmable Intelligent Decoder),
146, 238—39

L

Lambert, 124 N

Legibility, 98
Le Moign, 205 NABTS (North American broadcast
Link Research Memoranda, 38 teletext Specification), 66
Little’s law, 248 Nabn, 146, 234
Lochovsky, 227 Natural language, 221, 2%25
Lorig, 130 Navigation (see Browsing)
LSI compenents, 158-59 Network (see Giro particular systems):

circuit—switching, 72
communication, 9, 36

M computer, 23u25
hybrid, s1

Madeleine, 153 packet-switching, 28—29, 72—75,
Markov chain, 253-57 79—80
Martin, 23—24, 214 telephone, 36
Maurer, 146, 238—39 Nicol, 125
Maury, 204 Noirel, 64, 81
Memory hierarchy, 252 Nonsense, principles of, 252
Menu Selection, 214-16, 218, 220—21, NTSC (I‘V standard), 46—47, 63, 97,

(See also Multiple choice) ' 101 .
Messaging (see Videotex, applications)
MicroNet, 19

Mini~Hub, 46 O
Mnemonic dictionary, 204 _

Modern, 37—38, 150 Office automation, 20—21
Moir, 234 Opening queuing model, 244-47
Money, 58, 61, 150 Open University, 21
Monitor, 145 Oracle, 10, 12, 58, 235
Montreal Keyword System, 218 Orsnaes, 218
Moran, 231 031 (Open Systems Interconnection):
Mosaic alphabet, 103, 10?, 133 in gateways,_181, 187
Mosaic coding, 102—3 layers, 25—27, 66-458
Mothersole, 210 reference model, 25—28

' Mullard, 64, 153-64, 159, 235 relation to videotex, 28—o30
Multipage decoder, 156 Overscan, 4?—48
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PAD (Packet Assemblnyisassembly),
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Page, 168—69
access model, 253—57

as a domain, 215

memory, 152—53
in teletext, 175—77

types in Télétel, 2023
PAL (TV standard), 46—42, 9?, 101
Palrne, 184

Papp, 161
Parallel attributes, 11520

Parity, 54—55

PDI (Picture description instructions),
12960, 135—40

Personal computer, 234455 (see also

Home computer)
Phonemization, 205

Photographic, 104, 139
Picture Prestel, 38, 125

Pixel, 96, 125, 155 (see also

Resolution)

PLP (Presentatiomlevel protocol), 12?,
141

PLPS (Presentation-level protocol

syntax), 29, 112, 127, 135-40,
142, 158

Plummet, 4, 242

Poisson arrivals, 247—48

Postvcoordinate proCessing, 21748, 221

Pre~coordinate prooessing, 211548

Presentation layer, 27, 68, 181
Prestel, 10, 78, 124, 174

database, 169—70, 180

gateway, 185~87l
PANDA network, 82, 180

Private systems, 21—«22
Protocol (see also Standards; 0S1)

file transfer, 235

gateway, 182, 185—86 '

transport, 28, 30, 240

Index

0

Query language, 221+25

Question-answer interface, 214—16

Queuing theory, 24352

R

Reisner, 214, 232

Remote monitoring, 18

Resolution (of display), 96—97, 146,
155

Response page, 216

Response time, 244—47

RGB (red, green, blue), 97, 123, 145,
147

Robertson, 215 '

Rosanoff, 252

Rouilly, 20

Run—length coding, 12'?!r

8

8.100 (CCITT Recommendation), 29,

111, 131—32

Sablatash, 66

Scope of dictionary, 219-20
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SECAM (TV standard), 46—47
Serial attributes, 115~20

Service (see Videotex, applications):
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tel‘tninal (see Terminal)

Session layer, 27, 68
Shlien, 105

Shneiderman, 214, 225

SNA (System Network Architecture), 25
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Spatial Management of Data, 2275—30

Standards, 25 (see also patticular

systems and standards)
telesoftware, 235—38

teletext, 69—70 ,
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Index

Steria, 22, 200—201, 221
Stewart, 218

Storey, 64, 70, 147

Subtitling (see Captioning)

Supplementary G—set, 109, 111
Synchronizing pulse, 47-49

T

Tanenbaum, 23, 75, 143

Taylor, 185 .
T+carrier links, 3940

TDUAM Crime-dependent unified

alphamosaic system), 120
Teleconferencing (see Videotex,

applications)

Telephone network, 36—39
Telesoftware, 234—40

Télétel, 10, 12, 174 (see also Vélizy

' trial)

database, 169—20., 201~3
network, 180

TeleteX, 9, 20

Teletext, 9, 12, 58—?0

asynchronous, 60-61

computer, 207
databases for, 17447

evolution, 70

gearing, 64-64

magazine, 68, 175, 259
row interleaving, 61

standards, 69—70

synchronous, 59—60, 115—16
time coding, 62

transmissiOn sequence, 17547,
253L161

U.K., 61—63, 175

Telewriting, 130

Telidon, 10, 12?, 174

computer, 195497
database, 169—70, 180

Tenne~Sens, 1S3
Terminal:

add—on, 145

275

built-in, 145

intelligent, 146, 234*35, 238—40
multistandard, 146, 238

reference, 157—58

service-provider, 9, 159—63, 239

set-top, 102
structure, 149459

user, 8, 144—49, 244—45

virtual, 30—31 -

The Source, 19, 235

Think time, 244—47, 259

Thompson, 235

Tjaden, 43, 88

Tompa, 168, 215, 220

Topic, 21

Transaction (see Videotex, applications)

Transform coding, 104, 125
Transpac network, 60, 85 .
Tree structure, 168-72, 176-27, 202—3,

214—16, 252—58 (see also Menu

selection)

Treumiet, 98 '

Tsiehritzis, 216, 227

Tydeman, 242
Tyler, 4

U

U.K. Multi—level Presentation System,
134

User:

agent, 222
behavior, 253

context, 24, 195

interface, 113—74, 213—14

psychology, 230—32
terminal (see Terminal, uSer)

V

v.23 (CCITT Recommendation), 38

VB] (Vertical blanking interval), 46—48
(See also DOV)-

line assignment, 49—50
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276

Vélizy trial, 83, 85 (see also Télétel)

Videopac, 2007204, 221
VideoPrim, 15
Videotex:

applications, 14—18, 85, 216, '234,
239—41

broadcast and interactive, 10—11

center (see Access machine)

definition, 3—5

future of, 80, 242

key contributions to, 13

one—way, 5, 9-11 (see also Teletext)

in 081 perspective, '28 -

system components, 7—9

two—way, 5, 9—11

Vidibord, 131

Viewdata, 9 (see also Videotex).

VIPS (Videotex Information-Provider

System), 161—63

Virdata (system), 64, 70, 159

Virtext (system), 64, 70, 159
Virtual circuit, 73

Vivian, 131, 134

Index

W

WETA-TV, 70

Winsbury, 4

Working set, 252

X

X3 (CCITT Recommendation), 75
X21 (CCITI‘ Recommendation), 28, 74
X25 (CCITI‘ Recommendation), 28, 74
X28 (CCI'IT Recommendation), 75
X29 (CCI'I'I‘ Recommendation), 75

Z

Zenith Radio Corp., 64'
Zimmerman, 25

Zipf, 252

ZOG (system), 215
Zooming, 227
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